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c O'f>'/ I 
-CHAPTER VII 
.TEE "NEARER DISTANCES AND THE CLEARER MYSTERIES" : 
VOLUMES XIII-XVIII OF TBE NEW YORK EDITION 
Because the function of Volumes XIII-XVIII and the rationale 
of the internal div:i.sions w:i.tbin this series are intricate to 
expound, although lucid enough in :tact, my procedure in this first 
section of the present chapte~ wi.1l be to call attention to one 
pattern of evi.dence which can help to make clear the general outlines 
of my hypothesis. In later sections of the chapter, I shall discuss 
the evidence which the ~ fictions in these s~ volumes provi.de for 
my hypothes:is about the purpose of their arrangement. 
James opens the preface to Volume XVIII by report:ing a more 
grave objection to his work than any other of hi.s prefaces recounts. 
A u gentle lady and admirable critic, 11 he says, had questioned tt 'Why 
waste your romance?"' She bad remarked that "'there are cases, too 
niirrf, in which you've done it aga:in. •" Her very grave str:icture was 
that James bad squandered hi.s art:istic opportunities: . taking up a 
ki.nd of material suited to the "spirit of observation, tt a kind which 
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would not allow his gi£'ts for "romance" fullest play, he bad nevertheless 
in the course of ;lrl.ting changed· his treatment from "observation" to 
"romance11 and 11poeti.c artifice. 11 This commentator viewed "Daisy Miller" 
as proving that James t s deepest bias was for "romance, 11 so that his 
persistence in trying to provide "studies" of the kind of material open 
to him to observe closely on the stage o£ Europe led both to a "waste" 
of his gifts and to a kind of trick on his audience, an "unprincipled 
~stification" of the audience's apprehension of the "real" Daisy 
Millers: 
You~ you quite falsified, by the turn you gave it, the 
thing y'ou had begun with having in mind, the tbing.:you bad 
had, to satiety, the chance of 'observing': your pretty 
perversion of it, or your unprincipled mystification of our 
sense of it, does it rea.J.q too ll.lllch honour. • • o But why 
waste your romance? There are eases, too many-, in which 
you've done it again; in which, provoked by a spirit of 
observation at first no doubt sufficient~ sincere • • • you 
have yielded to your incurable preju~ce in favour of grace--
to whatever it is in you that makes so inordinately for form 
and prettiness and pathos; not to say sometimes for misplaced 
drolling. Is it that you've after all too 111Uch imagination? 
Those awf'al young women capering at the hotel.-door, they are 
the real. 11 ttle Daisy Millers that were. • • • l 
In this view, the "only fault" of James's "Daisy Miller" was "touchingly 
to have transll1Uted so sorry a type and to have, by a poetic artifice. 
not only J.ed our judgment of it astray, but made~ judgment quite 
2 
impossible. •• 
Notwi thstandi.Jig the mildness of tone in lrbich it is couched, 
the crux of this charge is an unawareness of his talents and procedure 
l. 
Art of Novel., pp. 269-270. 
JJ9 
such as no artist can af'f'ord. (Undoubtedly the reason James describes 
the commentator as "admirable" and "interesting" is that she at least 
sees that "Daisy Miller' "was of course pure poetry" and that her comment 
focuses on a problem of how James handled his material, instead of 
J 
s1mp4r and solely on the nature of his raw material. ) We shall see 
that this opilrl.on of James's "charming hostess" in Venice was very 
like that of Howells, who, from 1875 on, had persistentl;r indicated 
his beli.ef's that James • s gifts for "romance n were great and that James • s 
greatest problem was .fin:ding and matching the right material to his 
range of' talents. 
Very clearly the gentle lad;r's criticism rests on the premise 
that the opposition between "realism" and "romance" kinds of fiction 
derives :from a simple difference between "observation" and 
"imagination." James had written in his preface to The Awkward Age: 
"Kinds" are the very life of literature, and truth and 
strength comes from the complete recognition of them, 
from abounding to the utmost in their respective senses 
and. sinking deep into their consistency. 4 
5 
He was £u1.1y in sympathy w1 th the critic's need to define categories. 
J 
Art of' Novel, p. 270. In his 1891 essay of "Criticism," James 
says that when the critic is 11armed cap.-\-Pie in curiosity and sympathy," 
. noting the tune and observing "the direction," he is a "real helper of 
the artist, a torch-bearing outrider, the interpreter, the brother."' 
Sm! Art of Fiction, ed. M. Roberts, p. 218. 
4 
Art of Novel, p. 111. 
5 . 
He .felt, however, that some of the distinctions f'requentl;r 
empl.oyed by critics--such as the one betlTeen plot and character--were 
inept to deal with the complex unity of the artistic product, and that 
categories must be handled analytically, never legislativel;r. See "The 
Art of Fiction" (1884. Revisions in 1888.) in The Art of' Fiction, ed. 
M. Roberts, PP• 12-lJ. . 
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In his preface to The American, James had summarized "many definitions 
ot romance, n remarked some of the "strange conf'llsions" these l1la.Y lead 
6 
. to and "the obscuri.ty of that principle, n but had stated what he 
7 
considered the ttgeneral attribute of projected romance. n Two points 
James had l1la.Qe about The American especially should be borne in mind . 
as one reads the passage which opens the later preface to Volume XVlii: 
(1) that the early novel was not a result of "the largest responding 
imagination before the human scene" because of: its marked ttdeflexi.on" 
8 
into the air of romance; and (2) that this deflexion was not 
9 
calculated, was .,without intention, presumption, hesitation, contrition." 
It is instructive to compare this confession an the earlier preface)ot 
unintentiona.lly' having produced romance wi.th James r s reply to the 
charge about 11Daisy Miller." To his hostess's belief that the "romance" 
element was not what James bad started with, James replies that the 
ttsupposedly typical little figure ••• had never been any:thi.ng elsett but 
6 
Art of Novel, pp. ,32; ,30. 
7 
~ •• p. JJ. 
8 
Ibid. , p. 31. This f:irst point is partly explained by James's 
assumption that possessors ot artistic genius are fertile experimenters 
with the "dif:f:erent sorts and degrees o£ the communicable tbrill.'' 
Their "current," therefore, is nextraordinarily rich and mixed, washing 
us successively w1 th the warm wave o£ the near and fam111 ar and the 
tonic shock ••• of the far and strange.n Among these James cites 
Scott, Balzac, Zola. "O£ the men of largest responding imagination before 
the human scene ••• We feel, I think, that the detlexion toward either 
quarter has never taken place; that neither the nature of the man's 
faculty nor the nature of his experience has ever quite determined it.n 
9 
. ~·, PP• 25; JO. 
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lO 
"poetry." He does admit to having mistitled "Daisy Miller" a 
nstudy, 11 but he denies acy contradictory aims in it. We may tentatively 
conclude, I think, that James does not consider "Daisy Miller" o:r the 
same romance kind as The American, that his e:f:fect in the story was 
consciousl;y intended, and that--by using the term "poetic"--he does not 
accept his criti.c 1s stricture that the story mixed "romance" with the 
material o:r 11 observation .. 11 
James's interlocutor views "the spirit o:r observation" or 
realistic art as a transcription o:r experience. For she regardS 11Daisy 
Miller" as romance because the :figure James drew heightens familiar 
ll 
qualities to a 11pitch o:f the ingenuous ••• quality o:f the artlesstt 
which is not duplicated in actual instances. Further, she ililplies that 
realiSlll locates and presents social types, in order to make possible a 
11 judgment." "Romance" she connects with "prettiness, n and with an 
entertainment purpose regarded as rather trivial: 11 . . . 
l2 
charming or touching to that extent justi:fies i tsel:f .. " 
The di:ff'erences between this critical position and the 
distinctions proposed by James in the preface to The American are radical. 
James de:fined romance as treating any area o:f subject matter as "liberated 
•.• exempt .from the conditions that we usual.ly- know to attach" to 
13 . 
experience. Romance aliows us to swing in the n commodious car of' the 
10 
Art o:r Novel, P• 270. 
11 !big. 
l2 
~· (The itali~s are mine.) 
13 . 
~. • P• )). 
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imagination" because we are tied to the earth only by a rope 11of 
14 
remarkable length." Any type of material. may be used to give the 
effect of so swinging. Neither "boats e • • caravans • • • tigers • 
ghosts , •• forgers ••• detectives ••• pistols and knives" is an 
indispensable element. Romance is the creation in the reader of the 
sense of being presented with that which nwith all. the facilities in 
the world ••• we never .sm directly know; the things that can reach 
us only through the beauti:f'ul circuit and su'bterf'uge of our thought and 
15 
our desire.tt James makes a distinction between the unknown and the 
unknowable crucial to his pwn distinction of realism from romance. Be 
states that romance cannot satisfactorily be defined as presenting the 
16 
"strange 11 in the sense of the unknol>m. Romantic art does not differ 
from realistic by dealing with material which lies at a greater 
distance from an observer. Rather, James defined the two kinds to lie 
in two distinct planes. The plane of realistic art 'includes anything, 
familiar or unknown, which is presented as if within "the conditions 
that we usually know to attach to 11 our experience. Realistic art 
e~lores and represents 
the things we cannot possibly BQi know, sooner or later, 
in one way or another; it beirig but one of the accidents 
of our hampered state. and one of the incidents of their 
quantity and number • that particular instances have not 
yet come our way. 17 
14 Art of Novel, p. JJ. 
15 
Ibid. t p. J2. 
16Ibid., p. 31. 
17Ibid. 
The dif'ference between his interlocutor's definition of romance 
as what "could not possibly have been," and his own definition of it as 
what "with all the f'acilities. in the world ••• we never~ directly 
know"· occurs be'cause James 1 s categories take account of the total. 
situation always involved in "observation. 11 whereas the other distinction 
tries to identify "observation" wholly by' its objects. The latter 
procedure introduces into the problem a further concept of' ttexistence, n 
18 
wh:ich it then .lacks the sophistication to try to resolve. Aware that 
ref'erence to "existence" cannot solve anything because the concept 
involves the solution of a prior problem of' epistemology-, James defines 
the "observation" process producing realistic art as a situation where, 
because the perceiver ean receive testimo.ny from something suboect to 
the same conditions as his organs of perception, he ean seek to know 
"directly" even though his pursui.t may never be finished. In tbi.s way, 
James manages to produce a distinction between realistic and romantic 
art which at least enables us always to be certain of what contrast he 
is referring to. 
In his view' either heightening familiar material or using what 
is unfamiliar, both in order to interpret the uriiversal condi ti.ons of 
human lif'e (the "things we cannot possibly ~ know, sooner or later"), 
amounts to rendering 11the real." Romance, on the other hand, presents 
what we recognize to be never "directly" knowable. Romance does not 
awaken our pursuit of the yet-unknown but makes us content to receive 
18 
'What material ttis11 and what material 11is not11 ? 'What objects 
11 coul.d be11 and what objects 11 cou1d not ••• have been11 ?. 
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the sense of the unknowable. It does not represent and interpret 
universal conditions of human experience, but it may evaluate that 
19 
experience. 
By" reporting the remarks of his Venice hostess in his preface 
to the final volume of his shorter fictions in the New York Edition, 
James raises again the question of a definition of realiSlll, and 
raises it in eonnection with another problem of the nature of the raw 
material available to him. What he "had had, to satiety, the ehance 
of 'observing'" was young American females on the stage of Earope; his 
critic implied that his acceptance of this material "wasted, 11 in 
incoherent productions, his incurable bent to heighten and to shape. 
Such is part of the context in which the reader of the New York Edition 
should view the eollocation of stories which James makes in Volwne XVIII. 
These, Leon Edel summarizes, "divide between the stories of the self-made 
Ameriean girl and the Daisy Miller type, and tales sueb as 'The Real 
20 
Thing' & dealing with things real and· things imagined." Surely beyond 
the simple division thus noted, a more subtle unity--a big~ 
interesting and important one--is operative in this volume. The unity, 
moreover, may be used to illumine the purpose of all of James's groupings 
within and between Volumes mi to XVIII, and the £unetion of this third 
major unit within the Edition's design. 
19 . . 
But be held that for the most gripping romance, "we must even be 
kept, i.f possible, for our illusion, from suspecting an;r sacrifice" of the 
conditions which identify the directq knowable. Art of Novel, P• 33). 
20 
"The Architecture of He~ James's 'New York Edition,'" 
New England Quarterly:, XXIV (19.51), 176. 
.34.5 
"The Real Thing" in Vol'\l111.e XVIII throws light on how James 
might have expanded his answer to the interesting critic 11Daisy 
21 
Miller" ; for the painter-narrator of "The Real Thing" conceives of 
art, and especiall\v of his own Jtier of portraiture, in a way which 
contradicts the premises of the reported comment on "Daisy Miller." 
"The Real Thing" dramatizes a test of the painter's view of art; 
several things important to him depend on whether or not he cleaves 
to this conception of art even for his "pot-boiler" sketches to 
accompany fiction of all grades--both the "fashionable novels" he 
execrates and Phillip Vincent's "contemporary and satirical and 
22 
presumably genteeln work. By the test, the painter is confirmed in 
his opinion that even art having the most illustrative function 
possible cannot be photographic; the Monarchs' naive belief that the 
illustrator transcribes an object is discredited. Major and Mrs. 
Monarch are persons ·of reduced, but incorru.ptible, gentility who induce 
the painter to give them temporary emplo;yment as models. They are so 
named because, as reflectors of the· simplicity and stupidity which 
2.3 
dominates his audience's taste, they are the potential rulers of the 
artist. But he deals w.i. th the Monarchs' threat to his art in a 
2l 
"My answer to which bristled of course with more professions 
than I can or need report here," James says. <Art of Novel, P• 270). 
22 
XVIII, .32.3; .3.31. 
2.3 
They have an opportunity to read Vincent 1 s "Rutland Ramsay, n 
·but "dipped into the most brilliant of our novelists without deciphering 
maey passages~~~ (XVIII, ,340). · 
thoroughly professional way; he learns to put them into their place as 
its servants. 
And yet 11 £rom the incident the painter also learns how to draw 
for us a moving portrait of the Monarchs, instead of merely to satirize 
their type. "The Real Thing., reveals far more than that art is not the 
transcription of actuality. The theme of this story unveils James's 
particular practice of realistic art as a portraiture; Especially 
notable in the tale is a contrast between (1) the presentation of "type" 
and (2) the representation of "case." This contrast lies closer to the 
heart of the story than the simpler contrast between the actual object 
and the artistic reflection of it--between transcription and 
representation--Which usually ~s taken for the "general truth" James is 
rendering. 
The more important contrast between "type" and ncasett occurs 
in the painter's rwninations. In addition,. it is embodied in the details 
of everyone r s conduct--the painter's behavior to the Monarchs, theirs to 
him, to the other models and to each other, Miss Churm • s and Oronte 's to 
24 
the Monarchs. The painter first employs the Majo:r and bis wi£e as 
models for mixed reasons; they seem to him striking embodiments of 
24 
It is true that the two sets of persons employable by the 
narrator convey the opposition of actuality to its representation. But 
this proposition is eoDiplemented, to the story's great enrichment, by 
further oppositions which distinguish portraiture from another kind of 
representation which distorts: I:r a contrast of objects in life to 
objects as material for a representation of life is the principal focus 
of the story, the details supplied us about the painter t s particular 
ambitions, his specitic commission, and his treatment of the Monarchs 
woul.d. be largely irrelevant. The proportion of space the story spends 
on incidents following the painter's conclusion that the Monarchs cannot 
be his models woul.d be puzzling if the tale solel.y renders that the 
actual object is not always useful even to illustrative endeavor. 
J47 
25 
type, and they ·are persons in a tight situation. Earl:,y- in Part :r, 
the two words "typett and "case" are juxtaposed, "type" referring to 
the relation between the Monarchs' appearance and a generalization 
alrea~ in the painter's mind from his other experience, "case" to 
the complexus of details which is the Monarchs' situation: 
in the pictorial sense I had immediately~ them. I had 
seized their type--I had settled what I would do with it. 
Something that wouldn •t absolutely' have pleased them, I 
afterwards reflected. · 
'Ah, you're--you're-a-t• I began as soon as I had 
mastered rrry surprise. I .couldn't bring out the dingy word 
'moclels': :it seemed so little to fit the case. 26 
Though his "ruling passion11 is "the detestation of the amateur" and 
his other "perversity ••• the innate preference for the represented 
27 
subject over the real one, 11 the painter finds it "amusing at first 
to do the real thing, 11 which is the Major's trousers and the 11 'smart' 
28 
tension of her tight stays." Bu.t his observation of ty:pe very 
quickly turns from amusement to boredom. Moreov'er, in the life of his 
studio he finds the Monarchs as monotonous as h his sketches of them, 
because they themselves perceive and behave invariably by a type pattern 
of the "real" lady and gentleman. In Part III, the painter S1U!III1al"izes 
25 
11It was odd how quickly I was sure of everything that concerned 
them," he remarks at the opening of Part II (XVIII, .316), and he proceeds 
to sketch them for us verbally as gratifications of "the general relish 
for stature 11 complexion and 'form'" (XVIII, .317). 
26 . 
XVIII I .310. 
27 
. XVIII, .317. 
28 
XVIII, .328. 
the artistic credo which makes the Major even a worse 8 case" for use 
as a model than is his wife, who is 11the real thing, bu.t always the 
29 
same thing:" 
I adored variety and range, I cherished human accidents, 
the illustrative note; I wanted to characterise closely, 
and the thing in the world I most hated.was the danger 
of being ridden by' a type. I had quarrelled with some 
of my friends about it; I had parted company with them 
for maintaining that one Jms! to be, and that if the type 
was beautiful--witness Raphael and Leonardo••the 
servitude was on4r a gain.· I was neither Leonardo nor 
Raphael--! might only be a presumptuous young modern 
searcher: but I held that everything was to be sacrificed 
sooner than character. "When they claimed that the 
obsessional form could easily 32!! character, I retorted, 
perhaps superficially, 'Whose?' It couldn •t be 
everybo~'s--it might end by' being noboey-•s. 30 
Despite his own artistic creed that merely seeing. type is 
not characterizing closely enough, the painter at first does not make 
his relations with the Monarchs a penetration of their case. For a 
while he treats them more as types than as persons in dire straits. 
He does not forceful.:cy' present to them the pain.tul truth about their 
prospects of employment with him, because such intercourse i.s not 
within the style of their genteel type, and he has another motive for 
stalling. He himself badly needs the commission to do the illustrations 




This creed is practically James's own. An earlier 
dramatization of it was "The Mado~ of the Fu.ture11 ; and he opens an 
1898 essay on Henry Harland with the statement that the question of the 
dispatri.ated novelist had not been closely enough examined because "We 
are ridden by' the influence of types established • • • ( "The Story 
Teller At Large: Mr. Henry Harland" in The American Essays of" Henry 
James, ed. L. Edel (NewYork: Vintage, 1956). p. 186). 
conscience is dissatisfied with the sketches he had made .from the 
Monarchs, his public may after all prefer that kind of work. 
Therefore, until his editor t s verdict comes • the painter strings 
along with the Monarchs, not solely out of a generalized. pity but 
31 
also so as to have 1110re than one strl.ng to his bow. . In sum, 
ever.yone in the situation first behaves towards eaeb other as a type, 
11.ntU that point when tJae painter makes a clear decision to indicate 
32 
to the Monarchs that he can't oblige them by dfd.ng "the wrong thing." 
He makes clear that Oronte and Miss Churm are the medals he can use, 
and he requests Mrs. Monarch. to serve his tea. The e.f'fect of ~his 
tu.rn of event on the painter 1 s, and on the reader's, apprehension of 
the Monarchs, as well as on the behavior of ever.y figure in the tale 
to each other, is electric. The same effect is repeated following the 
33 
narrator's "horrid" but frank personal outburst to the Major1 A 
' 
situa.tien which bas been but a commerce between types becomes a relation 
between, and revelatory of, persons. The Monarchs become interesting 
and moving indi.viduals in the narrator 1 s eyes. He sees their need make 
them break the mould of their conception of their type, so that . for him 
31 
When Jack Hawley concludes 11 'ce sont des gens gu•il taut mettre ~ .la porte, ' 11 the painter replies: 1"You've never seen them; they1re 
awt'u.ll.y good • • • No one else has said anything against it--the Cheapside 
people are pleased. fit He also remarks: 11I didn't turn IllY friends 01ilt of 
doors. They bored me a good deal; but the very fact that they bored me 
admonished me not to sacrifice them--it there was anything to be done with 







they become "eases" of rea1 chivalry. His view of them at last becomes 
the real. thing • the note of life. 
Because of ·his o'Wll need to earn his living by his "pot-boiler" 
illustrations for ficti.on, the aspiring painter of portraits eventua.J.4r 
bas to pay the Monarchs to depart from his ·.ken.. He never essays to 
render in paint the preei.ous ~bject for portraiture that his percepti.on 
of them at last bas mined. James's story, however1 does capture the 
"human accident, the ill'I1Btrative note." It provides the portrait or 
renders a "case." Such rendering involves abstractive capacity, but 
does not produce an abstraction or the illustration of one. A portrait · 
J4 
is 111llustrative11 and "documentary" in a dti."ferent manner from a 
type. "The Real Thing" dramatizes the dif.ference between. (a) the 
fleeting "amusement" of relating particulars to a prior generalization, 
a pre-judgment, and (b) the al;?sorbing, lingering 11interest" of' trying 
to relate all the particulars concerning the Monarchs, to apprehend the 
intersection of every detail of their cireumstances or conditions and 
their behavior. 
The exposition of what portraiture, or characterizing closely~ 
meant for James may be approached frolJl. nwnerous angles, including his 
llla.l\Y occasional pieces of art criticism as well as other of his short 
stories besides 11 The Real Thing .•• For "lfl9' present purpose, it is 
conveni.ent to set the import of the latter story in the light of Jam.es 1s 
apprec:iation of the literary achievement of Tu.rgeni.ef'.f, who (in the 
preface to his ten volume collected edi. t:ion of' 1880) bad him.sel.t 
J4 
See Art of' Novel, pp. 185-6. (~e preface to Volume XIII.) 
J.Sl 
summarized his art in the following wa,y-1 
The author of Rudin, written in 1855, and the author of Virgin 
§.2g, written in 18?6, are obviously one and the same man. I 
have been aiming, from beginning to end, in the measure of ~ 
strength and intelligence, dispassionately and conscientious:cy-
to describe and incarnate in appropriate types both what 
Shakespeare calls 'the body and pressure of the time • and the 
quickJ.3r-changing physiognomy of Russians of the cultured class, 
which has served chiefly as the subject of my observations. • • • 
You assert that the publicist and the poet have different 
tasks. Not at all: in both cases their tasks may be exact:cy-
the same; but the publicist regards them with a publicist's 
eyes, the poet with the eyes of a poet. In the department of 
art. the question How? is more important than the question 
What? • • • Believe me, a genuine tal.ent never serves any 
alien ends, and it finds satisfaction in itself'; its content 
is supplied by the life about it_:-it is a concentrated 
reflection of' this; and it is as li ttl.e capable of a panegyric 
as it is of' a pasquinade. 35 
Despite James's different use of the English term "type," a difference 
which I shall shortly comment on, both 'furgenieff 1 s fiction and his 
summation of' his aim as one to "incarnate in appropriate types .. . . 
'the body and pressure of the tillle, '" to provide "concentrated 
reflections" of the life about hi.m., profoundly influenced James's own 
endeavor (and his developing estimate of the aim. and the method of 
Balzac's ComJdi.e huma.ine). In 1884, in an essay for 'fhe Atlantic 
Monthk later collected in Partial Portraits (1888), James wrote of' 
~ . . . ( 
This passage from Turgenieff 1s 1880 preface is quoted and 
has been translated) by" Edmund Wilson in "Turgenev and the Li:te-Giving 
Drop," a prefatory essay to Turgenev 1s Literary Reminiscences, ed. 
David Magarshack (New York: Farrar, Straus and CUdahy, 1958) • PP• 30-Jlo 
Turgenieff' s procedure is described by Wi.lson as "telling a story in 
such a way as to make it convey its moral without any- explicit statement 
.... the first Western writer of fiction to perfect the modern art of 
~plying social criticism through a narrative that is presented objectively, 
organized economica.l.lj', and beautif'all.y polished in style" (~. ,p.7). 
Wilson stresses that by the middl.e 1850 t s Tu.rgenieff was "embarked • • • 
on a deliberate and scrupnl.ous study of the social. situation in Russia • 
each of his books is designed to throw light on some general situation 
and to suggest certain conclusions about it11 (~., pp. 24; 26) ; and 
quotes Turgeni.eff' s preface to support thi.s view .. 
Turgenieffts characterization: 
I remember Turgenieffts once saying in regard to Homais, 
the little Norman country apothecary, wi. th his pedantry 
of 'enlightened opi.ni.ons, t in Mme. Bovary, that the 
352 
great strength of such a portra~t cons~sted in its being 
at once an individual., of the most concrete sort, and a 
type. This is the great strength of his own 
representations of character; they are so strange~, 
fasc~ting~ pa.rlicular, and yet they are so reoognizab~ 
general. Such a remark as that about Homais makes me 
wonder why it was that Turgenieff' should have rated 
Dickens so high, the weakness of Dickens being in regard 
to just that point. If Dickens .tail. to live long, it will 
be because bi.a figures are particular without being 
general; becauae they are individuals without being types; 
becaUse we do not feel their' continui. ty with the rest of 
humanity--see the matching of the pattern with the piece 
out of which all the creations o.t the novelist and 
dramatist are cut~ 36 
In 1897, apropos of the same topic, James writes of Ttlrgeniefft 
No one has had a closer vision, or a hand at once more 
ironic and more tender, for the individual figure. He 
sees it w1. th ~ ts minutest signs and tricks-... all its 
heredity of idios,yncracies, all its particulars of 
weakness and strength • • • and yet it is of the essence 
that he sees it in the general :tl.ood of li:re, steeped in 
its relations and contacts, struggling or submerged, a 
hurried particle in the stream. This gives him • • • 
his extraordinar,r breadth; dissociates his rare power to 
particularize from dryness of hardness, :trom any peril 
of caricature ••• the element of poetry in him i.s. 
constant, and yet reality stares through it without the 
l.oss o:t a wrinkle. No one has more of' that sign o:t the 
born novelist which resides in a respect ~conditioned for 
the freedom and vitality ••• of the creatures he 
invokes ••• his system, as it may summaril;y' be .called, 
of the mere particularized r.eport, bas a l.ucidity beyond 
the virtue of' the cruder moralist. 37 
36"Ivan Turgenie.t:t" (1884) • ~eprinted in The Art of Fiction. 
ed. M. Roberts, p. 113. See also James's 1865 review of Dickens ' 
"OUr Mutual. Friend. 11 which was reprinted in View and Reviews in 1.908 
under the title "The Limitations of Dickens" and in The FUture of the 
Novel, ed. L .. Edel (New York: Vintage, 195~) • pp. 75·80. 
37 ttivan Turgenief:flt (1897). Reprinted in The Art of Fi.cti.on, 
ed. M. Roberts, P• 122. 
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James's report of Turgenieff's admiration for the "portrait ••• at 
once an individual and· a type" and James's description of Turgeni.ef':f's 
own characters as "so strangely, fascinatingly particular, yet ••• 
so recognizably general n remind us of two things: the emphasis of 
the quoted passage from Turgenief:f1s 1880 preface is on the "How?" 
and on "incarnation" equally as much as on social analysis; and James 1 s 
.38 
own literary attempt is for a combination like Turgenie:r:r•s. Since 
"in describing Tu.rgenief':f 1s view of' characterization, James uses 
syno~ously the English words 11type 11 and "general," and sirice he 
opposes the English term 11type 11 to "individual.•" i.t is not surprising 
that he looks for a different term·for the combination he admired in 
Turgenieff and made his own fiction consciously emulate. He f:l.nds 
this new term in "case." 
The whole tenor of James's diseussions of TUrgenie:ff's work 
shows that he well understood the latter's aim of social criticism; 
this aspect is partly what James has in mind in calling Turgenie:ff a 
11mora.list. 11 But the word "typen James reserves for the illustration 
of a generalization that has been arrived at b,r the publicist's rather 
.38 
In an entry in his notebook for May 19, 1889, James 
commemorates a meeting with Taine and Taine's tribute to Turgenie:f:f: 
ttHe talked about • • • the small :f'ul.l perfect things Turgenieff has 
left ••• his talk about him has done me a world of good--reviving, 
refreshing ••• consecrating ••• the wish and dream ••• that the 
li tera.ry heritage • • • I may leave, shall consist of a large number o£ 
perfect short things 1 nouvelles and tales, illustrative of ever so lllal1Y 
things in life--in the life I see and know and :feeL • • • 11 Notebooks, 
P• 101. 
In his preface to Volumes III-IV of the New York Edition, "The 
Portrait of A La.4Y;,'1 James reports several of Turgenie:f.f 1s views and 
stresses that they have lingered with him as "one much-embracing echo." 
Especially they have helped him with the "question of the objective 
value • • • of 1 subject 1 in ·the novel!P (See Art of Novel, pp.. 4-J-45). 
3.54 
than by the poet's means. and which he felt Turgenieff bad avoi.ded. 
On the other hand, the production of "case" means for James a 
procedure which both ful!ills the function of social criticism--or 
sees the individual figure "in the general :fl.ood of li:re, steeped in 
its relations and contacts"--and exercises tta rare power to 
particularize," focusing genuine individuals or unique entities. In 
other wordst a "case11 and a ttportra:tttt involves seeing the relationships 
between the particular instance and as :macy other particulars as 
possible--the "life about it." 
The "illustrative note" which the artistic creed of the narrator 
of "The Real Thing" recommends, is not a, note achieved by seeing a 
particular merely in terms. of a prior generalization. Always James's 
prima.ry assumption is that "experience" is the potential infilrl.tude of 
relations between particulars. For this reason, be sees the prime task 
of what he called realistic art as the study- of how to frame relations 
39 
which "really, universally ••• stop nowheretr so as to gain for the 
viewer the illusion of being presented wi. th unending reverberation. · 
Gaining sueh an illusion involves creating the sense of the unknown 
(not that of the unknoWable) quite as much as it involves providing the 
pleasure of recognition. For James, the artistic illusion of "reality" 
is the created air of inexbaustively possible discovery. 
In the realm of. characterization, ttreali.stictt art for James 
means that a reader can feel provided with 11 case11 or that the reader is 
encouraged to begin seeking all the relations between so intricate a 
39 
Art of Novel, p. 5. (The preface to VolUllle I, Roderick Budson) 
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multitude of details about the figure's cont~ and responses that 
40 
the reader gains an awareness that dimensions are yet unkn~T.n. 
Thus when James remarks, m answer to his critic, that "Daisy Millern 
was a 11 supposedly typical figure" but had always been "poetry," we 
may be reasonably sure that 11 supposedly" is a comment on his audience--
not only the audience of 1878 but also that of "years later." After 
having demonstrated how readers origin~ took his tale for a libel 
on American girlhood m general, James exhibits,. m preface XVIll, a 
later commentator objecting that the story leads 11 judgment astray" by 
departing from the photography of "so sorry a type. 11 .Both audiences 
equally miss that "Dai.sy Miller" represents a case of belated discovery 
that experi.ence has been lost through the habit of typing. By 
representmg this discovery, Wi.nterbourne 1 a, the fiction pleads (so far 
as any representation may be said to plead) for the expenditure of 
wonder and suspension of judgment. 
This plea is ~ that judgment of a completely innocent and 
artless type of figure is irrelevant. The latter is Frederick 
WiBterbourne's reason f'or his behavior throughout the greater part o£ 
the story; and the fiction is centered on the young man Is failure, and 
then his discovery of his !'allure. Desi.ring "certitud.en about what is 
41 
Daisy I a type, Winterbourne suspends judgment of' her. · When he concludes 
4o To put this point another way: the apprehender o:f persons, 
in art as in li:fe, w.1.ll always have need for the •rwonder" that was 
defined in the previous chapter, and consequently none :for 11 judgment. tt 
The creation in art of' what James means by ncase" demands application 
of' the ethos which is especially dramatized in the fictions o£ 
Volumes X-XII. 
41 
XVIII, 81. See also XVIII, 17 .. 
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that the type is, contrary to its appearances. comp~ete innocence, he 
' 42 
:further decides that it cannot be judged by European standards. 
This deJ+berate~y gradual. affixing of Daisy 1 s type • in despite of his 
great desire to settJ.e the matter, seems to Winterbourne an avoidance 
of hasty judgment and taking great pains not to mistake the unknown; 
actuaJ.J.y it is an appJ.ieation of judgment that outs off any exercise 
of wonder. For 'Wi.nterbourne assumes from the beginning that his 
attraction to Daisy--which is instinctive even if his "appreciation" 
l.j.) 
of her is not --must be regulated by a knowJ.edge o:f her type rather 
than suppJ.emented by a search for her individuaJ.ity.. This assumption 
is a judgment that Daisy's perscm "doesn't matter," and it occurs J.ong 
before Winterbourne finaJ.ly indicates to Daisy his conc~usion that her 
44 
type doesn't matter. Not untiJ. her death.does Winterbourne search 
42 
His refusaJ. to share the other Americans' condemnation o:f 
the gir~ has the basis that she beJ.ongs to and sums up a cJ.ass total.lJr 
"uneducated" to the appearances her behavior makes on the stage of 
Europe (XVIII, 25; 64; 80). He perceives her category of .American as 
so ingenuous, i.e., unprepared to recognize the :fact of differences 




XVIII, 88. By exerting himseJ.f ·mereJ.y to restrain. for a 
whil.e, premature identification o:f what category Daisy beJ.ongs to, 
Winterbourne essentially regards her--as he does a great deal eJ.se in 
his universe--as a .function o:f his comfort, inteJ.J.ectual. and otherwise. 
During this process, the young man, aJ.one of the figUres in the story, 
receives evidence o:f Daisy's bewi~derment by what J.itt~e she perceives 
o:f the idea of "appearances" and of the construction that ethers put 
upon hers. He aJ.so is the onl.y figure shown encountering what wo~d be 
evidence o:f the compensatory motives :for Daisy's motiyes in Rome, had 
he any very :firm interest in and conception of "motive,·" i.e., o:f the 
existence o:f others t persona]. reactions. But, to have ·to deal. with 
such bits of knolv~edge is ~ess comfortab~e to Winterbourne than is the 
"relief"' and "exhilaration" of finally being sure o:f Daisy's type 
(XVIII, 86), of :finding it one that removes the prospect of her being a 
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for Daisy's person, expending wonder. Then he is converted not to 
loving her--that is too much to cJ.ai.m. for this bewildered young man--
but converted to the true expJ.orati.on of the ncase" from the mereJ.y 
mock search to corroborate a type. 
Because we are not enabJ.ed to discover very much of Daisy's 
case bu.t mai.nJ.y to grasp that there is one, James remarks that hi.s 
nuttJ.e exhibition is made to no degree :whatever in critical, but 
45 
inordinateJ.y and extravagantJ.y i.n poetical. term.s.n Yet our 
uncertainty abou.t Dai.sy herself is not 11unprincip1ed11 as James's 
i.nterl.ocutor cJ.aimed.. Since the bewi.lderm.ent draws attention to the 
46 
existence of the unknown, and to the "personal. .m;y'stery," the large 
degree of uncertainty here is an achievement of hel.pfu1 "imagination." 
Nor bas "the spirit of observation" worked in the story against the 
47 
complication in hi.s own life • and moreover a category before whom the 
concealment of s-ach concl.usions is a wasted su.btJ.ety.. Daisy cannot, in 
fact, penetrate Winterbourne.ts stance_. save to apprehend that some 
question once open now is closed, so that she "doesn't care" whether or 
not she has the fever (XVIII, 89) .. 
In a J.etter to Eliza Iwnn ~ton (circa 1880. See Selected Letters, 
pp. 171-172), James explained tha,t he thought of the keynote of Daisy's 
conduct as na little sentiment about Winterbourne, that she believes to 
be quite unreeiprocated--eonscious as she was only of hi.s protesting 
atti.tude ••• had an idea from the first that he eared only for higher 
game, so she smothered tbi.s feeling to the best of her abi.li ty • • • 
and tri.ed to help herself to do so by a good deal of lively movement 
wi. th Giovanelli. n · 
45 
Art of Noveli p.. 269. 
46 
Ibid. , p. 184. 
47 
Ibid. , P• 270. 
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spirit o:f ni.ma.gination,tt :for our a.wa;reness that Daisy•s character 
remains unknown has been evoked by a composition o:f' details which 
have been gathered by "intelligent attention." The latter phrase 
James employs at the close o:f preface XVIII synonymously with 
48 
"imagination"; and this fact confirms that by the npoet.ry" he says 
imagination always "makes fortt James does not mean the "romance" whi.ch 
his critic has in mind. "Daisy Miller" does not deal with what lte·. 
never .2!!1 directl;y·know;·~ it conveys the pathos o:f Wi.nterbournets 
haVing chosen not to try to know--hi.s discovery of lost experience. 
As distinguished :from "criticism" or the "study" of. a case, 
James t s term "poetry" see~s to refer especia~ to any rendering whi.ch 
mainly makes w; aware that very :many dimensions remain yet unknown. 
However, the "stu.ctr" of a case also communicates uncertainty and the 
strangeness of yet unpenetrated experience, along with recognition. 
The "poetry" of a case, such as we have i.n "Daisy Miller," and the 
"stu.~" of a case, James views as varieties both of representing "the 
real. 11 
James closes his preface to Volume XVIII with a definition of 
"a human• a personal adventure" which summarizes his mode of realism. 
A human adventure is . 
no ~ priori, no positive and absolute and inelastic thing, 
but just a matter o:f relation and appreciation--a name we 
conveniently give, after the :fact, to any passage, to ~ 
situation, that has added the sharp taste of uncertainty to 
a quickened sense of li.:fe. Therefore the thing is, all 
beautifu.l.ly, a matter o:f interpretation and of the particular 
conditions; w:t.tbout a view of which latter some of the most 
prodigious adventures, as one has often had occasion to say, 
may vulgarly show :for nothing. 49 
48 Art of Novel, pp .. 275-276. 
49 . Ibid., p. 286. (The italics are mine.) 
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This def'ilrl:tion is provided in rep~y to the objection of another 
critic that James ts subject matter was an obstac~e to his art: ttA 
pi.cture of' ~if'e f'ounded on the mere reserves and omi.ssi.ons and 
suppressi.ons of ~i.f'e, what sort of' perf'ormance--f'or beauty, f'or 
50 
interest, f'or tone--coul.d ~hope to be?11 But the definiti.on 
answers, too, the comment previously reported that his work showed 
nwa.ste11 because of" disparity between his raw material and his aims. 
For the kind of" material dellmited and determined f'or the arti.st by 
the conditi.ons of' his own lif'e need have no bearing on his possible 
achievement even in realistic art. Since the rehti.onshi.ps between 
genuine particulars are inexhaustib~e or "end nowhere, n uncovering as 
many relati.ons as possib~e between a mul.ti.tude of' aey kind of' 
parti.culars yie~ds the effect of' the unknown. the sense of ttreality" 
and of" life. 
Co.mmunicati.on to the audience of' "a quickened sense of' lif'e" 
thrO'Ilgh providing encounter with figures who are made to strike us as 
"direot~y" knowab~e but as never comp~ete~y known--often large~ 
unknown--is James's main endeavor. To accomplish this aim, no particular 
51 
area of' raw material;~ or range of areas, is necessary. 
50 Art of' Nove~, p. 286. (James i.s not attributing thi.s 
objection to ~ one particUlar commentator.) 
~s "oddly predetermined" material (Art of' Nove~. P• 280) is 
i.rre~evant to any final estimate of' bi.s artistic integrity and success. 
Observation of' .American figures on the stage of' Europe did not involve 
a waste of' his "romance .. " Si.mil.ar~y, the demand of' his Anglo-Saxon 
publi.c for content suitable for the young person and his own attraction 
to quiet subjects--to "reserves and omi.ssions11--did not necessitate 
that he forego either the aim to present a picture of' life or the hope 
to strike and stir an audience. 
The theme of the whole preface to Volume XVIII is the 
tightness of James's situation in regard to subject matter: the 
360 
undeniabl.y limited range of his available· raw material, his persistent 
awareness of this phenomenon, and his consequent attempts for "ways 
.52 
out" to variety and scope. Throughout its course, the preface seems 
to propose two contrar,y images for the final reSUlt of James's attempts 
to get scope: either he was an artistic Micawber or an artistic Don 
Quixote; either the "smaller sort" of artist who expended himself in 
vain while forever waiting for the right material. (the sort of artist 
who "never use al.l the freedom they have"), or the greater sort of' 
artist whose spring, as well as his f'ai th, never runs dry--who dwells 
in the miracle land o£ never having "too much immediately to use ••• 
.53 
the sovereign mark of their felicity." The aiTangement of Volumes 
XIII-XVIII progressively reveals James's conception o£ a "ease," and of 
the bearings and uses of such representation. The groupings of shorter 
fictions within these six volumes enable us to see that Jam.es interpreted 
his career as not Mieawber-like but blest with resources that, in 
abundance. did "turn up," even i.f the particuJ.a.r material. to which he 
most wished access never did turn upe 
Some confirmation that the fUnction o.f this third unit o.f the 
New York Edition is to interpret in this way the course o.f James's career 
is provided by comparing the remark on the "waste" o.f his nromance" which 
.52 
Art of Novel, p. 280 • 
.53 
Ibid., PP• 27.5; 266; 281-282. 
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James reports in preface XVIII with Howells's comments on "Daisy M:i.ller" 
and Howells 1 s attitude towards the course o:t James • s growth. Howells 
had made "Daisy Miller" occasion :tor re:tlection on James's gifts and 
his material: 
no European could so deeply and tenderly :feel the sweetness 
and loveliness o:t the English past as the sick American, 
Searle, in 'The Passionate Pilgrim.' 
What is called the international novel is popularly 
dated :from the publication o:t 'Daisy Miller, 1 though 
1Roderick Hudson' and 1 The American' had gone be:tore; but it 
rea.lly began in the beautif'ttl. story I have just named. Mr. 
James, who invented this species in :fiction, :first contrasted 
in the 'Passionate Pilgrim' the New World and Old World moods, 
ideals, and prejudices, and he did it there with a richness 
o:t poetic e:tfect which he has never since equalled. I own 
that I regret the loss o:t the poetry, but you cannot ask a 
man to keep on being a poet for you; it is hardly for him to 
choose; yet I compare rather discontentedly in my own mind 
such impassioned creations as Searle and the painter in 1 The 
Madonna o:t the Future' with 'Daisy Miller, r o:t whose slight, 
thin personality I also :feel the i.nde.f'inable charm, and of 
the trageqy of whose innocence I recognize the delicate pathos. 
Looking back to those early stories, where Mr. James stood at 
the dividing ways o:t the novel and the romance, I am sometimes 
sorry that he declared even superficially for the :former. His 
best ef:torts seem to me those o:t romance; his best types have 
an ideal development, like Isabel and Claire Belgarde and 
Bessy Alden and poor Daisy, and even Newman. But, doubtless, 
he bas chosen wise]Jr; perhaps the romance is an outworn form, 
and woul.d not lend itself' to the reproduction of even the 
ideality of modern life. I myself waver somewhat in my 
preference-~if' it is a preference--when I think of such people 
as Lord Warburton and the Touchette, whom I take to be all 
decidedly of this world. 54 
54 
"Henry James, JUirl.or," The Century XXV (November, 1882), 25-29. 
Reprinted in Howells: Representative Selections • ed. Clara. and Rudolf 
Kirk (American writers·, Series: American Book Co., 1950) , pp. 350-.351.. 
This essay notes that James's unusual 0 artistic impartial.i.ty" was what 
made American readers suppose nna.isy Miller" to satirize its heroine~ 
although "so far as the average American girl was studi.ed at all in 
Daisy Miller, her indestructible innocence • • • had never been .so 
delicately appreciated" (Ibid.,!4.347). The sensitivity of Howells's 
literary judgment of specifio works :i..s well illustrated by his 
qualification, 11 so far as ••• was studied at all." 
.. 
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Like Jamests hostess in Veni.ee, Howells questions whether James was 
not wasting his talents for ttromance" by a perverse combination of 
55 
"ideality11 with 11ana.~ytic study. 11 This question is implied 
throughout Howells's 1882 essay; it comes closest to the surface, 
perhaps. in the phrase: "declared even superficially for" the "nove~" 
instead of for "romance." 
Particularly to be noted is the relation Howells saw between 
what be felt was James's endeavor to take two inherently incompatible 
ways and the "international" material available to James. Ho\lells 
seems to have considered such material favorable to James 's best work 
because it could yie~d contrast between "New Wor~d and Old World moods, 
ideals, and prejudices .. " Throughout his ~ife. Howells remained of a 
divided mind about the effects of James's expatriation: apparently 
Howells fe~t the expatriation was favorab~e so long as it made James 
adopt a "romance" aim of projecting American "ideality," but boded ill 
when James c~ung to "a.nal.ysisl1 of his observations, because the 
·material. for observation was too slight. The belief that the subject 
matter available from an "international." post of observation was best 
suited f'or a presentation of American "ideality" (and for contrasting 
the Old Wor~d with the New) had been implied by Howells in 1875, in 
the first critical study to be printed anywhere on a bod;r of James's 
55 
!!Henry James, Junior, u HoweiJls: Representative Selections, 
ed. Kirk and Kirk, p. 353. 
fiction. 
In sum, the material yielded James by his li.fe abroad Howells 
sometimes held responsible for limiting the kinds of James's 
acbi.evement relatively more than James's range of g:i.fts might have 
warranted. But James's arrangement of the shorter :fictions in 
Volumes XIU-XVIII of his definitive edition co\Ulters just such an 
interpretation of the effect of his circumstances on the course of his 
development: The. grouping within this uni.t of the New York Edition 
not onJ.y brings out what James meant by ttcase"; in addition James's 
arrangement implies that be had learned to represent "case" ~ 
because be did accept and flcultivate 11 his particular conditions, "the 
5? 
turn taken • • .. by the tenor of his days. n 
Volumes XII!-XVIII resume the major conditions and directions 
of James's career so as to reveal that James's acceptance and thorough 
awareness of these conditions aided him to discover how to gain scope 
for his fiction.. This third major unit of the Edition is ordered to 
indicate that what others plainly enough interpreted as a Micawber=like 
situation of too little material :for the size of' James's talent and of 
56 After defining the international. 11 classtt of James's fiction 
collected in A Passi.onate Pilgrim And other Tales as n American 
character modified or interpreted by the condi. tions of European life 
and the contact wi. th European personages, 1' the younger Howells had 
judged the title story and 11 The Madonna of the Future" distinctly 
better than "Eugene Pickering" and "Madame de Mauves. 11 In the former 
two tales, Howell.s says, James expresses tbe ttrapture of his own 
seeing" o:f the contrasts between Europe and America; in the latter two, 
he works as i.£ stud;yi.ng act~l. .Americans in Europe, yet turns fanci.£Ul 
because of being out of touch wi.tb "eomm.on condi.tions of ours. 11 See 
"James's 'Passionate Pilgrim,'" Atl.antic Monthly, XXXV (April, l.875), 
490-491; 493. . 
57Art of Novel., pp. 1.88-189. (See al.so Art of Novel., p. 186.) 
hi.s ambi. tions, rather was an artistic case of having had to learn 
ways of using material and of the discovery, .for this reason, o£ 
resources investable for a profit out of any body of detai.l.s. 
The preface to Volume XII had marked James's belle£ that the 
"dramatist" does not possess any map to his Eldorado--a representation 
as in:fini.tel.y y:tel.di.ng as James defined "experiencett itsel.f to be .. 
The dramatist's only guide is the compass of his wonder, which, in 
the representation of human figures, creates "cases" who are not types 
58 
though they carry a ni.mbus of "l.arger connextions. 11 Within this 
aureole of light, their final substance, as it were. remains dark. 
Such close characterization. adding the sharp taste o£ uncertainty to 
a quickened sense of lli"e, James thought was the "kind and degree of 
communicable thrill" aimed for by realistic art. 
In another way preface XII had prepared us to perceive the 
principle of the succeeding unit of the Edition~ Summar2zing one area 
59 
of material which permanentl.y interested his temperament, James had 
made a statement wbi.ch applies much more widel.y: 
And then the case had the air of the past just in the degree 
in which that a:ir, I confess, most appeals to me--when the 
region over which it hatlgs is far enough away Without being 
too far. 
I delight in a palpable imaginable visitable past--in the 
nearer distances and the clearer mysteries, the marks and 
signs o£ a world we may reach over to as· by maldng a long arm 
we grasp an object at the other end of our own table. The 
58Art of Novel, pp. 188-189; 186. 
59rn view of the facts that the foll.owing prefaces XIII-XVIII 
focus so Illlleh on the question of the raw material James used, and that 
the precedi.ng prefaces X and XI pl.ace their emphasis on the sarles of 
trans:f'or.ma.ti.ons any portion o:f' raw material commonly underwent in 
James • s practice, this statement in preface XII seems to gain the more 
significance. 
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tabl.e is the one, the common expanse, and where we lean, so 
stretching~ we f'in4 it firm and continuous. That • to 'llf3" 
imagination, is the past fragrant of all, or al.most all, the 
poetry o:t the thing outlived and lost and gonet and yet in 
which the precious element of closeness, telling so of 
connexions but tasting so of dif:ferenees, remains appreciable. 
With more moves back the element o:t the appreciable shrinks--
just as the charm of looking over a garden wall breaks down 
when successions of wall.s appear. The other gardens, those 
still beyond, may be there, but even by use of our longest 
ladder we are baffled and bewildered--the view is mai~ a 
view o£ barriers. The· one partition makes the place we have 
wondered about other, both richly and recogni.seably so; but 
who shall pretend to impute an effect of composi ti.on to the 
twenty? We · are di. vided, of course, between liking to feel 
the past strange and liking to feel. it familiar; the 
difficulty is, for intensity, to catch it at the moment when 
the scales of the balance hang with the right evenness. I 
say fol" intensity, for we may profit by them in other 
respects enough if we are content to measure or to feel 
loose:ty. 60 
Not alone when portraying the sense of the past, but invariab4r" James 
endeavors to east over a:rry kind of material. the "afternoon lighttr of 
the ttnearer distances and clearer mysteries .. tt His fundamental aim is 
to provide a product 11telling so of connexions but tasting so of 
dif.ferences. tt Creation of 11the nearer distances and the clearer 
61 
Dzy'Steries, 11 or of "a degree ofu light, is James's way o.f attaining 
scope, his resource against a lim:ited range of available material.. 
In the drawing of human figureslt it produces the ncase," and in the 
handling of action~ it yields a human "adventure" from the 1east 
obvious events .. 
The short fictions in Volumes XIII-:x:v.III of the New York 
Edition make a third major unit which presents James's career as a 
60 Art of Novel, p. 164. 
61 ~·· p. 75· 
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growth in representing 11 oase 11 or "the right evenness" between the 
familiar and the strange--the nearer distance and the penetrable. 
that is the infini.tely' expanding, mystery. The short f'ictions in 
these six volumes are arranged to survey the emergence of' thi.s 
resource from James's 11 cultivationn o£., or thoroughly conscious 
appreciation of, the successive :major condi.tions of his career. 
II 
Any initial survey of the sequence which James gives to those 
of his short fictions he collects in Volumes XIII-XVIII yields the 
striking fact that the six groups and their prefaces call attention to 
the freguensr with which James used an ni.nternational11 :material but at 
the same time mark that James does not make an "international" kind of 
fiction a criterion by which to classi.f'y his work. James's 
arrangement of' fictions within Volumes XIII-XVIII does stress that 
much of his work is 11international11 in a certain sense. · Nevertheless • 
the groupings within this series of Vol~es XIII-XVIII do not isolate 
those of James t s fictions which are "international. n The anomaly may 
be restated in this way: Volu.mes XIII-XVIII make the reader aware that 
"of course it was interna.tional:cy, from far back that I had sought my 
62 
salvation," and that James's nscale of variety" i~ therefore qui.te 
limited; but the groupings do not identif.y what exact proportion of 
62 
Art of Novel, p. 280. 
James •s f'i.et:ion would fall into an ":international." category, and do 
not trace the precise l.imits of James's seale of variety. Any quick 
gl.anee at the distribu.ti.on of tti.nternati.onal. 11 stories across 
Volumes XIII-XVIII reveals that such fictions are not grouped together; 
63 
nor are possible sub-varieties of the species consistently isolated. 
Although the internal. order wi.thin Volumes XIII-XVIII does 
not classif'y' an "international.11 kind of fiction, both the other 
classifications which the order does ~ply and the preface comments on 
the volumes. show how James would define the general. purpose for which 
he used international. material. This implied definition differs more 
importantly than criticism has recognized from Howells t s view that the 
"inter:n:ational11 species summarizes points of comparison between two 
milieux. Howells's 18?5 comment on James's A Passionate Pilgrim And 
other Tales def'ined "international" fiction as that treating ".American 
character ••• modified or interpreted by the conditions of' European 
life, and the contact wi.th European personages"; but Howells clearl;y 
thought that James 1 s best purpose in the 11internationalu speci.es was to 
64 
compare nNew Worl.d and Old Worl.d moods, ideals, and prej'u.di.ces .. " In 
63For instance, the fact that nnaisy Miller" at the opening o£ 
Vol.. XVIII has been placed at such remove from The Reverberator opening 
Vol. XIII, from "An International. Epi.soden in Vo1. XIV • and !'rom "Miss 
Gunton of Pougbkeepsie11 in Vol. XVI, summarizes some of the evidence 
for this point .. 
Too,· in every preface in which occur cross-references to stories in 
other volumes, these references are drawn between stories using inter-
national material and bring out how fr~quently and in what way James used 
the material. Concurrent1y, however, the cross-references make sharply 
to stand out the !'act that an international species has not been 
demarcated by the present arrangement in the edition. 
64nJames's •Passionate Pilgrim, tn At1antic Monthly, XXXV (April, 
18?5), 490; and "Henry James, Junior, 11 The Oent'9;!Y. x::t.Y (November, 1882) • 
25-29, reprinted in Howel1s: Representative Se1ections, ed. Kirk and Kirk 
(American Writers' Series, 1950), pp. 350-351. The significant passage 
!'rom the later essay ha.s been quoted on page:3 361 above of r.rw 
discussion. 
James's own v.i.ew, "international" fiction could employ points o:f contact 
between two environments--the "mixture o:f manners"--only in order ·to 
illumine .2!1!. of the milieux. James :felt that to make realistic use o:f 
international material was to use one milieu as a stage on Which mainly 
to exhibit a consciousness local to another milieu. 
Not only James's arrangement of' Volumes XIII-XVIII and his 
prefaces throughout the New York Edition, but in addition his 1898 
essay on "The Story-Teller At Large: .Mr. Henry Harland11 show that he 
thought of none of his stories and novels using the material o:f the 
mixture of manners as of.fering finally a theme of Ellrope-Amer:ica 
6.5 
antithesis. When in the pre:face to Volume XIV James remarks that the 
65 
James seizes the occasion of' reviewing a volume o:f Harland's 
short stories to suggest the need .for re-examining the critical 
presumption that the novelist "at large" or "dispatriated11 necessarily 
incurs artistic dangers that remain insuperable: "The Story-Teller At 
Large: Mr. Henry Harland,n Fortnightly Review~ LXIX (April, 1898), 
650-6.54, reprinted in The American Essays o:f Henry James, ed. Edel, 
pp. 18p-l9J. The critical presumption is that, since the novelist is 
"essentially a painter ••• o:f the things be knows best," there is a 
"deep incongruity" in any attempt to use towards this end material from 
another milieu (~., pp.. 186-187). 
James points out (1) that Harland is not a consciously dispatriated 
writer, and (2) that Harland is a romanticist rather than a painter of' 
11 climate and cir~tances 11 or of "the locals the national consciousnessn 
(~., pp. l87-188). He also implies that dispatriation potentia~ 
involves the dangerous consequences of' blurring the novelist's awareness 
of' the local element in his own consciousness, and o:f undermining 
attentiveness to the particular. But the attitude with which dispatriation 
is undertaken determines whether it will not. on the other hand, greatly 
sharpen one's awareness o:f :milieu. Given the .American tendency to regard 
"Europe" romanticall.y as escape from a pressured sense o:f the American 
environment, dispatriation in Europe tends; :for the American artist, to 
encourage resistance to grasp of the particular. However, if the American 
artist clearl~ enough recognizes this temptation, so that he does not 
escape to Europe but advances reluctantly as into a situation ma.ltiplying 
his artistic difficulties, he may embrace the opportunity to cultivate--
under enormous stimulation--his consciousness of' milieu and his sense of 
the localized. Whether a novelist presents the local consciousness he 
369 
reader of the New York Edition wi.1l certainly find that he has much 
depended on contrast (like "any painter of' life and mannerstt) and 
especial]¥ on "the opposition of' aspects from country to country, u he 
means that the New York Edition reveals him frequently to have used 
66 
contrast to another end. 
One· paragraph later in the same preface • James concludes that 
one never really chooses one's general range of vision--the 
eXperience from which ideas and themes and suggestions 
spring • • • is one with the very turn one's life bas taken; 
so that • • • whatever it makes us feel and think of, we 
regard very much as imposed and inevitable. The subject 
thus pressed upon the artist is the necessity of his case 
and the fruit of his consciousness; which truth makes and 
has ever made of any quarrel w.i.th his subject, any stupid 
attempt to go behind~. the true stultification of 
criticism •.•• The artist ; •• has but to have his 
honest sense of life to find it fed at every pore. • • • 67 
knows best cannot be decided simply by looking at whether hi:s scenes 
·are laid in his native country (~., p. 187), and the indirect 
representation of local consciousness helps forward true cosmopolitanism, 
which is not the lack of roots but is detachment and lack of prejudices. 
James ironically remarks that Harland "is not even 'international, 1 which 
is» after all, but another way, perhaps, of being a slave to the 
1 countries, 1 possibly twice or even three times a jingo11 (~. , p. 192). 
(The i tal.ics are mine.) 
66 
Art of Novel, p. 198. James says of the fictions in 
Vol. XIV: 
Their ·author, I am quite aware, would seem struck with no 
possibility of contrast in the human lot so great as that 
encountered as we turn back and forth between the distinctively 
American and the distinctively European outlook. He might 
even perhaps on such a showing be represented as scarce aware, 
bef9re the human scene, of aQY other sharp antithesis at all. 
He is far from denying that this one has always been vivi.d for 
him; yet there are cases in which, however obvious and however 
contributive, its office for the particular demonstration has 
been quite secondary, and in which the work is by no means 
merely addressed to the illustration of it. These things have 
had ••• their proper subject: as, for 'instance, the subject 
of "The Wings of the Dove11 or that of "The Golden Bowl.n. • • . 
J70 
Volumes XJJII~VJI:Lr are ordered to re-traee the steps of James's growth 
towards the belief' that ttthe artist ••• has but to have his honest 
sense of life to find it fed at every pore." The young James had not 
possessed this eonfidenee; but he had aeted to 11 euJ.tivate" the 
"determined array of appearanees11 to whieh he had aeeess and whose 
68 
narrowness-he eonstantly fe~t. The unsb.rinking awareness that bis 
eonditions posed obstae~es to his young ambition to represent 11 the 
69 
Amariean reaP eventua~, after a lifetime of faeing the obstaeles 
70 . 
with "sineerity, 11 enabled James to see that representing '-'the rea11' 
does not require any partieuJ.ar kind and variety of material. This 
sineerity of 11 eu1tivation" produeed the "resu1tstt that, as James says, 
he is 11at this time of day quite earnestly grouping, distinguishing, 
71 
diseussing." 
Those 11results 11 whieh the third major unit of the Edition 
distinguishes and orders in a significant way are not groups very simply 
identifiable by a eomm.on area o£ raw material. The six vo~trmes 
XIII-XVIII do not represent, as first might appear, several sub-varieties 
of ttinternational" fietion, tales about the literary life, and tales 
68 
Art of Novel, p. 202. 
69 
Ibid.' P• ~94. (from the prefaee to Vo~. ~I) 
70 
~ .. p. 202. 
71 
Ibid.' p. 201. 
72 
about ghosts or haunted people. 
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Rather, Volume XIII brings together !'ictions which show how 
acute was James 1 s awareness, at the outset of' his eareer, that his 
conditions posed serious di!'ficul.ties !'or his ambition of' artistic 
achievement. Volume XIII also points to James's acceptance, because 
he did not gloss over his dit'!'icul.ties, of' narrow limits in subject 
matter: the grouping within the volume identti'ies why James !'elt he 
73 
"had to be 'internationally' .American" and why he even more severely' 
72 
In his introductory essay to Stories of' Artists and Writers 
(New York: New Directions, 1944), F. o. Ma.tthi.essen speaks of' 
Volumes XV and XVI of' the New York Edition as groups of' fictions 
draw:iilg upon the same material: James ''called attention to his stories 
dealing with the l.i.!'e of' art by composing one of' the volumes of' his 
collected edition !'rom them. • • • But a sl.ngle volume would not hold 
them all and they ran part-way through the next" (~., p .. 2}j. 
However, Matthiessen also recognized that this proposed unity would 
not withstand close scra.ticy; he noted that "The Tree of' Knowl.edge" in 
Vol.ume XVI and "The Coxon Fund" in Volume X.V, though they draw upon 
the l.i.!'e of' art, have a dif!'erent "center of reference" !'rom the one 
Ma.ttbiessen sees in the other stories: "problems of' the writer and his 
audience, of' the l.ack of' intell.i.gent appreciation, and of the demands 
of' his craft" (Iata.). 
Si.mil.arly, :r:e<m Edel. 1 s introduction, "Henry James 1 s Ghosts," to 
The Ghostl.y Tal.es of' Henry James (New Brunsw.Lck: Rutgers. 1948) de!'ines 
one cl.ass of James's fiction as about "haunted peop1e, 11 because James's 
ghosts~ usually phantoms 'of .his characters' creation(~., 
p. xx:vi.). He reports that the Seribner archives show James mentioning 
to the publishers of' the New York Edition 11 a group of' tales of' the 
quasi-supernatural or • gruesome' order" (Ibid., p. xxvi). But Edel 1 s 
own anthol.ogy shows some of' the dif!'icul.ty of' reading James's 
description of' his Volume XVII as a re!'erence to a common material. in 
its !'ictions: proceeding on the basis that one cl.ass of' James 1 s · 
fiction deals with ~1haunted peopl.e, 11 this anthology brings together 
with eight tales James rejected !'or the Edition, one story !'rom Volume 
XVI ("The Great Good Pl.ace"), one from Vol.ume XII ("The Turn of' the 
Screw"), and the !'i.ctions of' Vol.ume XVII with the notable exception of' 
"The Birthpl.ace. " 
73 
Art of Novel., p. 277. (The phrase is !'rom the pre!' ace to 
Vol.. XVIII.) 
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limited his material so that "the :international young lady" became 
.his n.time-honored" matter., Finally, Volume XIII demonstrates how and 
why the choice to recognize his obstacles enabled James to convert 
them into aids towards hi.s ul. t:tmate end,. 
Volume XIV reveals James's further exploration of the 
difficulties on which his attention had been focused with especial 
:intentness by his choice demonstrated :in Volume JITII.. The stories of 
Vollliile XIV all show James meeting the problem that, although his 
material had to concern the mixture of manners, so abstract an aim as 
the comparison of milieux could not yield art realistic in the sense 
he desired. Secondly, they all show James's cultivation of the 
!'expressional difficulty" posed by trying to present a true action (the 
:interaction between characters) and yet always representing consciousness. 
Functioning much like Volume XIII, Volume XY shows how aware 
James was, later in his career, that still another of his conditions 
posed another major obstacle to M.s aims. Each of the fictions of 
Volume XV makes clear James • s. consciousness of this second condition as 
., 
an obstacle, and that his choice never to remit a sense of its difficulty 
again converted the obstacle :into an asset--because greater reliance on 
composition was stimulated. 
Volumes XVI and XVII are related to Volume XV much as Volume XIV 
is related to Volume XIII: they present two kinds of result from James's 
further exploration of the problems Volume XV had shown him focusing. 
Volume XVIII then ~rizes the interpretation of the course of James's 
career which has been furnished by the sequence XIII through 'XVII: the 
interpretation that because of his sincerity of "cultivation," James's 
labour was a true economy. 
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The fictions brought together in Volume XVIII survey the 
limits of James's variety of raw material.. At the same time, they 
define the resource which James had 'found--in the manner that XIII-
XVII charts--for gaining scope and an "ample comedye 11 In the preface 
74 
to Volume XVIII, James calls this resource "form," but he does not 
mean mere techniques or detachable devices. The resource is inseparable 
from the definition of "experience" wbi.cb I have shown (in Section I of 
this chapter) to be implied by the. Jamesian term 11 case." The fictions 
of Volume XVIII share a theme ~f human waste· occasioned by the habit o£ 
75 
typing, qy the failure to recognize the existence of a case. 
74 
Art of Novel, PP• 277-278. 
75As bas been mentioned in the first secti-on o:f Chapter VI, the 
central Jamesian concepts which account :for his definition of 
"experience" or 11the real" (and so :for his use o:f 11 case") undoubtedly 
derive :from Henry James Senior, the originality of the son's achievement 
being the completeness with which he created a wholly artistic 
expression of that world view. It bas frequently been noted that even 
if he did not :feel that he grasped what he called "£ather's ideas," the 
novelist hardly could help grasping that the central motivation in his 
:father's unique character, and the governing climate o:f the James :family, 
was respect :for the individual personality--respect because of the 
individual's humanity rather than because of his individual 
accomplishments. 
I believe that the novelist recognized this view of human experience 
to be part of an existent" however amorphous .American tradition: 
Respect for "spirit#" the belief that society may be organized to aid 
the soul's cultivation, and the conception that individuality means a 
brotherhood with all other men James knew to be his tt.Americann sources--
so much so that although much of his :fiction had to be 11international, 11 
his relation to the .American milieu was but detached. He was not, and 
did not :feel, rootless. He always handled his material in the light of 
an antithesis between colllliD.tment to "spiritll or to the nmaterialisedtt 
(Art o£ Novel, pp. 200; 242) ; and he recognized that his theme o£ free 
spirit had speeifica.l.l.y .American roots. The "heritage of comparison" 
between the infinite and the 11:f:i.n1te11 views of man in society (Ibid., 
p. 242), he speaks of as a speci.fically American one (Ibid., P• 281). 
The preceding five volumes also might be described as steps 
in the development of James's ·power to exhibit case: Volume XIII 
groups fictions which show his discovery of the method because he did 
not remit the effort to make his fiction represent "the Alnerican real, 11 
even in what then he considered untoward conditions for this aim. 
Volume XIV groups stories which study the "possible casen; and Volume 
X:V fictions representing the "possible, other casett or the "honorable.-
producible" one. Volumes XVI and XVII present, respectively, 11touching 
cases" and "queer cases.n I shall try +..o show how these short-band 
76 
designations, employed by James in his prefaces, stand for signif:i.cant 
similarities between the stories in each volume, and for d:i.ff'erences 
between the volumes which become highly important when one realizes that 
by the sequence of the six groups James is surveying the general course 
of his career in a manner wb:i.ch :i.nterprets the means of' his art:i.st:i.c 
growth. 
III 
The preface discuss:i.on indicates, and even a cursory look at 
the f:i.ctions shows, that the stories in Volume XITI comprise two 
di.stinct sub-groups: :·:The Reverberator11 (1888) and 11Loui.sa Pallant" 
(1888) frame the three earliest stories in the Ed:ition--ttMadame de 
Mauves" (1874)·, "A Pass:i.onate Pilgrim" (1871), and "The Madonna of' the 
76 
· See the preface to Vol. XIV, Art of' Novel, p. 204; to Vol. XJT, 
Ibid., pp. 222-223; to Vol. XVI, ~·, p. 239; to Vol. XVII, Ibid •• 
pp. 242, 248, 253· 
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Future'' (1873). Nevertheless, all the stories in thi.s volume share 
a common function. They all reveal the young James's recognition that 
he was related to America and to Europe in a way particular~ 
difficult for the artist. 
James's preface suggests that there is a congruity in 
Volume XIII, yet leaves the figure in its small square of carpet to 
be recognized by his reader. "I have gathered into this volume•" he 
78 
says, "some ear~ brevities." But immediately he notes that 
The Reverbera.tor is a "short noveln rather than a nouvelle or short 
79 
story like the remainder of fictions in this and the next five volumes. 
One of the main preface points about The Reverbera.tor is that; though a. 
, jeu d'esprit 11 beyond any fiction here reproduoed, 11 it also is 
"documentary" of "American 'society. 11 The prefa.torial remarks on 
ttMadame de Mauves., 11 11A Passionate Pilgr:im.,11 and 11 The Madonna of the 
Future" amount to saying that these stories are !!2i documentary, however 
they tried to be. They are romances, despite the fact that they 
:illustrate that James's nyounger artistic conscience" aimed to repr~sent 
80 
11the American rea.l. 11 Because of their failure to achieve his aim, 
77 The three stories appear in the volume :in this non-
chronological order. 
78 
Art of Novel, p. 180. 
79 Ibid. • p. 186. We shall see that James thus places The 
Reverberator at the head, as it were, of his "considerable assortment" 
of shorter fictions for other equally important reasons. 
80 ~., p. 194. 
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James calls the three a "comparatively artless categoryn and 
"experimentally international. 11 From the pre::race alone, then, we 
know that The Reverberator, on the one hand, and 11A Passionate 
Pilgrim," 11The Madonna o:f the Fu.ture, 11 and 11Madame de Mauves, 11 on 
the other hand, share the aims to be 11as American as possiblen and 
81 
to represent "the real. 11 
Another point the pre::race makes about "A Passionate Pilgrim" 
and "The Madonna o::r the Fu.ture" is the "consolatory use" these two 
stories betray. Looking back at them, James :felt they eSJ?6Ciall.y show 
his young "nostalgia" :for Europe; and, :finding in them this note, he 
dilates on his personal situation in the 1860's and earl.y l870•s. He 
recalls h:ts young :reeling that his life had been "embittered" by' 
European sojourns, one in his earliest infancy and the others during 
his adolescence. Not only bad he eaten o::r the tree of knowledge o:f 
82 
the richness of the European scene :for the artist; in addition, the 
several moves, and their timing, kept him, he at that time :felt, from 
knowing American life thoroughly enough for his artistic purposes o 
His first adult trip to Europe, in 1869, then ma4e "infinitely queerer" 
the taste of his situation of detachment from both the milieux. Italy, 
for example, offered a "thrill" to him as it could only to an American. 
83 
His infatuation made him acutely aware of his Americanism. Still, 
81 . 
Art of Novel, P• 194. 
82 
Ibid., p. 195. James says that although he had "so genera.l.ly 
gaping a mouth, 11 the .American scene left the "queer taste" in it of 
hunger (Ibid., p. 196). 
83 ~·, PP• 194-5. 
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he remained equipped to handle only very J..ind.ted areas of American 
l.if'e. 
Its preface suggests that Volume XIII illumines two points: 
James's initial conditions meant he must write international fiction 
or draw his material £rom situations where the two milieux come into 
contact; and £r0lll the beginning he was aware that such ina.terial 
constitutes a special difficulty £or the American artist who wished 
to be a realist because, £or one thing1 Ec.rope stimulates his 
romantic responses. The volume shows James's search £or means to 
present "the American real" while yet :11siflgc international matt&lt!'~~ 
This general congruity becomes st:i.ll more clear when one looks at the 
fictions themselves. Broad differences between two attempts to 
represent America stand out very sharply as one compares the two 
sub-groups. One uses passionless and the other passionate American 
pilgrims to Europe. James's preface calls passionless pilgrims those 
who share the predominant ll.lnerioan attitude that a gulf' between the two 
environments permits no true communicatione They do not take EUrope 
"hard'' or seriously, but as the playground £or Americans who travel, a 
84 
ttholiday toy." The other response to Europe, used in "Madame de 
84 . American myth, James analyzes, attributes this gulf to 
Europe's rejection of' an equality of' social intercourse with Americans, 
but the cause £or American maintenance of' the gulf' lies deeper. The 
basic American assumption is that the really serious concerns in lite 
are those o:f the American business world. In the light o:f this 
assumption, Europeans are seen to be :frivolously preoccupied with their 
own social organization; and new world contact with the old world is 
seen as the amusement o£ Americans relaxed--trivial social news of 
interest to other frivolous Americans 1 mainly women. The "passionless 
pilgrims" thus symbolize their environment's concentration o:f passion in 
the one activity o:f money-making and business competition. See 
Art o:f Novel, pp. 189':"'190. 
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Mauves t Jl II The Madonna or the Future, II and II A Passionate Pilgrim, II 
points to another, equally .American characteristic: idealism, or 
85 
following the star or one's dreams. 
The sub-group which uses passionate pilgrims is a 
"comparatively artless" or ttinex:perttt category; that is, it :f'ails 
in its basic intent. :Nevertheless these stories are included in the 
:New York Edition because they so clearly reveal J~es's young 
absorption with the di:f':f'iculties or his position, or with his potential 
artistic dangers. 
An explicit theme or "A Passionate Pilgrizntt and "The Madonna 
or the FUturett is the need :f'or bringing together vision and observation, 
or the wastefUlness or a brand or idealism which likes to preserve the 
distance between desire and actuality. Such idealism is a deliberate 
romanticization or li:f'eo It is not so much escapism, as it is the 
search :f'or intense :f'eeling, particular~ the sharp emotion or nostalgia. 
Its corollary is exaltation or one kind or passivity, one's impotence 
to move towards one's vision. It :f'inds a bittersweet wisdom and a 
delicious pleasure in sheer awareness or the eternal opposition between 
86 
the ideal and the real. The acti.on o:f' ttA Passi.onate Pilgrim" is 
85 . 
Though it is not the predominant American atti.tude towards 
Europe, this response reflects another .American traditi.on: The passionate 
pilgrims give themselves to the search :f'or the ideal as wholeheartedly as 
had their ancestors in heading westward. Seeking in Europe the stimulati.on 
o£ their ideal vision, the passionate pilgrims are as American as possible 
in f'undamental quali.ti.es o£ a restless, unappeasable nostalgia and 
intensity o£ self-consciousness. 
86In this mode o:f' experience, imagination i~ stimulated by contrast 
to sheer vividness o£ projecti.on, rather than challenged to constriction. 
The painter Theobald and Clement Searle (in the :f'i.rst hal£ o£ 11A Passionate 
Pilgrim") do not act, even in the realm o£ perception. They react; and 
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Sear~e's growth, after romant:icizati.on has wasted most of his ~ife, to 
a more acti.ve and vi.ab~e ld.nd of idealism. Though he had uways wished 
to vi.si.t Europe, signifi.cant~y Sear~e had not done so when he had ample 
means. His first tr:ip is made only when he might (but probably cannot) 
repair his fortune by pressing a vague c~aim on an English estate4 
When the narrator first meets him, Searle enjoys feeling hi.s 
disappointments, especiU!y his disappointment in himself. The sharpest 
pleasure he has yet experienced comes when he can see the English 
landscape as an ideu from which he is disinher:i ted. But seeing a ghost 
causes Searle to cease his rhapsodies on his f~ure, and on the 
di.spari ty between hi.s exci. ted response to the English order and his 
87 
actual relation to it. After this turning point, he imagines a possib~e 
moral achievement and tries to live it. Now Searle is interested in the 
they tend to measure the ntruth n of higher reality of their perception 
by the simp~e strength of their responsive emotion, rather than by 
interact:ion between their whole selves and the object. For this reason, 
Searle is most impressed at Hampton Court by the nleering shepherdesses" 
of Lely; and Theobald, who is an American Protestant, wants to paint like 
Raphael's ''Madc,>nna of the Chair" because the rendering of that nineffable 
type 11 shows him "the chance for flesh ••• the chance for drapery ••• 
the great story ••• n (XIII, 452). 
87 . 
The ghost of a servant girl deserted by his ancestor, who bad 
fled to America instead of resolving conflict between desire and actuality, 
appears crying 11Marry mel" to the present Clement Searle just after he bas 
similarly deserted his elderly English cousin upon involvi.ng her in his 
climactic romanticization; the poignant visi.on of a marriage that could 
recoup both of their wasted lives. The desertion of Miss Searle occurs 
because o:f Clement 1 s characteristic ·retreat ih indignation, shock and 
amazement upon confronting Roger Searle 1 s actual brutality to her and to 
his visitors~ 
Having seen the ghost, Clement :feels rarely distinguished. He more 
completely identifies himsel:f with his ancestor, accepting guilt for them 
both. Though he still keenly enjoys the English scene, he loses interest 
in his claim, and in cultivating his sense o:f loss. He quietly denominates 
hi.msel:f tt.Ameriean11 and seeks to observe more of the OXford youths who 
violate his expectations. 
)80 
rel.ation of English character to English circumstances. Fed by this 
actuality, his visions now are of what should be--of possible 
achievement, rather than of the might-have-been. F.1.nall:y, whereas 
Searle had enjoyed displ.aying his wealmess of will, later be exerts 
fantastic will to keep himself alive in order to testify, for others 1 
88 
sake, to his dislike of his failure. 
The dangers of passive romanticizing and the need for an 
active idealism are presented in 11 Tbe Madonna of the Fu.ture11 by an 
action which allows the narrator to penetrate the nature and the causes 
of Theobald's artistic failure. FUndamentally, Theobald lacks the 
inspiration for painting a Madonna; his artistic ambition is not founded 
89 
on his experience. Both "A Passionate Pilgrim" and "The Madonna of 
88
cf. Clement 1 s relation to Rawson and to Miss Searle on his 
deathbed. 
89 Though be undergoes a fatal shock which makes him conclude that 
he belongs to a 11 special class" of artistic genius which wastes itself in 
preparation because it will not "venture'' its best of the moment and 
which has the "brain" or the inspiration without the "hand" (XIIIt 486), 
the painter has no belated conversion like Clement Searle's. It is the 
narrator who cames to understand that Theobald 1 s failure is more than an 
inability to execute, and that his basic weakness appro:x:i.mates that of 
his seeming contrary-, the cynical sculptor of all human li.:te in terms o:f 
11 cats and monkeysl" These two equally fail to be artists and for the 
same reason: their imagination is not strong enough to deal with the .only 
human subject open to both of them--the "bourgeois Egeria11 (XIII, 467) 
whom Theobald wol:"sbips and his contrary re-seduces. Theobald 1 s vision of 
this woman misses her degree of nobility as much as does the sculptor's 
view of her. Fundamentally, Theobald's ambition is not founded on his 
human needs. 
The American painter regards Serafina as his inspiration for portrayal 
of the Madonna-type. His worship is quite literally a blighting prayer to 
a sterile ambition. Theobald's landla~ remarks that the painter bas kept 
a ni.gbtlong vigil before his blank easel. and this matches the narrator 1 s 
understanding that Theobald's desire to paint a Madonna of the :future is a 
choice to yearn for the impossible. To the narrator's earlier comment 
that Madonnas can be painted only when religious and aesthetic needs 
381 
the Fu.ture11 point to the young James•s awareness that although Europe 
provides the American artist valuable contact with the tradition o~ 
art, the experience o~ Europe also poses special obstacles to his 
achievement. Since he cannot easily penetrate the European order, 
remaining abroad may isolate him. and so encourage academic art. or the 
divorce o~ aesthetic ambition from the real source of art, human 
experience. The appeal of Europe also may confirm the American artist 
90 
in an easy romanticism, a failttre to exert constructive imagination. 
Yet for James himself, barred from penetration o~ the .American 
11 downtown11 world and yearning :fo~ the art o:f Europe, residence abroad 
• was the better alternative; and the theme of these two early stories 
tells us why". Remaining in America could but exacerbate his nostalgia 
of disinheritance--his feeling o:f being cut off from both the major key 
of American life and from a dream "Europe 11 ; · whereas residence abroad 
could encourage the marriage of his vision to the exercise of his 
observation. Handling .Americans within the European milieu meant 
accepting a narrow sector of material; but it enabled him to approach 
his one possible subject--American li:fe--from the one angle where he 
could feel that the oppprtuni. ty for observation was wholly open to bi.m, 
so that his imagination of the better would be :founded on perception of 
conJo~, Theobald had replied that great art creates its demand or 
makes the audience aware of unsuspected needs (XIII, 451-2). But other 
human needs than aesthetic ones are exactly what Theobald fails to have. 
He treats Serafina as an aesthetic object. His life is ascetic in the 
service of artt but lacks even the passion of asceticism, :for he does . 
not miss what he goes without. 
90 
See Section III of this chapter, PP•377~383 :following. 
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the actuaJ.. 
"Madame de Mauves, 11 the third story of the sub-group and 
~tten after James had made his decision to return abroad, explores 
the same issues. Howells 'called the heroine, Euphemia Cleves, a 
"lovely nature" and 11 the finally successful expression of' an ideal of' 
91 
woman which bas always been a homage • • • to the sex. 11 But for 
most critics unshackled from the American genteel tradition, she 
instances James's rather violent throwing off of those very chains. He 
seems to show her a pathetic victim of' the American romanticization of 
Europe, and a warning example of' the romanticization of' self into which 
American Puritanism may degenerate. The point of the story is that 
' Euphemia is the exact reverse of a Princesse de Cleves; she does not 
wrestle with a deep conflict between human impulses and spiritual 
aspirations. Euphemia's aspiration is the exaltation of her self-fantasy, 
and it is in conflict with recognition of reality. Her "conscience" is 
· a perverted pride. Several critics have noted also that James's 
representation of the ideal with which the character o£ Euphemia Cleves 
is implicitly compared--Longmore's iqyllic ramble in the French 
countryside, where he meets the French artist with his mistress--is in 
tenns of the European artist 1 s happy situation of harmony between his 
human experience.. his subject matter, and his ideals or vision. In 
91 
"James's 'Passionate Pilgrim,' 11 Atlantic, XXXV (April, 1875) ~ 
492. He continues: "as truly American as she is womanly; and in a 
peculiar fragrance of her character, in her purity, her courage, her 
inflexible high-mindedness, wholly of our civilization and almost of our 
climate, so different are her virtues from the virtues of the women of 
any other nation." 
38.3 
contrast, the significantl.y named .American Longmore is abl.e to cross 
a stream and join vision to experience only in hi.s imagination of 
92 
what shoul.d be. 
ttMadame de Mauves" does not, however. successfull.y real.ize 
this aim. 11 arry more than do 11A Passionate .Pi.l.grimu and "The Madonna o:f 
the Fu.ture o 11 Merel.y juxtaposing the passionate pilgrim 1 s view to the 
European actuality is not su:f.'f'icient to probe the weaknesses and 
93 
strengths o:f American idealism. For such juxtaposit1.on inevitabl.y 
throws major emphasis on an .Europe-America comparison. (For instance, 
:in 11Madame de Mauves#-« contrast of European to .American practices so 
dominates the picture that the eff'ort spent on depiction of the growth 
92 
Following his glimpse of the happy European painter, 
Longmore's dream. (which may be founded on Canto xxviii [the Earthly 
Paradise] of Dante's Purgatorio) of Euphemia perpetually escaping him 
to the opposite bank of a stream precipitates his decision to try to 
act after all somewhat as the cynical Countess had ·proposed, and to 
attempt to take Euphemia away with him. The action of the. story repeats 
the dream, for Longmore ends up separated from Euphemia by the Atlantic. 
w.i.thout making the move to cross the water.. Although she now is f'ree, 
his view of her has been altered by his experience of her vision. Like 
Searle, Longmore seems to be converted to a better ideal.i.sm; and this 
grotrth 1eads to detachment or separation from the American subject of 
his i:magination. The European artist of James 1 s own dream can approach 
his subject in a far less damaging1y di££icul.t manner .. 
93The method of the three stories for achieving a criticism of 
the romanticizing central. figure is to report the action from the point 
of view: o£ someone who is endeavoring to sort out his responses to the · 
hero, and who confronts contrast of' Searle's and Theobald's vision o:f 
Europe to European actuality. In "Madame de Mauves" James tries to 
devise an action which will guarantee a critical., however sympathetic, 
view of the heroine. Bllt he is unable as yet to develop a situation 
between .American and European characters wi. thout greatly oversimplifying 
the motivations of the latter. They become figures of me1odram.a, so 
that too preponderant a weight of sympathy is thrown on Euphemia Cleve's 
"side .. " 
of American Longmore's vie1v of American E\lphemi.a is disrupted and even 
cancelled.) Another aspect of their failure is that the three stories 
using passionate pilgrims do not sufficiently relate the American habit 
of romanticization which they criticize to its ground in American life. 
James 1s preface speaks of the sub-group as 
sops instinctively thrown to the international Cerberus 
formidably posted where I doubtless then didn't quite 
make him out, yet from whose capacity to loom larger and 
larger with the years there must alreaqy have sprung same 
chilling portent. Cerberus would have been, thus, to 
one's younger artistic conscience, the keeper of the 
international "books"; the hovering disembodied critical 
spirit with a disengaged eye upon sneaking attempts to 
substitute the American romantic for the American real. 94 
To James's older artistic conscience, as his full context shows, the 
"international Cerberus" has become the fact that the international 
material does not easily reflect the major characteristic of the 
American milieu: the predominance of the business man as the 
representative of seriously regarded activity. In the early seventies, 
however, James had not yet located the nature of this obstacle, and so 
merely threw "sops" to his aim to represent "the American real." In 
"A Passionate Pilgrim," "The Madonna of the Ftlture 11 and nMadame de 
Mauves" he offered situations that "represented my prime view of the 
telling effect with wbieh the business man would be dodged'' : 
the business man is dodged here, doubtless, to a charm--he 
is made to wait as in the :f.'llrthest and coldest of an in:fini te 
perspeetive of more or less quaint antechambers; where my 
ingenious theory of the matter must have been that, artf'ul.J..y 
trifled with :from room to room and :from pretext to pretext, 
94 
Art of Novel, p. 194. 
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he might be kept indefini.tely at bay. Thus 1£ a sufficient 
amount of golden dust lvere kicked up in the foreground--and 
I began to kick it, under all these other possible pretexts, 
as hard as I knew how, he would probably never be able, to 
Ifi9' conf'u.sion, to break through at all. 95 
Because the major key of American life is not represented, however 
indirectly, by the stories of this sub-group, James eventually rejected 
their kind of approach to' and use of the international material. 
Yet a notable thematic similarity stands out between these three 
early stories and nLouisa Pallant. 11 The last tale in Volume XIII 
manages to make the critique of .American idealism that "Madame de 
96 
Mauves" intends. This theme finall.y is realized by an entirely 
different handling of the international material from that which James 
had tried in the early seventies: The use of oversimplified or stock 
Ea.ropean characters had blurred the intended focus of "Madame de Mauves" 
on Longmore's penetration of Euphemia's attitude; "Louisa Pallant 11 
employs only American figures, and manages to keep emphasis squarely on 
their personal relationse It is an international story, for James 
takes advantage of the European stage to make these relations more 
salient; he uses the possibilities which the life of Americans in Europe 
95 
Art of Novel~ p. 194. 
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"Louisa Pallant11 unmistakably conveys the danger of the 
degeneration of American idealism into a mere moralism which judges 
human character by the'simple opposition of 11worldliness" (which it 
identifies with Europe) to spirit. By such a moralism, 11 spirit11 is 
reduced to negative "duty"--to .fult'illing the letter of a code of 
behaVior and to the omission of certain acts.· The narrator is a prime 
instance of violation of the very moral which he draws from his report. 
His inattentiveness to the actual and lack of imagination about other 
persons makes him like Etlphend.a. The narrator's inhumanity to Louisa 
is repeated in the mother's treachery, out o:f "conscience," to her 
daughter (XIII, 532) ~ 
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offers. Ne~ther the nephew nor the uncle-narrator ~s a pass~onate 
p~lgrim. Although the uncle "wouldn't look at anythi.ng in Europe 
98 
that wasn't a thousand years old," he shares the bel~ef of the 
Ametican majonty that soc~al intercourse cannot be deeply serlous, 
espec~ally not relations for-med in Europe. Thus the situat~on 
offered in tbi.s f~ction, wbi.ch develops largely as a result of L~sa 
Pallant 's perception of the narrator's att~ tude, does not "dodge" the 
major key of the American milieu. It represents the following effect 
on Amerlcan conse~ence: when little or no valuat~on ~s pu.t on 
attent~veness to other persons, .Alnerlcan focus on 11 spirit" is likely 
to degenerate into negat~ve duty and sterile si.mplif~cat~ons. 
Like 11Lorlsa Pallant," The Reverberator of the same year (1888) 
utilizes encounter between pass~o~ American pilgrims to Europe and 
99 
Europeanized .Amerlcans. Francina Doss on becomes aware that because 
97 For instance, the amount and the tone of intercourse between 
the :four :figures ~s thinkable only in a leisured soc~ety and, :f'or the 
wealthy' young nephew, only during a European holiday preparatory to his 
assuming his "real" business respons~bil~t~es in Amer~can life. 
James's notebook entry shows that he conceived first the relations 
between bi.s characters, and only then dec~ded to use the European 
stage (Notebooks, p. 7J). 
98 
XIII, .502. 
99 . The discussion in James's notebooks of The Reverberator 
indicates that he turned to the Europeanized American because he knew 
he tended to oversimplify European character: · 
• . • I have taken a vow never again to do the French in any 
such collect~ve way (as in The American): ~ peu pr\s effects of 
that sort are too cheap, too valueless. So I found my solution 
where ••• I hope to find many others in work to come; nz. :in 
the idea of the Europeanized .Amex;ican (Notebooks, })ji)-85). 
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she bas accepted unconsciously the premise that social intercourse is 
hardly so serious as business needs, she has jeopardized her personal 
relation to her .fiance, and to his .family who do not share the 
premise. Francina is sorry that she has too belatedly realized this 
difference; and, alone o.f the members o.f her .family, she understands 
at last w~ the Proberts are shocked by her willingness to impart to 
the ambitious journalist George Flack, to whom she .feels she 
personal:cy- owes something, any n social news 11 o.f the Faubourg St. Germain 
and o.f her own projected alliance with it. Bu.t still more than she is 
rue:f'ul about her mistake, Franeina is hersel.f shocked by two 
discoveries about the Proberts. Their elaborate professions o.f 
interest in her are but social forms, and they want her to try to 
rectifY her social appearances by .falsifying her degree o.f personal 
responsibility :for her mistake. In this "short novel 11 James uses a 
conflict between one attitude reflecting what is the American "major 
key" and an opposite nEuropean11 attitude taking the reverse stand on 
the relative importance of' social intercourse. He makes the direction 
o.f the action which develops from this conflict crucially depend on the 
responses o.f individuals to one another. Thus in The Reverberator 
James utilizes the material of' merely one international contrast (a 
difference, too, which aids in a positive definition only of' the 
American milieu) to wri. te a light comedy which is a personal drama 
indirectly documentary of' America. 
When it is compared both with "Louisa Pallant, 11 its congener 
though its contrary in tone, and with the other sub-group o.f stories in 
Volume XIII, The Reverberator illustrates why the adventures in Europe 
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of the young American girl came to furnish Jam.es•s "time-honored" 
area of material. His preface remarks make plain that this choice was 
only partly influenced by the fact that more American young ladies 
were indeed to be observed in Europe than 11all the other attested 
American objects put together.u other reasons for narrowing himself 
to this sector of the international :material were a 11brace of 
conditions" which did not derive from ttthe shaw itself"; they did not 
come from the nature of the field of observation but were peculiar to 
100 
Ja:m.es. For one thing, since he aspired to tra decent documentation" 
yet happened personally to be ''fatally incompetent" to doeum.ent the 
.American :male 11 on his 'business-side,"' and the American males he 
observed in Europe seemed to be mainly American businessmen, the 
American women in Europe alone were left. Another combination of 
factors accounted for his seizing, among the women's adventures in 
Europe, those of the young girl; and it is important to realize that 
this reason has nothing to do with the girl's greater picturesqueness 
or literal prettiness. James was "committed to 'having to have 111 
101 
charm., but he does not mean by the word a heroine attractive.primarily 
through beauty and youth. 
The "elder" American women he observed in Europe lacked charm 
1.02 
because they had 11an inveterate blankness of surface11 ; that is, 
1.00 
Art of' Novel, p. 192. 
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Ibid. 
1.02 ~·, p. 193· "her inveterate bl.ankness of surface had a 
manner all its own of' defying the imagination to hover or to hope. n 
J89 
they did not speak to James's imagination because they reflected only 
lOJ 
the "uptown11 part of the un:f'ailing and· invidious American division. 
By virtue o:f the fact that in Europe her IQale and her older .f'e111ale 
companions behave as her "satellites," .the American girl, however, 
might be used to communicate the :fact o:f the ~rican division, 
instead o:f one of' its consequent parts. Europe is regarded by the 
girl's companions as preeminently her :field, the place where she is 
their pathfinder. Their elevation to this role of' the young and 
inexperienced female implies a complete ignorance that auy activity 
104 
other than business might be held to require a n serious male interest. 11 
lOJ 
This "unfailingn and uneven division of 11uptown11 from 
11 downtown11 is discussed at greatest length in preface XVIII (Art of' 
Novel, pp. 272-274). In the preface to Volume XIII, James notes that 
:tor the American "wife and mother" whom he observed abroad, "nothing 
·was in eclipse but everything rather (everything there was at all) 
straight in evidence"; to her, there:fore, any round and complete 
embodiment had been denied (Ibid., p. l9J). His reasoning in this 
passage is intricate: Brought or sent to Europe to have her temporary 
day o:f glory, wherein she could be even more thoroughly "social" or 
sell-amusing, the elder .American woman had no connection whatsoever 
with the life of the intellect and the fruits o£ civilization. To 
treat her could only involve revealing this blankness, an attempt 
"indecorous and almost monstrous" since she already paid the consequences 
o£ confinement to ttsocial11 experience in the peculiarly .American sense 
of' frivolous amusement. But it :i.s not at once evident why the younger 
American girl in Etlrope is any di.:tf'erent. Apparently the decis:i.ve reason 
for not treating the American Wife and mother abroad is connected with 
the paradox that there she seemed both :i.n "obscure attendance" on the 
daughter and yet a figure ":in whom nothing was in eclipse. 11 This paradox 
means that the behavior on the European stage of the elder Amer:i.can woman 
only made more clear that the American m:i.l:i.eu consigned her to "uptown, 11 
that :i.t did not take seriously. In comparison with the younger g:i.rl, the 
elder woman :i.s a consciously "m:i.nor quantity11 even on the European, or 
thoroughly 11 socialtt, stage. "Depreciated" in both milieux, her adventures 
in Europe she cannot offer the reverse coroll.ary to the role o£ 11 downtown" 
in the American environment which the daughter 1 s role :i.n Europe provides. 
104 
Art of Novel, P• 273. 
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The position which the American girl is given by her American 
companions abroad thus indirect:cy documents American life. It is 
]90 
nthe mere state of the medal with its right face accidentally- turned 
105 
down. 11 
Therefore t~ough the American girl in Europe, James might 
conquer the ninternational Cerberustr instead of throwing him sops. 
Early in James's career, he recognized that use of the passionless 
·pilgrim, or of the attitude of the majority of Americans towards 
Europe, better forwarded his ambition to represent 11the American real11 
than did counterposing the passionate pilgrim's vision of Europe to 
European actuality. Earlyj toot he recognized that the position of 
the American girl among the passionless pilgrims in Europe could 
reflect, in the manner o:f a reverse corollary, the role of 11 downtown11 
in the American milieu--the business man • s predominance, and the 
106 
relation o:f the major and the minor keys o:f American life. In 
addition; she o:f:fered James another opportunity, equally important to 
him, 1ihi.ch was offered by no other American :figure to be observed 
abroad. The second quality James could gain by limiting himsel:f to the 
adventures in the Old World o:f the young girl :from the New may be seen 
by comparing The Reverberator with "Louisa Pallant. 11 The Reverberator 
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The preface to Volume XVIII discusses ndownto-wntt as the 
"major keytt o:f American to-wn life as James knew it in Boston and New 
York (Art o:f Novel, pp. 272-J). 
The American girl mi.ght even be herself a passionate pilgrim and 
yet, because o:f her role--as created :for her by other Americans--
retain her usei'ulness for implying 11 the other side o:f the medal. 11 For 
this reason, Isabel Archer is, in part, James's successful rendering 
of what he had :first tried to do by means o:f Clement Searle. 
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represents not only the weaknesses but as well the potenti.a.J,.i ties of 
America. It shows that the same actuality whi.ch ll.es behind Francie 
Dosson1s ignorance of most of the heritage of the world's culture 
and behi.nd her unawareness of the very concept o.f' a society also 
accounts for her quickness to acknowledge and understand her mistake, 
for her growing capacity to estimate the European stage in the light 
of a double vi.sion, and for her distinctive ":nrl.ldness. 11 The latter 
quality is Francie t s reluctance to take personal umbrage; and her 
openness to the new, her quickness to learn, is intimately related to 
her attentiveness to other :indi.vi.d.uals. She has the "moral spontaneity, 11 
i..f' not the "intellectual grace, 11 of an Isabel Archer and a Bessie 
107 
Alden. Although all the Dosson i'amly are ttsunk in their unawareness 
108 
almost beyond fishing out, 11 the "mild Francina11 is more capable of 
becoming aware than any other figure in the novel, including Gaston 
Probert. The events of The Reverberator especial.l.y reveal thi.s 
potentiality of the American girl, along with other consequences, both 
attractive and unattractive, of the .American milieu. Moreover 1 the 
open question of Francie's marriage involves the theme of the possible 
fusion of the best American potenti.ali ty with European tradi. tion. Of 
the American figures in Europe, the young girl alone could be, at one 
and the same time, documentary o:f what James :felt to be the major key 
of American li.fe and o:f what be located as its better possibilities. 
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Thus James speaks o:f the voluntary restriction o:f his materi.al. 
to the "i.nternational. young lady" as hi.s means :for attai.ni.ng a 
"curious conversion" o:f the "negative" qu_ality of bi.s available 
109 
materi.~l i.nto a "positive" quality. These adjectives refer to 
whether the i.nternational materi.al could help or hi.nder his aesthetic 
aims. The "conversion11 o:f negatives i.nto positives which is e:f:fected 
110 
by use o:f the young girl "in certai.n relations .u is not i.n the 
least James's moral estimate o:f hi.s materi.al. It is a description o:f 
111 
the possible uses, in :fiction, o:f that material. For the "most 
general appearance" o:f Americans then to be observed in Europe struck 
him as "that o:f being allriost incredibly unaware o:f li:fe--as the 
112 
European order expressed li:fe." They exhibited a "bewildered state" 
113 
because of "their more or less stranded helplessness." This :fact 
posed a difficulty for James's ambition to write realistic fiction, 
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Ibid.: "Conscious o:f so :few thi.ngs in the world. these 
unprecedented creatures • • • were least of all conscious o:f 
deficiencies and dangers; so that, the grace of youth and innocence 
and :freshness aiding, their negatives were converted and became in 
certain relations lively positives and values. I might give a 
considerable list of those of :my :f:i.cti.on• longer and shorter, in 
which this curious conversion is noted. 11 
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because Americans abroad tthad to represent for me the whole 
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exhibitional range. 11 If' they were only to be seen in a tt suffered 
and su:f'f'eri.ng state 11 of unpreparedness, they could hardly be used 
to represent American life and consciousness. Bat in the position 
and adventures of the American girl abroad, James f'ound a way to 
point to the main characteristic of' American lif'e without having to 
present details of the American business world., That is, he found 
how to make his international material, or uexhi.bitional range, tt a 
mode of' indirection. He also .f'ound this restriction o:f his material 
to the "international young lad;r11 the means to present the .American 
better along with the American actual. The American girl abroad 
could accent the potentialities of her milieu while indirectly 
expressing, as the reverse of the medal, the major key of' that milieu. 
Most notable about this maneuver to meet his di:f.f'icul ties by 
narrowing himself to but one sector of the international material, is 
that it is a conversion process~ James turns his inability to document 
the .American business world into an aid to that very end. He does so 
by recognizing his incompetence, and thereby developing the concept of 
the indirect approach. 11 Conversion11 of one's hindering conditions into 
aids qy cultivating thorough awareness of why they remain obstacles is 
the keynote not only of Volume XIII but also of' the interpretation of 
the course o:f James's career that is offered b,y his arrangement of 
ll4 
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fictions in the next five volumes. Volume XIII introduces the 
reader to this interpretation very strikingly. It shows the younger 
James's acute awareness of his conditions as difficulties, and that 
his acceptance for this reason of more and more restrictions in raw 
material--first to Americans abroad, then to the passionless pilgrims, 
then to the young girl--led to surmounting the difficulties. 
In addition to the fact that over a decade after he first 
attempted to be ttexperimentally international11 in order to ndodge" the 
.American business man, James mastered the use of' Americans in Europe 
so as to represent indirectly the American ttmajor key" and to conquer 
the "international Cerberus, 11 the conjunction in Volume XIII of two 
sub-groups of fictions makes another main point. The Reverberator and 
"Louisa Pa.llant" achieve a dramatic form. They exhibit .American 
115 
"Conversion" was, as F. W. Dupee reminds us, the fundamental 
tenet of' Henry James Senior and of the whole James family: 
••• permanent faith in what he was invariably to call 
'the spirit,' and he came in time to conceive the essence 
of' the spiritual life as a tireless process, a habit of 
converting limitations into virtues, nature into 
consciousness, evil into good. As this strenuous doctrine 
assumed a kind of purpose in things, so it rejected the 
possibility of mere waste • • • · 
(Henry James [American Men of Letters Series: Sloan, 1951), p. 9). 
A striking example of the novelist's application of this outlook 
to his particular endeavor occurs in an August 1900 entry in the 
notebooks when James is at work on The Sense of' the Past: 
One of' my old flushes and flutters seems to come to me as 
I begin perhaps to entrevoir that one's ingenuity and 
expertise may •.•• possibly STILL save it. It glinnners 
before me that it 1 s somehovT attackable at a different 
angle and from a different side altogether •.• A 
difficulty indeed arises--when did I abjure the fond faith 
that a difficulty stated can, for me, only be a difficulty 
half solved? (Notebooks, p. .301) • 
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consciousness directly before the reader; whereas "Madame de Mauves, 11 
"A Passionate Pilgrimtt and 11 The Madonna of the Fu.turen rather report 
the author 1 s interpretations of American charactel". We have seen 
that by mid-career, James thought of dramatic :form as composition 
which relies on sequential movement or on cross-relations implied for 
a viewer; and o:f the virtue of this form as gaining a npl"ojection" of 
. 116 
design into an audience's attention. Because James places 
The Reverberator (1888) and "Louisa PaJ.lanttt (1888) so as to fl"ame 
the other three stories of Volume XIII, one easily sees that the tales 
of the seventies are not dramatic in this sense. Their ttreferences 11 
are not handled as if all on the same plane, are not cross-relations 
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See Chapter VI, pp.J20-.32l above. Rene Wellek concludes, 
in "Henry James 's Literary Theory and Criticism, 11 American Literature, 
XXX (November, 1958), 293-.322, that the main tenet in James's theory 
of his ow.n novelistic techriique may be summarized as the use of a 
central intelligence which is a 11foeusing perspective11 ; and that after 
James remitted the experiment to make fiction like drama, he was 
concerned with the alternation of narrative, descriptive and dialogue 
blocks of material. In my opinion, this summary overlooks the 
emphasis of James's prefaces on the connections of dramatic form with 
alternation. James's use of a central intelligence is closely related 
to his conception of a dramatic quality; and this conception in turn 
involves the novelist 1 s alternation of his various kinds of approach, 
or his attention to sequence. Wellek feels, however, that James 
connected 11 drama'' ei. ther with di.alogue or with unity, economy .and 
concentration. Wellek's account neglects what James meant by "scenic 
consistency.n 
James's ncentern and ttreflector,n especially in his later fiction, 
i.s a character occupied with inducing the way the world looks to other 
persons, and with responding to these perspectives. Equally, a 
"center" is a directly exhibited awareness. His consciousness is 
presented by means of the cross-relations which the author's sequences 
i.mply. That is to say, a "central intelligencen is the dramatic 





·all within the action itsel£. 11 The "early brevities" explain to 
their reader instead o£ exhibiting be£ore him. The sub-group shows 
a certain "inexpert intensity o£ art11 because, rather than directly 
exhibiting local consciousness, it uses action to report the author's, 
or his surrogate's, conclusions about American character. 
The placement o£ ".Louisa Pallant11 at the close o£ Volume XIII, 
a£ter ''Madame de Mauves, 11 "A Passionate Pilgrim" and 11 Tbe Madonna o£ 
the Fu.ture, 11 stresses the di££erence between (a) telling a .fiction by 
means o£ an observer who illustrates his conclusions and (b) telling 
the .fiction by means o£ an actor-11 re£lector" who merely claims to be 
a pure witness. And this di.f'.f'erence underlies James's development o.f' 
a .fiction which dramatizes consciousness instead o£ reports the 
author•s or his surrogate's opinions o.f' character. 
Exactly like "Louisa Pallant, " The Reverberator di£.f'ers £rom 
the three stories o£ the seventies by achieving ''drama. 11 Here the 
ll8 
drama is "rounded, 11 i.e., more than one consciousness is exhibited. 
Since James speaks o£ the .fictions he collects in Volume XIV as 
119 
11rounded11 in this same way, one wonders why The Reverberator has 
been separated by the whole length o£ Volume XIII £rom the next volume. 
But this problem cannot well be discussed until the congruity o.f' 
Volume XIV has been demonstrated. 
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Art o£ Novel, p. 114. 
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Ibid. , p. 180. 
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The congruity of Volume XIV can more readily be recognized 
than that in Volume XIII, for James's preface explicitly names it. 
120 
"Lady Barbarina" (1884), "The Siege o:f London" (188,3), 11An 
International Episode" (1878), 11 The Pension Bea.urepas" (1878), trA 
Bundle of Letters11 (1878) and "The Point o£ View" (1882) share the 
common theme of the triumph o£ differences in manners over 
communication between individuals. Their theme :is the distance o£ 
actual international relations :from an ideal o£ "fusion" : 
in a whole group o:f tales I here collect the principle o£ 
illustration has ••• quite definitely been that the 
idea could ~ have expressed i tsel£ without the narrower 
application of international terms. The contrast in 
"Lady Barbarina" depends altogether on the inmi.tigable 
.Anglicism o:f this young woman and that equally marked 
projection o£ New York elements and objects which~ 
surrounding and :framing her :figure, throws it into eminent 
relief. She has her personal qualiti.es, but the very 
interest, the very curiosity of the matter is that her 
imbroglio is able to attest itself with scarce so much as 
a re:ference to them. It plays itself out quite consistently 
on the plane o:f her general, her mstinctive, her 
exasperatedly conscious ones. The others, the more intimate, 
the subtler, the finer--so :far as there may have been such--
vi.rtually become, while the story is enacted, not relevant •• 
But that this is true, always 1.n its degree, o£ each o:f 
the other contributions to the class before us, we shall 
sufficiently make out, I think, as we take them in their 
order. • . • 121 
Nothing appeals to me more, I confess, as a •critic o£ 
li:te• ••• than the :finer ••• group o:f the conquests o£ 
civilisation, the multiplied symptoms among educated 




James's preface dates this :fiction as o£ 1888 (Art o£ Novel, 
But it appeared in The Century Magazine, XXVIII (May-July) 
121 
Art o:f Novel, p. 200. 
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a social fUsion tending to abridge old rigours of 
separation •••• Behind all the small comedies and 
tragedies of the international, in a word, has 
exquisitely lurked for me the idea of some eventual 
sublime consensus of the educated ••• the dauntless 
fusions to come • • • the personal drama of the future. . . . 122 
"In its degree, 11 each of the fictions in Volume XIV uses an 
imbroglio that is precipitated and maintained b,y milieu differences. 
Unlike The Reverberator, these stories show contrasts between milieux 
making ineffective even personal desires for unimpeded communication. 
The fictions in Volume XIV present "the pity and the misery and the 
greater or less grotesqueness, of the courageous, or even of the timid, 
missing their lives behind certain stiff barriers, 11 instead of 
123 
"steadily making out ••• their possible communications." The 
lesson of such exhibitions is that conclusions about the relative 
worth of milieux are senseless--themselves erect n stiff' barriers. 11 
We should not miss that this purpose in dealing wi.th mixtures of' manners 
is the opposite of what Howells and many another reader had taken as 
James's intent with the international material. 
A minor division within the volume, between the first three 
and the last three fictions, is readily discernible; and it is touched 
on by the preface. ur.a.dy Barbarina~ 11 "The Biage of London,t' and "An 
124 
International Episode" present 11 great11 international cases, i.e., 
122 
Art of Novel, p. 20.). 
123Ibid. 
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attempts to realize the ideal o£ consensus between persons. They 
feature the complications (now "superannuated") suffered by "brave 
precursors, adventurous skirmishers, and eclaireurs n o£ the present 
125 
degree o£ fusion. 
· The 11adventurous skirmishers" who in these three "great11 
international cases mainly keep up (and usual.l.y have initiated) the 
attempt are Americans. Originally they expect to communicate with 
persons £rom another milieu as i:f differences in manners were quite 
126 
unimportant. Thei.r ingenuousness is more than unawareness o£ 
difficulties: their initial vision is that all milieux should share 
the American attitude that manners or social forms are relatively 
unimportant. That is to say, the conscious internationalism o£ these 
.American adventurers is, in reality t an unconscious American 
provincialism. They expect to deal with other milieux on the same 
terms that operate in the .American environment. At the same time that 
they value an entente between persons from different milieux, they 
want the differences not to operate any fUrther than do variations in 
forms o£ behavior in .American life. However, the action o£ each story 
brings the adventurous American to realize that his initial attempt to 
transcend barriers by ignoring them has not truly been courage. He 
125 Art o:f Novel, p. 206. 
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Their own .American experience has demanded £rom them, before 
all other qualities 1 £1exibili ty in moving in very fluid situations. 
It has not taught them to connect their personal identity with any 
social role or any particular forms or manners; and thus has not all 
prepared them £or the £act that communication with individuals having 
different manners may not be easy. 
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exerts, then, a true oourage•to face the fatuousness of his original 
effort, to accept its consequences, and yet ~o retain to the ideal 
of personal communi. cation beyond national differences. He gains a 
ttracked consciousness" of how little such exchange is possible' a 
"double vi-sion" of the barriers to his ideal of ttfusion" and 
consensus. Each of the three stories shows the adventurous American's 
growth of a sense of irony, which generally rep1aces an atmosphere of 
127 
satirization of one or of both milieux. 
The resolution in _each story is similar: the attempt to 
realize the ideal of international consensus is abandoned in the sense 
that national differences are recognized as dOminant. Nevertheless, 
127 The English figures who are centrally involved in the attempts 
likewise show a strong similarity. Their adventuresomeness consists of 
a decision that communication is possible with persons of different 
manners and assumptions. Because of the strong insularity of the 
English milieu, this decision requires more courage than the Americans ' 
initial attitude. But it simi1ar1y involves an unconscious provincialism, 
for the possible entente is conceived only as proceeding b.r English 
forms, and it is assumed to require no comparable risk for the other 
party. Thus the international vision which certain adventuresome 
Britishers come to embrace is of the assimilation of new elements into 
an unquestioned order. No lfdouble visiontt of an ideal of fusion 
prevented b,r 11stiff barriers" is developed by these English characters. 
Besides the re1atively courageous representatives of both milieux, 
who attempt what they think of as internationalism, other figures in 
each story represent a more timid acceptance of national barriers. They 
are more vociferous than the adventurers. and often offer their conception 
of the contrasts as a guide to their daring countrymen. These conceptions 
all are founded on the assumption that contrasts imply differences in 
worth; though such characters usually pose as enlightened cosmopolitans, 
their view of other ndlieux is satiric. The imbroglios or conflicts on 
which the actions of the stories turn are not, however, caused by these 
minor characterst who simply provide a kind of chorus comment. 
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personal commu.ni.cation is maintained or not according to whether the 
central American figures accept assimilation within the British order. 
They realize, either ruefu.lly or good humoredl.y, the difference 
between such assimilation and genuine consensus; and they have been 
·educated to the impprtance of social forms-and of differences in 
manners--to the need for consciousness of milieu differences and effects 
128 
if the ideal of international consensus is ever to be fulfilled. . 
Since the ideal of the individual's transcendence of his environment is 
128 . 
. Jackson Lemon changes from liking Barbarina as the mere 
product of complex Brrtish conditions, and from a stubborn determination 
that others' experience is irrelevant to his ·own, to perceiving his 
wife's doomed but suffering effort to accept in good faith different 
conditions. He gains an awareness of Barbarina as a c<msciousness, a 
distinct advance over his former summary rejection of advice on the 
ground that by marrying Lady Barb he will :prove to himself that he can 
carry out his desires and isn't afraid of others1 affecting his 
experience (XIV1 91). 
Bessie ,Al.den, of "An International Episode," changes :from 
regarding Lord Lambeth as a cog in the British order (XIV, J68; .36?) to 
liking him a little for himself and "on grounds of conscience" aspiring 
to some way of increasing this like (XIV, :3?0). Although she doe~n't 
at all care to marry him, Bessie comes to dislike her own tendency to 
find Lord Lambeth "deficient" in :t'ulfilling her expectations of a 
British Lord (XIV, .36?). . 
From a "coolness" or indifference to anything not concerned wi tb 
protecting himself from exertion, Littlemore of "The Siege of London," 
comes to accept his key involvement in a s'):.ruggle between points of 
view, and to adm:l.t that his ·relation to Nancy Beck Headway affects 
more than hi.s own diversion. Mrs. Headway herself comes to perceive 
the irony that if her siege is successfUl, she will nevertheless not 
have conquered exactly the citadel she had begun with having in mind. 
She may be accepted as 11 respectablen within English society, but she 
will always be 11 the American f'unny womann and an outsi.<Ier like all· 
Americans. Her .A:merican faith that she has "completely changed" and 
the past 11all fallen away" from her. because her desires are changed, 
will not be vindicated (XIV, 244-245; 262-263). 
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a thoroughly American O:tlf3,. it may be saidl too, that Jackson Lemon, 
Bessie Alden, Littlemore, and Mrs. Headway alike grow, by means of 
the 11 great11 international experiments in "lAdy Barbarina, 11 11A.n 
International Epi.sode" and "The Siege of London," more conscious of 
their basic Americanism. Further, the :first three stories of Volume 
·xrv alike contrast the awareness gairied by their central American 
figures to the attitude that certain witnesses take towards the central 
situations. The senSe of irony the central Ameri~ans ~velop is set 
into relief by the satiric' conclusions about the comparative worth of 
. . . 129 
mi.lieux which certain witnesses·. extract as the moral of the dilemmas. 
11The Pension Beaurepas, 11 11 A Bundle of Letters, ., and "The Point 
o£ View" do not present 11 great 11 international ef£orts but smaller 11 and 
130 
the.more numerous" ones: attempts to judge (as do the witnesses in 
·129 
Mrs. Westgate's conclusion that Bessie Alden has bested an 
English slight (even if the English rema~ stupidly unaware o£ the 
.American 1 s triumph) is not at all shared· by the girl. The lesson which 
Bernard Waterville finally draws from Mrs. Headway's success in 
becoming Lady Demesne--that a 11 confiding gentleman11 has been wronged by 
Littlemore'a default (XIV, 271)--sets into relief' Littlemore 1 s feeling 
that honor is possible to no one in the situation. Similarly, the 
conclusio~ about Jackson Lemon's situation which the Dexter Freer's 
have drawn· in advance--that he will not :find it simple to be a free 
American and to make Barbarina one because ''you can't console an 
injured noblewoman" (XIV, 88)--contrasts with Jackson 1 s final sore 
perception that Barbarina has$ £or his sake, quite heroica~ consoled 
herself. She only has not ·been able to find tht;l process costing less 
th~ all her effort. The Freer's satiric prediction that conflict will 
arise from Barb's unwillingness to make any effort, and from her 
perpetual condescension, is the opposi~ of Jackson's ironic perception 
that Americans (including himself and ev~ryone except the beauti.fully 
tempered Sidney Feeder) condescend to the qualities which the .American 
li.ght reveals in Lady Barb •. 
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Art of Novel• p. 207. 
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the first three stories) the comparative worth of milieux. Here the 
central figures aim to apprehend a milieu new to them, through its 
contrast to what they have known; and only the reader becomes aware 
of their failure. To him the irony is evident that the characters 
not only misinterpret other countries, but in addition miss the actual 
extent of the contrasts in manners. The three stories are "ingenious 
131 
and more or less effective pleasantries" on the subject indicated 
in the last title: most personst experience is ridden and limited by 
their own "point of view e tl The comic failure of this timid 
internationalism matches the more pitiful grotesqueness of failure of 
the ~ore courageous efforts in 11La.dy Ba.rbarina, 11 ttThe Siege of London, 11 
and ttAn International Episode. 11 
In the final three fictions of Volume XIV, the characters are 
adventuresome in their own eyes merely because they precipitate 
themselves into some contact with another milieu. The .American 
traveler Miranda .Hope from Bangort Maine (in ttA Bundle of Letterstr) is 
. typ:iJcal of their spirit o:f wanting a glimpse of the different t in order 
to come to some eoncJ.usion. The assumption that 1tJ.ife 11 is to be found 
in ane milieu or another (rather than in the individua.J.) is shared by 
characters so diverse as the reluctant vacationer Mr. Ruck. the exiled 
bouJ.evardier M. Pi.geonneau, and the pension-hunter Mrs. Church, who 
hainl1'1.ers at the doors of European society in 11The Pension Beaurepas 11 ; 
· the ;super-patriotic young Philadelphian Maurice Cockerel, Bostonian 
esthete Louis Leverett, inquiring M.P. Mr. Antrobus, and scientific 
131Art of Novel, p. 213. 
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observer Dr. Rudolf Staub. The security of feeling that absolute 
worth may be found embodied in either one milieu or another attracts 
these characters. Thus they are quick to draw conclusions from the 
contrasts t~ey encounter, and happily saved from the necessity of 
seeing differences actually greater than they suspect. Each insists 
on taking the individuals he meets in an un£amiliar milieu as evidence 
for his process of comparing the worth of countries. Whether he 
emerges £rom this process super-satisfied with his own milieu or 
yearning for greener pastures, a jingo or a cosmopolite of the type 
of Mrs. Ohureh and Louis Leverett. matters little; most obvious to the 
reader is his mistaking of the actual degree of difference from what 
he has known. Thus, the Rucks find "Europe" (in the form of Geneva) to 
be larger jewelry stores 1 more scenery, and less business. Aurora 
Ohureh mistakes the American girl she wants to seem for a simple reversal 
of the jeune fille role in which she has always been east. That milieux 
are not definable by opposition1 and that the need for conclusions 
diminishes interest rather than finds truth, is conveyed by the actions 
of these three "pleasantries." 
James's preface says that the fictions of Volume XIV are 
1.33 
interesting to him for their form. He comments that the form of 
"A Bundle of Letters" and of nThe Po:int of View11 marks his 11recognition11 
of a dif'ficulty: though any "representation of life" must use 
ttmultiplications of the candid consciousness," this necessity is a great 
1.32 See Louis Leverett's letter to Harvard Tremont: XIV, 496-497. 
133 Art of Novel, p. 206. (The i talies are mine.) 
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"burden" to expression. It poses a burden, o:f course, to the other 
necessity o:f preserving unity or o:f keeping single a genuine action. 
Volume XIV as a whole shows how James overcame this 
expressional di:f:ficulty. "Lady Barbarina, 11 11 The Siege o:f London, 11 
"An International Episode,n and even the earlier "Pension Beaurepas" 
manage to present a true action developing out o:f the interaction o:f 
characters, even while they present several consciousnesses. (The 
kind o:f epistolary device resorted to in "A Bundle o:f Letters" and 
ttThe Point o:f View11 has the advantage o:f emphasizing unity while 
multiplying consciousness; but it is too cumbersome to allow, in brie:f 
compass at least, more than an incident or two to develop. It cannot 
be used to build a genuine action.) For example, when closely examined, 
ur.a.d;)r Barbarina 11 may be seen not to employ the omniscient mode, even 
though James "goes behind" almost all o:f the characters. But he never 
interrupts the presentation o:f one character's :feelings and 
interpretations in order to present in:formation about another's. The 
:fiction divides into homogeneous blocks o:f material. Furthermore. the 
rotation £rom one point o:f view to another is guided by the aim 
centrally to represent the response o:f Jackson Lemon's consciousness to 
his perception o:f Lady Barb's.. (Among other di:f.ferences, the omniscient 
mode o.f narration pays .far less attention to the order o.f telling; it 
does not concern itsel.f with the succession o:f homogeneous blocks o.f 
material.) "Lady Barbarina,11 11 The S:iege o.f London" 11 and "An 
International Ep:isode11 alternate swmnarized report. in the author's own 
1.34 
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person, of a causal. line of event, w:tth presenting certain care:.f'ul.l3r 
chosen incidents b,y means of the thoughts of one character--and then 
of another--which accompany his dialogue with others. The selection 
of which events are to be summarized and which to be presented in the 
latter (non-scenic) way is governed b,y the principle of using a 
succession of different perspectives to illumine the nature of a 
central figure's consciousness. It will be recognized that this method 
of compos:i. tion is not quite the same as the "scenic consistency" first 
displayed (of those .fictions included in the New York Edition) in ~ 
135 
Princess Casamassima, but :i.s distinctly on the way to it. James 
names the structure of The Reverberator, which uses the same method of 
composition as four of the stories in Volume XIV, the camb~tion of 
lJ6 
-nanecdote" with "rounded drama." 
135 See too the discussion of the different structure of the 
novel.s of Vol\Uiles XIX-XXIV, in Chapter Eight on pp. 572-.58.5 foll01Ying. 
236 In the preface to Vol. XIII, he says that the "anecdotic 
gracen is that the act:i.on speaks "oftt a character to whom it has 
happened. The anecdote has a high degree of unity; it is strongly 
focused on one character. "The anecdote has always a question to 
answer--of wbo;m necessarily is it told?" (Art of Novel, p. l.8l.). Yet, 
when an anecdote is dramatically handled, n 'what happens, t by that 
felicity, happens thus to every one concerned" (~ •• p. 182). The 
action of an anecdote moves towards a decision b,y one characte~ which 
resolves a conflict made possible through him. To present such an 
action before the reader, or to dramatize it~ is different from enabling 
the audience to trace the movement of one consciousness, as in "Louisa 
Pallant." For the sequences must :i.mply effects of several awarenesses 
on one another; their interaction must be penetrable. Dramatizing an 
anecdote requires alternating blocks of material which themselves 
present several consciousnesses. The rotation of these is chosen to 
:i.mply the state of mi.nd in which a central charaote» makes hi.s climactic 
decision. "!tts a case," James ·says "(again of The Reverberator) "of the 
planned rotation of aspects and of • • • 'scenic t determination of them" 
(,llis!., p. 182). Here he does .seem to be thinking of a method of 
composition almost identical with the nscenic consistency" he had spoken 
of 11 in connection w:tth The Princess Casamassima, The Tragic Muse and 
The Awkward Age. 11 
The dramatization o£ anecdote solves one problem on which 
Volume XIII shows James's attention to have been £ocused: the need 
to present appearances be£ore the reader instead o£ to make reports 
to the reader--in other words, to deal always with consciousness 
while always handling speei£ications. The £ictions o£ Volume XIV 
also show James dealing with the other problem Volume XIII had implied: 
Though £ate had treated him to usome considerable occasion to observe 
the mixture o£ manners" and there would be 11a decent economy in 
cultivating the intelligence," he was well aware that drawing 
comparison between countries cannot be the theme or £ocus o£ a 
"representation" in Balzac t s sense, and cannot be presenting nthe real. 11 . 
James calls 11Lady Barbarina" the representation o£ a 11possible11 
case, because he utilized a situation not matched at all in his 
137 
observation. However, his purpose was to study the actual and to 
test lllhat seemed to be the average by holding a conceived exception up 
to the light o£ other probabilities. The other £ictions o£ Volume XIV 
do not £ollow exactly this procedure, but they do have the aim o£ 
studying instances in order to point to what is probable and average .. 
Later, in the pre£ace to Volume XVIII, James calls this aim the 
"dramatic analysis" o£ an environment by means o£ a 11 case.tt and 
distinguishes it £rom the 11statistician 1stt approach, which today would 
138 
be called the sociologist's. The £ictions collected in Volume XIV 
are rather unusual among the body o£ James's work in £ocusing on the 
137 Art o£ Novel, p. 204• 
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average by mald.ng a study o:r cases in which probabili t.y might. be 
139 
supposed most operative. Yet it must be stressed that these six 
:fictions do not present types, or persons illustrative o:r prior 
generalizations about a society. They study imagined cases--all ones 
of effort to be cosmopolitan--in order to determine both probability 
and the better potentiality. 
Volumes XIII and XIV are closely bound together. XIII outlines 
the consequences of James's early choice not to dodge his difficulties 
but consistently to focus their nature; the results were his discoveries 
of an indirect mode o:r documentation o:f' the American "major key J" and 
of dramatic representation of the interior of a character. XIV shows 
further James's grappling with the problems called to his attention by 
the fundamental choice to cultivate :full awareness of his conditions~ 
By opening this sequence of fictions in Volumes XIII-XIV with 
The Reverberator, James announces beforehand all that the series is to 
demonstrate. · The Reverberator succeeds in "rounded drama" or in 
representing the interaction between consciousnesses, and it employs 
what was to become James 1s 11time honored" sector o:f' the international 
material. It both indirectly represents the major key o:f' the American 
milieu and suggests that the best potential of this aetuali ty can 
:forward an eventual international consensus. Finally, The Reverberator 
is a jeu d1esprit even though it has "larger connexions, 11 and this :faet 
139 
situations, :for example, in which the influence o:f milieu 
contrast is inevitably great, and situations involving unexceptionally 
endowed persons. 
underlines the amount of competence James gained through his awareness 
of his difficulties--through his persistent play of ttsincerity.n 
. . I 
IV 
T.he preface to Volume XV points rather explicit~ to several 
kinds of congrui. ty within the single volume. Both the evidence o£ the 
preface and examination of the five .fictions--11 The Lesson of the 
Master" (1898), "The Death of the Lion" (1894), "The Next Ti.me11 (1895), 
"The Figure in the Carpet" (1896), and "The Coxon Fund" (1894)--
support a conclusion that within the uni.t XITI-XVIII, Volume XY 
functions in a manner parallel to Vol.ume XIII. Volumes XV-XVII 
compose a second subordinate unit that is intern~ related much as 
are Volumes XIII-XIV e 
James says in the preface to Vol.ume XV that its five nouvelles 
draw their material from the same area of the "troubled artistic 
consciousness": 11 These pieces have this in connnon that they deal all 
with the li. terary li.:Ce • • . • n They deal with a particular facet of' 
the literary l.i:Ce: "gathering their motive, in each case, £rom some 
noted adventure, some f'el t embarrassment, some extreme predicament, o£ 
the artist enamoured of' perf'ection, ridden by his idea, or paying :Cor 
l~ . 
his sincerity." But another and more signif'icant congruity which 
140 
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he also points to in the volume concerns neither material nor theme 
but "ef'f'ect u : 
They testifY, indeed, as they thus stand together, to no 
general intention--they miro.ster only, I think, to an 
emphasized ef'f'ect ~ The particular case, in respect to 
each situation depicted, appealed to me but on its own 
merits; though I was to note with interest ••• that 
situations of' the order I speak of' might again and again 
be conceived. . • . I find it interesting to make 
out ••• that ••• the material for any picture of' 
personal states so specif'ica~ complicated as those of' 
~ hapless friends in the present volume will have been 
drawn from the depths of' the designer's own mind. • • • 
the states represented, the embarrassments and predicaments 
studied • • • can be intelligibly fathered but on his own 
intimate experience. . • • The studies here collected have 
their justification in the ironic spirit. 141 
The "emphasized ef'f'ect" of' 11irony," common in the volume, is 
best understood by first noting James's insistence in the preface 
that although the five nouvelles paint "portraits ••• without 
142 
models, 11 • they nevertheless study actuality and even represent the 
average. For instance, the preface says that n The Lesson of the 
Master11 • and ttThe Death of the Lion" are founded on having "caught 
143 
'society' in the very f'act. 11 Similarly, "The Next Time" is said 
144 
to be "in essence a 'story about the publie. 111 These nouvelles 
each present a 11 superior caset" which means two things. The case is 
"superior" first because his situation and concomitant personal state 
141 
221-222. Art of Novel, PP• 
142 
~·· p. 223. 
143 
226. Ibid.; p. 
144 
~ .. P• 227. 
is a 11 signaln or a salient expression o:f "observed realityn or o:f its 
145 
"essence .. " He is also "superior11 in another sense. The artists 
represented in the :five nouvelles are very exception~ devoted to 
perfection; they are "o:f a sublime constitution" as James says o:f 
146 
Ralph Limbert. The average is represented through the situations 
o:f sueh exceptional cases. 
The :fictions James has brought together in Volume XY present 
not the "possiblell case (as do those o:f Volume XIV), but the 
exceptional and rare or 11possible other case." The latter phrase, he 
makes clear, re:fers to "applied" or "operative" irony. "Operative 
irony" or the 11possible other case11 shows the average i.n a way which 
chie:fly accents what could be the bett~r potential o:f this "observed 
reali tyn : 
I have already mentioned the particular rebuke once addressed 
me on all this ground, the question o:f where on earth ••• 
I had ":found" my ••• supersubtle :fry. I was reminded then, 
as I have said, that these-represented eminent cases :fell to 
the ground ••• unless I could give chapter and verse :for 
the eminence. I was reduced to eon:fessing that I eouldn 1t, 
and yet mnst repeat again here how little I was so abashed • 
my postulates, my animating presences were all ••• ironic; 
the strength o:f applied irony being surely in the sincerities, 
145 
Art o:f Novel, p. 223. James says that he has "had ••• 
to project signal specimens--have had, naturally, to make and to keep 
my cases interesting. • . . In other words, I was i.nevi tably committed, 
always, to the superior case • . • where :is the work o:f the intelligent 
painter o:f li:fe :i:f not precisely :in some such aid given to true meanings 
to be born? ••. the :flat grows salient ••• by passing through his 
hands. • • • I'm equa.lJ.;y confident o:f having again and again noted in 
the social air all the elements .•.. I've put these elements together--
that was my business, and in doing this wished o:f course to give them 
their maximum sense" (Ibid .. , pp. 223-224). 
146 ~., p. 227. 
the lucidities, the utilities that stand behind it. When 
it's not a campaign, of a sort, on behalf of the something 
better (better than • • • the provoking object) that 
blessedly, as is assumed, might be, it 1 s not worth speaking 
o:t:. But this is exactly what we mean by operative irony. 
It implies and projects the possible other case, the ease 
rich and edifying. • •. e What one would • • • :fain do is 
to ••• imagine, in a word, the honorable, the producible 
case. What better example than this o:f the hi.gh and 
help.f'ul public, and, as it were, civic use of the 
imagination?--a faculty for the possible fine employments 
of which in the interest of morali. ty my esteem grows every 
hour I live. • • • l/.j.7 
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The fictions o:f Volumes XIII and .xrv also had intimated the better 
potential o:f the situations they present. Nevertheless, they were ;not 
napplied" ironies as are those o:f Volume XJT. It is an important 
difference o:f emphasis~ The nouvelles of Volume X!{ make a ttcampaign, 11 
o:f a non-didactic 11 sort, " on behalf o:f the better. 
The preface to Volume XV makes explicit that all its fictions 
(a) draw upon conflicts, whi.ch writers o:f exceptional artistic 
conscience must experience because the public does not share their 
devotion to perfection, and (b) use this common material in a certain 
distinct way--to make readers very aware o:f a better alternative to 
148 
the observed reality. 
The preface implies still another congruity: the :five 
:fictions are all :foreshortened nouvelles which "shamelessly parade in11 
14? 
Art o:f Novel, pp. 221-22). 
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"The Figure in the Carpet11 James calls a "stroke • • . to 
reinstate analytic appreciation" (Art of Novel, p. 228). Its campaign 
is :for a possible better kind o:f literary criticism, just as that o:f 
11 The Coxon Fand11 is to make readers aware of the better way a£ appreciating 
genius. The other fictions present artists whose "personal states11 show 
readers what is better than. the attitudes of most artists, and of" the 
public, in the contemporary scene. 
149 
their 11 own organic .form. n That is to say, in relation to their 
subject or theme, their f'orm has "an inevitability, a marked 
150 
.felicity.n Three of' the .five .fictions o.f Volume XY were .first 
published in Henry Harland's Yellow Book, and Jamests pre.face opens by 
commemorating Harland's nartisti.c intelligence" that "the beautif'ul 
and blest nouvelle 11 was a type of' composition yet to be deliberately 
151 
encouraged in English. "On the dimensional ground," the nouvelle 
152 
was James 1 s "ideal f'orm. tt The pr~.face to Volume XV thus suggests, 
and even emphasizes James's disjunction .from the great majority o.f 
English-speaking editors and readers, because o.f his devotion to the 
ideal o.f organic f'orm in .fiction--his opposition to the 11 rude 
prescription ••• of' brevity at any cost," particularly at th~ cost 
149 
Art o.f Novel, p. 219. Of' nThe Coxon Fund11 James says: 
A marked example of' the possible scope, at once, and the 
possible neatness of' the nouvelle, it takes its place .for me 
in a ser'ies of' which the main merit and sign is the ef'.fort 
to do the complicated thing with a strong brevity and 
lucidity--to arrive, on behal.f o.f multiplicity, at a certain 
science o.f control (Ibid., p. 231). 
Since later pref'aces make clear that the f'iot'ions of' Volumes XVI and 
XVII also reveal .foreshortening, 11the series 11 re.ferred to extends over 
three consecutive volumes. However, the .fictions of' Vol. XVI are 
nouvelles "masquerading" as mere anecdotes, unlike the .frank nouvelles 
of' Vol. XY. 
150 
Art of' Novel, p. 220. Instead o£ treating 11a theme that 
'gave 1 muoh 'in a .form. that, at the best, would give little,n as do the 
.fictions o£ Vol. XVI, those of' Vol. XV show 11the value o£ the idea 
happily developed" (Ibid., pp. 233; 220). 
151 




of comple.x:ity or ttmu1tipli.city. 11 
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So far as I know, criticism has not fUrther remarked that 
the nouvelles which James wrote for The Yellow Book (nouvelles which 
he finally collected in a volume whose preface praises that periodical 
for its artistic intelligence but also implies some reservations about 
its general tone) concern writers who meet the particular 
embarrassment that though their work is not read by a wide audience, 
its kind of reception b,y a coterie poses still another difficult.y. 
As well as b,y perceiving the indifference of the general public, the 
personal states of the exceptional artists in Volume XV are complic~ted 
by their work's receiving in some quarters a certain kind of praise. 
These nouvelles all point to James •s awareness of the :following 
predicament: reaching a larger segment of the English reading public 
requires violating one's artistic conscience, but the coteries which 
respond to artistic efforts in English fiction equally can endanger 
one's fidelity to his standard •. 
Volume XV shows the keenness o:r James's awareness that a 
second general condition of his career could be nothing but a 
difficulty. The diverse themes of the nouvelles in this volume alike 
point to certain artistic diseases which derive from frequent types 
of respo~se b,y the modern artist to the necessity that he address an 
especially fragmented audience which, moreover, everywhere has lost 
1.54 
11 the secret of perceptiontr or the ability to exert itself'. The 
153 Art of Novel, p. 219. 
154 
Ibid., p. 229. 
nouvelles represent, too, the success of some nsublime" artists in 
avoiding such ubiquitous artistic infections. The latter are an 
unconscious bondage to over-concern: 'With the audience--11 cleverness 11 
in the sense of art featuring esoteric reference, and in the sense 
of mannerism or self-parody, mere literary exhibitionism. The appeal 
to the snobbery of initiates, instead of to a latent general appetite 
for an enriched sense of worth, is artistic futility. 
Volume XIII had shown James's 11 eonversionn of one obstacle 
by a steady recognition of its difficulty. Vol.ume XV shows that 
again he surmounted a difficulty by cultivating his sense of its 
danger. He refused to regard his own disjunction from the general 
public as occasion either for complacency ~ for undue concern. He 
took for the theme of many of his fictions the strong artistic 
conscience troubled by this very difficulty, and showed its response 
to be the ex:pendi ture of still more imagination to try to bridge some 
of the separation. 
The nouvelles of Volume XV contrast the attitude of the 
Hbonorable, producible" or superior artistic ease towards its 
situation with (1) the attitude b~ the general public which causes 
the separation, and (2) others' response towards the fact of the 
separation. By this means, James presents his own audience with his 
vision of the better communication (between conscientious artist and 
155 
general public) nthat blessedly ••• might be." 
1.55 
Art of Novel, p. 222. See the passage quoted on page 4l.a 
above. 
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'Whether he is a novelist (Paul Overt in "The Lesson of the 
Master") • a critic (the narrators of 11 The Death of the Lion," "The 
Next.' Time, tt and "The Figure in the Carpet"), or of unspecified 
profession (the narrator of 11 The Coxon Fund"), the reflector in each 
of' these nouvelles functions exactly in the same way. Since he has 
some ability to imagine others' perspectives, he helps to compose 
these for us; but he bas a lesser ability to perceive and to relate 
156 
than do some of' the persons his awareness helps to reflect. The 
one consciousness "gone behind" throughout the fiction is wide enough 
to show us ~ of' the interactions motivating the action, but still 
other determinants of the direction of incident are implied through 
the cross-relations between the successive portions of dialogue in 
the fiction. The other determinants are the reactions of' the artists 
157 
and of certain women in each story to the reflector's attitudes. 
156 
The precise degree of' the reflector's limitation, in 
comparison with the artists whom he encounters, differs from story to 
story. 
157 . 
Though the nouvelles of Vol. X)J' do not alternate between 
several awarenesses, the author's control of "rotation" is as important 
as it was to the form used in Vol. XIV. James selects to present 
scenically only those events whose internal sequences and whose rotation 
can imply a wider view than the reflector himself musters. For example, 
the events of 11 The Lesson of the Master" which receive scenic treatment 
are three interviews of the younger with the older novelist. So 
important a plot event as Overt's leavetaking of Marian Fancourt, James 
merely summarizes. Thus he juxtaposes the midnight conversation in 
st9 George t s study to Overt 1 s reception of' St. George's letter. When a 
reader cross-relates St. George's statements in each of these scenes, a 
perspective on Overt emerges which the reflector himself is not aware 
of, and of course has not composed for us. · 
One device .frequently used ill these nouvelles to encourage the 
reader's cross-relating between the pure scenes, is worth remarking: 
James reserves the communication. of some crucial information about the 
The superior cases ~hom these nouvelles reflect ninn another. 1 s 
consciousness are shown 11paYing,n as James's preface says for their 
devotion to perfection. But, contrar,y to the reflector's 
I 
I 
interpretation, all the art+sts "pay" with something quite different 
from loss of' good temper an~ of artistic achievement. They pay by 
being all the more construc~ive, all the more artists. This process 
I 1.58 
is exhausting, but it is noJ tragic. The artists apply an ironic 
I 
I 
spirit to their situations. i They are never merely satiric of others' 
I 
attitudes, and they make the~ relations with all the other characters 
I 
a campaign for a possible be~ter. This similarity of' the "personal 
i 
states" of' Nell Paraday, Hem\y St. George, Ralph Limbert, Hugh Vereker, 
! 
and Frank Saltram is very st~iking, because their specific 
complications otherwise so ~ff'er. 'Whether these artists are 
reflector (information which trery obv:i.ously is important to the plot) 
for gradual revelation throug~ the dialogue of' the scenes. First, the 
reader's interest in having t~s information is awakened by the 
obliquity of the reflector's ±-ef'erence to it. His view of himself' is 
clearly premised on the infor$ation, but only the attitude immediately 
is given. We learn at once, ~ 11 Tbe Lesson of' the Master, 11 that Paul 
Overt has some reputation as ~ novelist, and that he feels he has 
outdistanced St. George's f'ic~ion. Thereafter, our curiosity about the 
nature of Overt's fiction is sustained by the references in Miss 
Fancourt 1s and St. George's cdnversations w:ith Overt. Miss Fancourt 
implies that Overt's characters engage in verbal battles and that he 
specializes in clever dialogue where subtlety is expended for offense 
and defense (XV, 21). She has carried a cop,r of Overt's novel 
Ginistrella with her to Summersoft; knowing the nature of this novel 
gains importance for the reader as it begins to affect the action. 
Yet the directions which Overt's work has taken are ascertainable only 
by cross-relating others' comments. Thus James encourages his reader's 
attention to the sequences within and between the scenes. 
1.58 
It is less like loss, than it is like the "conversion11 
James spoke of' in preface XIII. 
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represented mainly at the begimrl.ng, apex, or decline o£ their career, 
and whether they have attracted relatively much public attention or 
little, all gather the same kind o£ nharvest11 £rom generally the same 
kind of response to the situation of their work's failing to receive 
intelligent appreciation. 
This response includes a keen awareness that, however much 
the public's taste may be debased and its inertia deplorable, to take 
£or one's goal the mere converse o£ what the public likes is 
artistically dangerous. Besides a common refUsal to take any 
satis£action in praise £or simple lack o:f popo.la.rity, these nhonorable" 
cases alike expend lavishly o£ their energy on their relations with 
other individuals. In each £iction, the re£1ector is surprised b,r 
this lavishness, particul.a.rl.y when he sees it expended on others than 
himsel.£. What the narrator o£ ttThe Death o:f the Lion" calls Neil. 
Paraday' s use o:f his imagination always "against" himsel.£, as well may 
be said o£ Henry St. George, Hugh Vereker, Ralph Limbert and Frank 
Saltram. "Good hUJilor" is as 11 charaeteristictt o:f these others as o:f 
Neil Faraday, for the reason that their imagination is not easily 
exhausted. Others do not easily bore them: 
It sounds dreadfUl.l.y weak, but ••• he pays :for his 
imagination, which puts him (I should hate it) in the place 
of others and makes him :feel., even against bimsel£, their 
feelings, their appetites • their motives.. It's indeed 
inveterately against himself that he makes his imagination 
act. What a pity he has such a lot o£ it. 1.59 
l59xv, 1.4). To the narrator, Paraday lacks "courage"; or else, 
he has ttsome reason," which is impenetrable, :for not leaving Prestidge 
and so bringing on a violent rupture with Mrs. Weeks Wim.bu.sh. Faraday 
himsel.£ tells the narrator not to 11inquire too closely ••• only 
believe ••• " in his fear, and that "the £irst lesson o:f his greatness 
419 
Nevertheless, Paraday ~phatically is no martyr to others. He does 
not even f'eel the same soreness as does the narrator:' 11He was 
conscious of' inconvenience, and above all of' a great renouncement11 but 
"be surrendered much more liberally than I surrendered him. He i'illed 
his lungs, f'or the most part, wi tb the comedy • • • tbe tragedy was in 
160 
the spectacle through which I chose to look." Even Paraday's 
ttrenouncement, 11 as the narrator calls Paraday 1s choice, has a purpose 
which the critic tends to £orget: 
He was £ar £rom unsociable, but he bad the £inest conception 
o£ being let alone that I've ever met. For the time, none 
the less, he took his pro£i t where it seemed most to crowd 
him. • • • Observation too was a kind o£ work and experience 
a kind o£ success; London dinners were all material, and 
London ladies were £ruitf'Ul toil. • . • 'I must dine With 
them first--they'll £ind out wby when they've time.' 161 
bas been precisely that be can •t do what be likes" (XV, 142). His 
reason for not leaving Mrs. Wimbush's party is his consistency in not 
treating others cavalierly, arid his "terror" is actually a confidence 
in himself great enough not to need defense against others' treatment 
of hili!.. His £ear, in other words, is a moral one such as Maisie bad 
learned. It should be compared with the reflector's different kind 




XV, 122. In the one scene where we hear his conversation 
at any length, Paraday's irony plays on the narrator's opinion that a 
man's art and his li£e should always be treated as totally separate: 
The writer quickly realizes that the young critic's position has only 
the f'law that it cares little for the artist's person-- 11 'couidn•t you 
bear~ to see I was dying or dead'?' my host inquired11 (XV, 108). 
(The italics are mine.) The relation of an admirer and 't-Jriter in "The 
Middle Years" (1893) in Vol. XVI should be compared with the relation 
between Paraday and the narrator of "The Death of the Lion" (1894). 
Since we already know that the narrator's conscience is not so 
scrupulous as Faraday's (while enjoying the artist's hospitality, the 
narrator had posted of'f' an article about Paraday, without mentioning 
the fact), it is not surprising that the narrator comprehends neither 
Faraday's degree of' courageous consistency, nor entirely why be dies 
without regret that the new novel remains unfinished (XV, 154). 
4!0 
Paraday does the narrator the honor o:f accepting a "bargain, 11 as i:f 
a devoted young critic could be the novelist's artistic conscience; 
similarly, for the various company assembled at Prestidge, Para day 
162 
supplies deli.gbtf'lll, sociable nonsense. He likes persons. "Their 
:feelings, their motives" make up bi.s experience, and bi.s experience 
is the fount o:f his art. Hugh Vereker's association with a different 
young critic and with the company o:f another bouse party in 11 The 
Figure in the Carpet" is much .like Paraday's. At Bridges, Vereker is 
163 
11 a contact • • • void of angles. 11 Be is surprisingly good h'W!lored 
about being treated as the new fashion or celebrity, though be "jerks 
the paperu that Lady Jane proposes to read aloud ltaffectionately out 
o:f her clutcb11 ; and be is much concerned lest so plain a woman as 
164 
Miss Poyle, the vicar's sister, find him wishing to be cryptic. 
He doesn't in the least snub Miss Foyle's thoughtlessness o:f response 
to bi.s evident wish to explain himself; and he endeavors to make 
qui.te bountif'lll amends :for an unintentional wound to the narrator by 
talking 11to me exactly as an equal and on the ground we both loved 
165 
~ best.tt 
This conversation exhibits Vereker exercising imagination on 










the critic 1 s bent--comes to be directed 11 against" Vereker himself'. 
n Cleverness n is the word the novelist uses for this critic, and 
remarks that the "rising young men11 like him, who "blaze away" in 
reviews .that alternately pat Vereker on the back and ld.ck him in the 
167 
shins, make him 11feel most what a faU'Iire I am.'' To these 111ittle 
168 
demons of subtlety the novelist has not conveyed the "organ of 
life" in his work, for they conceive of criticism, and of art, as a 
warfare. Accordingly, they hunt for a writer's "secrets." But 
If T.rJ.Y' great affair's a secret, that's only because it's a 
secret in spite of itself' • • • I not only never took the 
smallest precaution to keep it so, but never dreamed of 
an:y such accident. If I had, I shouldn 1t in advance have 
had the heart to go on. 169 
Yet the narrator persists in interpreting Vereker 1s wry ''amusement" 
that he has not communicated his sense of life to the so-called 
admirers of his work, to be Vereker 1s pleasure in baffling others with 
166 
Even though the narrator momentarily recognizes that 
Vereker 1s act is all generosity and that his tone of 11friendly 
reproach--jocosely exaggerated" (XV, 230)·for not grasping the 
fundamental intentions of his work has been adopted precisely in order 
to make the young man feel an equal,plus to emphasize Vereker 1s ow.n 
sense of his comparative failure, the critic •s habitual defensiveness 
makes hi.m assume that Vereker must be i.mplyi.ng the critic's stupidity. 
In return, as his weapon against this supposed blow, "the critic turns 
almost unpardonably facetious, to the point of becoming i.nsul ti.ng; 









the "esoteric. 11 Like Neil Paraday, Vereker too must pay f'or his 
l7i 
sincerity a larger and larger tax of expending himself on others. 
The narrator of 11 The Next Time" feels that he understands 
so much about his friend Ralph ~bert that his admission is 
startling that certain rtodd11 questions remain. He wonders where 
Limbert got his undimmed energy always for "the next time", and about 
the 11inconsequence" of the fact that no matter what Limbert's 
maneuvers to be popular, a masterpiece always was produced. Beth 
these admissions of bafflement are partly facetious, for the. narrator 
proposes theories to cover both phenomena--theories which for the 
172 
reader should have obvious f'laws. The nouvelle itselt answers the 
l70 
X!l, 233. Vereker sees this misapprehension and, after 
several endeavors to dispel it, lets it pass as inevitable. But later, 
after he has read some other reviews b,y the same critic, Vereker makes 
yet another attempt to repair the damage which, inadvertently, may have 
been compounded. He makes explicit to the narrator that he does not 
enjoy a relationship to his audience that is a ngame 11 of tracking down 
11tips 11 (XV, 238). 
l7l 
In return for his frank statement of his kind of failure, 
Vereker receives back ttjournalese" thoughtlessness (and even insult) 
f'rom the narrator (X!l, 233). The spectacle of others pursuing his 
"secrettt to the poi.nt of disrupting their personal relations repays 
Vereker's general effort to make them live. Corvick, the criti.c who at 
least finds his pleasure in Vereker's fi.cti.on unexhausted b,y his 
:immersion in i.t, the novelist keeps for a month at Rapallo, apparent:cy-
in order to convert Corvick to the view of' cri tici.sm as i. tself an art 
of' portrai.ture (XV, 255; 266). 
l 72xv, 208-2l2. He feels that Limbert's determination probab:cy-
came £rom recognizing "the compensations he owed11 Mrs. Stannace and her 
daughter for having marri.ed Maud on the "pretence" of not having to be 
poor (XV, 209) • Thi.s idea is Mrs. Stannace 's, but it i.s not shared by 
Maud and by Ralph, as is shown by such f'acts as their move to the 
country and by the narrator's own surprise at how good a wife Maud 
finally makes for a frankly poor man. That the narrator has wooed Maud 
423 
11 odd11 questions in quite a ~f'erent way. It shows that Limbert's 
. 173 
determination (his "ingenuousness" and lack of depression which 
surprise everyone because clearly he is not in the habit of deluding 
himself') has the same source as the unvary:l.ng lrl.gb quality of his 
production. This source is Limbert's imagination. or lrl.s constructive 
mode of' experiencing. 
The clarity of' Ralph's distinction between art and journalism, 
and his removal of' his f'amily to the country, indicate how well he 
can avoid a 11f'alse position." But the artist's "jokingn about his 
174 
processes seems to the narrator grotesquely anomalous to the 
artist 1 s understanding o:r the gravity o:r his plight; nor does the 
critic comprehend how Limbert can accept the exigencies caused by his 
marriage without also :feeling that this acceptance involves dishonor. 
Limbert rejects the narrator's equivocation that artistic 11~uccess11 is 
a popular f'ailure, and declares that hencef'orth be shall work :frankly 
and solely :for money. "Success 11 he even calls an "ignoble 11 term :for 
175 
his masterpieces in his first manner, and be suggests that dishonor 
unsuccess~ always partly colors his view of' the situation. 
The other theory is that Limbert's series of masterworks derive 
f'rom the degree to which public taste is debased: nothing Limbert can 
do can be low enough f'or it. This theory might explain why Limbert 1 s 
:fiction is not popular; but» unless a masterpiece is nothing more than 
a .f'ail.ure with the public:t why fictions deliberately attempting to 
address Only'.an audience's taste of' the moment also have enduring worth 




xv. 1.87 .. 8. 
hardl.y 1ies in an attempt at journaJ.i.sm so much as in onese1f cqnf'using 
176 
i.t wi.th art. Just as Limbert shows no traoe of bitterness at the 
necessity of his decision to work only for money, so he is not mindful 
of having made sacrifices to his friendship for the narrator, though 
this association has at each stage in Limbert's career adverse1y 
affected his pJ.ans to earn money. The narrator, on the other band, 
revea1s himseJ.f to be ~te conscious of a much smaller sacrifice of 
177 
his own. The "adventure story11 which Limbert writes is entit1ed 
The Hidden Heart, and bis unf'i.ni.shed nove1 is Derogation. C1early the 
exhausted writer has well known the latter attitude, in its subtlest 
forms, from all bis associates. Yet, like Nei1 Paraday 1s again, 
Limbert 1 s career has been a harvest rather than a tragedy, for his 
imagination bas been strong enough to keep him from a persona1 state 
which derogates others. 
As F. o. Mattbi.essen remarked, James 1s fictions in Volume XV 
"dramatize the issue which is still our issue, the reJ.ation of the 
artist to society" bu.t · dif.fer radically in tone from the oscillation 
between pathos and satire so marked in Flaubert's and 1ater treatments 
of the same subject. In comparison with other presentations of 
176 
Limbert sunnna.rizes: "'I.f there 1 s dishonor cine way and 
inconvenience the other, it certainly is comfortable, but it as 
certainly isn't glori01l.s, to have escaped them"' (XV, 188. The 
italics are mine). 
177 
· At Limbert 1 s request, the narrator has .foreborne to write 
about Limbert's work and so, as be says, missed quite a .few earnings 
(XV, 161) • 
42.5 
"problems of the .writer and his audience, of the lack of intelligent 
appreciation," James's seem almost incredibly light-hearted. His 
"handling of the theme is on a comic planen and shows 11 hm1 li.t't!le 
178 
characteristic it was of him to view his problems grimly." The 
Jamesian tone stems from the fact that his artist figures expend . 
absolutely' no self -pity. To bring this out, he constantly opposes 
his artists' attitude towards their own case to that of the other . 
persons from whose point of view the nouvelles are narrated. Although 
such opposition has been noted, the tendency of commentary on these 
fictions nevertheless has been uncritically' to accept for the themes 
of the nouvelles the latter persons' interpretations. The nouvelle 
of the group that has been most :f'requently and seriously misread in 
this way (because of neglect of the contrast James carefully maintains 
between the interpretations of his "reflector" and the import of what 
is reflected, or the content of scene) is 11 The Lesson of the Master11 : 
Henry St. George is not a paragon, and in his own eyes has failed to 
achieve perfection. But St. George's "happy personal art" ( whi.ch 
179 
extends to his novels too) of conjuring away "false position" and 
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"Henry James 's Portrait of the Artist, u Stories of Artists 
and Writers, ed. F. 0. Matthiessen, ·PP• 1.; 4. In the Notebooks, 
Matthiessen remarks: "As is the case with several. of James's stories 
dealing with the problems of the artist, the tone of 1 Tile Coxon Fund' 
is 1ess serious than the situation might have produced •. James hardl.y 
deaJ.t here with the traged.y or suffering involved in the waste of 
genius. His handl.ing was on the plane of social comed.y, and his 
conclusion was again ironic~''' (Notebooks, p. 16J}. 
his aets o£ :faith in others are :far more promising than is the new 
art o:t Paul Overt, whose uninvited attitude towards St. George as 
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"The Master11 is inhumane and desiccating. 
11 The lesson o£ the Master," o£ Henry St. George, is understood 
by-. Paul Overt to be the advice not to marry, because real accomplishment 
181 
in art demands sacrifices. But in tact the older novelist gave 
Overt no specific prescription o£ behartor. His general 11lessonu that 
there is no primrose path to aqy lasting achievement and that the 
artist, o£· all persons, must judge :tor hilnsel£· and be aware of 
di:f'£i.oul ty, is entirely violated by Overt's behavior. The younger 
man's name ~s o£ course significant; he always interprets literally 
180 
Mattbiessen 1s account well sttmmarizes the way this fiction 
bas usually been interpreted and, I think, misread: "The one 'lesson' 
which Henry St. George drills into young Paul Overt is not to be like 
him. The Master bas reaped all the material rewards of a successful 
writer. • • • The choice that be insists upon between the world and 
the supremely exacting mistress of art may sound curiously dated ••• 
But the hal£ century since Henry St. George has known far more 
streamlined ways of selling out than that smooth English gentleman 
ever dreamed of, and the choice still remains even :if not east in 
James •s monastic termsu ( 11Henry James's Portrait of the Artist, 11 
Stories of Artists and Writers, p. 2). 
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Later Overt wonders i£ this advice were not St. George's 
ruse to get the young man away :from Marian Fanoourt. By the conclusion 
of the nouvelle, Overt sees two alterna ti. ves; either St.. George 1 s 
advice was sincere, and, by his own marriage to Miss Fanoourt, be i.s 
yet saving the young man 1 s art; or St. George was totally insincere and 
Overt bas cooperated to play himsel£ a trick. Actually, there are other 
alternatives which Overt does not realize; this is indicated to the 
reader b.1 the :fail~e of his two theories to account for all the £acts-~ 
especially the facts that St. George explicitly ~ges on Overt Miss 
Fancourt 's desirability, that St. George consistently praises hi.s .f'irst 
w.i.fe as a help to his art, and that be requires some time to guess 
Overt's final a:tti tude and is surprised by it. 
St. George's self-directed ironies. The latter is aware of Overt's 
literalness and of his defensive vanity, yet attempts to inspire Overt 
to make braver attempts. He wants the young man to move beyond the 
:false positions of the complacency and contradiction of judging a 
"peccable Maste;r:, 11 of using his talent facilely, and of taking Marian 
Fancourt for an object to be tested instead of a woman to be loved .. 
St. George tries to forward a change in Overt's basic attitudes by 
turning himsel:t "inside out. 11 His ability to feel for Overt, or his 
imagination, makes St. George realize the younger novelist's insecurity 
and his contradictory nee·ds both for an external guide-:-a "Master"--
and for an object to derogate. B,r allowing himself to be this object, 
and by using himself to point up the lesson that nothing less than 
attempting to fulfill all of one's own conceptions of the best can 
provide true satisfaction, St. George ·performs an "act of faith" for 
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Overt. For this sincerity, St. George pays having to expend more 
182. 
XV, 37. The 11act of faith" is also called by St. George 
"turn [ing] myself inside out. 11 
After looking for a quarter hour at Overt's Ginistrella, 
St. George apparently concludes that though the novel is like "what's 
breaking out all over the place" (XV, 35), Overt's talent nevertheless 
is not a purely imitative one. St. George is enough moved by Overt's 
possibilities to warn him of whatever "drives one to the short and 
easy way" (XV, J6). In this first interview, St. George tries, by 
praise and by playing on Overt's clear derogation of St. George's own 
fiction, to inspire the younger novelist to write more exclusively for 
his own conscience. From the sequences of his remarks at Summ.erso:rt, 
it is clear that the older man is being tender of a talent be thinks 
misdirected (even as Overt thinks the same of st. George's career) • 
Gini.strel1a "goes on abroad," and St. George feels that a novelist 
preferably should represent familiar life and, above all, character. 
The nature o:r OVert's previous novels soon becomes equally crucial to 
the action. We have learned !rom Miss Fancourt that these do treat 
English life. Reading them ma~s St. George continue to cultivate a 
relation with Overt, despi. te growing disappointment in him personal.ly. 
The night he detains Overt :for the talk :i.n his study, St. George 
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and more of i.t, to little effect. The real tragedy i.n tbi.s 
nouve1le is the young man's, because he desires not to.pay anything 
and, when this is not possib1e, to pay the very least. Frank Sa1tram 
of 11The Coxon Fund" has a 11happy persona1 art11 like .St. George •s. 
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He too i.s tteven better at forgiving than at being forgiven. 
A1l five nouve11es oppose to their ref1ector's conception 
of the artist-public and art-experience relations, the ref1ected 
artist's conception of these same things. In each nouvelle, too, the· 
attitude taken qy a woman is used to set this contrast into deeper 
relief. The ref1ector sees a . gu1f between art and life; the artists 
and the women attempt to bridge it. Instead o.f standing apart from 
the .four other nouvelles in Vo1ume 1Jl, as Mattbiessen bad indicated, 
11 The Coxon Fund" shares their ttcenter of reference." Like the .four, 
it contrasts the "literaltt to the ''constructiven modes o.f experiencing 
explains about Overt's other nove1s that "someone ought to have to1d 
me about them before" (XV, 65). Now that he has spent much more than 
a quarter hour with Overt's .fiction, St .. George persists in his "act 
o.f .faith." Performing i.t, be sees more and more that i..f Overt is to 
.find the courage to. avoid nthe short and easy wayn o£ Gini.strella, 
Overt must .fee1 that be can outdistance a 11pecoab1e Master." 
For others besides Overt, St. George a1so expends himself. Though 
he decries the taste o.f his audience, he gent1y chides Overt 1 s 
contemptuousness o.f the public. St. George blames the age rather than 
the persons, and a1ways asserts an individua1 standard rather than 
generalizes·: a hostility. This attitude is care:f'u.lJ.y contrasted to 
Overt's at the 11private view o£ a young artist in 'black and white'" 
(See XV, 48..;.1J9). 
l83 In the 1ast scene, St .. George even allows Overt to question 




and of vieWing art's reJ.ation to experience. The "constructive" 
mode, the true artist, pays :tor his sincerity with the coin of s.tiJ.J. 
more imagination. He knows that he is not The Master, but life's 
servant. He deveJ.ops an acute. operative irony; and his art retains 
civic use. On the contrary, the J.iteraJ. minded person :teeJ.s 
:frustration and rage towards the pubJ.ic. Yet he retreats into 
producing J.ess :tor his own conscience than for a·fragment of the 
audience--producing for a coterie group. 
In each of the five nouvelles, the response of a woman to 
the artist's situation, and the refJ.ectors' reJ.ations to the woman, 
help to express the difference between imaginative or "constructive" 
and J.i teraJ. modes of experiencing. Marian Fancourt, whom Overt sees 
as nan i.mmature girl. in a country house," and a "naive 11 in art as 
J.86 . 
well as in personal. reJ.ations, St. George calls ":first rate," 
11a provincial. of geni.us, 11 "an artistic inteJ.J.igence of the first 
order, n and "J.if'e hersel.:t" --reaJ.J.y Overt 1 s contrary: 
' •.• she gives away because she over.fJ.aws. She bas her 
own :teeJ.ings, her own standards; she doesn't keep 
remembering that she must be proud. ' J.87 
J.85 I adopt these terms :from James's notebook entry concerning 
"The Coxon Fund": 11the eJ.ement of opposition in the two modes ..... 
the J.iteraJ. and the constructive manner of deaJ.ing with SaJ.tram • 11 
The constructive mode is "the acceptance • • . of the general. 
responsibiJ.i.ty of rising to the height of accepting him :tor what be 
is" (Notebooks, P• J.52). 
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.xv, zq.; 4J.;. ss. 
187 XV, . 4o...4J.. Just as St. George reminds Overt that Miss 
Fa.ncourt must be taken "just as she is" rather tb.an categoli.zed (XV, 34):; 
she does not perceive St. George--as does Overt--in terms of a type. 
Her discussion of St. George 1 s fiction with Overt again reveaJ.s their 
opposed attitudes: She knows the works better than Overt (XV; 53) and 
Maud Sta.nna.ce Limbert's "boundless belief" in her husband 1 s efforts 
is dif:f'erentiated :f'rom the attitude of Lilnbert•s devotees, as 
. . 188 
represented by the reflector • This little "band" of 1' angels, u 
whose appreciation of Limbert's gelrl.us is their glory, don't speak 
of his work after he is dead and no longer can be harmed by their 
testament. The re£lector's kind of criticism helps to intensi:f.'y the 
public's hatred of literature; it compounds the difficulties facing 
the Ral.ph Li.mberts or genuine artists~ for it abets the fragmentation 
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of their audience. Maud Limbert's :final."complaoencr,y about her 
she is eager to pursue the young man's critical impression of their 
unevenness (XV, .51). But her own conception O'f 11failure, 11• like 
St. George's, refers to what has been attempted and to how sincerely 
dif:ficul ty has been· confronted. 
The American girl whom the narrator of 11 The Death of the Lion" 
eventua.lly marries, and who follows his ·advice about how best to pay 
Neil Paraday homage, voices a contrary reason to the narrator's for 
his staying at Faraday's side: 111 I wouldn't want him to be lonelyl'n 
she remarks (XV, J.J2). In the context, this is in part a comicalf.y 
naive view of Faraday's situation; but aJ.so it is a finer exercise of 
imagination on behalf of Pa.raday than any the narrator himself had 
qui.te risen to. Mainly, of course, the girl is contrasted to Mrs. 
Weeks Wimbush; while she also is used to set into reJ.ie:f' the refJ.ector's 
attitudes. 
188xv, zu. 
189:x:v, 166; 1.59. Extending the appreciation of Limbert's 
work wi1J. deprive them of the distinction of a coterie--of having a' 
precious secret. The reflector's conception and practice of criticism 
makes him more parasitic on art than 11the outrider, the brother, n for 
he cultivates 
the ~eer habit of seeing nothing in certain celebrities, of 
seeing overmuch in an occasional nobody, and of judging from 
a point of view that say what I would :for it (and I had a 
monstrous deal to say) mostly remained perverse and obscure 
(XV, 161). 
He is more concerned w:i th making the public recognize and bow to his 
own subtlety, and with sustaining in the public the conviction that 
literature is a "dose," than he is with the art of communicating his 
own impression of the artist 1 s work. Though h~ satirizes Jane Highmore, 
the immensely popal.ar novelist, her grasp that the function of such 
husband t s unpopulari. ty is distinct from the coterie group's kind of 
satisfaction in it. Appreciating· him as simply not "Shakespeare or 
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Scott" is quite different from making him the veiled object of 
worship of a "brotherhood of the faith • • • like the Trappists, a 
191 
silent order. 11 Regarding 11art11 as a secret religion that is the 
mere converse of the public taste tempts the artist to the artistic 
dishonor and damnation of judging his work as if it were a kind of 
inverse journalism--journalism for a very small. group. The band of 
angels among :-mom the reflector of nThe Next Timen counts himself are 
the same nuttle demons of subtletyn to whom Vereker refers in "The 
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Figure in the carpet. It 
Far from standing somewhat apart from this group of nouvelles, 
"The Coxon FUnd" logically climaxes them, for it centers on the issue 
of whether the appreciator of genius also is wi.lling to "pay" for the 
criticism as his is to make "repu.tations11 brings out that his 
humili.ty as the priest of such mysteries as Limbert's is but assumed, 
and that. more than be admits, his is "the lave that kills" (XV, 161). 
190 




Another woman, Gwendolen Erme (converted by Corvick, who 
bas been himself converted by Vereker) is used in the second half of 
this nouvelle to set into relief the destructiveness of the narrator's 
literalmindedness: She produces her own "carpets" and marries Drayton 
Deane; the narrator destroys Deane's peace of mind, as he has poisoned 
his own enjoyment of Vereker' s work and destroyed his own memory of 
Corvick's friendship. 
sincerity of his devotion, pay not simply in the literal sense but 
With an expenditure of imagination to match the genius 1s own: Here 
the reflector willingly, even eagerly, e:X:pends on Sal tram t s behalf 
his time, energies, and what money he can. The only thing he cannot 
quite bring himself to pay to 11 the sense of what he owed11 Saltram is 
the drop of his restless desire to come to some final conclusion 
about the relation of Saltram's lack o:f 11 di.gnity'1 to his gen:ius--
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about Sal tram's absolute worth. The reflector comes to understand 
Ruth .Anvoy as rising above this question. More than an image of 11the 
passion of duty," she represents the grace of imagination: 
an instinct ••• which permitted her to laugh out, as for 
the joy of her difficulty. • . • She put her project boldly 
before one: there it stood in its preposterous beauty. 
She was as willing to take the h11IIlorous view of it as I 
could be: the only difference was that for her the 
humorous view of a thing wasn't necessarily prohibitive, 
wasn't paralysing. 194 
Ruth .Arnroy•s and Frank Saltram's constructive mode is contagious; the 
reflector at last finds dropping from him "like a cumbersome garment • 
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the disposition to haggle over Saltram1s value." As it does Ruth, 
the sincerity of the reflector's devotion finally eosts him an 
operative irony. He gives up his tt).ong achen of wanting to find 
genius literally the embodiment of the ideal. "The Coxon Fund11 treats 
a process of growth away from the literal mode of taking the artist as 
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XV, 298; 323. 
194 
349-350. XV, 
195 XV, 363. 
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Master, as Lion, or as Idol and Icon, or from the kind of 
admiration that destroys (its ow.n enjoyment not least), towards such 
imagination as the true artist bimse1f expends on life. 
The themes of the nouvelles in Volume XV therefore outline 
James's awareness that separation from a· public which is fragmented 
and which may rapidJ.y be losing "the secret of perception" poses very 
serlous difficulties for the producer of art. The separation can 
never be regarded with complacency, but always occasions more 
expenditure of effort. The really strong artistic conscience regards 
the disjunction as an "embarrassment" (rather than a support for his 
own ego), and so converts its predicament of not receiving intelligent 
appreciation into a spur to constructive power, an additional stimulus 
to imaginative vitality. Volumes XVI and XVII show James constructivel:y 
seeking means by which to gain the attention of the general audience 
yet without violating his own artistic standards. 
In Volume XVI are collected James t s "costly" short stories, 
which accept his public's "rude prescription of brevity at acy price, n 
yet do not pay the price of superficiality that seems necessary. Even 
though he has had to "treat ••• as waste" m.a.ny values latent in the 
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material of these stories, a relative llfulness" or multiplicity~ 
within the compass of extreme brevity, has been bought by James's 
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See "The Figure in the Carpettt for use of the word "idol": 
XV, 26J. 
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Art o:f Novel, p.. 24o. 
expenditure of effort~ The pref'ace emphasizes, for example, that 
11 The Mi.ddle Years11 required of' James, at the height of hi.s powers, a 
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full month of uninterrupted concentration. In all these f'ictions, 
he paid :tor 11the feat • • • o£ transfusion; the receptacle (of' f'orm) 
being so exiguous," or for "the union of whatever .falness with 
199 
whatever clearness, 11 by a further turn of the 11 screw11 of his 
200 
effort. His pref'ace notes. too, however, that the achieved 
"duplici ty11 of gaining an 11 effect of quick and easy roundness" did not 
after all gain the goal of' publication: 
novels intensely compressed, and with that character in them 
yet keeping at by, under stress of then failing else to be 
good short stories, any air of Imltilation. They had had to 
be good short stories in order to earn, however precariously, 
their possible wage and 1 appear' --so certain was it that 
there would be no appearance, and consequently no wage, for 
them as .frank and brave nouvelles. They had to conceal the 
fact that they ~ 'nouvelles 1 • • • which, however, I may 
add, was in the event to avail them little--since they were 
to find nowhere, the unfortunates, hospitality and the 
reward of' their effort. 201 
In another way the group of' fictions in Volume XVI shows 
James cultivating his need to reach the public but without accepting 
198 
Art of' Novel, p. 2)). 
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lli!!· ' pp. 239-24o. 
200 . 
lli,g., P• 235· 
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~· JattJ.es's reason :tor including them in this volume is 
that their particular attempt was success:ful. to hi.s own sense. In 
Vol.um.e XVI, one sees James paying for his sincerity with yet more 
apprehension of' his necessity to engage with di:f'ficulty, and with 
expenditure as if' his ef:f'ort were inexhaustible. 
-onl.y its standards! The situations he packs into these exiguous 
vessels are not only complex or ttd.evelopmental.. 11 It is too rarely 
noticed that the situations also are universall.y human ones: 
conf'licts o:f husband and "Wife, relations between parents and children, 
prlde of vari.ous kinds having to deal with frustrations and 
humiliations.. Particularly, meeting the 11strangeness11 of life and 
the lli.rony of fatett is a focus common to these stories. They 
dramatize the suffering o:£ :failure$ and, in doing so, project the 
writer's deepest values: his personal. impression of life as so 11mixed11 
that humanity can be but a brotherhood in its ef:fort, and his sense 
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that the 11touchi.ngtt ease is ubiquitous or is always the real one. 
The congruity o:f Volume XVI that is explicitly named by its 
preface is the twelve stories' ttalmost heroic di.ssimnlation o:f 
ZOJ 
capital. tt James says he inel.ud.es them in the volume because really 
they are nouvelles whi.c}l, 'With a n consuwna. te • • • du.plici ty, 11 
zoz 
The kind o:£ thellle James bad spoken of in the pre:face to 
'What Maisie Knew as :most uh'QJJ1a.l1 1 1' he employs in the short stories of 
Volume XVI, which seek publication :for a wide audience and at the 
same time to give that public even more than it demands: 
No themes are so human as those that reflect for us, out 
of the confUsion of life, the close connexion of bliss 
and bale, of the things that help wi..th the things that 
hurt, so dangling before us :for ever that bright hard 
medal, o:f so strange an alloy, one :race o:£ which is 
somebod;r's right and ease, and the other somebod;y''s pain 
and wrong. • • . (Art o"f Novel, p. 1.4-J) 
Z03 
Ibid. , P• 235· 
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"masquerade as little anecdotes. n In the preface to Volume X he. 
had distinguished the tranecdote» from the "picture." He seems to 
have felt that the short story in his time was too narrowly defined 
and practiced with exclusive emphasis on plot: 
A short story, to my sense and as the term. is used in 
magazines, has to choose· between being either an anecdote 
or a picture, and can but play its part strictly according 
to its kind. I rejoice in the anecdote, but I revel in 
the picture, having doubtless at times to note that a 
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.Art of Novel, p. 2.35. We should remember that in an 
earlier preface Jatnes has already defined the "anecdote". as a fiction 
especially unified around a central character ttoftt whom the action is 
told (Ibid. • p. 181). In this preface <to Vol. xv:t, he attributes to 
the uconcise anecdote" an neffect of quick roundness 11 (M,g., p. 2.33· 
The italics are :mine). In order to compress nouvelles into seeming 
anecdotes but "f"ull" ones, or in order to gain singleness of e:f'fect 
from situations D.lumining several persons, James says that he 
":f'ollow (s] the situation as much as possible from its outer edge in, 
rather than :f'rom its center outward11 (Ibid., p. 233), and that he 
~.dralna.tically handle s n the situation.. This has been "the 
constitutive :process for each i.dea" in Vol. XVI (~., P• 236). 
Exactl.y what is meant by an anecdote's "dramatisationtt o:f' its germ, 
while yet remaining a pure anecdote, is made clear only by the 
preface discussions o:f the genesis and the process o:f writing 11Broken 
Wings" and 11 'Europe. 1 " Of "Broken Wings" the preface notes that 
what the single situation lacked the ~ of situations 
would supply--there was drQJm;t enough, with economy •••• 
(~ .. ' P• 2.37) 
James traces the process o:f' m-i. ting " 'Europe '" itr.,mnder ticdshowc:agaw 
when "the case for dramatisation" became "whole" (!bid., pp. 237; 239). 
Both of these elucidations show two things: (l) James thought of an 
anecdote as a :fiction relying largely on plot; (2) his procedure for 
the n:f'ull" anecdote was to look for a turn of event which could exactly 
summarize a complex central idea. Such turns of event, or plots, 
markedly reiy on intricate oppositions--and on balances and paralleis 
.framing the contrasts to make them more salient. Thi.s seems to be what 
James means by working a complex situation ttfrom its outer edge in"; 
perhaps :it is also the reason he calls U.fa.blesn these :f'ictions in which 
nouvelles masquerade as anecdotes, attaining the "apparent ease" of 




given attempt may Place itself near the dividing-line. 
This is in some degree the ease with "The Chaperon, n in 
which. none the less, on the whole, pi.eture ingeni.ously 
prevails. • • • 205 
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Whereas the nouvelles of Volume XV frankly attempt "the picture of 
personal states ••• specifically complieated, 11 the stories of 
Volume XVI dissimulate concise anecdotes, ioe., they seem to offer 
preponderantly a rrplot interest" promising q,nck resolut~on. Yet 
they are also ".full" or foreshortened anecdotes; their stress on the 
direction of event does not yield a 11 thin11 expansion. because their 
plots employ intri.eate parallels and contrasts revealing complex 
signi.ficances behind the opening situations. These anecdotes meet 
the demand of James •s public for brevity and for an apparent ease of 
grasp by means of plot. But they persuade, the audience to swallow, 
at the same time, an amount of material not so readily exhaustible 
as one's first glance at the stories seems to indicate. 
The best procedure for aseertaini.ng the themes of such 
deceptively simple or peculiarly "concentrated" anecdotes i.s first to 
compare the event with which each concludes (and the relationships 
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Art of Novel, p. 1.39. In the remarks on the fiction of 
Henry Harland already discussed in Section I of this chapter, James 
had said that the short story "has of late become an object of ••• 
a,J.most extravagant dissertation, 11 and he had continued: 
Are there not two distinct effects to be produced by this 
rigor of brevity? • • • The one with which we are most 
familiar is that of the detached incident, single and 
sharp • • • ; the other, of rarer performance, i.s that of 
the impression, comparatively generalized--simplified, 
foreshortened, reduced to a particular perspective--of a . 
complexity or a continuity · ("The Story-Teller At Large: 
Mr. Henry Harland, 11 The American Essays of Henry James, ed. L. Edel, 
pp. 189-190). . 
between characters established by 1;his event) to the situation each 
originally had depicted around its central character. The dif.f'erence 
between the two groups of items points directly to tbe interpretation 
which the fiction is making. In addition, usually the initial 
situation posits several significant parallels and contrasts between 
the characters, which the plot in turn reenforces or reverses, so 
that the story as a whole clarifies an intricate complex of 
206 
relationships. 
The speei.f'ie themes of the twelve anecdotes are diverse. But, 
when they are viewed in the context of James's pre.f'ator:i.al discussion 
of' their common .f'orm, one can hardly help noting in how many of them 
the situation of' dissimulating or masquerading reappears. So too 
does the subject, as has been mentioned, of the .f'rustration or 
disappointment of hopes, the confronting of' "failure" in this sense. 
Related to this subject, a third focus frequent in the twelve stories 
206 
Compare the prefatory discussion of the genesis and the 
writing of "'Europe'" (.Art of Novel, pp~ 2)8-2.39). The essence to be 
"dramatised" here was the state of mind for Which the actual and 
present is but "shrunken" and rlemulous" of an unapproachable ntype« 
and "model.'' In other words, the ger.m to be dramatised was the 
American habit of roi:uant:ici.zation, especially of "Europe," that James 
presents in so many- of his stories. This story dramatises the germ. 
by showing that both absorption in the past and yearning for the 
future are alike a nostalgia for the unattainable. A turn of event 
out o:f the conflict. between these llominally opposed interests reveals 
them to be the same: The daughter who does in .fact escape :t'I"om the 
domestic conflict to Europe is "dead" to the home ; while the daughter 
who actually dies at her post, still. keeping up the mild domesti.c 
warfare, has gone to paradise--to "Europe. n By making his spinsters ' 
impediment a mother who has "been to Europe" quite unma tchably • and by 
making one o:f the Rimmle gi.rls finally sail but refuse thereafter to 
repeat the pattern of returning to live on legend, James projects a 
plot· which expresses hi.s germ. through a number of balances and 
oppositi.ons. 
is change from (l) ignorance o:r the. inevitably "mixed" character o;f 
experience ("mixed" in several senses, including. :for example, the 
;fact that "someboqy's right and ease" is ever some other person's 
"pain and wrong, 11 which is the "confusion of' li;fe 11 James had spoken 
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of' in the preface to Volume XI, and the fact that experience is a 
certain degree of realization of' utmost poss1ble life) to (2) the 
recognit1on that human achl.evement is not appropr1ately evaluated in 
terms of' measuring up to certain absolutes. "Success" and enriched 
nlif'e11 are, rather, 1n a quality and a degree of effort which may be 
called "pass1on11 and wh1ch of course is a wholly indi.vi.dual process. 
This th1rd focus seems to be summarized in the title of' one of the 
stories, 11The Tree of Knowledge. 11 Altogether, most of the anecdotes 
of Volume XVI seem to· balance a dissimulat1on to the self, in order 
to make one's frustration more bearable, against a quite different 
kind of masquerade exerc1sed out of' compassion for others, a 
oompass1on wh1ch has been gained by reeogniz1ng both the supreme 
relevance of npass1onn or ef.f'ort and what Mrs. Warren Hope of' ttThe 
Abasement of' the Northmores" summar1zes as "the commonness of' .failure 
208 
and the strangeness o.f' life." 
11Illusion" and fldelusion11 are key terms in 11 The Mi.ddle Years." 
Early :in th1s story o.f' the volume, the novelist Dencombe reflects 
that 11the sp1r1t of man ••• the abyss of human illusion" :is 
207 




"the real, the tideless deep1t; and Dencombe learn.s that 11 a second 
210 
chance--that's the delusion." Ini. tially the novelist believes 
211 
that for him "the in£ini.te of lif'e was gone" · because his time is 
running out; here he defines the "in£1nite11 as an absolute of 
achl.evement. Initially, too, he regards his own art in a contra~ctory 
212 
fashion:: it :is "the ch:ild o£ time. the nursling of delay," yet 
213 
also it is distinct from and even opposed to 11h:is l:ife .. " Dencombe 
desires a second age, an extension of time in order to produce fiction 
214 
in a J.a.st manner that w.U.l. make a "citadel11 for his ttrepu.tation. 11 
This opposition of (a) uexperience 11 and the process of creating art, to 
(b) artistic 11 ach:ievement" and "reputation" is not consi.stent with 
another of Dencombe 's perceptions: that the talent sbin:ing with lll.ife11 
and "force11 in his last novel (1tThe Middle Years") is 'inseparable from 
209 
XVI, 77-78. See pages 587-5%following of Chapter Eight 
for disoussi.on o:f the term. "illusi.onn as similarly a key one in 
The Ambassadors. 
21.0 






.3ni:r the achievement had been real, however, the process 
had been pa:i.n:f'al. enough •••• His development bad been abnormally 
slow.... .. • He had been hindered and retarded b:v experience. • • • At 
such a rate a first existence was too short--long enough only to 
collect mater:l.al.; so that ••• to use the material one should have a 
second age, an extension" (XVI, 82). The italics are m:ine. 
21.4 
XVI, 98. 
hi.s di:rf'icu.J.ties or from hi.s gi.ven time and opportunity. It is 
significant that the word "infinite" is repeated in connection wi.th 
this second insight; Dencombe associates the ":infinite" with his 
process, as well as with an absolute o:f achievement distinct from the 
' 215 
struggle of life. 
The difference between these two conceptions of' art, or. more 
precisely, between two conceptions of art's relation to experience, is 
emphasized by two images Dencontbe . uses for his novel. One view is of' 
the art work as a changeless product of life, a product which is 
11infini.te11 in the sense of' outside of' time. "He dived once more into 
his story and was drawn down ••• to where, in the dim underworld of' 
216 
fiction, the great glazed tank of art, strange silent subjects f'loat. 11 
This figure of an artificial "tank,tt having plmnbed boundaries, of 
course implicitly contrasts with the natural sea "all surface and 
twinkle 11 at which Deneom.be gazes. and equ.ally contrasts with 11 the real, 
the tideless deep" that is "the spirit of man ••• the abyss of human 
illusion .. " The other view is of art as experi.encing, asr'a·.~process o£ 
surmounting difficulties. Dencombe' s second image for his n011el u'l'he 
215 
ttHe di.ved once more into hi.s. story ••.• His dti'f'icul.ties 
were still there, but what was also there. to· h:i.s perception • • • was 
the art that in most eases bad surmounted them •••• There was an 
infinite charm for Deneo.mbe in :feeling, as be had never felt before, 
that diligence vincit omnia" (XVI, 82). Another use, early in the 
story, of' the word 1tinfilrl.te" for process should be noted: "Equally 
innocent and :infinite are the pleasures of observation and the resources 
engendered by the trick of analysing li:f'e 11 (XVI, 85). Bu.t James's story 
also makes clear that Dencombe's first analysis of' the three figures he 
observes on the beach is incorrect. The combinations discoverable are 
11inf'inite•t (XVI, 87.-8). 
216 
XVI, 82 .. 
2J.7 
Mi.ddle Years" is one of natural growth. Because he is .faced with 
death, the cessation o:f his time and the supreme obstacle to "the 
spirit of man, 11 Dencombe 's choice . between these two views is especially·. 
di.f'f'icul.t. The pressure on him to seek an absolute becomes intense 
as experience is more inexorably f"el.t · as intrinsically ebbing, and 
thereby :frustrating.. So the perception o:t lrl.s living tal.ent in his 
novel l.eads him to wish :for "a possible re:pri.eve" in which be can 
make his .fiction perfect. proo£ against all assaults o:f tilne. He 
nurses a belief in this possib:ili ty, trying to dissimul.ate to h:imsel..f' 
that it is onl.y his wish. 
. . 
But i.f a dread that his career i.s over and o:f the death o:f 
218 
his chance has Dencombe 11at the throat"; it is al.so true that li.:fe 
still has hi.m. :firmly in its grip. Dencombe encounters an "accident" 
that "exhilarated as well as con:foundedu him, his chance meeting with 
"the greatest aclmi.rer in the new generation o:f 'Whom it was supposabl.e 
he. mi.ght boast!' and who is a mystifying and rare case showing the 
novelist that "odd combinations" are "infinite" in experi.ence, 
. 219 .. 
inexhaustible by art.. The pressure of this . grip . o:f l.:i.f'e places 
21.7 inf~te charm for Denoombe in feel.ing. as 
"There was an . . . vincit omni.a.. The resul.t 
b-e 'nad never !el.t before that dib.gence d his conscious intention$ 
produced in his ·little book was so:how ~o~ted his method, and 
it was as i! he had planted ~s ~:h ~~s :Weetnessn (XVI, 8Z) • . 
tbey --n.a.d grow UP :md £l.ower~ ~· ---- . 
2.~8 
ro, eo .. 
before Dencombe--even when he is dy:l.ng--the continued ·necessity of 
surmounting dlffi.cult choices that will affect others; too, life shows 
Dencombe, on his deathbed, that his art helps Dr. Hugh to meet~ 
difficult choices. Therefore the novelist recogm,.zes finally what had 
been the contradiction in his earlier wi.sh for an extension of time to 
be devoted to his art aJ.one : 
It .Y!. gJ.ory--to have been tested. to have had our J.ittle 
quaB.ty and east our little spell. The thing is to have 
made some body care. . • • We work in the dark--we do 
what we- can--we give what we have. OQr doubt is our 
passion and our passion is our task. 220 
The belief that he can and should atta:i.n an absoJ.ute is a delusion 
for man, whose 11spiritn and proper glory i.s i.n "passion" or in his 
attempt, and whose only experience of the "infinite" is the unlimited 
process of expanding consciousness--the unsounded and inexhaustible 
221 
abyss of living. Because James thought of art as a mode of 
experience, he couJ.d speak of Neil Paraday, for example, as living 11in" · 
his art. 
Dencombe comes to reject the ideas that his J.ife bas merely 
prepared for his art, and that glory is getting out of the reach of 
frustration, getting beyond process. From the point of view Which 
Dencombe eventually reaches, failure is indeed common, for frustration 




T!U.s specific theme of "The Middle Yearsn is illmnined, I 
think, by" the J.ater essay 11Is There .A. Life After Death?" which James 






















disimulate to himself e~ther that he ~s tac~ng death or that ~s 
struggle ~s not meshed with that of others, specifically with 
223 
Dr. Hugh's. The novel~st aeknowledges this strangeness that life 
~s so remarkably "mixed" when he accepts as justification for his 
own pass~on the young man's 11 caring11 so tor the result, even though 
this state enta~ls other adverse consequences for the young admirer, 
and even though Dr. Hugh had missed Dencombe 's ·particular art~stic 
224 
~tentions. 
Like "The Middle Years," four other anecdotes placed at the 
opening of Volume XVI draw the~r raw material from the lives of 
225 
artists, primar~ly writers; on the other band, the last five 
222 
That is, he ~s suffering the supreme disappointment, and 
therefore "warmly bei.ng11 or living. See "Is There A Life After 
Death!" In After Days, p. 217:. 11we seem to see what it ~s to die--
and to have died--in contradistinction to su.t"fering · (which means to 
warmly being). . " 
223 
James represents Dencombe's encounter with the two 
frustrations that would seem to James himself the most intense possible: 
the waste of the prime of one 's powers, and having to feel perhaps 
respons~ble for influencing adversely another's life. (See p~:, 
305, Chapter Six.) 
224 
XVI, 97; 105. A dissi.mulation .]2 Dencombe arises out o.f 
Dr. Hugh's compass~on. ~s duplicity ~s not one about the reality of 
the dying man's state, nor about the actuaJ.ities o.f the young man's 
own case, but a masquerade of easy acceptance of the consequences o.f 
his choice. It is a mini mi zation to Dencombe of the cost t in effort, 
of Dr. Hugh's own pass~on. 
Here again a comparison with The Ambassadors, particularly with the 
relations~p and the climactic scene between Marie de Vionnet and 
Strether. is in order. See pp. following in Chapter Eight. 
225 . 
These other four anecdotes are! "The Author of 'Beltraf:fio t , n 
"Grevill.e Fane, n "Broken Wings," and "The Tree o.f Knowledge. 11 
anecdotes in the volume draw theix- material preponderantly from 
226 
Ameri.cans in relation to Europe. At the volume's center, "The 
445 
Abasement of the Northmores" and "The Great Good Place" present with 
especial. clarlty the core of James's thematic interest in all twelve 
anecdotes. 
Both "The Abasement of the Northmoresn and "The Great Good 
Place 11 shov1 a central. figure's change from an extreme restlessness 
that has been brought on by his attitude towards the world's defini:tion 
of success, to resolution of tension and to a reconcilement with the 
world achieved through the central. figure's better self-knowledge. 
Mrs. Warren Hope and George Dane initial.ly seem to themselves to be 
suffering for reasons that are superficiall:y contrary: she because 
the world has not heaped the laurels of success on the man she had 
227 ' 
picked out as more worthy to achieve eminence; Dane because the 
very pl.entitude with which the world has recognized his talent has 
complicated the conditions in which he must carry on his work. But 
actually both Dane and Mrs. Hope share, without at first recognizing 
the .fact, at least part o.f the point of view (the world's) to which 
they· feel. themselves opposed~ Both come to recognize their self-
contradiction, and to replace it with a conception of success that is 
more fundamentall:y different from the world 1 s standards, yet which 
226 
Volume XVI closes with: "Four Meetings, 11 "Paste, 11 
tt 'Europe' , 11 11M:i.ss Gunton of' Poughkeepsie, 11 and "Fordham Castle." Only' 
11Paste11 does not draw upon Americans 1 relation to Europe. 
leads to a drop in their irritation against the world. They su.bsti tute 
~or their negative state a positive recognition o~ men's brotherhood 
in the "commonness o~ ~allure. 11 
Mrs. Hope's achievement o~ this self-knowledge is represented 
228 
in realistic terms, and George Dane's via a 11 calculated" ~antasy; 
bu.t the like quality o:f their adventures is evident. Dane moves away 
:from a "childlike and helpless anger" against others :for the 
consequences o~ his own acceptance o~ their recognition o~ him as a 
"geniu.s,tt and ~om desire to neglect ~or a while reciprocity with them 
229 
:for this adulation. Dane enters the 11 great good place11 o:f real 
brotherhood. Here every :face is 11 a little someone else" yet distinctly 
230 
individual, and exquisite communication is established on the basis 
o:f a common knowledge o:f a common want. This 11pl.ace 11 is reaJ.47' a 
228 
Art o:f Novel, PQ 237· 
229 
XVI, 226; 231. For instance. Dane had conscientiously 
written to thank his young visitor :for sending Dane his work, then had 
~ound comic the young man's writing still again. A breakfast invitation, 
:for a brie:f half hour, had been tendered by Dane as a way o:f getting 
the young writer o:f~ his back and saving time :from fUrther correspondance. 
Dane had :felt burdened by the a:f.fairs o:f others as "irrelevant 
importunity" (XVI, 24.3) • At the opening o:f the story, others don 1 t 
"matter11 :for him; one thing does--what he is trying :for in his art. His 
quarrel with "our own time 11 as a horrible age is mainly with its 
increased opportunities :for contact betWeen persons, a su.per:ficial 
contact which eats up the artist's time. 
The young writer, who until Dane 1 s letter had got no audience :for 
ten years, is passionately responsive to Dane's merely per:functory moves 
o.f ei vili ty. 
230 
XVI, 234-5; 2.36-7; 26,3. 
231. 
"climate11 between human figures; its origin is a personal. thought, 
an expansion of consciousness through an exercise of imagination on 
232 
another's state. Instead of a palace of art towering impregnable 
above the world, 11 the great good place" is that mode of experiencing 
which enables one to regain his "sel.f" even in the midst of "the 
233 
rage" of life. The fUnction of the experience is recuperative for 
returns to the world, which Dane gradually becomes able to see as 
transfigured by the radiance of the possibility of the great good 
. 234-
pl.ace, instead of out off from any such potential.. The place or 
the "climate" Dane finds is not an impossible wish for escape· to quite 
another world. It is the possible creation, Within the world we know, 
of "the right." It is the potential. within even Dane's "horribletr 
235 
conditions. After the change of perspective, Dane's given room 
231 XVI, 238; 256. 
232 XVI, 239; 250. 
233 XVI, 240; 260. 
234 
XVI, 260-261.. n. • . at this Dane 1 s hour seemed to strike--
his consciousness to crystallise •••• 'Good!' Dane kept his band, 
givirig it a final. shake, and at that moment the sun glimmered again 
through the sholrer, but with the rain still falling on the hither side 
of it and seeming to patter even more in the brightness. 1Hallo--how 
charming! 1 The Brother looked a moment from under the high arch--then 
turned his face again to our friend. He gave this time hi.s longest 
happiest sigh. 10h it's all rightl'" 
235 Dane persists for some time in thinking of the climate he 
has :found a set of the right rtconditions, 11 whereas the conditions of 
the world he has come from are "horribl.e11 (XVI, 243; 249). On the 
other band, it seems to Dane impossible to tell whether these right 
conditions are 11 the last echo of the ol.d or the sharpest note of the 
modern" world (XVI, 250), and he 11 contentedly11 joins in the friendly 
Brother's asseveration that ttwe·reall.y know none but our own age," 
seems to him 11 disenclllJibered, different, trice as large ••• all 
236 
right." He has recognized :in the present and actual young vis:i.tor 
237 
his benefactor and good Brother--not another 11 importuni ty11 on an 
older writer's reputation. 
The congruity of Volume XVI around this common theme--the 
di.scovery that men together are subject to the same condition that 
their life is an unending process of exertion to create--may be seen 
b,y comparing the use made by five anecdotes of Volume XVI of material 
drawn from the predicaments of artists nth the five nouvelles of 
Volume XV. Instead of representing ''honorable, producible" cases of 
sublime artists paying for the:i.r love of perfection by employing more 
imagination to bridge an art-life separation, "The Author of 
'Beltraffio', 11 11 T.he Middle Years, 11 11 Greville Fane, 11 "Broken Wings, 11 
and "The Tree of Knowledge" in Volume XVI present human complications 
developing out of and abetted by quite a different attitude towards 
the art:-lif'e relationship. In these anecdotes, intimate personal ties 
(such as those between parents and children, husbands and wives) are 
imperilled because art is held to be utterly distinct !'rom other values. 
The central artist-figures of the anecdotes share Dencombe's initial 
view of artistic achievement as an absolute and a realm for which 
having mere dreams of other conditions (XVI, 243-244). In "the great 
good place, 11 ''the inner life woke up again, and it was the inner 
life, for the people of his generation ••• that was returning health" 
(XVI, 2.51). 




experience but prepares. They conceive art to be intrinsically 
unrelated to their other values. And when this view :t'o.rthers certain 
serious disruptions in their personal relations, they tend, though 
troubled, to avoid perceiving the complication and in a measure to 
make their preoccupation wi.th art a refuge .from having to meet and 
deal with the conflicts ac~ spreadi.ng in their lives. 
The response o.f Mark .Ambient, rtTQe Author of 'Beltra.f.fio', 11 
to the clash between his wi.fe's philistinism and his own practice o.f 
art is twofold. He develops an extreme theoretical reaction to her 
views, but also he avoids .facing the extent o.f the human problem 
which their dissent poses. Ambient tells his young visitor, the 
narrator of the anecdote, that he and his wife are able to make no 
238 
"common household" for the child Dolci.no, who represents (rather 
obvi.ously) a perfection o.f beauty both in the material and in the 
moral sense. .Ambient states that his domestic contest may end only 
by killing Dolcino, but his behavior shows that he hides .from himself 
the existence o.f any real possibility that the unresolved complication 
may be this urgent and dangerous. The father's behavior rests on the 
239 
assumption that Dolcino must be safe because he is beauty. The 
irony in the imbroglio between husband and wife i.s more profound than 
240 
the "grand comi.cal.ity" Ambient sees in it; .for, though this 
238 XVI, 45. 
239 




representative of English aestheticism champions art's need 
fearlessly to embrace all act1;1a.li ty, he has not g:r:-asped the real. 
ugliness of the actuality under his nose. Ambient is moral.ly naive. 
Despite his study of the cinque-cento, he .does not really anticipate 
241 . 
that, in his own life, "evil passions11 can and do kill beauty. 
For the religion of beauty, evll. and l.oss are only picturesque. 
242 
This extremity of moral. naivete is taken pu.blicly for artistic 
sopbistica:tion. Ambient 1 s conception of art il.lustrates the same 
naivete that is dramatized by the course of his domestic relations. 
A leader in the Engl.ish school. of "art for art," preoccupied with his 
necessary struggl.e against his audience and with battling for the 
artist's freedom of subject matter, Ambient has tbeo:r:-etical.ly defended 
art's ntruth11 as merely the reproduction of actuality. In effect, be 
has theoretically contracted art 1 s sphere, rather than defended :its 
dignity and use. 11 Form" in art, he bas come to practice only as 
243 




- Ambient's simplicity is shared by the narrator, his young 
American disciple, who at first finds it impossible to believe that 
good nature will not naturally triumph (and that any wife can think 
her husband's :mind corrupt). It is refl.ected, too, with more 
virulence, in· imitative Miss Ambient, who has far more opportunity to 
estimate the dangers of the situation but who takes them, until it is 
too late, as opportunity for "bright bitterness" (XVI • .31) or tragic 
posturing. 
24.3 . 
See XVI, 4; 43-44; -29-30. .Ambient sees no contradiction 
in his belief that 11the impression of life" is captured in art by no 
arranging, to his other concern for arranging style o'i' 11executionu 
so that no drop of 11Li.f'e 11 shall escape. 
1Beltraff1o'" is the deficiencies James had located in English 
aestheticism: particularly the danger of separating art :from life 
so stringently that art becomes superficial, while experience 
remains unillumined b,y the passion :for perfection. 
Both Ambient's moral. naivete and his fundamental disbelief 
244 
in what James elsewhere had called "the ill.i.mitable alchell'lY ot arttt 
are matched by Ambient 1 s seeming contrary, the popular novelist and 
incorrigible romantic 11Greville Fane," around whom the third anecdote 
24-5 
o:f Volume XVI is woven. Mrs. Stormer's 11:fine blindness 11 to 
experience is quite like Mark Ambient's :fascination with the 
cinque-canto and worship of llLi:fe, the b~azen hussy" even while he 
avoids taking .full account of the degree o:r violence in his own 
246 
li:fe. The human complications around Greville Fane develop into 
a welter of ugliness. Again in this anecdote, the attitude that 
experience is merely the content of art, and the retreat via art :from 
244 
In French Poets and Novelists (London; MacmiJlan, 1878), 
p. 201, James had written that by mistrusting 11a definite intention" 
in the work of art, those artists who 1fcu1tivate 'art :for art 111 
thereb,r exhibit 11a most injurious disbelie:f in the illimitable 




XVI, 4-2 • The narrator of 11Greville Fane" predicts that 
her "ignorance of lif'e 11 will remain always her ilnmense fictional 
"resource11 (XVI, ll6). However, this blindness lets her ruin her 
children's lives. On her son Lionel, whom she rears to be a novelist, 
she 11mainl.y impressed • • • that the great thing was to live, because 
that gave you material. 11 Lionel "asked nothing better. He collected 
material. n (XVI, 128) • 
· .. · ..... :;:. " . •; ·~.n~~ - .. "':t...,'"·''~~-~--~~.--:.· ~:J..~~ :-~-:,_~: :'•"-.. t" . 
t . 
one's ow.n experience, cause a disruption of personal relat~ons to 
proceed apace. (The same thing occurs m 11The Tree of Knowledge, 11 
although, since ~t focuses more on var~eties of di.ss1mula.tion to 
oneself 1 tms anecdote does not show the climax of the di.srupt~on in 
247 
personal relations. ) The five anecdotes also are simD.ar in that 
their central figures eventually all recognize that art cannot 
provide them with a refuge, as they had attemptede All at length 
confront the formidable character of their imbroglio; they encounter 
247 
Peter Branch seems the contrary of his friends at Carrara 
Lodge, "the infatuated sculptor and his wife, for whom nature had 
refined on the impossible by relieving them of the sense of the 
di.ffioulttt (XVI, 170). Morgan Mallow and his wife have kept up, 
over years, their belief in the Master's artistic genius; while Peter 
has kept up the feat of never having ''in any embarrassment, either 
lied or spoken the truthn about the subject of their belief' (XVI, 167). 
Peter also has kept silence about his ow.n occasional prose and verse. 
His motive for continuing to write• secretly but as a frank amateur? 
is 11 to maintain the purity of his taste by establ~shing the right 
relation of fame to feebleness" (XVI, 169). 
A1 though Peter marvels silently at his friends ' ease of 
self-decept~on and himself appears to have a highly developed "sense 
of the difficult," Mrse Mallow accuses him of knowing nothing of 
"passion" or struggle (XVI, 1.71). The anecdote shows that 
:f'undamentally she is right. Peter himself finally realizes that he 
has been reluctant to taste real difficulty. His "passion" has been 
to keep from Mrs. Mallow his knowledge of the Maste:r;'s lack of 
talent, on the assumption that Mrs. Mallow originally chose the man 
who seemed to her to have artistic genius. Peter has assumed that 
her love for the Master was based on the ease of believing in him .. 
Peter's own struggle has been relat~vely easy, since he has felt 
that Mrs. Mallow nrl.ght have loved him but for her devotion to art. 
Because the three male characters of this anecdote each in his 
different way regards success in art as an absolute, rather than as 
a process of endeavor or a ldnd of passion, and because each fails 
to take his experience as requiring real struggle, complications 
that are hardly "noble" intensify between the four human beings. 
the commonness of trustrat~on and that effort--pass~on and compass~on--
248 
alone is the human 11~inite." 
The four anecdotes of Volume XVI which draw upon internat~onal 
mate~al differ from the f~ctions us~ng that material in Volume XIV 
in much the same way as the anecdotes of Volume XVI which draw upon 
the life of art~sts differ from the nouvelles of Volume XV. The · 
artists 11 oftt whom the opening f~ve anecdotes of Volume XVI are told 
are not upossible other cases 11 who expend more and more imagination 
to bridge their separation from their public. Rather, they are 
I 
"touching" cases who learn at last what it me~s to be subject to the 
common human condition of inhabiting a world Where man's only 11glocy11 
is his spirit--the 11abyss11 of pass~on and compassion, or the infinite· 
effort of creat~on. Similarly, the central. American f~gures of 11Four 
Meetings, n 11 'Europe, '" 11mss Gunton of Poughkeeps~e, 11 and "Fordham 
249 
Castle" change from a·princ~pled innocence to acknowledging l~fe 
248 
For example, Stuart Stra~ th and Mrs. Harvey turn again "to 
work11 --both to the pass~on of creating and to the struggle of 
dissimulating in order to market the~r product~ons (XVI, 164). 
249 . 
These American characters tend to regard whatever ~s the~r 
ideal. as a realm distinct from and unaffected by experience, in the 
same way that the central. art~st figures of the pre~ous anecdotes 
tended to regard art and to use ~t as a re:f'uge from experience. The 
anecdotes show them supported in th~s attitude towards the ideal by 
the pervasive American concept of conscience, or of a "sense of 
respons~b~li ty, tt as constantly measuring oneself against one 1 s view 
of the best, assuming that the difficul.t~es of any situation point 
primarily to one 1 s own faul. ts and imply moral def~c~encies. Under 
this concept, problems of conduct become ones of fitting one's own 
acts to a pattern, and become problems to which the motives o:t the 
other persons in a s~tuation are ~rrelevant. ~e the ~ew of art as 
an absolute instead of a mode o:f experience, this kind of idealism ~s 
a moral ~veta wh:ich abets the disruption of personal relations. 
Compare pages 593-598 following of Chapter ~ight. 
·.o...,. •• -r-.:· .... - ... ; 
as "mixed. 11 
The four anecdotes show the results tor American figures who 
cling to a certain blighting variety of idealism. They all 
eventually must eat of the tree of knowledge that their own type o£ 
conscience, their nsense of responsibility, 11 has accounted for 
personal relations that are clearly unsatisfaetory. They encounter 
the :f'ailure of the kind of idealism they think of as "goodness11 to 
get rid of diffieul ties, and encounter its role, too, in badly 
compounding confusions in personal relations. When the narrator of 
"Four Meetings" early remarks of .Americans 1 relation to Europe that 
"what experience does is merely to confirm and consecrate our 
250 
confident dream, rr he is describing unawares Caroline Spencer's 
kind of conscience, which the story then shows to be a serious 
disability both for her and :f'or others--a "torment of illusion" not 
251 
so much in the perceptual as in the moral sphere. Abel F. Taker 
of "Fordham Castle" suffers from a similar kind of conscience. He 
consents "to be shelved" by his wife because of his sense of his own 
:f'aults and because he clings to the absolute ideal of personal 
loyalty, regardles~ of his experience of Sue's motives in the 
250 
XVI, 275· 
251At first the narrator understands Caroline's case as one 
of "the great American disease ••• the appetite, morbid and 
monstrous, for • • • the picturesque and the romantic at any pr:tce.n 
What he does not guess at the time of this first m,eeting, and 'What 
the three other meetings show him, :is that the disease is a more 
serious moral one: the spinster school teacher .from North Verona 
suffers £rom a romantic conscience rather than .from an overwhelming 
"appetite for color and form. 11 
particular situation. But Abe1 Taker comes to realize that this 
obligingly passive consent, out o:f 11 cons.eience, 11 is as much 
responsible as are Suets motives :for the distastefUl :falsity o:f their 
situation. Abe1 sees that they may be saved :from this :falsity only 
i:f he will break away :from a devotion like Mrs. Magaw's to her 
eon:fident dream, only i:f he wiJ.l not emulate Mrs. Magaw's sacrifice 
252 
through her "sense o:f responsibility." 
Since to one's :first g1ance "Miss Gunton o:f Poughkeepsie" 
• 
appears to have :far more in common with the "possib1e" internationa1 
253 
eases collected in Vo1ume XIV than with the "touching" cases o:f 
Vo1ume XVI, this anecdote is pro:fitab1y compared with "An International 
252 XVI, 399; 415. Abel :feels that :from the American point o:f 
view he is "quite ironic and sardonic," even cyniea1, when he proposes 
that Mrs. Magaw remain with him in their masquerade--remain 1'dead" to 
her daughter and his wi:fe. 
It is no accident that "Fordham Cast1en c1oses Vo1. XVI, :for 
the specific theme o:f this anecdote is almost identica1 with the theme 
common to the stories o:f Vo1. XVII: the need :for c1early seeing how 
:far conditions o:f contemporary li:fe are hostile to "the tradition o:f 
sensibility," and then basing onets conduct squarely on ·this 
perception. The main di:f:ference is that in nFordham Cast1e" James 
does not employ the "neat :form o:f the :fairy ta1e11 which he uses in 
Vol. XVII. 
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On the surface, the :failure o:f Lily Gunton' s engagement 
to her modern-minded Roman Prince seems an imbroglio set in motion and 
maintained b.1 a contrast in manners triumphing over the personal 
qu.a.li ties o:f the parties. In :fact, Lady Champer sees the misadventure 
in this way. She explains the rupture to the Prince by the 
cireumstance that the girl's "Americanism" made her respond to the 
historic position which the Prince represents, rather than to 1ove him 
:for himsel:f. A reader eas~ sees that on his side the Prince, whether 
or not he loves, thinks o:f marriage to Lily only because o:f her 
extraordinary control o:f an extraordinary bank account. 
Episode. 11 Setting Lily Gunton' s course aiongside Bessie AJ.den' s 
makes clear that 11Miss Gunton" is £doused on the di.sru.ptions caused 
by a kind of idea~ism which expects experience merely to tt conf'irm 
and consecrate" its 11 con1ident drea:mn; whereas the earl.ier fiction, 
on the contrary, had shown Bessie 1 s moral. spontaneity saving her 
from a :mistak~. In 11Miss Gunton, 11 Lil.y at first concludes that her 
.Prince does not love her because he does not want her »more than 
254 
anything else in the worl.d. 11 The conflict portrayed is more than 
misunderstanding due to contrast in manners, or due to di£ferent 
conceptions of what is "right" £or the Prince to do, for Lily already 
f"ully understands wherein the manners d:i.fi'er.. The basi.c conflict 
in thi.s fiction, represented quite indirectl.y but kept always to the 
center, is Lily 1 s internal one between a kind of idealism which 
accepts or rejects experience according to whether it fits an 
absolute pattern already conceived to be "the best11 --d.emanding that 
the Prince show he wants her "more than anything else in the world"--
and another kind of' idealism which seeks to encourage "the better" 
within experi.ence--requiring that the Prince show her that he wants 
255 
her only as much as be wants not to alienate his .t'amil.yp 
254 
XVIf .376. 
255Tbe anecdote represents a change in Li1y 1s kind of' idealism, 
and no change in the Prince's ability to comprehend either kind: Key 
points of the action are that ldl.y's l.etter breaking her engagement 
crosses in the tnail with the letter :from the Prince's mother, and that 
the Prince's response to Lily's letter is to accept as decisive the 
ground she gives £or the rupture--the ground that their undertald..ng 
threatens too m.uch his personal relations with his mother. In breaking 
the engagement for the expressed reason that it creates tension between 
the Prince and his family, Lily suddenly ofi'ers the Prince an 
45.1 
"Miss Gunton of Poughkeepsie" (1900) bas :m:u.ch more in common 
'With The Golden Bowl (1904), of whi.ch it is a kind of OV'erflow, than 
:it has 'With "An International Episode. 11 Like Maggie Verver, Lily 
Gunton is a study (though a very brief one) of the disastrous 
potential for personal relations in "taking for granted"--a phrase 
constantly used of Lily--that these should measure up to an ideal 
Lily is 1;1attern instead of' being cultivated for tbeir own sake. 
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"extraordinarily pretty, amazingly free 1 and perplexingly good11 : 
what was confounding was her disparities--the juxtaposition 
in her of' beautiful sun-flushed heights and deep dark holes. 
She had none of the things that the other things implied. 
She dangled in the air to a tune that :made one dizzy. 
Falling, at the same time. appeared scarce one of her 
properties. 257 · 
Like Maggie Verver in the first half of The Golden Bowl, Lily Gunton 
throughout most of the anecdote concerning her is shown on the 
"sun-flushed heights" of conceiving glory to be found elsewhere than 
in the "abyss" of the process of encountering difficulty. Such a 
principled innocence creates the "deep da.rk holes 11 into which it 
:must fall. and in scrambling out of -which it :may begin to "live" in 
James's sense. 
opportu.ni ty to show that he wa.p.ts her as lml.ch as he wants not to 
alienate hi.s famil.y. Lady" Champer shows her wonderment that the 
Prince reacted to this opportunity as a "real end" (XVI, 390), for 
Lily's move in fact implied tier 'Willingness to marry the. Prince 
'Without hi.s fami.lyt s making for her a "welcome. u But instead of 
seizing the initiative and his opportunity, the Prince waited for 
lii.ly t s further reply to his mother t s note. 
Z56xvr, 374. (The i ta1ics are mine • ) 
257 XVI, 374. 
Like Volume XVI, Volume XVII also reveals James's further 
"cultivation" o£ the second condition of his career that had been 
pointed to by the .five nouvelles in Volume XJI. The .fictions o£ 
Volume XVII show James mald.ng a direct assault on the basic causes 
o£ his dis junction .from the general public: The "secret o£ 
perceptiontt which this audience seems to have lost is willingness to 
attend or to exert itsel£. Nevertheless, the love o£ a story and 
the ability to wonder are always latent in human nature, and the 
.fictions collected in Volume XVII build on this latent "love o£ •a 
story as a story:t 11 in order to make resistant readers in spite of 
themselves exert attention on "the real" or expend wonder on the 
.familiar. Here James transforms the "ghost story," :for which there 
was a broad public demand, into a vehicle .for communicating his own 
quality o£ wonder about the human ease. Moreover these stories 
258 
concern tbe very situation which their special ".form o£ the fairy-tale 11 
is designed to counteract. £or they explore "queer oases" which show 
what dangerous pressures contemporary aond:itions o£ li.fe can make for 
the capacity for individual sensibility. Especially the stories 
portray the temptation to retreat into merely negative reaction 
259 
against the contemporary conditions. Their common theme is the 
need to (and the freedom to) exert wonder or imagination on the very 
258 
Art o£ Novel, pp. 252-254. 
259 
The "poo~, sensitive" gentlemen represented in many of 
these stories receive James's sympathy. but aqua~ his searching 
criticism o.f their potential ineffectuality. 
conctl.t.ions which can encourage a lapse in this effort. 
260 
The .fictions of Volume XVII draw upon a common area of raw 
material~ but. this area cannot, without qualification. be called the 
"supernatural." If the group is swmnarized as .fictions dea.l.ing w.ltb 
ghostly encounters, with people haunted or having supernatural 
adventures 1 certain large and persistentl.y bothersome questions remain 
unresolved. Among these is the question of how such a story as tiThe 
. 261 
Private Life, 11 which James's preface names a 11 conceit, 11 :might be 
oall.ed different .from and might be called more supernatural than 
"The Great Good Place" in Volume XVI. Still more pu.zzl.ing may be the 
inclusion of ttThe Birthplace" in Vol.ume XVII, .for no real attempt is 
262 
made to render Morris Gedge 1 s adventure a ghostly one. .All. the 
.fictions of Vol.ume XVII in some way draw upon what James's preface 
calls the "wonderful~" as does "The Great Good Place11 (Vol.ume XVI) 
pl.us of course "The Turn of the Screw11 (Volume XII).. Yet .five of the 
260 
All my statements hereafter concerning Volume XVII do ~ 
apply to IIJulia Bride," which closes the volume. I shall discuss this 
.fiction as if it were in' .fact in Volume XVIII, for the reason James's 
preface gives: 11 I have placed 'Jul.~a Bride,' .for material reasons, at 
the end of' this Volume, quite out of her congruous company, though not 
very much out o:f her temporal. order; .and mainly with this drawback 
alone that any pl.ay o:f criticism ••• :misses its link with the 
reflexions I have here been making. That link is with others to come" 
(Art of Novel, p. 262). 
261. 
Art o:f Novel, p. 2.52. (See also ~·, PP• 249; 246.) 
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His encounter in the birthplace with The Presence is kept 
cl.early his meditation; and his real. adventure is with the very 
unsupernatural Crowd--as crystallized particularly in the comic .figures 
of Grant.:.J ackson and Mrs. Gedge. 
stories in XVII appear relatively more 11 supernatural11 and more like 
263 
11 The Tllrn of the Screwtt than do the other four. James t s 
distribution of these fictions throughout the New York Edition sti11 
remains highly problematic when Volume XVII is regarded as a ~ollection 
of his ghostly stories about haunted persons. 
The preface to Volume XVII names the common area of material 
as persons 1 resBonse to the wonderful. The preface also remarks 
that the stories o:f Volume XVII use such material to excite a reader's 
suspense or curiosity in a particular direction: James is not aiming 
to make his reader aware of "the moving accident" as an accident, but 
to cause an unbounded "stif.fe:tiing" of his reader's suspense about the 
26LJ. 
human conditions which surround the accident. Here the marvelous 
is not handled to elicit the kind of emotion one has in the presence 
of absolute strangeness--the aim acco~ting for most writers' use of 
the supernatural. Usuall:y this area o:f material is associated with 
evoking the thrUl of surprise, and o:ften terror, at strangeness 
~ .!!!• rather than with a nstiffening11 o:f the texture of curiosity 
about whether certain human oases may be penetrable. In other words. 
263 I refer to "OWen Wingrave, u tt'l'h.e Fri.ends of the. Friends, 11 
"Sir Edward Orme," ttTbe Real Right Thing,u and ttThe Jolly Corner.n 
(The opening four stories of the volUlllE! are, in order: 11 The Al.tar 
of the Dead," 11 The Beast in the Jungle , " "The Birthplace, 11 and 
"The Private Life.") 
264 Art of Novel, p. 257. But thi.s effect is not that 
rationalization of romance which characterizes the detective story; 
the sense o:f' the unknown is continually he:i.ghtened, never dissipated. 
(See pp. 2.9LI>-296 , Chapter Six .. ) 
the poss~ble expansion of conse~ousness ~s not usually what is 
af.fecting in events that are contrary to nature; ~tead the unique 
character of the acei.dent fills the attention with awe and fear. 
We have the word of the preface that .for James's purpose in Volume 
XVII, either the "horrif~c n may be employed or somet~ng else may be 
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drawn upon. The opening four stories do not make a reader i'eel 
the nmoving accident" as "horrific" or terrifying because it is a 
.marvel, and one of them does not use at all the supernatural. event. 
Two sub-groups may be distinguished within the volume: 
"The Altar of the Dead," 11 The Beast in the Jungle,n "The Birthplace,n 
and "The Private Lii'e," to some extent contrast with 11 0Wen Wi.ngrave," 
"The Friends of the Friends , n "Sir Edward Orme, n and "The Real Right 
Thing e 11 "The Jolly Corner" combines characteristics of both groups, 
showing that they are subordinately rather than :f'Undwnentally opposed. 
Both sub-groups aim. i'or the same effecte Both try to exei te the ld.nd 
of wonder appropriate to the real or the knowable: the awe of 
increased attention, instead oi' awe at pure strangeness. 
The area of material which all the .f'icti.ons of Volume XVII 
266 
draw upon there.fore is not best described as nthe supernatUral.. 11 
265 . 
Art of Novel, pp. 2.54; 257. 
266The nature o:t their material, responses to marvels, may be 
better realized by noting the similarity of 11 Th.e Birthplace. 11 the 
story in which no supernatural event seems to occur, ·to "The Jol4r 
Corner.tt in which one occurs most directly be:tore us: · In both stories, 
the central .figures search .for the intrinsically unknowable--for 
Shakespeare the man (outside of his works) and for the person~: one 
might have become in other condi ti.ons. In "The Birthpl.ace, 11 this 
search turns out to be within the public mind11 or in popular attitudes 
towards Shakespeare. Penetrating these makes Morris Gedge realize 
Leon Edel reports that in a l.etter to the publishers of his edition, 
James speaks of "a group of tales of the quasi-supernatural. or 
267 
'gruesome' order." The description 11 ghost1z;' which is utilized 
by Mr. Edel, has a disadvantage: To call "ghostl.y tales" those o£ 
268 
James's stories which use the 11measured strange11 perhaps suggests 
too much that they are ghost stories manque--fictions which seek to 
make us feel the terror and awe o£ the unmeasurable strange, yet 
which do not achieve the highest pitch of that kind o£ excitement. 
It is quite beside the point that James does not attain effects like 
Hof.f'man t s or· Poe • s; his pre..t"ace reference to P()e 's ttTale. o:f Arthur 
269 
Gordon Pym.tt emphasizes that he is not trying .for such e£f'ects. 
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On the other hand, to name them stories 11 abou.t haunted people" 
probably suggests too much that they are paychologi.cal studies; 
that the personal J:DYStery of Shakespeare is· unknow~, and also 
that even the Crowd is individuals who are unkn@wn. In nThe Joll.y 
Corner, 11 the search is wi.thin t.he hero's responses to himself and 
to the marvelous. Penetrating these makes Spence:r Brydon awa:re 
that he never can know the ndght~have-been., plus· that he has left 
explored what can be kno-wn--his present sel..t"--and been inattentive 
to the unknown in othe:rs. 
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rtHenry James's Ghosts," The Ghost;t.y Tales o£ Henry James 
(New Brunsw.i.ck:: Ru.tgel's, 1948), p. :xxvi.. (Apparently this letter 
is 1.n the Scribner archives.) 
268 
.Art of Novel, p .. 2.51+. James says he avoids "the peril 
o:t the unmeasured strange." 
269 
Ibid., P.P• 256-257· 
-
270 
· Edel, "Baney James's Ghosts," The Ghostly Talep of 
Henry James, p.. :xxvi. 
whereas James's aim is not to provide the reader with a study o:f 
hauntedness but rather to haunt the reader. For these reasons, we 
might conclude, that his avoidance in the pz:e:f'ace o:f the terms 11 gbost 
story11 and 11 supernatural11 is a considered maneuver. On the whole • 
be uses instead the term 11 :fairy-tale 11 : 11 the fairy-tale side o:f' 
271 
li:f'e," ":form o:f' the :fairy-tale. n 
Both ":fairy-tale" and fictions "of' the 'gruesome • order" are 
significant usages by James. "Grueso:men seems to me apt to the 
method and the purpose o:f' all the :fictions in Vol.ume XVII (incl.ud:i.ng 
nThe Private Life" and "The Birthplace1i) to a. degree that Mr. Ed.el•s 
272 
discussion does not acknowl.edge. I:f' "gruesome" is an exact · 
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Art o:f NoveJ., p. 254. This usage points to the appeal made 
b,r all. these stories to a consciousJ.y enjoyed exercise o:f one's 
. imagination. At the same time, it suggest~=;:;,be:tther::.awe at:. ' 
strangeness ~ !!_ (as does "supernaturaJ." or 11 ghostly tal.e") nor 
rationalization o:f the strange. 
272see nHenry James's Ghosts," The Ghostl:v Tal.es o:f Henr.v 
James, pp. xx:vi-xx:vii, which I quote in part: 
11Although he used the words 'ghost story' at twenty-two he later 
:found that he could not quite describe his own ta.l.es in this manner. 
He put quotation marks around the word 1 gruesome 1 because nowhere in 
his stories does he in rea1i ty achieve the gruesome as, say, Poe did. 
In his critical pre:faces he has a quali£y:i,.ng phrase on the two 
occasions when he discusses his ghost stories-- 1the ghost story as we 
:for convenience call it, 1 and again 'ghost stories (roughly so to term 
them)• ••• are not ghost stories in the conventionaJ. sense because, 
in some of them, no ghosts walk; when they do, they usually prefer 
daylight to moonshine. • • • The ghost of the gusty corridor and the 
blown out candle can have only a relative interest for a psychologicaJ. 
novelist and a realist such as James. Of paramount interest to him 
are the persons who see the appa.r:i. tions. Fear, the :fear that provokes 
beart_:shaking anxiety and cumulative terror and persons who are 
victims of unconscious obsess:i.o:n • • • these are the subjects o£ most 
o:f the ghostly tales ...... If we wi.sh to attach them to tradit:i.on it 
must be to De.f'oe 's True Relat:i.on of the Apparition o£ One Mrs. Veal. 
rather than to Mrs. RadcJif':fe and Walpole; although ·ne.:roe's tale would 
have been rejected by James as too closely resembling a case hi.story 
464 
description of Poe 1 s effects, that is • if the term refers to the 
creation of awed terror and surprised shock, James's stories of course 
do not aehi.eve gruesomeness. But one well may feel that the adjective 
denotes a di.f.ferent psychi.ca~ state.. In a passage i.n hi.s Notebooks 
concerni.ng the dif'.ferenee of "The Turn o£ the Screw" i'rom other of' 
273 
hi.s fictions which deal with reactions to marvels~ James employs 
the term "gruesome" synonymously with "grotesquelt to imply a troubling 
incongruity. Therefore his letter rei'erring to 11a group o:t tales of 
the qua~i-supernatu:ra.l or 'gruesome 1 orderu ma.y mean a group which 
evokes a different qua.li. ty of i'ear than is denoted by the term "terror. " 
rroruesomen may mean the quality of fear in anxiety or doubt, the 
tension of' recognizing the existence of' some danger which has not yet 
been completely apprehended. Wi.th this usage of 11 gruesome" :tor 
a.nx:i.ety-producing both James's use oi' the other term ttfairy-tale" and 
bi.s d:i.scussion in the pre;f'ace of the ef:tects of contemporary conditions 
on hi.s "poor sensitive gentlementr have an important connection. lie 
certainly was aware that 11fairy-ta1e'' sometimes denotes a folk creation. 
His "gruesome" fictions in Volume XVU t which are all forms of the 
i'airy-tale, invite his audience to expend wonder on and to .fee~ more 
intensely its own prevalent anxieties, the stresses inherent for the 
out of psychical research. Psyohieal ghosts were static ghosts. • • • 
Ghosts had to be active, they had to be agents of terror and usually 
earry with them an atmosphere charged with evil •••• For Henry James 
the ghostly narrative could be neither clinical. nor analytic •••• " 
27.3 

























i.ndi.Vi.dnal 1n the condi t:ions of modern ll:fe. The ef'fect of' these 
conditions, James f'elt. "Was not terrlfying enough to maey indivi.du,a.ls; 
their incongruousness was too vaguely £elt as but obscurel.y troubU.ng. 
The represented responses of the "poor sensi.t:ive gentlemen" 1n "The 
Altar of' the Dead." "The Beast· in the Jungle." "The B:i.rtbpl.aee .n and 
"The Jollt Corner" to feeling the:i.r fate of' livi.ng with:in contemporary 
conditions a "queer" one. and to nan 'unnatural' anx:iety, a mal.a.i.se so 
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i.neongru.ous o • • as almost to be compromi.si.ng," evoke in readers a 
heightened awareness of' the state of anxiousness and of its sources • 
. Though they draw upon the same area of' raw material as the 
fictions in Volume XVII, nei.ther "The Great Good Pl.ace11 (Volume XVI) 
nor "The Turn of the Screw" (Volume XII) "Q.Ses th1.s material to create 
in the reader the gruesome state of keener awareness of the. nlalai.se 
inevitable in contemporary conditions and of the :inef'f'ecti.veness of 
275 
search for some complete escape from that tensi.on. .James is proud 
of' the ef'fect of "The Turn of the Screw" of' nexci:ted horror, promoted 
276 
pity." But he says that the stories of Volu:rne XVII aim for 
274 
A_. # N 1 262 Th~s· p~-ase· is used about the J'U. .... o.... ove , p. · .. • 'U-4. 
ttmotive" ot "The Jolly Corner .. " 
275 "Th G t Good Place'' represents the discovery o:f how to 
. e i.nr:: within t.h&· given conditions. so as to transcend 
live in a certa ~rom it. rpb.i.s story presents the ·state reached by 
ar,od.ety • not escape ~er the climaXeS o:f the £i.cti.ons • 
some of the heroes in x.vr.:t as It a"-"" :more :for "the dear old sacred 
ttTbe Turn o£ the crew ...,~ t 1. 
" 169)Qf the usual ghost story or superna ura 
terror" (Art of Nk:~iJ!t .~ be "good," this story had to produce an 
tale • JameS :fret:marb -2-ea..:~...,.ul mv designed horror t If and horror he 
n:i:rJ1press:ion o e ...u.· UJ. · • .. .., 5) 
assoei.a.tes with "portentous evil." (Ibid .. • P• 1.7 • 
276 . 
;Q:>i!! .. , P• 1.77 • (The i.talics are mine~) 
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"~cited wonder"; instead o:r conveying the sense o:f unadulterated 
evil as does "The Turn o:r the Screw," the stories o:r Volume XVII 
278 
stimulate awareness o:r "certain general brutalities." Thematically, 
Volume XVII concerns better and worse attitudes towards the inevitable 
e:f:fect on the individual o:r these "general brutalities," the 
contemporary conditions o:r life. 
As is a :frequent procedure in James's prefaces, his discussion 
o:f the opening story, "The Altar o:f the Dead, n implies the common 
theme in the voJ.u:me. That this discussion applies also to the other 
:fictions in the volume, James leaves the reader to grasp :for himsel:f, 
with the aid o:f certain verbal. echoes in the preface's comments on the 
other stories. The discussion. of "The AJ.tar of the Dead" in the 
279 
preface to Volume XVII expJ.ains the "awful doom of general dishumanisation" 
277 
Art of Novel, p. 2SJ.. (The italics. are mine.) 
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Ibid., p. 245.. That James differentiated the evocation o:t 
terror from the evocation o:r the gruesome, connected the gruesome with 
incongruity or grotesqueness and grotesqueness with an interpretation 
of modern ll.:f'e seems to me supported by his Notebook discussion o:r 
whether The Sense of the Past or some other idea "expressive o:r the 
peculiarly acute Modern, the current polyglot" would better meet 
Howells's request :for a 50,000 word fiction on an "international ghost": 
••• The :fantasticated is, :for this job, my probable :formula, 
and I know what I mean by it as di:f:ferentiated :from t~e 
type ••• o:f The T. o:f the s. 'Terror' peut bien en etre, 
and all the effective malaise, above all, the case 
demands • • • doesn't one make out • .. .. something in the 
general glimmer of the notion o:f what the quasi-grotesque 
Europeo-American situation, in the way o:f the gruesome, may, 
pushed to the full and right expression o:r its grotesqueness, 
has to give? That general. :formula haunts me, and as a 
morality, as well as a terror, an idea as well as a ghost •••• 
(Notebooks, p .. JOO). 
279 Art of Novel, P• 244. 
and the inherent tendency of this doom to spread i tseJ.t: Stransom t s 
habit of regularly taking thought for the dead whom he bas lost must 
be an "individual, independent" effort to fly "in the face o:f the 
conditions. 11 The latter are hostile to "the very tradition of 
sensibility" because great organisms or monstrous masses preclude 
280 
"space to feel ••• time to know. 11 In the dense society o:f 
multiplied motion, such as is modern London, 11 contact11 between persons 
is multiplied, but real co:rnmunity between individuals is rarely or · 
never possible: "life is cheated • • • o:f the finest homage • • • 
281 
possible :friendships and intimacies. 11 The degree to which persons 
living in these conditions seek a numerous acquaintanceship and value 
having many mere "relations" shows how ubiquitous is the yearning for 
human community yet at the same time proves that the yearning alone 
cannot effectively withstand the hostile conditions. The conditions 
urge persons caught in them to Illistake the ttstop-gap11 of "relations" 
282 
for friendship and intimacy .. 
280 Art o:f Novel, p. 244. 
281 
Ibid. • P• 245. 
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Ibid. • PP• 244-245: 
11 the very tradition o:f sensibility • has here and there to 
be rescued • • • which type o:f ef:fort • • • has to fly in the 
face of the conditions. 
These are easily1 one is obliged to add, too many for it; 
nothing being more visible :tor instance than that the li:fe of 
inordinately numerous companies is hostile to friendship--
unless it indeed be the impropriety of such names applied to 
the aetual terms of intercourse • • . life is cheated • • • 
of the finest homage (precisely this our possible friendships 
and intimacies) that we fain would render it. We clutch 
indeed at some shadow of these things • we stay our yearning 
with snatches and stop-gaps; but our struggle yields to the 
468 
The emphasis of the prefatory discussion of "The Altar of the 
Dead" is on the fact that flying in the face of the condi tioD.s can be 
effective only when all the difficulties of such an effort are ftil4r 
acknowledged--when the inherent tendena,r of "general dishumani.sation" 
to spread even into struggles against it is fully recognized. James 
says that 11~ point" of Stransom 1s case is his "cultivation" of his 
habit, and that "the finer flowers" of hUllla.Il lif'e "essentially" are 
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"creatures of cultivation." But the preface points out, too, that 
the kind of struggle which may be called "cultivation" is thr9atened 
by all the "arrayed things" in contemporary life which urge one to 
remit the sense of difficulty. The conditions of "multiplied motion" 
provide an opiate to genuinely exerting oneself or to "cultivation." 
"The Altar of the Dead11 represents this point. Stransom1s 
effort at first is debilitated by his conditionst which conspire to 
make him feel. that his struggle should be easier. (The preface 
other arrayed things that defeat the cultivation, in such 
an air, of the finer flowers--creatures of cultivation as 
the finer flowers essenti~ are. We perforce fall back, 
for the application of that process, on the coarser--
which form together the rank and show,y bloom of 'success•, 
of mul.tipli.ed contact and mul.tiplied motion; the bloom of. 
a :myriad lll.alliV-colored •relations '--amid which the precious 
pl.ant that is rare at the best becomes rare indeed. 'The 
Altar of the Dead' then commemorates a case of what I have 
called the individual independent effort to keep it none 
the less tended and watered, to cultivate it, as I say, 
with an exasperated piety. I am not however here 
reconstituting my more or less vivi.d fable." 
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Art of Novel., PP• 242; 245. 
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describes Stransom 1s effort as an "exasperated piety. 11 Ini.tially 
he stays hi.s yearning with "shadows and stop-gaps" instead of 
cultivating it. In fact. only wi.th the climax at the very end of' 
the story, does Stransom completely acknowledge the truth of what the 
preface asserts about taking regular thought for the lost dead: 
that 11 the sense of' the state of' the dead is but part of the sense of 
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the state of' the lirtng." From this final perspective, both the 
visible and the immateri.al altars Stransom has e~cted. w.i.th the 
important proviso that a certain individual well known to him (Acton 
Hague) specifically be left out, testi.fy to aa-. exasperated but not 
finally satisfying or success:f'ul. piety. Until Acton Hague is included 
by Stransom, hi.s altars are but efforts to escape from hi.s living 
acquaintances and his present mere contacts or 11 relatiohs" to a 
community with his lost dead wherein hi.s exasperation will find relief 
and hi.s "piety" be easier. For most of' the story • Stransom' s 
conception of' the f'riendshi.p and intimacy to be found through his 
personal altar repeats his experience of' mere "relations" between 
persons in J.if'e. For example, he thi.nks of sharing as enjoying an 
identity of feeling; he does not appreciate for its own sake the 
individ.ual.ity of others. Not o~ the "inhibition" of speaking of the 
dead and the habi't of' regarding them as completely lost because they 
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are no longer to be seen and heard, characteristics of his age 
284 See the passage quoted in footnote 282 on page 466. 
285 Art of Novel, pp. 244-245. 
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which Stransom rejects, but also Stransom' s own manner of' fighting 
these characteristics, his kind of "restorativen e.ffort, bespeak the 
same assumptions about human community that underlie the collecting 
of numerous nrelationsn with other persons. These assumptions are 
that direct, or sensible and material, contact with another and 
:finding in him a repetition o.f onesel.f constitute intimacy with him. 
Such so-called .friendship is really an expression o.f a desire for 
security, and tbere.fore a denial o.f the very process o£ cultivation. 
Thus "When James speaks o:f John Marcher's case ("The Beast in 
the Jungle 11 ) as like Stransom's and a 11 great negative adventure" from 
"the sterilising habit of the failure to .find each item o.f experience 
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good enough and hence to appropriate it," we should be able to see 
that both heroes violate (though to very different degrees) the essence 
of what they seek by the manner of their search. 11 The Altar o.f the 
Dead'' and uThe Beast in the Jungle" portray reactions against the tenor 
o.f contemporary conditions which but miNor those conditions' threat 
to sensibility. The condi. ti.ons are "easily too many" :for Stransom • s 
and :for Marcher's apparent rejection of them. 
Both these heroes fundamentally, but unconsciously, aim to do 
away with di..fficulty. The dif.ference between them of course is great, 
because Stransom does somewhat positively seek a relation with others--
with "hisn lost dead--whereas Marcher seeks only h:i.s own fate and hence 
a negative avoidance o.f involving others in it. But their efforts 
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Art o:r Novel, pp. 246-247. 
similarly are "stop-gaps" against acknowledging life as supreme 
e.f.fort. Marcher, .for instance, is 11 r:i.dden11 by two ideas: his "high 
belief" that adventure is valuable and that he is to have it; 
secondly, his conviction that things mostly lead to 11hwna.n conmnmi.ties 
288 
o£ experience." Because he thinks o£ adventure as trying to best·, 
once and .for all, a di:f.ficulty not located by him but springing on 
him .frOln without; and because he is 11 a.fraid to recognize" that the 
issue o:f this single struggle may be mixed or that there may be any 
289 
11minor loss," Marcher does not appropriate any adventure or 
cl:i£.ficulty. Too, his· behavior denies that human communi.ty o:f which 
he is convinced. In this way, his search £or more intense experience 
becomes a sterilizing simplification o:f experience to the point where 
it is not experience at allo 
Marcher and Stransom are "poor sensitive" gentlemen, and 
the preface calls Morris Gedge o:f "The Birthplace11 the same. He is· 
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11 o£ interest as being yet again too .fine :for his rough :fate. 11 But 
unl:i.ke Marcher's attitude, and like Stransom's attitude only in the 
:final portion o£ "The Al.tar o.f the Dead," Morris Gedge's revolt 
against his conditions earlier becomes a struggle which acknowledges 
their .f\ill dif'.ficulty and the necessity, therefore, of unremitting 
288 
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e.ff'ort. For this reason, James exclaims that his "attested 
predilection f'or poor sensitive gentlemen almost embarrasses me as I 
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march!" He was tully aware that the temptations o.f these heroes 
were his own. But equally, his point in these .fictiohs is that the 
sincere artist. such as Morris Gedge praetica.l.l:y becomes, precisely 
is not the "poor sensitive gentleman" .fleeing his f'ate. Rather, the 
artist is the cultivator o.f dif'.ficulty. 
11The Private Life" is so discussed by the preface as to bring 
out its connection with this point. Robert Browning, on whom the 
.figure of' Clare Vaudrey is partly modelled, strack James, we learn, 
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as distinctly not a 11sensitive poor gentleman.n For, recognizing 
the necessity o.f same loss because he recognized the extent to which 
his conditions were hostile to possible intimacies, Browning seemed 
to James to have split himself into the 11 soeial personage" and the 
"real great man, tt two selves who had "nothing to do ••• with each 
29.3 
other." This kind of' conscious split is not completely admirable 
and comfortable, but it does not commi.t the ttmore visible" and 
dangerous "impropriety" of' applying the name of' f'riendship to 11the 
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actual terms of intercourse." Clare Vaudrey1 s split of' bi.msel.f is 
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Art of' Novel, p. 246. (The italics are mine.) 
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~· , p. 245. See the passage quoted in .footnote 282 on 
page 467 above. 
the poss~ble better alternat~ve, in the unavo~dable condi.t~ons, to 
search for a complete escape from diff~cul ty and to ~gnorance of the 
poss~ble effects on the self of the condit~ons. 
James's preface as a whole ~plies ~s theme in the fict~ons 
of Volume XVII that the inevitable effect of contemporary condit~ons 
j.s radical splits of the indindual into private and public selves, 
a disjunction which is necessary because of the contrast between the 
nature of some human yearnings and the nature of the material in 
which they must be real~zed. Contemporary life more and more ~revents 
the fulfillment of some fundamental human instincts, and consequently 
is more and more opposed to the interior world and to individuality. 
But the other part of James 1 s theme is that the inevitable split of 
the individual proceeds into worse chaos 1£ it is not clearly 
recog~zed. Although disjunct selves necessarily result from the 
individual's life within contemporary conditions, his attitude towards 
tbj.s necessity is all important. His fUll consciousness of the split 
in himself is his attainable freedom from subjection to the "doom of 
general dishumanisation." 
If the effeet of the condi tiona ~ not ful:cy- acknowledged, 
if they are not recognized to be "easily too many11 for sensibility so 
that the ef.f'ort of 11 eultivationn is permanently required and real 
collllll11tli.ty is only rarely achieved, further disjunction occurs and 
greater ttdishumani.sation" spreads. Clare Vaudrey of ttTb.e Private Li.£e11 
consciously splits himself into halves which have nothing to do with 
each other and one of which ~s "a social personage. 11 But Vaudrey's 
contrary, Lord Mellifont, is unconsciously and much more radical.J.:y 
divided--between a social "Presenc.en (i.e., still less o£ a person) 
and no existence at all. The split is much wider in Melli:ront 1 s case, 
and the dishumanisation far greater. The other stories o£ Volume XVII 
similarly deal wi.th disjunct selves. wi.th doubles who are often 
radica.lly Cii:r:terent from what the individual realizes o£ himsel£. They 
deal, too, with an individual's choice either to acknowledge the split . 
or to try to escape it and to avoid awareness o£ it, which but 
exacerbates the degree o£ disjunction. Many o£ the stories in this 
volume present oases o£ extreme inconsistency between an individual's 
motives, or his conscious intentions, and the results o£ bi.s behavior: 
cases where the individual is so divided against bimsel£, through £ear 
o:t recognizing any break in his consistency, that the problem o£ 
conduet--o£ his actual e:tfeot on others--bas been lost sight of, and 
the effect bas been sterilizing or inhumane beyond his conscious 
intention. 
A ttnervousness" or malaise caused by spreading but repressed 
or unconscious self-contradictions is the main characteristic o£ 
James's 11poor sensitive gentlemeno 11 All the central figures o£ 
Voltrme XVII are amd.ous about something other than their kind o£ 
relation to the other persons in the fiction; and their uneasiness 
oi'ten seems to the central figures partly inexplicable or incongruous. 
At the same time, their relation to others is shown to merit, though 
it does not receive, their most serious concern. In several of the 
stories, a courageous exertion to explore the :felt malaise results 
:first in substitution of sel£-knowledge £or mere anxiety, £inally in 
acceptance o£ some necessary disjunction between the private li:te and 
the pnblic role, plus a healing attention to the individuality o:f 
others.. Whether or not all the fictions trace this redemptive process, 
they all render the felt "qu.eerness 11 of a disorder, rapidly proceeding 
to the point of chaos, that has been engendered by the :fear o:f 
admi tti.ng any- unavoidable spl.i t between the interior world and the 
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conditions within which contemporary individuals :must live. 
Those fictions in Volume XVII which make use of the 11horri.fic11 
all present radical. spl.its between intentions and results, splits 
that go unrecognized and are fatal., or near4'" fatal., to human 
commun:tty. These extreme degrees of disorder cl.early all are due to 
re:.t'u.sal.s, out of :fear, to admi.t that the private life Illllst be 
separate from pu.bli.c expression. Moreover, each of the fictions in 
this sub-group emphasizes Why and how contemporary conditions nourish 
this particular :fear: They especially show that the "impropriety" 
(.fostered by the "life of inordinatel.y numerous compani.esn) of appl.ying 
such names as "friendship" and "l.ove" to mere relations (shadows and 
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"The Altar of the Dead" and "The Beast in the Jungle" 
present heroes whose reactions of nervousness and exasperation obviously 
are a lesser terror than what the sterility of their lives really 
warrants. Like Spencer Brydon of liThe Jolly Corner,u Stransom and 
Marcher have neglected to cultivate the intimacies which may be possible 
to them through the love offered them b,y others. Though seeming to 
themsel.ves to struggl.e~ they have been content wi.th shadows and 
stop-gaps; and the root of this refusal of enough effort' as of their 
mal.aise, bas been fear of acknowl.edgi.ng any mixed result--or that 
experience in this world demands some l.oss. "The Birthplace" and "The 
Private Life" represent the splits and the exertion demanded by living 
within the conditions of 11multipl.ied motion and contact." These two 
stories also show what freedom is possibl.e through recognizing the 
demand. (A contrast between effortl.ess nature and the human world 
pervades "The Private Li.fe," whose Alpine setting is integral to the 
theme of the story.) 
' -. -;< 
stop-gaps of real intimacy) is even more trhostile to :friendship and 
296 
intimacy" than is the density or numerousness of modern society. 
The dominanoe of numbers in "monstrous masses" precludes space and 
time for real oommunication between individuals; it further encourages 
the delusions that what so many others agree to oall the right thing 
must be so--that the private state is to be justified by others• 
judgment of it, justified by its publio name. That is to say, 
contemporary conditions threaten sensibility not only by providing in 
busy-ness an opiate for the sense o:f difficulty, but also by the 
pressure towards conformity, for conformity's sake, which is built. up 
by sheer numbers. "OWen Wingrave," 11 The Friends o~ the Friends 1 11 
11Sir Edward Orme" and "The Real Right Thing" stress that contemporary 
conditions inherently tend to compound their disastrous effect of 
dishumanisation by fostering the nimpropriety" of aocepting the right 
names, or public judgment. as substitutes :for the real thing according 
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to the private judgment. 
296 See the pre:faee passage that was quoted in footnote 28.2 
on p. 465 above. 
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uowen Wingrave 11 portrays a major problem o:f the paci:ficist: 
the need to avoid the fatal inconsistency o:f resisting the idea o:f war 
:for resistance 1 s own sake. Owen fights against his £amily and for the 
priority of private judgment; but 9 ironically, at the ·point when he 
accepts Kate Julian's challenge to his pride in his bravery, Owen 
succumbs to the temptation to justify himself to himself through the 
public judgment of him~ The story makes clear that Owen does not 
choose to ignore the public challenges and. a£ter having explained to 
the limi.t his position, simply to "go away11 as he knows he should 
(XVII, 297 : he says o£ his choice "we 1 re tainted all! 11 ). because he 
is a£ter all too much the 11 soldier" in a double sense. He is brave, 
but he is also unable to accept the public name o£ coward £rom a 
challenging girl. The plot changes which James made in thi.s situation 
when in 1907-1908. he worked "Owen WJ.ngrave" into the one act play 
"The Saloon" highlight "What had been the oharacterization of Owen in 
47? 
Standing last among the group of "queer cases" in Volume XVII, 
"The Jolly Corner" cOlnbines the characteristics of both sub-groups 
wi.thin the vo~ume. It uses an encounter with the "horrifict" and also 
is a fantas.y about a "poor sensitive gent~eman." Spencer Brydon's 
simi1 ari ty to the heroes of "The Al. tar of the Deadtt and "The Beast in 
the Jung~e" has already been mentioned; his prinle difference from 
Stransom and Marcher is that he initiates an exploration of his 
malaise. By this means, he becomes ab~e to see_, in time, the unrealized 
possibilities of human community in his relation with Alice Staverton. 
the 1892 story. For the purposes of' a one act play, James understandably 
simplified the characterization of' his hero, making him now a more 
consistent champion of pacif'icism. In 11 The Sal.oon, 11 OWen does 
unequivoc~y decide to depart; on ·the point of' doing so, be is dissuaded 
:f'rom. clear contempt for his f'amily' s challenges (through call.ing him 
coward) and is persuaded to accept Kate's challenge only when at the ~ast 
minute she stresses her own fear and makes more an appe~ than a 
challenge. ~Ten agrees in 11 The Saloon" to spend the night in the haunted 
bedroom not out of' pride but explicitly because his f'amil.y and Kate need 
liberation from another tyranny of po.bl.ic judgment. The other plot 
diff'erences between "The ~oon" and 11 0wen Wingrave" all bear on this 
same point; they show that the Owen of' the play, though tempted in the 
same way as the Owen of' the story, does not succumb to the degree (and 
with the ironic ef'fect) that he does in the story. 
11The Friends of the Friends" presents a rejection of off'ered 
~ove,· and offered friendship, not really because o£ 11 jea~ousy"--as the 
narrator herself' analyzes her case, but because of the concept that 
intimacy between persons is id.enti ty of :reeling, and because of an 
unconscious hatred of non-conformity. The narrator above all fears 
differences between persons--fears individuality or the existence of 
the private l.if'eo "Sir Edward Orme" portrays the unconscious 
aggrandizement of' another in the name 11~ove 11 and protection. "The Real. 
Right Thing" again treats the aDfious application of' the names o£ 
friendship and love to an intercourse which actual.~y is the indulgence 
of pride. It portrays the barrier this usage erects to one's effort 
for the real "right thing. 11 
~:.f.. ·~ 
The change in B:cydon involves (1) his acknowledgment o:f the disjunctions 
already operative in his l.i:fe (2) another recognition that, while he has 
been shaped by his conditions, his attitude towards this situation 
constitutes a. :freedom, and (.3) the insight that being :faith:f'ul. to the 
tradition o:f sensibi.ll. ty demands constant exertion. 
Initially Brydon is aware that their conditions shape men, so 
muoh aware that he is absorbed in the question o:f what other sel:f or 
alter ego the conditions that nd.ght-have-been would have produced. At 
the same time, he resists awareness o:f: any internal. conflict, or o:t aey 
inconsistencies between his motives and the e:f:fects o:f: his behavior. 
The two selves with which his imagination i.s preoccupied are conceived 
as alternates--not as coexisting. They are a "Etu-opeanized" sel:f and 
the "American" sel:f he might have become had be not expatriated himsel.:f 
:tor twenty-three years. The latter man, Brydon feels, would have 
amassed power by developing his latent talent :tor making money. Actually, 
a:tter turning his back on America because o:f: its ugliness, Brydon has 
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lived the li:fe o:f ''Europe,u of sensations, and while taking his 
pleasures has refined his taste so that the changed America to which he 
suddenly returns seems to him more ugly than what he bad :fled in the 
299 
past, and the :frankness o:f its money-passion an even worse vulgarity. 
298XVII, 4.36; 44o. 
Z99 James surely put much o:f himsel.:f into Spencer Brydon, but in 
crucial details makes him markedly different: Brydon t s expatriate 
years have been spent in unreserved pursuit of' pleasure among the upper 
orders of' English society. He is a man o:f the world (xV:o:, 44o) who 
makes nshif't, f'or sight" w.i.th na charming monocle" (XVII, 485; 448). 
He abruptly le:ft America at twenty-three in an aesthetic reaction--
exactly the'opposite o:f: the prolonged and conscious struggle James felt 
himsel:f to have undergone-and returns at f'i:fty-six not :tor his :family 
..;•. -~ .. ": -.. ~ ,. 
However Brydon shares that same money-passion of which he feels 
contemptuous; his stated opposition to the new American conditions 
which blatantly d~ the tradition of sensibility is quickly revealed 
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to be merely a sentimentality. Another of his unadmitted 
contradictions is between the feeling that the "jolly corner" ·is 
peculiarly personal, or dear to him because it was the scene of family" 
intimacies, and his alienation in conduct f'rom the dead lives it 
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recalls to him. Notwithstanding these inconsistencies, Brydon claims. 
to be satisfied with his present way of' life--that of' an idle dilettante 
bachelor in a 11Europe" of the senses1 making sure that he has the fUnds 
to remain in his retreat by contributing to the American changes he 
judges so adversely--even in the face of Alice t s agreement with him that 
ties but for a mone.y reason. The property which enables him to live 
abroad needs supervision. 
300 · 
It is contrasted to Alice Staverton' s way of' 11aff'ronting" 
the modern world (XVII, 393; 444) , Brydon rejoices in the rising 
rental values of his property--two brownstones--since this will enable 
him to live the more comfortably abroad. Be refuses to renovate into 
apartments his "jolly corner" only because he can't get in return 
quite enough dollars to match the loss for himself' in thinking of it 
as lived in by some other :f'amily than his own. To Alice Staverton, 
the important thing is to see what had been a 11 jolly corner" really 
lived in again, instead of kept silent either through an empty gesture 
or mutilated for dollars (XVII, 444; 447). Whereas Brydon is elated 
to .fight the contemporary America on i. ts own terms, and welcomes the 
increase in his income from the changes he deplores; Alice Staverton 
"stands off' from" accepting these values, even while she does not 
retreat either to a 11Europe" or to the past (XVII, 439). 
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XVII, 449. Brydon recalls that his "perverse young course" 
had been taken "almost in the teeth of my father's curse. 11 
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it is a "selfish, .frivolous, scandalous" J.i.fe. 
Brydon maintains that his malaise or his 11perversity11 of 
interest in what he might have become had he chosen different conditions 
is only curiosity about the total possibilities o.f his nature. Aware 
that Alice confesses to long having cultivated a personal interest in 
him., he feels some hes:i.tation about indicating, in return, that he can 
be interested solely in the queer question o:f his alternate sel:f. But 
he qualifies his admission to this "egotismtt as not truly an absorption 
303 
in bimsel.f. His prodigious adventure in the jolly corner makes 
Brydon reverse this position.. He comes to see that his ttsel.ves11 are 
not alternate products of alternate possible conditions: They are 
coexisting results of his attitude towards the influence on him o:f his 
the roots of his incongruous malaise, while the other blindly refuses 
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to face his debilities and difficulties. The :former self :final1y 
302XVII, 450; 448. 
303XVII, 451. Pressed by Brydon, Alice says that she knows his 
two selves. However, the two she is aware of are coexistent--his private 
yearnings, and his actual behavior. One is the Spencer Brydon 'Who 
11doesn 1t care :for anything but himself" (XVII, 451); and the other the 
man who is so unaccountably anxious, wanting to know whether he could 
have been 11hideous 11 (XVII, 450). For hersel:f, Alice is uninterested in 
the question of the might-have-been. She admits that she believes· Brydon 
could have been better; but :for her the main point is that he is 11 good 
enough" (XVII, 451). In other words, she accepts as inevitable the 
disjunction she sees in Brydon. Btlt she does not share his assumption 
that the man is totally the product of his conditions. 
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All the details concerning the two :figures in the house on 
the night of the adventure support this interpretation. The "black 
stranger" 'Whom Brydon :finally sights in the vestibule (and "Whom Alice 
Staverton sees in her dream. and, at the climax o.f the story implies to 
have been one· o:f Brydon ts past selves) covers his face .from Brydon. The 
stranger wears a "great convex pince-nez" over his 11poor ruined" eyes 
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meets in the vestibule o:f the jolly corner evidence contrary to what 
he had conscious1y begun by bunting: Intending to pursue the man 
wholly created by conditions bosti1e to the "tradition o:f sensibility" 
be enco'Qllters instead lrl.s own actual gui.J.t for he1ping to create such 
conditions by his attitude towards them. He meets his ultimate :freedom 
:from conditions, and his responsibili. ty. 
The latter is exact1y what Morri.s Gedge o;f "The Birthp1ace" 
:faces in his solitary eveni.ng walk a:f'ter Grant-Jackson 1 s warning visit. 
It is significant that James here emp1oys the verb "cu1tivate" :for 
what Gedge at thi.s turning point decides will be his course, and that 
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the term "artist" begins to be used o:r Gedge on1y a:rter this. crux. 
Gedge here recognizes that his position as purveyor of what the crowd 
wants is utter~ a 11:false11 one, but for him to throw up this position 
would be an equally fa1se move. Accordingly, his on1y straightness is 
to keep encountering this inso1ubili.ty: to provide the crowd with 
what it wants, and at the same time to express his criticism of that 
quantity. Gedge becomes an artist in irony. Cu1tivation of the ability 
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to "1ie't becomes his on1y possib1e consistency. That is, in place 
o:f trying to nurture through 11 frankness" the "personal re1ati.on" he had 
(XVII, 485). This se1f Brydon himse1f bad made through his past refusa1 
to recognize the mixed e:f:fects of his :flight to "European" conditions. 
It is a 11mi1li.onairett and "aggressive" se1:f, ironically i.dentioa1 with 






longed for, Gedge now exerts himself always to address "the great 
gregarious densitytt in a manner Which max be appreciated individua~ 
(Mr. Hayes, for instance, appreciates its artistry or skill) but Which 
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proceeds from a conscious "mask.» Taking this course unexpectedly 
yields Gedge an "exhilaration" different from any he has yet known: 
the exhilaration of finding that one is :free to know--that 
consciousness determines the :final issue o:f one's partial subjection 
to one's conditions. And "The Birthplace" explicitly relates the 
:freedom which Gedge :finds to a 11tradi tion11 which the American couple, 
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hayes, represent. The special American tradition 
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behind Mr. and Mrs. Hayes is one o:f 11transcendant !r'eedom," or the 
.a.'Wareness o:f being children o:f :fortune in the immaterial sense o:f 
having inherited a culture whose expressed ailll is to develop every 
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XVII, 161; 174; 165. 
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XVII, 201. Prior to this turning point, Gedge had not 
f'al.l.y acknowledged the extent of his dii':ficuJ.ty. He had wanted to 
avoid recognizing his unavoidable subjection to conditions which 
violate his critical sense, and had sought to escape this acknowledgment 
b,r admitting another level o:f contradiction which is within his control: 
"for a while ••• he kept dodging, not :facing, trying to ignore" the 
:fact that . tthe was splitting into halves" cxvn. 161-163). When he 
stopped ignoring this split, Gedge tried to overcome it b,r making his 
public utterances those of his private self. But in the wake of 
Grant-Jackson's visit, Gedge chooses to recognize that. in reality his 
position can never be anything but a :false one, and that his split 
into two 11halvesn is never to be escaped. His decision to cultivate 
a "mask" is one to bear constant testimony to his disjunction--a. choice 
always to exert himself against difficulty rather than to seek 




individual's best. Morris Gedge 1 s i'inal :freedom is not quite so 
transcendent. yet it is the "profi.t11 of ·doing his best 11 suoh as it 
is•" or suoh as is the one "li.ne11 and direction of effort open to 
him. Mr. Hayes calls this kind of freedom Gedge' s 11 art. " 
In Gedge' s appreciation . of the several fortunes of Mr o and 
Mrs. Hayes, James pays one of his most explicit tributes to his own 
American sources. This tribute has an important connection wi. th 
ttThe Jolly Corner," for the American past which Brydon had abruptly 
quit, without regret, contains--as the figure of Alice Staverton 
shows us--the special .American ntradition" which Henry James, 
whatever his conditions, never had deserted. The tradition in fact 
asserts that one ean participate in it however much expatriated in 
the physical sense. 
In Spencer Brydon's belated effort for community in the 
special American tradition represented by Alice Staverton, anc;i in 
Brydon's redemption from the ineffectuality of the "poor sensitive 
gentleman, 11 James is dealing fictionally with the same problems be 
had discussed ·in his 1903 biography of' the American expatriate 
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In many respects 1 Mr. and Mrs. :Hayes are Gedge 's 
contrary, since as "children of fortune, n they can 11in a supreme 
degree think and £eel and say what they liked" (XVII, 1?1). By 
American birth, they are free to laugh at 11stif:f smug convention u 
(XVII, 1?4).. But a special American "culture" or "tradition" has 
developed in them a higher kind of freedom, which gives "a light 
to their libertyn (XVII, 1?1). For example, this true freedom 
makes them understand the mixed advantages and dif:fioul ties of 
convention; they laugh at a:ny smug attitude towards social :forms, 
rather than at the fact of convention. The 11pleasant ironyn in 
their talk (XVII, 1?2) matches the irony that Gedge learns. 
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scul.ptor, William Wetmore Story and His Friends. And looking at 
the close connection between this biography and "The Jolly Corner" 
can help to il1'Ulll:ine the f'u.rther relation of the entire group of 
"queer casesn :in Vo1ume XVII (a group which nThe Jolly Corner" 
climaxes and almost summ.ar:izes) to James's interpretation of h:is own 
artistic:: career. That is to say, the pllrpose of exam:in:ing here 
James t s biography of Story is not mainl.y to :ill'Ulll:ine the pllrport of 
"The Jolly Cornertt--:for Story's circumstances are very different :from 
the fictional Brydon's--but rather is to provide external supporting 
evidence that James v:iewed his own artistic case as the reverse of the 
"poor sensitive" and "queer" cases he presents in the stories of 
Vo1ume XVII. Tbi.s point is important beeause an :interpretation that 
the successful course of James's own career or case is traceable to 
his choice to be a cultivator of the difficulties of his conditions is 
the rationale behind the internal order of all the volumes :in the unit 
3ll 
William Wetmore Story and His Friends (Boston: Roughton, 
M:if:f'li.n and Co., 1903), 2 Volumes. "The Jolly Corner" was :first 
published in the English Review :for December, 1908. James's notebooks 
attest ~ts close connection with The Sense of the Past; and this latter 
fiction was discussed with Howells in the autumn of 1899 after James 
returned from a summer trip to Italy where the idea of the volumes on 
W. W. Story was first suggested to him. (See Notebooks, 291; ~ 
Ghostly Tales of Henry James, ed. Edel, p. ?20.) Between August 1904 
and August 1905, James revisited America. His "New England: An Autumn 
Impression, n published in the North American Review in the spring of 
1905. speaks of the "advance" upon him of 11old Cambridge ghosts," and 
his notebook entry :for December 1904 includes "Win. Story' s 11 prominently 
among these ghosts al. though be :finally mentioned only J. R. Lowell's 
·and Longfellow's. See Notebooks, 316; 321; The American Scene, ed. 
W. H. Auden (New York: Charles Scribner's, 1946), PP• 68-?0. See also 
the Passage which James bad quoted !rom a letter of Story's to Lowell 
..I'S.T.:n.:r.• -~~~-~ • .::r-·"'-<!>~157 ~.ma~- . ..,.~ . "2ftS)-''- -'-"~-~c • ......:... .... ·~ n,}j(l~f'L,:Lw,....~"'-:;,:J ~7 ·,;J~'f·l ';;,~V 4 C:!:t ~-:. .lo • ..,, #·~ ;·~v- 1--'·' ,,::,. 
XIII-XVIII. 
Implicit everywhere in the biography is James's provisional 
answer to the main question he saw in Story 1 s case. This questioil; is 
why Story di.d not produee the best art of which he seemed capable. 
James emphasizes how everything about Story's life shows that he 
sincerely cared for art, and James attributes this "rather odd casen 
of a failure of intensity or of ttpassion11 (despite a "great and genuine 
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love 11 of art) to Story's kind of attitude towards American and 
European conditions.. James attributes the failure of this artist to 
his attitude towards expatriation, and not to the expatriation itself. 
The biography early highlights what had been Story's ow.n 
conclusions about the consequences for the American artist of the 
place of his residencee At the same time, James remarks that he had 
himself, when younger, dra'WD. a moral from the very same instance whicl?-
Story cites: the painter Washington Allston. But the young James's 
moral had not been the same as Story's; and the lesson which 1 near the 
close of the biography, James later draws from Story's own case is 
made clearer by the implied differences between these earlier analyses. 
Generally, the differences are that Story had explained what he 
considered Allston's flat failure by the. American conditions in which 
Allston had worked; whereas the young James had referred Allston's 
mixed failure and st:t"ength, the same ttturning inwardn which Story had 
noted to Lowell, to Allston's attitude· of yearning for European 
Jl2 
William W. Sto:r;y:, I, 18; :t, J4; II, 216-217. 
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conditions now unattainable qy him. On another important point, 
James implicitly disagrees with Story's conclusions: the pa.rticul.ar 
obstacle which residence at home posed to the American artist is not 
lack of the "sympathy" an audience intelligent about art could prov:i.de, 
so much as it is lack of the "rigour" of being held to standards and 
.314 
put 11 through the miiltt of correction or criticism. 
James attributes Story 1 s failure to achieve intensity in art 
to Story's attitude that the problem for the artist is to find the 
most favoring conditions because circumstances shape a man and his 
product: 
living, as Story did, in the pleasantest place in the world, 
it was his .:fate, inevitably, to be interrupted and 
scattered ••. there was at the same time almost nothing 
he· did not like to think of himself as doing, not dream. of 
being able to do if this or that condition had been present. 
The conditions, the present and the absent, come back, no 
doubt, as we look at his li.fe ••• wise after the fact. 
It becomes interesting, in the light of so distinct an 
example, to extract from the case--the case of the permanent 
·absentee or exile--the general lesson that may seem to us 
latent in it. This moral seems to be that somehow, in the 
long run, Story ~--paid for having sought his development 
even among the circumstances that at the time of his choice 
appeared not alone the only propitious t but the only 
possible. • • • Inevitably • • • we are not able to say 
what a lifetime of Boston would have made,· in him, or would 
have marred; we can only be sure we should in that case have 
to deal with quite a different group of results. The :form 
in which the other possibilit,y perhaps presents itself is 
.3l.3Willi.am. W. Story, I, 297-298; I, .308 • 
.314 . ~-, I, 29.3-294; I, 297. James says o.f Story that nwe 
may take it to heart • • • as one o.f the lessons of our history, 
that in having been, by his essential conditions, as one may say, 
fairly doomed to miss the rigour of a technical education, he was the 
victim. all innocent at first, and unconscious, of an order of things 
from which standards were absent." 
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that o:f our :feeling that, though he might have been less 
o:f a sculptor 'at home,' he might have been more of·a 
poet. 
Speculations as to what might have been are ever, I 
know, almost as :futile as they are :fascinating; but as 
alternative visions in respect to the American absentee 
in general I con:fess to :finding that even at the worst 
their :fascination justi:fies them. When I say ''at the 
worst" I allude to those existences, numerous enough, 
that, in alien air, :far from their native soil, have 
found themselves (sometimes quite unconsciously, but 
sometimes sorely suspecting) the prey of mere beguilement. 
That really rises be:fore us as the :formula o:f Story's 
Roman years, making us ••• :figure his career as a sort 
o:f beautifUl. sacrifice to a noble mistake. I cannot, in 
truth, otherwise describe the mistake than as that of the 
:frank consent to be beguiled. It is • • • , as i:f there 
were always • • • some seed o:f danger in consciously 
planning :for happiness ••• it is o:f the old-time victim 
o:f Italy, and not o:f any more colourless .fugitive :from 
the Philistines, that I am thinking. His conception o:f 
the agreeable as o:f something constant • crude, immediate 
was doubtless the conception most involving an ultimate 
penalty. 315 ., 
Not simply the "permanent absentee's" exile but b:i.s attitude towards 
his conditions is what a:ffects his art. James speaks of Story's 
":frank consent" to be "beguiled" with pleasant sensations and refers 
to a "bid" for happiness. . The lesson James sees is that Story paid, 
by failing to produce the best art that he might have, :for not being 
sufficiently conscious of the di:fficulties made by his expatriate 
circumstances, or paid for his attitude that the artist is made by 
315 
W. W. Story, n, 222-226. The passage continues: 
The 'picturesque 1 subject ••• gives out all its inspiration 
in some air unfriendly to the element at large. I seem, for 
instance, to see Story· gouge out 1 Ginevra da Siena 1 from the 
block o:f his idea with a finer rage in--let me tell the whole 
truth--Boston by the Charles, or even in London by the 
Thames. • • • In London, in Boston, he would have had to live 
W'ith his conception, there being nothing else about him of the 
same colour or quality. 
. . . 
.3l6 
his condi tiona. 
WiJ.liam Wetmore Story and His Friends shows James t s view 
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that America's lack o:f an artistic tradition means, or meant, that 
the American artist lacks :favoring conditions :for his growth of a 
sense o:f art's di:f:fioul.ty. On the other hand, James clearly considers 
that America of:fers another tradition important :for the artist because 
it inculcates the ideal o:f "cultivation" or o:f e:f:fort: the 11 tradition11 
o:f a 11 transcendant :freedom. 11 Besides the ideal o:f individual. 
exertion, this special American noulture 11 (as James alternately names 
it in ttThe Birthplace") involves the concepts that the ultimately 
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agreeable always is different :from ttimm.edi:ate 11 and that one's 
consent to conditions is aJ.l iin.port~nt. To some degree, both Story 
and Allston exiled themselves :from.this special American tradition, 
which o:f course essentially is a state o:f mind. "The Jo:Lly Corner11 
represents Spencer Brydon :finding his way to the tradition for the 
:first time; but the expatriate James had never le:ft it. 
Al.l o:f the stories o:f Volume XVII, in addition to "The Jo:Lly 
Corner, 11 present the theme that the conditions o:f contemporary life, 
.3l6 
On the other side o:f the same coin, Allston, who was not 
a "permanent absentee, 11 also paid by producing o:Dl.y ~agmentary work 
(W. w. Story, I, ,308). Allston made the opposite choice from Story's 
bid ·to remain in 11 the golden air11 o:f It~. But to James 1 s eyes, 
Allston's case really is the complement o:f Story's: Al.though 
Allston worked :i.n conditions in which he had to "live 'With11 his 
conceptions and turn inward, he turned ma:i.nly to his nostalgia for a 
golden air lost to him. He too avoided consciousness o:f the 
di:f:ficulties posed by his conditions • 
.317 
See the :final sentence o:f the quotation on p. 487 above~ 
. W41 f ' f - . 
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however extensively and effectively hostile to the tradition of 
~d:i.vidual sensibility, do not necessitate violating that tradition: 
although these conditions make inevitable certain uncomfortable 
disjunctions, a genuine freedom lies in fUll consciousness o£ this 
effect, or in awareness of the· extent of the d:i.f'ficulti~s. The form 
of the nine tales of Volume XVII equally testifies to James • s own . 
consciousness of·the effects of contemporary conditions of life--
testifies to h:i.s own 11 culti.vationtt; his creation of a ~pecial 
variety of the fairy-tale testifies to his own struggle with the 
circumstances which made his readers averse to exerting their 
attention. Finally, both the preface to Volume XVII and its nine 
stories indicate James's awareness of the effects on himself of his 
personal conditions--his awareness of his own anxiety and split into 
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several selves. These three points together account for the fact 
that Volume XVII follows Volume XVI. Volume XVII has been selected 
to close the subordinate uxrl.t opening with Vol1llllS XV, because for the 
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The preface notes that the form of these fictions is 
founded on the conviction that the artist can only bring wonder to 
intensity by following the way of his own deepest personal predilection 
(Art of Novel,~53-254). And a sizable portion of the preface concerns 
the mystery of artistic creation, part of which llzy"stery is that art is 
so personal. James makes "admission" of a "general vagueness" on the 
origin of most of the tales in the volume, and moreover tells us that 
his notebook entries for them onl:y "indirectly reveal" their real 
origin, or even "dissimulate" it. H~s conclusion is that such 11seedless 
fables 11 show what the artist is "saturated" with and testif'y to his 
personal :mystery (Ibid. tP-259-:-260). Also implied by the preface is that 
to write these nine stories; James accomplished the feat of' probing and 
grasping with 11 the longest and firmest prongs of consciousnessn (~., 
p. 258) his own interior, for his first or notebook statements of them 
onlY hid the real seeds which the stories themselves then proceeded 
·to unfold. 
·. ·-:~ ... >,:;: . :.-. ' ... 
fictions of Volume XVII James plunges deeper into.the uniqueness of 
his sensibility at the same time that he takes his audience even more 
into account than he had :for the fictions o:f' Volume XVI. 
The :five nouvelles of Volume XV contrast genuine artists who 
meet constructively their work's failure to receive. intelligent 
appreciation, and who succeed in thr~T.Uag some bridge across their 
dis junction .from the general public, to pseudo-artists who simply 
bewail the disjunction. This group of fictions defines a second 
condition of James's career--his separation from a wide reading public 
and the appeal of his work to a coterie--as an obstacle to his artistic 
achievement. Simultaneously,. the group indicates that again James's 
way of surmounting the obstacle was always to regard it as one. 
The group made by the twelve anecdotes ·of Volume XVI reveals 
James dealing with a specific guise of the dilemma Volume XV had 
defined: for publication, his fiction had to employ a :form which 
seemed to require violation of hi.s own artistic conscience. Not only 
a brevity so slight that it seemed to preclude the handling of 
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signi.ficant and "developo.ental" subjects was prescribed, but also 
an emphasis on plot--on "anecdote" rather than 9n the npicturen of 
"states." As concise anecdotes, the twelve fictions of Volume XVI 
show James accepting from his audience a formal prescription 
uncongenial to his own talents and to his belief in organic form. 
But as nouvelles success~ masquerading as concise anecdotes, which 
is what the twelve actually are, they shol'T James making the "cost It of 
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a brevity violating the conception of organic :form, which 
i.nstead supports the ideal of "economy • 11 
-. ··!:"-'ftr-r 
thi.s dictation by the audience further ingel;lui.ties o:f his own e:f:fort 
instead of violation o:f his aims :for significant art .. 
Rather than accepting a form dictated by the audience, the 
:fiations o:f Vol'Ulne XVII crea~ a new one, and this new :form has two 
sources. In part it derives :from another :form which is widely 
popular--:from the ghost story and supernatural tale--and in part 
:from James's own pre:ference :for representing 11 cases11 instead of 
seeking to awaken sheer surprise and terror. Thema tical:cy, the nine 
tales o:f Vol'Uine XVII, a group o:f :fictions 11 o:f the quasi-supernatural 
or 'gruesome' order, 11 all deal with a split between individual 
sensibility and contemporary conditions o:r life, the split which is 
at the :foundation o:f art's disjunction :from a public losing the 
faculty o:f attenti.on yet uneasy and anxious :for reasons it does not 
lmow. The tales all suggest that contemporary conditions "easily11 
defeat the capacity :for individual: ef':fort, that the conditions tend 
to turn restorative campaigns into :flights from malaise 1 and tend to 
produce 11 poor sensitive gentlemen" instead of artists who ef:fectually 
reinvigorate the tradition o:f individual sensibility. But the tales 
also stress that su:f:fiaient awareness o:f precisely this i.n:fluence o:f 
aontemporary aonditions does constitute an opportunity and a :freedom, 
i:f not an escape :from uncomfortable tension. The particular 
variations on this common theme made by the subjects of' the 11 seedl.ess 
fables" of Vol'Ulne XVII come :from probings in James's own consciousness. 
At the same time, be makes in the stories o:f Vol'Ulne XVII more 
concessions on a broader. :front to the propensities and needs o:f the 
general public, :for be expends himsel:f on creating a new :form such as 
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will persuade his audience to recognize better its ow.n malaise. 
Volume XVII shows even more clearly than had Volume XVI the same 
choice, in response to the same dilemma • as had been introduced by 
Vol.ume X!V. 
v 
At the climax of the third major unit of the New York 
Edition, Volumes XIII~X!VIII, James places in Volume XVIII a group of 
fictions which seems. to the casual eye, far more heterogeneous than 
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aqy other group his edition has brought together. Nevertheless, 
the preface to Volume XVIII implies a significant principle for the 
constatation. 
The argument of this preface is especi~ intricate to 
follow. Altogether, the discussion is designed to raise in a reader's 
mind two main problems concerning James 1 s grouping in Volume X!VIII: 
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(1) What is the exact relation of Julia Bride to the fictions of 
Volume XVIII ? (2) How many sub-groups within the volume does the 
preface identify, and what is the relation of these sub-groups to the 
320 . 
After opening with 11Da.isy Miller." Vol. XVIII contains 
three other nouvelles--"Pandora," "The Patagonia," and "'l,'he Marriages," 
then short stories in the following order: nThe Real Thing, rr 
"Brooksmi.th, 11 "The BeJ.donal.d HoJ.bein,u "The Story In It," 
11 Fl.iokerbridge,n ''Mrs. Medwin .. ~' (Julia Bride is the last :fiction 
presented in Vo1. XVII.) ' 
321 
See footnote ~~~ on P•4S9 of Section IV of the present 
chapter. 
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whole of James's production? (The preface stresses the existence of 
this relation, just as it several times refers to divisions wit~n 
the volume.) The solution of these two problems can show us the 
purpose of James's arrangement at this crucial point in his Edition .. 
The preface· to Volume XVIII makes a puzzling statement about 
the position of Julia Bride within the Edition; the preface also 
implies that the connections between Julia Bride and Daisy Miller 
are relevant to James's purpose in bringing together the fictions of 
Volume XVIII. 
Most of the specific discussion of Julia Bride occurs in the 
.322 
preface to Volume XVII, since this 1908 nouvelle closes that 
volume. However, in the following preface to Volume XVIII, James 
speaks of Julia Bride as if it in fact had been placed last in the 
later volume: 11As I wind up with this companion-study to 'Daisy Miller' 
the considerable assortment of ~ shorter tales, I seem to see it · 
.32.3 
symbolise ••• 11 Tlrl.s statement should be read in connection. with 
the fact that in the preface to Volume XVII occurs the onl,r statement 
in any of the prefaces that "material reasons" have so much influenced 
James's groupings as to make a volume division separate a fiction from 
.322 
Together with "The Jolly Corner" which Julia Bride now 
folJ.ows in Vol. XVII it represents the latest date in the edition, 
su,pseg,uent·even to the last novel in the ent:ire series, The GoJ.den 
~ (1904) • 
.32.3 
Art of Novel, p. 275. 
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its "congruous company." This pattern o£ evidence indicates, I 
think, that although James had intended to close Volume XVIII with 
Julia Bride, he had had to change hl.s plan reluctantly, and only at 
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the last moment. In consequence o£ thl.s apparent departure £rom 
what would have been James's ideal o£ archl.tecture :for hl.s edition, 
a~one seeking the rationale o£ Volume XVIII at least should weigh 
the significance o£ a possible internal order opening with Daigz 
Miller and closing with Julia Bride. 
Naming Julia Bride a 11 companion-study" to Daisy Miller, as 
James does in the pre:face to Volume XVIII, raises additional questions, 
for prior portions o£ this same preface and passages in the pre:face 
to Volume XVII have brought to the :fore certain important differences 
between the two fictions. By his usage o£ "companion-study" clearly 
James means to make an attentive reader consider a set o£ likenesses 
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At several points in the pre:faces, James states that 
fictions which open several of the volumes have been placed first 
(within a sub-group) because o£ their length, whl.ch is a 11material. 
reason." The prefaces seem never to neglect noting where word-count 
has operated as one reason for the order of fictions. However, 
nowhere else but in the preface to Vol. XVII does James indicate that 
the amount o£ words which can be included in a single volume has 
governed hl.s order. (See Art o£ Novel, pp. 1.80; 203; 217; 241..) 
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My- hypothesis that James had hoped to cl.ose Vol. XVIII 
with Julia Bride invol.ves the corol.la~ that he composed at l.east 
portions of the preface to Vol. XVIII before he w.rote the discussion 
which cl.oses the preface to Vol. XVII. This corollar.r seems 
corroborated by the :fact that some o£ the statements at the end of the 
preface to Vol. XVII presuppose a reader's knmvl.edge of the pre:face to 
Vol.. XVIII. For instance, in the preface to Vol. XVII James employs 
such terms as "the minor key" and the 11up-town debility," whi.ch are 
defined only in the preface to Vol. XVIII. (See Art of Novel., p. 264.) 
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and di.i'ferenees between the two nouvelles. (Fa.rthermore, if he did 
prefer Daisy Miller (1878) to open and Julia Bride (1908) to close 
Volume XVIII, he also wanted the reader to relate their parallels 
and contrasts to the other nine fictions in the same group.) The 
similarity between Daisy Miller and Julia Bride is that both 
:represent a 11 ease11 ; both are poetry, products of the "dramatic poet, 11 
rather than sociology, products of the "statistician." But an 
important di.i'ference is that Julia Bride, a 11 eompanion-stuc:ly"11 to 
·Daisy Miller, :f'ull.y deserves the sub-title A Study which James says 
he had too loosely applied to Daisy Miller. Julia Bride is genuinely 
a 11 study11 because it thoroilghly represents its 11 casett; that is, Julia 
Bride presents the numerous relations of a consciousness to its 
conditions and so explores (by means of the ease) 11 a whole range of 
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American social . aspects. tt 
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In Section I of this chapter, pp.)4l-58 above, I have 
already discussed the opening portion of the preface to Vol. XVIII, 
where James admits that Daisy M:lll.er was mistitled A Stu& and where 
be designates it 11poetry. n In the preface to Vol .. XVII, he discusses 
that difference between Julia Bride and Daisy Miller which made the 
later incarnation of the American girl truly the 11 stuc:ly"11 of a case. 
This difference is that Julia is shown to have "multitudinous 
referenee11 to 11the world about her; so that her case lllight lose itself 
promptly enough in a complexu.s of larger and strange~ cases--even in 
the very air • • • of the largest possibilities of comeqy. What 1£ 
she were the silver key, tiny in itself, that would unlock a treasure?--
the treasure of a whole view of manners and morals, a whole range of 
.American social aspects?" (Art of Novel, pp. 263-264). See also 't{he 
definition of 11 case 11 in the preface to Vol. XIII, Ibid., p. 186). 
Nevertheless, one must remember that James~s not contrast 
11poetry11 and 11 study11 in any fundamental sense. The tem 11study11 Ji.s 
used by James for the thorough representation of a case so that it 
illumines very much of the "wider perspective" (Art of Novel, p. 186) 
whi.ch every case suggests. The 11 dram.atic analysis 11 of a society i.s 
another phrase James uses for the study of a case. Unlike the 
n statistician t s n analysis of society, the analysis by the "drama tic 
A second similarity stressed b,y James's discussions of 
Daisy Miller and Julia Bride in the prefaces to Volumes XVII and XVIII 
is that both use the Am~rican girl, i.e., use a case from that 
American "up-town11 world which is only the "minor key" within 11the 
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American real." A second difference between the two nouvelles is 
328 
that Julia Bride "strains" the minor key 11 almost to breaking. 11 
Julia Bride, James is able to make a purely "up-town11 case reflect 
more than 11up-townn --reflect American life generally. The reason 
that Julia Bride attains this kind of success points to that 
generalization about his career which James is summarizing when he 
places the'ten fictions of Volume XVIII at the climax of Volumes 
XIII-XVIL 
Throughout most of his career, James had not felt that the 
In 
study of any ttup-town" case was able to reflect the relation between 
poet11 deals w.ith "a whole range11 of' manners and morals through their 
effects within an individual awareness which is developing in such 
conditions. 
For "dramatic analysis:, 11 persons are 11sUver keys'r to their 
society; but the treasure unlocked is the effect of that society on 
instances which always are unique. The illumination of the society 
proceeds through cases, rather than is illustrated by type figures. 
Julia Bride is a nsignal11 instance (like Francie Dosson) because she 
offers opportunity for exploration of' the "appreciable effects" on 
her awareness of' her society's practices. The practices, Julia's 
conditions, obviously "have much to 'say, 1 in one way or another, to 
the young lady's general case. ~it might· have to say (of' most 
interest to poet and moralist) was certainly no matter for a priori 
judgment •••• This ••• was exactly the field for dramatic 
analysisn (Art of' Novel, p. 265). 
327 The "up-towntt sphere is the "minor key" because it is felt 
by Americans to be of far less moment than is the business sphere--
the nsupremely applied money passion" (Art of' Novel, pp. 273-274). 
328 
~ •• p. 264. 
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the .American 11major11 and "minorn keys, or to reflect American life 
generally. He bad not felt that the study of any consciousness, 
drawn from any setting, might illu.mine its whole social context or 
all of its remoter conditions. Particularly a community unevenly 
divided into mutually exclusive 'tup-town11 and ttdown-town11 spheres, as 
James saw the .American world, he felt might be represented only 
through certain carefUlly selected cases. He had been concerned to 
find, among the range of material open to him (the passionate and the 
passionless American pilgrims to Europe; up-town figures in America, 
mainly female), those cases which might be the 11 other side of the 
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medal" to the .American major key. However, Julia Bride symbolizes 
a change in this conception, or, to state the same point better, a· 
highly significant alteration in ~he perspective from Which James 
viewed his selection of material. For although Julia is a pure~y 
"up-town" case, she strains that limitation 11to breaking." She is 
~ an "international young lady11 who can indirectly express the "major 
key" because she is carefully selected to be a reverse corollary of it. 
Julia· is represented entirely within the American up-town sphere. 
Nevertheless, she has been made documentary (far more so than Francie 
Doss on, for example) o:f the major key--th~ American concentration of 
329 . 
We have seen that James 1 s connnentary (in the preface to 
Vol. XIII) on The Reverberator, and the position o:f this short novel at 
the beginning o:f the third major unit of the Edition both indicate 'that 
James's time-honoured material became. the adventures abroad of the 
American girl. because she alone of the up-town .American oases available 
to him was capable of providing a reverse corollary to the American 
major key: The position of the 11 iuternational young ladyu seemed able 
to be an indirect reflector o:f the position accorded the businessman in 
America. See pp. 387-393 and p. 408 above • 
• 
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e££ort on economic success--and of its relation to the minor key. 
Julia documents the entire imbalance of the "unfailing American 
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division, 11 even though she is shown only w.i thin the American 
up-town scene. 
Julia Bride therefore indicates that any A:merican material 
could enable James to represent 11the American real. 11 This nouvelle 
shows that the genuine study of any case is "the picture o£ as ma:ny 
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e:B tne:::eonditfolis•::as,:>pdiSi.bls, 11 because the relations o£ any one 
3.32 
instance are in£inite, and because techniques of 11f'ull-£ed statement" 
and o£ :foreshortening can compress 11mul.titudinous11 relations even 
into the compass o£ a nouvelle. By the :fact of its success in 
employing a pcirely up-town case to reflect more than the up-town 
sphere, Julia Bride does seem to say that the younger James's 
discontent w.ith material £rom that sphere (because it did not seem to 
o££er him access to the .Am~riean major key) and his consequent search 
£or the right material by which he could conquer rtthe international 
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Cerberus" had not been strictly, i.e., logica.lly, necessary. 
However, the precise means o£ the older James's success in Julia Bride 
330 Art o£ Novel, pp. 273-4. 
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Ibid., P• 278 • 
.332ne says o£ Julia Bride: 11Fu.ll-£ed statement here, to repeat 
my expression--the imaged rffsum? of as many o£ the vivifYing elements 
as may be coherently packed into an image at once--is the predominant 
artifice; thanks to which we catch by the very small reflector ••• a 
quite 'unlikely' amoUl}t ••• o:f the movement of life" (Ibid., p. 263). 
333
see pp.384-385 and P·390 above. 
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quite vindicates the younger James's course. For the order o£ 
£ictions in Volumes XIU-XVII sufficiently brings out the point that 
James came to develop these means for mald.ng any case into a 
reflector of its complete social context (the means of an "imaged 
res~tt and of composition by foreshortening) because he had viewed 
as a serious obstacle his inability directly to document the American 
business sphere. Because he had viewed another oondi tion of his 
career always as an obstacle, be had further refined techniques £or 
compression. 
For these reasons the preface to Volume XVIII says that 
Julia Bride symbolizes to James a 11whole passage of intellectual 
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histor,y." This passage was a transition £rom (1) believing that 
his range of raw material would have to be expanded if he were ever 
to f'ulfill his ambition to represent American ltie, to (2) concluding 
334He resumes the trpassage" as £ollows: He had "waited with 
something of a subtle patience • • • having still hoped as against 
hopett to be able to draw some case £rom the major key or the 11 down-town 
penetralia" in order to get "variation of theme." Meanwhile, as 11 an 
irrepressibly hope.:f'u.l artistic Micawber, " he had practised 11 an alm.ost 
passionate system of 'bluff'; insisting, in fine, that something (out 
o£ the just-named penetralia) would turn up if only the right ·. 
imaginative hanging-about on the chance, if only the true intelligent 
attention, were piously persisted in'' (Art of Novel, pp. 275-6). Bu.t, 
11so recently as on the publication o£ 'Fordham Castle,'" in 1904 a £ew 
years be.f'ore James wrote this preface, the "miracle" he had hoped for 
"hadn't happened, the stray emitted gleam hadn't fallen" (Ibid., p. 276). 
James next implies that something important, however, had happened 
which bore on his reason £or wanting to draw a case from the down-town 
area. Though this particular hope was not fulfilled, so that be still 
had to use a n scrap of an up-town subject, n the ver,y persistence o£ 
this di£ficulty and o£ ''the ingenuity of It1i1 effort to create11 £or such 
material 11a certain larger connexion" (~., p. 276) at last led him 
to the recognition that the true "resource" was his unlimited "range 
of choice as to treatment" (M.g., p .. 277). 
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that composition (or the "sides" by which any material "is 
approached") could be his "resource" in .fulf'jlling the ambition. In 
other words, James came to recognize that, even to represent "the 
American real, 11 he did not need to start with any specific area o.f 
raw material, because he had grown "a general sense o.f the expansive, 
the explosive principle in one 1 s material" and simultaneously had 
developed an e.f.fective technique, or "economic device," .for 
335 
.foreshortening the expansive principle o.f infinite relations. Thi.s 
"passage o.f intellectual history" came about because o.f James's 
336 
"subtle patience 11 in holding his earlier view that his given range 
o.f material meant he .faced an ineradicable di.f.ficulty which required 
335 
Art o.f Novel, p9 278. The designation o.f the "resource'* 
James had discovered as composition or type o.f treatment o.f his 
material, does not mean that James .finally came to regard technical 
ingenuity and polish as the main sign o.f significant .fiction and as a 
substitute goal which could compensate for his .failure to gain access 
to material by which directly to represent the American major key. 
Although James•s attitude towards the role o.f .form in .fiction o.ften 
has been misinterpreted in this way, his discussion in the preface to 
Vol. XVIU explicitly denies that he held that view. He called a 
certain attitude towards material and certain devices he had developed 
his ttresource" to the explicit end o.f representing American li.fe in 
general. The devices amounted to presenting, in a "packed density," 
~ the connections or relations o.f a small instance to its complete 
context (Ibid., P• 276). James believed this kind o.f composition 
could be a genuine resource .for conquering--rather than dodging--the 
obstacles to his original ambition, because he believed that llreally, 
universally, relations stop nowhere": 
the simplest truth about a human entity, a situation, a 
relation, an aspect o.f li.fe, however small • • • strains 
ever ••• toward the uttermost end or aim o.f one's 
meaning or o.f its own numerous connexions 
(~., p. 278. See also~., P• 5). 
336 
See .footnote #334 on p. 499 above. 
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again and again to be stormed. 
A third similarity and a third difference between Daisy Miller 
and Julia Bride is not discussed by the pre£aces to Volumes XVII and 
XVIII, but should nevertheless be evident to readers who have been 
invited to consider them "companion-studies." What is yielded by the 
dramatic analysis per£ormed on American life in Julia Bride partly 
di£:f'ers :from and partly con:f'irmsthe very little that Daisy Miller had 
implied. Julia Bride is represented as placed in a position o£ great 
exposure, because of a :f'undamental contradiction between (a) her 
community's concentration of its e£:f'ort on economic concerns and 
(b) its aim or dream, at the same time, o£ putting into practice in 
every sphere the absolute ideal. The e:r:reet, within Julia's 
consciousnes~ o:r her position o:r this kind o:r exposure is represented 
to be a sel:r•consciousness and an awareness o:r personal relations 
(particularly of other persons' attitudes towards her) which is keen 
almos.t to the point of tortuousness. Julia is highly sensl. tized to 
nuances of individual attitude. Besides having a heightened 
awareness o:r such shades o:r personal relationships, she also is 
conscious o:r the distance o:r actuality £rom dream, conscious of irony. 
Altogether, a "free playh of Julia's consciousness has been stimulated 
by the nature of her situation, or by the contradictions rife in her 
conditions, even though she is posited as possessing no exceptional 
capacities o£ mind and :reeling, and although such awareness does not 
guarantee her attainment o:r the "lucidity" and 11free spirit" James 
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had defined in the fictions of Volumes X-XII. (The latter 
achievement depends on such choices as Julia confronts when she meets 
Mr. Pitman in the museum.) This 1908 "dramatic a.Iialysis" that 
American life tends to encourage a heightened awareness (including 
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, James's prefatory remarks do point out that Julia Bride 
explores what effects ( 11mixture of elements") are brought about within 
the consciousness of a young girl unusually gifted only in her · 
physical attributes by one American practice and by other conditions 
not specifically named. The practice is nthat freedom repeatedly to 
contract for the fond preliminaries of marriage which has been 
immemorially cherished by the American female young" (Art of Novel, 
p. 264). The other strands of Julia's American context are 
"restrictions and timiditiestt which are 11 queern because they are 
incongruous with the condition of complete liberty for "young 
speculative exchange of intimate vows" (~., p. 264). 
Looking at the nouvelle shows us what American timidities 
James thought especially incongruous with the liberty he named; it 
confirms that an incongruity in American conditipns is the essential 
note of his analysis: Julia is under strain, her awareness intensely 
anxious, because her American context has made for her a position of 
extreme exposure. She has lacked safegu?-rds against other 
individuals 1 use of the combination of inexperience and enthusiasm 
which is natural to her age; and she faces, as well, community 
expectations which are artificial and anti•natural·because they 
ignore both her age and what situation the community has given her. 
Julia's predicament does not arise solely from her liberty to engage 
herself; her dilemma arises from the combination of this liberty with 
several other American assumptions which ~o~ate the reason for the 
given liberty--(a) the assumption that the breaking of engagements 
(no matter what has been the immaturity of the contracting parties) 
shows a culpable 11lightness 11 or frivolity of heart (b) the assumption 
that engagements prolonged because they are contracted before the 
young man is .financially in the position to marry are not only 
natural but also particularly virtuO-us~ When combined with the given 
liberty, the first assumption puts an unjust burden on youth and is 
most unrealistic.. (It expects youth to be other than light-hearted 
in its romantic attachments.) The second assumption again conflicts 
·with the given liberty and condemns both parties either to a kind of 
limbo or to the charge of frivolity. "Pandoran and "The Patagonia11 
·in VoL XVIII make this same point. 
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self-consciousness), flexibility of responsiveness to personal 
attitude, and a sense of irony (of the distance between American 
dream and the American actuality) partly confirms and partly contrasts 
with what is implied about American life in Daisy Miller and other 
338 
earlier fictions such as The Reverberator. 
338For comparison of what The Reverberator implies about 
American lif'e with what Julia Bride implies, see the discussion in 
·section III, pp.J86-92 above. Daisy Miller's self-consciousness and 
focus on personal attitude are like Julia's. (Daisy is shown as 
almost insatiably eager to read others' responses to herself; and 
this orientation is puzzling to Winterbourne because it appears so to 
conflict with the surprising humility he also knows in Daisy.) But 
Daisy's inexperience o:f contradictions, her bewilderment by 
complexity, ~s quite unlike the :final incarnation of the American 
girl in Julia Bride. The 1878 nouvelle had implied that the faint 
dawn of Daisy's awareness begins only when she goes abroad to confront 
a more .complex civilization. The 1908 nouvelle analyzes--always in 
the way of the "dramatic poettt--that American life itself stimulates 
awareness, even in persons of average capa.ci ty, because .American 
conditions frequently expose them to danger through incongruous 
combinations of freedoms and restrictions.· 
The frequent incongruities in American conditions James 
thought traceable to an ul.t:ima.te paradox: Although many American 
practices stemmed from the desire to make a society realizing the 
ideal of individual development, in fact .American community 
concentrated its effort or passion in the one area of business 
activity. Although America thought of its justification as the 
opportunity to be the ideal society, no "serious male interest" was 
taken in society. For :instance, in the area of how American 
engagements are handled, such glaring contradictions as that between 
placing all responsibility for choice o£ a marriage partne~ on the 
sentiments of the very young and then penalizing them if these 
sentiments are volatile, indicates how li ttJ.e effort has been 
expended on society--how much attention has been concentrated on 
"down-townn success. 
The possible betrayal of the .American dream of the :ideal 
society by the race for economic success was of course the theme of 
most nineteenth century .American observers, thinkers and prophets. 
James's handling of the American nlJlinor keyn suggests the central 
and problematic American combination which occupied most of his 
American contemporaries and prede~essors. 
This third similari. ty and di:fference between Dai.sy Miller 
and Julia Bride in turn suggests an i.mportant connecti.on o:r the two 
nouvelles to all the other :fictions o:f Volume XVIII. Like 
Juli.a Bride, "Pandora" (1884) and 11The Patagonia" (1888), which 
follow Daisy Miller in Volume XVIII, employ American girls in thei.r 
up-town American context rather than abroad as international young 
ladies. "Pandora" and "The Patagonia" also anticipate Julia Bride by 
representing the position at home of the American girl to be an 
eXposed one, and by i.mplyj.ng that her ki.nd o:r danger stimulates her 
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free play of consciousness. The fourth nouvelle in Volume.XVIII, 
"The Marriages, 11 shows the position of the English girl to be the 
reverse of exposed, and shows how the English girl's si~uation 
promotes (but does not cause) ~ane. awareness o£ individuals plus a 
destructive rigidity. 11 Brooksmith, 11 "The Real Thing" and "The Story 
In It11 similarly connect the conditions of English J.i.:fe with 
un£ortunately little ":free play" o:r awareness. The three other 
stories of Volume XVIII ("The Beldonald Holbein, 11 11 Flickerbridge11 
and "Mrs. Medwin") represent the sti.mulus to developed and fiexi.ble 
339rn "Pandora" and 11 The Patagonia" the exposure o:f the girl 
is due to inconsistencies in American practices concerning both 
engagements and social mobility: Pandora Day and Grace Mavis are 
cases made from the ttnew social type 11 which James had had caJ.J.ed to 
his attention during his visit home i.n 1881-1882 (Art o£ Novel, 
PP• 270-271). But Pandora and Grace are not i.llustrations of this 
type , the 11 sel£ -made girl. 11 They are cases or instances through 
whom are explored those American condi ti.ons which produced the 
American concepti.on of th~ "sel£-made gi.rJ.. 11 (For evidence of these 
stories' stress on the incongruous :freedoms and restrictions within 
the latter conditions, see• XVIII, 148; XVIII, 1.50; XVIII, 203. 
See also Art of Novel. p. 271 on the current American atti.tude 
towards the "sell-made girl.") 
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consciousness which is provided for some Americans ey their encounter 
with English conditions. Thus the fictions of Volume XVIII seem to 
have been brought together partly in order to relate James's 
"obsession ey the ampler comedy in human t-hings" to the fact that 
his own sources were largely .American. 
The second main probl.em in reading the preface to VolUllle 
XVIII is the identification it makes of sub-groups of fictions within 
the volume. The preface emphasizes that these sub-groups bear some 
important rel.ation to the whole of James's production. 
On .the following ground, the preface marks off Daisy Mi.ller, 
ttPandora, 11 and 11 Tbe Patagonia" as one sub-group: they show the 
young James's conclusion that his available American material could 
be used to represent "the measure o:f the whole minor exhibition" but 
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not to present the American major key nor to achieve variety. 
and: 
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Art o:f.Novel, PP• 274-27.5: 
• the question was to remain, this interrogated mystery 
of what American town-life had left to entertain the observer 
withal when nineteen twentieths of it, or·in other words the 
huge organised mystery of the conSUll'JD1B.tely;, the supremely 
applied money-passion were inexorably closed to him. ~ own 
practical answer figures here per:force in the terms, and in 
them . only, o:f such propositions as are· constituted by the 
four or :five longest tal.es comprised in this series ••• 
up-town would do :for me simply what up-town could--and seemed 
in a manner apologetically conscious that this mightn't be · 
described as much. The kind o£ appeal to interest embodied 
in these portrayals, and in several o:f their like companions, 
was the measure of the whole minor exhibition, whioh af:fected 
me as virtually saying: '' • • . • make· the most o:f me!" Whether 
''Daisy M:tller, u 11 Pandora, 11 "The Patagonia, " 11Mi.ss Gunton, 11 
"Julia Bride" and tutti quanti do in :fact conform to any such 
admonition would be an issue ey itsel.f •.•• The point of 
interest is really but this--that I was on the basis of the 
loved nouvelle form, with the best will in the worlq and the 
best conscience, almost helplessly cornered. To ride the. 
nouvelle down-town •.• that would have· been the true ecstasy. 
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Next, the preface refers to nthe other constituents of the volum.e 11 
in a manner which at fi.rst leaves one i.n doubt whether the vol.um.e 
contai.ns two sub-groups or three~ James call.s the 11 other 
constituents" the 11intermedi.ate ones," and he says that they "specify 
what I was then thrown back on" after he had confronted the dil.e:mma 
i.ll.ustrated by the sub-group of Daisy Miller, 11Pandora11 and "The 
341. 
Patagoni.a. 11 If it refers to l.ength, the term 11intermediaten seems 
a strange choice for fictions of still. briefer scale than the nouvelle. 
11Intermediate11 instead may refer to having adjusted the two 
342 
ttextremities11 or "heads" of James's d.i.J.emma. If this guess is 
accurate, the "other constituents of the vol.ume, the intermedi.ate 
ones" would mean fictions which avoid a choice between the extreme 
alternatives of (a) giving up compl.exi.ty and variety or (b) giving up 
•.• there were meanwhil.e the al.ternatives of course--that 
I might renounce the nouvelle, or el.se might abjure that 
"American 1.i£e n the characteristic towni.ness of which was 
l.ighted for me, even though so imperfectl.y, by New York and 
Boston--by those centres only. Such extremi t,ies, however, 
I simply couldn't afford--artistically, sentimentally, 
financially, or by a~ other sacrifice--to face; and if the 
fact nevertheless remains that an adjustment under both of 
the heads in question had eventually to take place, every 
inch of my doubtless meagre ground was yet first contested, 
every turn and twist of my scant material economically used. 
341. . 
Art of Novel, p .. 275: 11Add to this that if the other 
constituents of the volume, the intermedi.ate ones, serve to speeif'y 
what I was then thrown back on, I needn't perhaps even at the worst 
found within my limits a thinness of interest to resent: seeing that 
still after years the common appeal. remained sharp enough to flower 
again into such.a composition as 1Julia Bride .. 111 
342 
See footnote #340 <al>Q'fle. 
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representation of n Anl.eriaan life. 11 
Apparently James considers that a second sub-group within 
Volume XVIII is formed by 11 T.he Beldonald Holbeinn and 11Fli.akerbridge"; 
and still a third sub-group by n The Marrlages, 11 11 The Real Thing, 11 
nBrooksmi.tb, 11 11 T.he Story In It" and 11Mrs. Medwin. n For be describes 
liThe Beldonald HoJ.bein" and ttFliakerbridge" as 11 a stray spark of the 
oJ.d 'international.' flame. 11 (They represent. his nrenewed11 and even 
11 des para te 11 clutches o:f the 11use:ful torah 11 o:f the n 'interna tiona1' n 
343 
:fiction.) And he cites 11 'The Marriages 1 and four of its 
companions here" as similar brevities all showing that his initiation 
into "the life o:f a great old complex society" was so 11 indireat11 that 
it could not suppJ.y enough material and naonfi.d.enae1' for very many 
344 
11sustained11 fictions. 
The s-econd sub-group within Volume XVIII is comprised o:f two 
fictions which, instead o:f using up-town American material to 
represent 11 the measure o:f the whole mi.nor exhibition," build actions 
J4J 
Art of Novel., pp .. 280-281. Although Daisy Miller too mi.ght 
seem 11 'international,' n James defines the kind is a way which· excludes 
Daisy MiJ.ler equaJ.ly' with "Pandora" and "The Patagonia": 
Various up-town figures :flit, I alJ.ow, across these pages, 
but ••• I meet them, I exhibit them in an air o:f 
different and, I think,· more numerous aJ.ternatives. Such 
is the case with the young American subject in 
f1Fli.akerbridge 11 (1901) and with the oJ.d American subject • 
in 11 The Beldonald Holbein" (1901) •••• We may put it this 
way that the scale of variety had, by the facts of one's 
situation been rather oddly predetermined--with Europe so 
constantly in requisition as the more salient American stage 
or more effective repoussoir, and yet with any particular 
action on this great lighted and decorated scene depending 
for half its sense on one o:f mw outland importations. 
344 lli.9.· f p. 281. 
~------· 
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upon the interesting choices American up-town characters have to make 
when they confront European conditions. This sub-group, comprised 
o£ "The Beldonald Holbeintt and 11 Flickerbridge, 11 does not renounce 
Jamests ambition to represent "American li£ett; it makes thEt._').dj.u:stmentn 
o£ representing American character through choices made abroad--on 
the "more salient American stage." Although this 11adjustment11 in 
response to his dilemma is represented in Volume XVIII only b,y two 
short stories, James hardly needs to point out that the group would 
include the majority o£ his longer £iction. He does stress this 
£act b,y naming the sole six of "longer and shorter novels 11 in the 
whole o£ his production which are not like "The Beldonald Holbein" 
345 
and 11Fliekerbridge. 11 
By this emphasis, and by the notation that James's nscale 
346 
o£ variety" was "oddly predetermined, 11 the pre£ace :further 
indicates that the :fictions in Vol.ume XVIII outline what the range 
is o£ his raw material. It is very obvious that James's production 
has limited scope in this sense, £or the sub-group~ showing his 
kinds of material are only three: 
(1) using American up-town li:fe as James knew it in Boston and New 
York, which practically meant representing the effects o:f her 
circumstances on the American girl in order to represent "the 
measure o:f the whole minor exhibition," 
34.5ne names The Princess Casamassima, The Tragic Muse, The · 
Spoils of Poynton, The other House, What Maisie Knew, The Sacred 
Fount as "practically, among the l!J.Ore or. less sustained things, 
exhausting the listtt (Art of Novel, pp. 280-281). 
346see footnote #343 on P• 507. 
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(2) using American up-town characters on a European stage or 
encountering more numerous alternati~s than they have in America, 
thus representing American consciousness qy its choices on the 
more salient stage, 
(3) using only a 111'ew· aspects of'" European (particularly English) 
lif'e, again. as an 11adjustmenttt of' the dilemma illustrated qy the first 
347 
sub-group, or as an oblique way o£ representing "American lif'e.n 
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The second sub-group demonstrates an 11 adjustment" £rom 
directly representing American life to exhibiting the consciousness 
formed by that life. The third sub-group represents another 
"adjustment" to implying American· values, even though no American 
material is used: The preface remarks that "Each of' the other 
pieces o£ which this volume is composed· • • • have above all in 
common that they mark my escape £rom the predicament just glanced at; 
my at least partial way out of the dilemma formed by the respective 
discouragement o£ down-town, o:f up-town, and o:f the great diB..lectic 
tracts" (Art o:f Novel, p. 280). 
It is not easy at first to see why If The Marriages, 11 "The 
Real Thing," 11Brooksmith, 11 "The Story In It," and 11Mrs. Medwin11 may 
be said partially to solve the dilemma o:f wanting to reflect 
American lif'e yet having only scant material :for that purpose. But, 
closely examined, James t s discussion o:f the third sub-group answers 
this problem. He says that these fictions use only a Ttf'ew aspects 
of'" European life because a 11 civil alien" cannot really learn the 
"innumerable" or "myriad" parts, and how they work together, o:f a 
"great old complex society" (Ibid .. • p.. 281) • In other words, he 
cannot try to represent such a society as a whole. But, even if' the 
"civil alien" lacks "the dead collective weight o:f those knowledges, 11 
he does have a tlfree intensitytt o:f "perceptions which serve ••• 
in their stead, in which he never hesitates to rejoice and to 
which • • . he just impudently trustsn (Ibid.) • He has a 11heri tage 
of' easy comparisons.n James cannot say more plainly that his 
representations of' English life proceed in the light of' the American 
comparison, and imply American values, even when they use f'ew or 
no American characters. 
.5J.O 
While the three sub-groups outline the narrow limits of 
James's range of material, they also show that, because he was 
concerned about the scantness of his material for the aim of 
representing what be knew best, he experimented with various ways 
of composing his limited ld.nds of material.. Thus the sub-groups of 
fictions within Volume XVIII reenforce what the preface says that 
Julia Bride symbolizes to James: his "passage of :intellectual 
history" towards the discovery that, because an. "expansive principle" 
inheres in absolutely all material ("the simplest truth about a 
human entity ••• however smalln being that it "strains ••• 
ever • • • toward the uttermost end • • • of its own numerous 
connexions 11 ), composition of material is a "resource" :for provid:l.ng 
tr a picture of as many as possible of the conditions." Moreover, 
the three sub-groups within the volume also stress that James 
reached this final insight only because he "cultivated" his 
circumstances or was :fully aware of them as obstacles to the aim of 
11representationu of "American life. 11 
Whatever three sub-groups they fall into, each of the nine 
fictions of Volume XVIII shares the same import. That is to say, 
the congruity of the volume also is thematic. Each :fiction opposes 
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the perception of 11 ease" to the habit of typing persons, and each 
348In addition to the evidence cited in Section I of this 
chapter :for the meaning of ncase" to James, we might look at his 
discussion in the preface to Vol. XVII of the genesis of "Owen 
Wingrave 11 : The second mystery of the creative process .stressed by 
this preface is the surprising rapidity with which "seedless fables'' 
come into being once the artist stumbles upon a provoking item of 
actuality. James says that "visionary moments" in which absolutely 
all the details of a :fictional person come together are often 
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shows human waste to result from the latter mode of seeing individuals 
as mere illustrations of their social conditions. 
Section I of this chapter already has discussed Winterbourne's 
too belated discovery that Daisy Miller was a "case" (Winterbourne's 
loss through his eagerness to regard the girl as a mere exemplum of 
her unknown American background) and the discovery by the narrator of 
"The Real Thing11 that the Monarchs are subjects for a portrait instead 
of the fashionable types be has· been bored with. Julia Bride is 
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herself aware that her past bas been wasted through the habit of typing, 
initiated by 11the mere magic of type" (Art of Novel, p. 259). The 
mystery is how such 11mere 11 perception of type, with which very many 
individuals are familiar (Charlotte Stant of The Golden Bowl is an 
apropos example: See Book I, Part First, Chapter VI) can in the 
awareness o:£. certain individuals suddenly transform itself into 
something completely different: the apprehension of a fictional 
individual, a case. This mystery, James further says, can only be 
resolved into another mystery that some persons are "capable of 
letting happen" what be calls "the imaginative response" (~., 
pp. 259-260). 
The discussion of the genesis of "Owen Wingrave .. is profitably 
compared with Turgenev's comments on the genesis o£ his characters, 
particularly Bazarov of Fathers and Sons, where Turgenev uses the 
phrase "the given case~rn ("Apropos of 'Fathers and Sons, 111 
Turgenev's Literacy Reminiscences, ed. D. Magarsbacka;P• 196~~ 
Still other light on the meaning of "case" to James, and 
corroboration of his distinction of the term from "type, 11 is provided 
by his use of these key terms in titles of two short stories not 
included in the Ne't'IT York Edition: "The Special Type" (1900) and "The 
Given Case" (1888~1899). The imports of these stories explain the 
usages in the titles. 
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Julia knows that she must counteract the invidious typing 
of her by the female relatives of her present fianc~ by getting someone 
to speak for her as a different type. After she renounces making this 
request of Mr. Pitman (and for his sake has typed herself to Mrs. Drack), 
Julia falls back on requesting the help of MUrray Brush, one of her 
former fianc~s. Though he gives the letter of what she asks, Julia 
learns that her past bas indeed been even more wasted than she had feared, 
for her association with Murray was not even one between individuals: 
Be has always regarded his relation with her as a feature of' their common 
social context, and he is eager to continue doing this. He and his 
present fianc~e see in Julia's relation to Basil French their entree to 
higher social circles. 
and that she is a "case" reflective of' her socialconditions. 
1
'Pandora" and "The Patagonia11 show the resulting losses f'rom seeing 
as types of' the "self'-made girl" what really are cases. The first 
sub-group of' fictions in Volume XVTII (Julia Bride, Daisy Miller, 
"Pandora" and "The Patagonia") seelnS in common to represent that the 
American lack of' a body of fiXed social forlnS may stimulate--as a 
by-product. rather than as a necessary result--the habit of' typing 
persons. (All f'our of' these fictions reflect the absorption of 
American UP-town energy in perpetually making an4 re-making finespun 
social distinctions~ It is all the more striking, then, that the 
fictions of' another sub-group in the volume should represent English 
society as'encouraging for the opposite reason, the same kind of 
perception of' persons as pare types. "The Marriages" represents the 
waste of' Adela Chart, and of' her father, through the girlfs typing 
of Mrs. Churcheley. Adela believes herself' to act ·on behalf' of 
sensibility, but her behavior actually prevents personal relations. 
(In her view of' the world, no individuals realJ.y exist--only a "family 
life" which is a collective social status. The nouvelle shows that 
Adela's English circums~nces have taught her to identify herself with 
a family status, and to regard as a 11happy" marriage one which preserves 
the family position plus maintains a security of' complete ignorance 
3.50 
and unconsciousness in the children. ) In "Brooksmith," the typing 
350Adela's position of' course is the reverse of that of the 
11 self-made girl" in the two previous nouvelles: Adela has no public 
power; but, as guardian of' a family status rigidly affixed, she has 
immense private inf'luence. 
Two possible marriages are used by this nouvelle to drive home 
the point that while English society exalts ndomesticity," it means by 




of' persons because of' the "religion o£ place11 produces a "poor 
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lost spirit.n 
Just as the painter-narrator o:f 11 The Real Thing" sends away 
'tne<Mona)tc~ because he has to make his living by illustrating 
societ,r :fiction, a portrait is not painted in 11 The Beldonald Holbe~." 
Although the possible great art work o:f 11 The Beldonald Holbein" is 
a great deal talked about among the London artistic set, it is never 
attempted; and the opportunity disappears because the painter-narrator 
chooses to show others how knowing he is about the latest artistic 
:Cashion, while others are even more anxious to demonstrate their 
participation in this :fashion. The import of' this short story is 
that Mrs. Brash is not, at home or abroad, appreciated £or her 
individual sel£, :for her unique attitude towards her life of' service 
to others. Both ignored and celebrated as a type, she. is nevertheless 
nowhere apprehended as a ease. Junerica has typed her as the plain 
woman whose :foregone destinY is only to serve others; contemporary 
London merely reverses the attitude towards this same typology, 
adulating the type on the ground that 11lif'e 11 and "reality" are in this 
351. 
XVIII, 370. See also XVIII, 358; XVIII, 361. 
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Art o:f Novel, P• 28.39 11Mrs. Medwi.n11 o:f this same 
sub-group also represents the English penalty o:f 11 deadness" :from 
comically persisting in the religion o:f place even in changed conditions 
o£ social incoherence (~., p. 207). "The Story In It, 11 like "The 
Real Thing," shows that the English taste in art for social. caricature 
rather than characterization derives Ultimately £rom the fact that 
English society encourages identification of' "the real thing11 with 
position, and o:f the individual's experience with his attested relation 
to others rather than with his attitudes. 
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way appreciated. That contemporary conditions in both Europe and 
353so great a London noise is raised about the beauty of 
Mrs. Brash 1 s "type, 11 that the patron Who had brought her from America 
has to be propitiated. The painter-narrator understands that this 
necessity is why Mrs. Brash finally re.fuses to sit for him. In his 
study of The Image of Europe in Renry James (Dallas: Southern 
Methodist University Press, 1958), pp. 52-5), Christof Wege1in 
summarizes that the story 
begins with the contrast between two kinds of beauty, that of 
Lady Beldonald ••• and that of Mrs. Brash, imported to 
London to act· as a foi1. ••• Mrs. Brash, however, turns out 
to be a perfect Holbein; and when Lady Beldonald jealously 
ships her back where she came from, she soon dies because her 
triumph in "superior, sophisticated" London has unfitted her 
for living unappreciated among the "children of darknessn __ 
with which the 11 old international flamen begins to flicker 
in the unquiet air of irony. For tvhile the 11 1 aesthetic, 1 
perceptive 'European' air," as with a flurry of suggestive 
quotation marks James tells himself in his preliminary notes 
is necessary to awaken in Mrs. Brash a sense of her own 
beauty, this beauty itself is a product of 11unen1ightened11 
America •••• 
But James 1s paradoxes focus, I believe, that the habit of 
typing, which is inimical to life and to art, has bec_ome rife in 
contemporary conditions on both sides of the Atlantic. That Mrs. 
Brash dies of the failure of the American· "children of darkness11 to 
appreciate her, is the narrator-painter's moral and not the author's. 
It is a moral which neatly summarizes the inconsistencies in the 
painter's view: He admires the art of characterization, of 
portraiture, because it has become the fashion, and he supports this 
taste with what has become the cliche' that beauty inheres in any 
representation of life. But he does not genuinely grasp the insight 
behind this formulation; he is not truly the "realist'i whose flag he 
flies. A living person who is 11 a Holbein" type is a blatant 
contradiction in terms. The art of portraiture is precisely that of 
interpreting individuals, and James felt that Holbein "presided as 
supreme genius" over this art (See James's notes on 11Duveneck and 
Copley, 11 originally published in the Nation for 9 September, 187 5, 
reprinted in The Painter 1 s Eye, ed. John L. Sweeney, pe 107) • The 
London painter's fUndamental lack of interest in life is ma~e clear 
by the action of the story as well as by the whimsical moral he draws 
from this action. The painter sets in motion a situation which will 
send home the older American woman, even though he has been given 
ample information about Lady Beldonald's motives. Moreover, he 
believes that receiving homage for her facial type, and having her 
eyes opened to 11 aesthetic11 experience in the sense of what 11 type11 of 
beauty is now most admired, will compensate Mrs. Brash for having to 
renounce her new-found field of experience. Re draws the consciously 
whimsical moral that she dies of the lack of such n aasthetic11 
perception o:f her type, rather than o:f the plenitude of her years of 
adventure in the human scene. 
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America encourage a habit of typing which threatens the enrichment 
of life and almost destroys the possibility of significant art also 
is shown in 11 Flicker bridge, 11 partly by means of the two Adelaide 
Wenhams. The theme of this story is almost identical with· that of 
"The Beldonald Holbein." Again members of an artistic set of ' 
polyglot origin and associations are less concerned with interpreting 
life (even though such interpretation is their rallying cry) than 
with propagating their art theory and demonstrating to others that 
they are i.n the vanguard of fashion. Letting others know--as many 
others as possible, and as quickly as possible--their perceptions is 
of supreme importance to the members of this set. Because such 
appetite for reverberation will necessarily type Flickerbridge and 
the English Miss Wenham as 11the real thing11 and 11pictu.resque, 11 or 
354 
the perfect exemplum of an eighteenth century backwater, Frank 
Granger, the genuine artist, has to renounce both his engagement to 
American Addie and his projected portrait of the English Adelaide, 
. which might have been one of his best achievements. 
All the nouvelles and short stories of Volume XVIII (as well 
as Julia Bride at the close of Volume XVII) reveal the existence of 
"case" by dramatizing a human loss (and often an artistic one, too) 
which comes about through focus on a 11 type 11 illustration of a social. 
context, rather than on the effects of social conditions. within 
individual consciousness. These ten fictions also fall into three 
354 As Frank Granger reflects • the aim of reverberation 
necessitates typing, because to spread quickly and widely a 
perception has to be simple. 
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sub-groups; and the sub-groups reveal the 1i.mi ted range o:f James 's 
raw material throughout the whole o:f his production, plus i.mply that 
he nevertheless gained scope :for his :fiction through having :faced 
that limited variety o:f material as a difficulty and having learned 
i.n this way that composition o:f material was a true 11resource. 11 
Thus the group o:f ten :fictions brought together in Volume XVIII for 
the climax o:f Volumes XIII through XVII reiterates the same general 
point about James's career that the previous volumes o:f the unit 
(:falling into two parts, Volumes XIII-XIV and Volumes XV-XVII) had 
been ordered to imply: the point that the directions o:f James 1 s 
artistic development were shaped by his choices always to 11 cultivate11 
his givan conditions. Volume XVIII, the summarizing group o:f the 
thi.rd major unit, also defines the kind o:f realism which James 
distinctively had developed: the representation o:f 11 case, 11 or of 
the 11nearer distances and the clearer mysteries." 
In addition, Volume XVIII may be sai.d to imply the 
interpretation that James's career moved towards f'u.l.:fillm.ent o:f his 
i.ni.tial ambition to be an American Balzac. For the group o:f :fictions 
in Volume XVIII demonstrates two things: (1) :from the point o:f view 
which was an .American tradition, the human comedy can be identified 
neither with the architecture o:f society, nor with any one soci.al. 
context; (2) whatever his material, James always approached it with 
the ai.m o:f representing, however indirectly, "the .American real." 
(He was well aware that his art must avoid super:ficiali ty by expressing 
his fundamental sources, the things he ·knew best.) 
Altogether, Volume XVIII shows us that James's way o£ 
working wi.th his material--his "obsession by the sense of an ampler 
comedy in human things," expressed through foreshortening devices 
and through the representation of ·ttcase"--was an especially American 
way of producing a human comedy. 
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11Mrs. Medwin, n the final short story :i.n Volume XVIII and 
thus the fiction with which James closed the third major unit of his 
New York Edition, deserves special scrutiny in the light of its 
climactic position.. The '"homesickness" con:fessed to :i.n this short 
story by American expatriates Mamie Cutter and Scott Homer . should be. 
compared wi.th the "nostalgia" :for Europe James had spoken of :i.n the 
preface to Vo~ume XIII, and which the earliest group of his fictions 
in Voltune nn had criticized. 
In the preface to Volume XIII, James said that his own young 
11nostalgia11 for Europe had at one time made him conclude that his 
life had been ttembittered" by the frequent moves of his family during 
his formative years: he had not gained the degree of saturation in 
~ one milieu which at the t~e he had held ~perat:i.ve for ~ 
significant artistic production. 11Nostalgia11 was connected wi.th his 
young apprehension that his life might be going to be wasted. However, 
in the same preface and :i.n the three or four earliest stories he 
includes in the New York Edition, he criticizes the indulgence of a 
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passive yearning over what might be and what might have been. 
"Nostalgia" James always contrasts to exerting onesel£ in imaginative 
observation--to looking closely at what is, under the pressing need 
o£ evaluating what should be. Even :for the young James, his own 
nnostalgia" had been the contrary o£ that activity he later came to 
call "criticism." The latter is an act o£ perception and, 
simultaneously, o£ mo:ral discovery. It requires the expenditure o£ 
e££ort, or 11 cultivation, 11. whereas James always relates "nostalgiatt 
to the :failure o£ will (the attempt to abdicate choice) and to 
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non-production o£ art. 
The homesickness in "Mrs. Medwinl1 o£ Mamie Cutter and Scott 
Homer, who a,re thought o£ as introducers o£ Americans to Europe and 
o£ the English to the American "type 11 but who actually are artists 
in irony, at :first may seem to be only a nostalgia in the reverse 
direction :from the young James's emotion. But the all-important 
point o£ 11Mrs. Medwin" is what their homesickness makes Mamie and 
Scott do. They remain in their given, uncomfortable situation 
between the two mi.li.eux, and they make an art o£ expressing the 
American intensity o£ their perceptions. Mamie and Scott are not 
mountebanks like the Moreens o£ 11 The Pu.pil," but they do wear the 
cap and bells o£ the entertainer who conceives his :function more 
seriously than appaars or than is publicly granted hilil. Their 
per:formance is for themselv~s in the· :first instance; it satis:fies 
355 
See his notebook entry :for May 12, 1889: Notebooks, p. 99. 
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their own developed appreciation. But it has the "civic use" o£ all 
operative irony. It indicates the "idea o£ some sublime eventual. 
356 
consensus," which James said always haunted him. 
Mamie remarks to Scott that vagueJ.y appreciated, at least, 
is the £act that they are "aJ.ive 11 in a thirsty J.and o:f the dead. 
This key term. £or the result o:f the Americans 1 £ree and "easy pl.ay 
357 
o£ intel.J.igence" is meant to reecho in our ears with Mamie 1 s 
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earlier exclamation that she 1 s 11 dying11 o:f homesiokness; . and the 
pattern makes it clear that the latter emotion is not ''nostaigia." 
The homesickness o£ Mamie Cutter is not a longing £or what might have 
been or what might be. Instead o:f making her wish to sail. for 
America 1 it is fully expressed by her pl.ay of criticism on her present 
life--by an artistic achievement in which she is strikingly "alive." 
By closing the third major unit of his New York Edition with a story 
which re~resents this sort of homesickness o£ an American in Europe, 
after be had opened the same unit with "artlessn stories betraying 
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"to the excl.usion of everything else" his own young 11nostalgia" 
£or Europe, James interprets the course o£ his career as a triumph 
of the will to cultivate critical consciousness. 
356 
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.CHAPTER VIII 
A CONTINUITY OF .ENDEA.VOR: VOLUMES XIX-XXIV OF 
THE NEW YORK EDITION 
At th:i.s point in my discussion, it will be helpful to remind 
its reader of what, in the opening pages of his first preface to his 
first volume, James had said about all his prefaces and--by 
implication--about his arrangement of' the :fictions which they concern. 
"These notes represent," he had said, 
over a considerable course • the continuity of' an artist • s 
endeavor, the growth of his whole operative consciousness, 
and best of' all, perhaps their own tendency to multiply •••• 
Addicted to 11stories11 and inclined to :retrospect, he 
fondly takes, unde:r this backward view, his whole Ullf'olding, 
his process o£ production, for a thrilling tale, almost 
:for a wondrous adventure. • 1 
My most general a~ has been to demonstrate that the New York Edition 
as a whole, and especially in its order or design (which crucially 
controls the content of' its prefaces), is James's criticism of his 
own oeuvre--a particular kind of' criticism that seeks to shdW a 
particular kind of thing. Moreover this criticism is presented in a 
manner which tries to avoid any possible warning-off from the 
1 
Art of Novel, p. 4-. 
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New York Edit~on of readers whose interest in ~ts fictions is not 
11 cr~tical11 in the same sense as is James's; the criticism ~s 
presented in the same manner as is the art it concerns.· It is 
"represented" or rendered in a 11 story" manner, which means two things. 
The central point made by the criticism is at once· announced bY the 
fi.rst component of the critical. structure, and thereafter is 
ext'oliated or made progressively more clear by that structure; 
secondly, those readers of the edit~on who are disposed to attend to 
the critic~sm it performs are required, and encouraged, actively to 
perce~ve the critical structure for themselves by responding to the 
phenomenon of succession of parts. They must cross relate all. the 
numerous sequences of parts; and these parts are the complex 
relations obtaining between the successive preface commentaries and 
the successive volumes of fict~on. Readers may grasp what crit~cal 
point about lls own oeuvre James makes through the New York Edition 
only by perceiving the "story11 type of design made by the series of 
f~ctions (and their prefaces) in the edition. 
Th:Ls very valuable information should not be ignored by other 
critics of James's work even when they do not share James's own brand 
of critical. interest and seek conclusions on quite different matters. 
Yet criticism so far has pa~d too little attention to the order of 
the New York Edi t:i.on. For one thing, it often has seemed to assume 
that James • s prefaces can be read with complete intelligibility in 
separation from the total. order of fictions and prefaces. For 
another, even lqhen remarking the poss~bili ty of a significant design 
in the New York Edition, criticism has been content to conclude too 
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simply e~ther that general chronology or that kinds of raw mater~al 
employed m the f'~ct~ons controls that design. James • s characteristic 
effort in ordering anything--whether it be a s~ngle f~ction, a group 
of fictions, or the "representat~on" o:f a crlt~cal point by means of' 
a structure of' statement and implicat~on--always is to attam a 
thoroughness of' composition, a proli:feration o:f "internal relations," 
and to use these as his vehicle f'or ~xpressing a meaning. Therefore 
the likelihood is not very great that h~s arrangement o:f the New York 
Edition can be grasped by resting content with f':i.nding some relations 
only between the areas of' material in successive fictions. 
However we finally estimate the worth of' the type of' critical 
point Jamests edition makes about his oeuvre, and whatever we finally 
may think of' the .:fact that this point is conveyed to us in the manner 
of' artist~c "representation" o:f 11 story11 ~n James's sense, we cannot 
af'f'ord to ignore, by de:raul.t the mean:i.ng that his involuted design 
expresses. My dissertation as a whole aims to emphasize that me~, 
by demonstrating bow it is conveyed through the structure of' its · 
veb~ele. If' a reader of' mw discnssion concludes that the ch~ef' gain 
o.:f looldng at the des~gn in the New York Edition is merely 
understanding bow intricate ~s that design, I shall not have succeeded. 
In August of' 1915, six years after the complete appearance of 
his def'~nitive edl.t~on and two years before his death, James wrote (tn 
a characteristically good humored tone) to Edmund Goss,e that its f'ate 
now seemed to him ugrotes~e11 : 
my poor old rather truncated edition, in fact entirely 
frustrated one--which has the.grotesque likeness for me 
of, a sort of miniature Ozymandias Of Egypt ("look on my 
works, ye mighty, and despair l 11 ) --round which the lone 
and level sands stretch f'urther away than ever. • • • 
I remain at my age (which you know) , and after my long 
career, utterly, insurmountably, unsaleable. And the 
original preparation of that collective and selective 
series involved really the extremity of labor--all my 
"earlier" thi.ngs--o:r which The Bostonians would have been, 
if included, one--were so intimately and so interestingly 
revised. The edition is really !rom that point of view 
a monument (J.i.ke Ozymandi.as) which has never had the 
least intelligent critical justice done it--or any sort 
of critical. attention at all paid it--and the artistic 
problem involved in my scheme was a deep and exquisite 
one, and moreover was, as I held, very effectively solved. 
~ it took such time--and such taste--in other words 
such aesthetic light. No more commercially thankless job 
of the literary order was (Prefaces and all--they .of a 
thanklessness!) accordingly ever achieved. 2 
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.As a whole, this letter explained to Gosse that two reasons prevented 
James from trying to reissue The Bostonians in 1915: the two reasons 
that he would be interested only in revi.sing nthe terms" of that 
novel and that such an effort would be 11unsaleable.n The letter also 
communicated James 1s recognition that his "scheme,n in addition to 
his revisions, particularly had not been appreciated, even by critics 
so sympathetic as Gosse. James's attitude towards this failure is, 
by 1915, mixed. Since even the. few who venture to travel. the desert 
of indifference surrounding the edition cannot see its "scheme" nor 
the "aesthetic light" this scheme sheds on an "artistic probl.em, 11 the 
edition has become for James himsel.f a poignant address to the 11mi.ghty" 
to despair of defining their glory as having buil. t any monument which 
2 
Letters, II, 49'7-498. 
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indubitably would communicate any one certain intention. In the same 
3The edition, a "scheme" solving a particular artisti.c problem, 
is a large "monument" to how James conceived of achievement (and glory) 
in the realm of criticism. At the same time, or from another point of 
new, the edition is surrounded by the sands of unsaleabUity and is 
"truncated, 11 for the general pu.blic is indifferent even to what · 
fictions have been included by a sig~icant scheme, and fails to call 
for the "provisional omissions," sl1Cq_,.~ The Bostolrl.ans. Meanwhile the 
smaller audience, readers such as Ck>$se, comes upon the edition and 
looks upon its "provisional omissions" (as well as its revisions) as 
indicating the futility of that kind of criticism to which James had 
made a monument. The smaller audience sympatheticall:y regards the 
edition as an unfinished and unsuccessful one because it has ignored 
the aim of tracing all the steps in James 's development. See Edmund 
Gosse, Aspects and Impressions (London: Cassell, 1922), pp. 46-47; 18; 
29. Gosse and many others, such as Howells, alike felt that James 
had been misguided in spending effort in revision . and in selecting 
partly by the criterion of what fictions he felt he could revise. 
James knew that the New York Edition struck these readers somewhat like 
an exotic ruin--struck them as bearing witness both to a critical 
intention not capable of lasting interest and to elements of greatness 
in the original material. 
The quali:f'i.cation must be made, however, that James evidently 
was pleased w1 th the review of F. M. llueffer 1 s Henry James~ A. Critical 
Study which appeared in The Times Literary Supplement for 
January 23, 1914, and which took Hue:f'fer sharply to task for so titling 
his book even though he had read relatively few of James's works, was 
uninterested in Balzac, and did not use James's pre:f'aces. This review 
asserted that criticism had yet to trace the grolrt.h of James's art, 
that the prefaces to the New York Edition would be a guj.de to this kind 
of critical study, and that "the large and leisurely consistency with 
which Mr. James's art has widened and deepened has expounded its own 
history .... line upon line, in the long series o:f' his books" (TLS,· 
January 23, 1914, P• 38). On January 24, 1914, James wrote to Will1am 
Roughead in a way that implies his pleasure in the review, besides 
ref'ers to "provisional omissions" from the edition: 
there are to be more volumes, if I can manage them, and a 
:f'ew absent things will then figure. But don't trouble 
about the monographers--they seem to be feeble fol.k and I 
direct you, in case you haven't seen it, to the treatment 
o:f' one of them in Thursday's Times •••• I enclose the 
Supplement in question. • • • (W. Roughead, Tales of the 
Crim:inous (tondon: Cassell, 1956J • p.255) • 
The review i.tself had implied that the New York Edi.tion. especially in 
its prefaces and also in its order, performs a kind of criti.cism which 
i.s important to other critics who want to outline the specific course 
of James t s so consistent artistic development~ For example: 
' 
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way, James bad represented the novel~st George Dencombe as learning 
at the end of h~~ "Middle Years," that for glory. he did~ need 
more time to write such a work that Dr. Hugh would perce~ve in it 
all. of Dencombe's intent~on. Rather, "the t~ is to have made 
4 
somebody carettin some way, tor "our passion is our tasktt: final 
greatness ~s in the joyful. effort of artist~c making, is in the 
art~st 1 s process of embodying his intentions. 
I do not consider that James • s statement to Gosse about 
"provisional omissions" means that James himself regarded the edition 
as artistical.J.:y unfinished because he and the publishers had 11 stopped 
short where we were--that is when a couple of dozen volumes were out." 
'rhe statements about oxnissions do mean, of course, that James thought 
the edition incomplete in the sense of not including all the 
elaboration that he could have provided to a selective structure 
already quite complex and alreaey ordered so as to have "effectively 
For some forty years the English language has possessed a 
writer who has never rested in his patient and daring 
investigation of the power, the beauty, the character o£ 
the art of fiction. As he bas elaborated his criticism, 
so every step has been marked, every discovery embodied, 
in the series of his published works. He has tested and 
exemplified avery method of representation; he has 
devised and worked out ever more intricate problems; he 
has thrown open to both novelist and critic a :field o£ 
research that is virgin soil ••• a body of work which 
can be matched in no other language for its significance 
as a conscious inquiry into ·the aims and the methods o£ 
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solved" the artistic problem it posed. The James of 1915 heJ.d, I 
believe. that such elaboration might have been artisticall.y val.uabl.e, 
that certainl.y audience demand for it would have been personal.ly 
.flattering and commerciall.y profitable, bu.t that it was not 
artistically necessa~ to the erection of the larger or nmore 
pressingt1J.ines of an architecture. By summing up to Gosse that his 
New York Edition is a "miniature Ozymandias,n James stresses 
(admittedly, in a way that Gosse might not detect) two things9 (J.) he 
will. not reissue The Bostonians because the necessar,y revision of it 
and the placement of it within the scheme of the edition both will go 
unappreciated, as well as unbought; (2) aJ.ready, as it stands, without 
The Bostonians and other such omissions of the type that were calculated 
bu.t "proVisionaJ.t 11 the edition presents an· unappreciated scheme 
- 6 
potentially shedding 11such aesthetic light. tt 
The light shed by the 11 stor,y11 design of the New York Edition 
is a cri. tical. meaning of a particul.ar kind, and a meaning to be deaJ.t 
with by all critics of James's oeuvre no matter what their different 
u1 timate aims, simpJ.y because it is the artist's own post facto 
understanding of something about his production.. To summarize this 
meaning accurately and intelligibly, one first must stress that it 
generally concerns a reJ.ation between chief characteristics of James's 
oeuvre and the consciousness in which he produced. That is to say, 
the critical. interpretation to be gained from the edition lies in the 
6 Letters, II, 498. 
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area o:r the relation between the art itself and the state o:r the 
artist. This area is one in which much contemporary criticism. seems 
to proclaim i.tsel.:f uninterested; and sometimes it claims--mistakenl.y--
James 's own interest in questions o:r "treatment" as its model for the 
lack o:r interest. On the eontrary, wherever James himself provides 
what he thinks Of as genuine criticism--for instance, o:r George Eliot, 
of Ba1zac, of Turgenev--his points are made about an artistio "case"; 
and a1ways he d.e:fines an artistic "casen as the critic's identification 
of' how the most salient f'eatures of' an oeuvre may be related to .the 
most permanent "conditions" or the most genera1 characteristics of its 
producer's persona1 identity. James thought that criticism's chief 
task was to de1ineate such artistic "case •" because he thought that 
all art ul.timate1y derives its significance from being the expression 
of an individua1 1 s experience, of the uniqueness o:r a consciousness. 
The New York Edition is arranged to represent in the u story" way a 
certain meaning to be drawn from. a rather complex perception: from 
having seen how the enduring 11 conditions" of James 's personal 
awareness of his artistic life stand behind the most sa1ient 
characteristics of James's fietion. 
The parti.eul.ar meaning which I think James's edition draws 
from. hi.s own artistic 'case a1ready has been indicated b.r the 
discussion in my previous chapters, :for I have argued the existence 
and the significance of an exf'oliatory design with three major units~­
Volumes I-IX, Volumes X-XII, and Volumes XIII-XVIII. Bu.t the meaning 
has been rather indicated than ~z.ed, since I have not discussed 
very much the succession of major units. Stieh discussion is part of 
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the major task of the present chapter. It can be provided 
simultaneous)3 w.\:th consideration of 'Why the last three fictions of 
the edition--the novels in Volumes XIX-XXIV--make the final major 
uni. t in its design. 
In this chapter, I shall show that the last o:f the major 
parts of the edition both interna~ orders its smaller components in 
the 11 story" way and makes the clearest expression yet provided in the 
edition of the very same point about his artistic case which James 
unfolded by the internal arrangement and by the succession of previous 
major parts. 
The last six volumes of the edition, xrx-:xnv, present three 
long novels which James wrote after 1900, in 'What criticism notorious)3 
has argued to be either his ttold Pretender" mode or his "major phase. 11 
The chronology of the writing and of the :first publication of these 
three novels is complicated. 
(A) By September 1, 1900, the "scenario•' or 11Project11 !or 
7 
The Ambassadors was complete. (James described this 
"Project" in a 1902 letter to H. G. Wells as "the statement, 
.tull and vivid. I think, as a statement should be • o! a 
subject as worked outtt; he sa:id the "Project" was 11 drawn up 
on the basis o! the serialization of the work" and sent to 
editors in America. It bas been ttbased upon and extracted 
from" another "plan for myself, as copious and developed as 
7 
This manuscript, beaded "Project of Novel. by Henry James" and 
dated by James September 1, 1900, was first published in :full in the 
Notebooks, pp. 370-415. 
possible ••• in the form of an interminable garru1ou.s 
letter addressed to rt13' own :fancy ••• for easy 
8 
reference ••• caref'u.lly typed •••• n ) 
(B) Between September 1900, and June 1901, apparently, 
. 9 . 
The Ambassadors was written. But, as James tells Wells 
in November 1902, although The Ambassadors had been 
"written and finished ••• more than a year" and had been 
sent to Harper and Brothers (just as the "Project of a 
Novel" had been sent to them in 1900), it had not yet been 
10 
published, "to rt13' great·inconvenience." The Ambassadors 
first appeared two months later, serialized in The North 
American Review from January to December 1903. 
8 
Letters, I, 405. 
9Edel points out that a letter to Wells in December 1900 
shows James then was world.ng on The Ambassadors (Henry James and 
H. G. Wells, ed. Ed.el and Ray ().Ondon: Hart-Davis, 1958), p .. 69). 
. A letter to Howells in August 1901 informs him that 
The Ambassadors is complete, and a notebook entry in October 1901 
speaks of Ambassadors as an already worked out idea (Letters, I, 
376; Notebooks, p. 313). 
The following stories and e~says ,by James appeared during 
the nine months when Ambassadors apparently was being written: 
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"Broken Wings," Century Magazine, LXI (December), 194-203; "The Tone 
of Time," Scribner's Magazine, XXVIII (November), 624-634-; 
"Introduction, 11 The Vicar of Wakefield, Century Classics (New York: 
The Century Co. , November 1900) , pp. xi.-xx; "The Faces, 11 Harper's 
Bazar. XXXII (December) ' 2084-2092; nwinchelsea, Rye' and Denis Du.val, II 
Scribner's Magazine, .x:xiX (January), 44-53; "MatUde Serao,n North 
American Review, CLXXII (March), 367-380. In February 1901, James 
first published The Sacred Fount; this novel had been completed before 
September 1900, and was read by Wells before December 9, 1900 (James 
and H. G. Wel.l.s, P• 69). 
l.OLetters, I, 404-405 • 
(C) It was from his revised proof sheets of this 
serialization that James supervised the appearance of 
the first English edition of The Ambassadors in' 
September 1.903, which is the only accurate edition of 
The Ambassadors in James's l.i£et1me. Only this English 
edition of the novel. in September 1.903 pl.aces chapters 
28 and 29 in the order in which James intended them (he 
had deliberatel.y omitted chapters 28 and 35 from the 
seriali~ati.on, to be reinserted in the book ~di tion). 
The New York Edition does not follow James's intended 
order for chapters I and n of Book Eleven in Vol.ume 
. 
XXII, since Scribners set type for Vol.umes XXI-XXII of 
the edition from the first American edition of the 
1.1. 
novel. by Harper and Brothers in November 1.903. 
(D) Meanwhil.e, before the first appearance of The 
Ambassadors in The North .American Revi.ew (under Howel.l.s 's 
editorship) beginning in January 1.9031 The Wings of the 
had appeared in book form both in America and Engl.and in 
August 1902. 
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ll See L. Edel and Dan H. Laurence, A Bibliography of Henry 
James (London: Hart-Davis, 1957), PP• 124-126. Citing James's 
unpublished letters in the Yal.e UniYersi ty Library to J. A. Pinker, 
his literary agent, Edel. shows that after supplying Harper in 
August 1903 with additional. material. omitted from the serialization 
of The .Ambassadors, James requested duplicate proof to mark the 
inserted passages but did not receiye this proof; that probabl:y a 
Harper editor restored chronological. sequence to chapters 28 and 29, 
an order which was not James's; and that al.though James did make 
"occasional verbal changes and some al.terations in punctuation11 in 
The Ambassadors for The New York Edition, he did not give it the 
cl.ose revision of his earl.ier works and so "seems never to have 
discovered the errorn in the ·first American edition. 
(E) A "scenario" o:f ttProject" :for The Wings o:f the Dove. 
shorter than the one :for The Ambassadors and again 
"prepared so that the book might be serialized, 11 bad 
been sent to American editors apparently pri.or to 
June 1.901 (when The Ambassadors was :finished). It had 
been returned to James, who soon destroyed it. (Conrad, 
. . 1.2 
however at some time saw thi.s scenari.o.) The Wings o:f 
the Dove was wri.tten after its "Project" was returned; 
and thi.s writing seems to have begun in June 1901, :for 
the 11tbi.rd of another" long novel than The Ambassadors 
whi.ch James te11s Howe11s has been written by 
13 
August 10, 1901, probably was The Wings o:f the Dove. 
A year later, as has been said, it appeared in book .f'orm., 
al.most si.mul.taneously in England and America. 
12 
Letters, I, 404-405. It seems to me at least possible 
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that James did not destroy the scenari.o o:f The Wings o:f the Dove, 
U!tended to gui.de its seri.ali.zation1 untll l.ater than June 1901. 
Possibly the 11 complicated accident" he refers to in the following 
letter may be hi.s beginning to write the novel w:tth the expectation 
that it might be serialized and then having to adjust the composition 
(a thorough adjustment, yet an adjustment) when serialization was 
given up and "the subject treated o:f a more :free and independent 
scale," as he said o:f The Wings o:f the Dove :in the November 1902 
letter to Wells (Letters, I, 405). The following letter was to 
Mrs. Oadwalader JQnes on October 23, 1.902: · 
The thing in question fThe :Wings o:f the Dove] is, by a 
compl1cated accident wfirch it would take too l.ong to 
describe to you, too inordinately drawn out, and too 
inord:ina tel.y rubbed in. The centre, moreover, . :isn't i.n 
the m:iddl.e, or the Ill:iddl.e, rather, isn't in the centre, 
but ever so much too near the end, so that what was to 
come after it is truncated. .The book, in :fine, has too 
big a head :for :its boey-. I am trying, all the wb:ile, to 
wr1. te one w:t th the opposite disproportion. • • .. (Letters, I, 4o3) • 
1.3 
· Letters • I, 376. 
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(F) James probab:J.y completed The Golden Bow:J. by 
. 14 
November 1903, and this nove:J. was first published in 
November 1904 in book form in America. 
Therefore, a list of outstanding prob1ems wi.th which any 
account of the design of the New York Edition must dea:J. includes the 
question of why James emp:J.oyed what happened to be the publication 
order of The Wings of the Dove and The Ambassadors rather than the 
reverse order, wbieh would be the chronology of their writing. ~ 
Wings of the Dove is pre~ented in Volumes XIX-XX, The Ambassadors 
in Volumes XXI-XXII, and The Golden Bow:J. in Volumes XXIII-XXIV. This 
problem about the internal order of the last six volumes of the 
edi.tion must be carefully stated, so as to avoid making the wording 
of the questi.on imp:J.y an answer. The di.:Ct'icuJ. ty is not to explain 
why James chose to emphasize publication order instead of the order 
of writing; rather, it is to explain whether his sequence The Wings 
of the Dove and then The Ambassadors means to emphasize the order 
of publication, or means to emphasize something other than ei.ther 
publication or writing chrono1ogy--something for which he happens to 
15 
have to retain the publication chronology. 
14 See Se1ected Letters, p .. 129, where in a footnote to a 
James letter to W11liam Blackwood. Mr. Edel states that UWiJ.liam 
Wetmore Story And His FriendS was not written by James unti1 h~ had 
completed his last three big noveJ.s. • • • " The biography of Story 
was published October 7 .• 1903. But in a letter to Wells on 
October 14, 1903, James says he is "finishing a novel the delivery of 
which is contracted for by Nov. JOth, 11 and Edel identi.fies this novel 
as The Golden Bowl (James and Wells, p. 88). 
15 . It is interesting that the selected list of his nove1s which 
James sent to Mrs. Prothero in 1913 (See p. 1 of Chapter One above) 
retains the sequence The Wings of . the Dove, The Ambassadors, The Go1den 
~· 
Another outstanding probl.em. though it is not usually 
recognized to be one • is the placement of all. three novel.s in 
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Volumes XIX-XXIV. For some reason, the New York Edition very w.td.el.y 
separates The Wings of the Dove, The Ambassadors, and The Golden 
16 
~from James's other novel.s before 1900 and from other fictions•-
mainl.y nouvelles--which are similar in technique. The edi.ti.on divides. 
one series of novels from a second series not onl.y by some nouvelles 
(i.n Vol.umes X-XII) whi.ch seem in many ways to prepare for characteristic 
technical. features of the later novels, but also by a very large group 
of short stories about which the same observation cannot be made. 
The ~onstrations in my previous three chapters of (a) those 
congruiti.es which make three major units from Vol.umes I-IX, Volumes 
X-XII, and Vol.umes XIII-XVIII, and of (b) the ex!oli.ating arrangement 
of the single volumes within these units, have shown that prior to 
Volume XIX the arrangement of fi.ctions is controlled neither by an 
aim to trace the course of James's development, nor by an aim to 
clarif'y genre distinctions·. nor by an ai.m like that behind Balzac's 
edition definitive. Sindlarl.y', neither emphasis on genre, nor tracing 
the exact steps of James's growth, nor deJnarcating hi.s di.fferent 
Scenes of human experience can satisfactorily explain James's grouping 
together of hi.s la~t novels at a point so widel.y separated from the 
fictions in Volumes I-m and hi.s placement of The Wings of the Dove 
before The Ambassadors. The grouping together in Vol.umes XIX-XXIV 
16 The other novels are in chronological. sequence up to 1899. 
The Awkward Age. See PP• 183-190 of my Chapter Five. 
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of The Wings of the Dove, The Ambassadors, and The Gol.den Bowl forlll$ • 
I believe, a fourth and final major uni.t of James's design. My 
hypothesis that this design is the "story" of James • s interpretation 
of his 11case11 can satis.factoril:y expl.ain both (1) the placement o.f 
this unit last in the edition, adjacent to the tales of Volumes 
XIII-XVII rather than adjacent to the nouvelles and tales of 
Volumes X-XII or to the novels of the first unit, (2) the order o.f 
novels within the last unit. The final components o.f the design of 
the New York Ed.i tion function, as do all the earlier components o.f 
single volumes and larger units of several volumes, to unfold--the 
procedure o.f 11storytt--an interpretation James drew .from and about 
his own 1'ease. n 
By supporting this genera.l.ly-stated hypothesis, the present 
chapter w1ll. at the same time and by the same token accomplish other 
things. It will discuss more directly than bave previous chapters 
the topic o.f why the succession of the major units alrea~ identified 
makes a 11 storyn or unfolding of James's interpretation. It will al.so 
summarize :this particular meaning. The reason that I can discuss 
these topics simultaneously with supporting a hypothesis about 
Volumes XIX-XXIV of course is the nature o.f that hypothesis. The 
last six vol.umes cl.imax, I think, a "story" type of design, and 
11storyn means a type of progression making ever more evident the same 
germinal interpretation. 
Notwithstanding the .fact that the present chapter will 
summarize the signi.ficance of the design of all of the edi ti.on in the 
course o.f proving that Volumes XIX-xnv form the cli:iiactic unit of 
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. this design, the chapter will not discuss exhaustively The Wings of 
the Dove, The Ambassadors, and The Go:td.en Bow:t, nor even ma.n;r 
important a~pects o:r. these novels. It will not touch upon lllally 
interesting points which might be made, nor upon lllally of the 
divergencies between the points that critics have :made. To support 
its specia1 hypothesis, the chapter will. concern a strictly limited 
number of features of The Wings o:f the Dove, The Ambassadors, and 
The Go:tden Bow:t--tbose characteristics which are necessary for 
showing why James bas pl.aced them together last in the edition, in 
a certain order, and separated in a certain way both from other 
fictions o:f the same genre and from other :fictions of rather similar 
compositional plan. 
The following first section o:f the chapter out:tines my exact 
hypothesis about Volumes XIX-XXIV, and explains what method of 
support--to be provided in later sections--is indicated from the 
nature of this hypothesis. 
I 
For convenience in outll.ning the exact nature of the 
hypothesis which the later sections of this. chapter are to support, 
I sball divide it into two :ma.i.n parts. 
Volumes XIX-:xnv cl.inlax. the "story" presentation of James's 
interpretation of his artistic cAse, an interpretation that asserts 
two kinds of signi:fi.cap.ce in the ~pecies of structure whi.eh resulted 
:rr~m:· his eontinu:i. ty of endeavor in the{ same. ttoperati.ve conaEWlu.s~" 
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One kind of significance is aesthetic. Both by their 
internal. arrangement and by their relation to previous groups of 
volumes, Volumes XIX-XXIV imply even more clearly than had those 
prior units of the edition that James 1 s constant artisti.e endeavor, 
or the stable nature of his operati.ve consciousness, yielded for 
him the following aesthetic i.nsi.ght: for a writer of fi.cti.on 
successful4r' to render the scope of experience in his contemporary 
world, attention to the problem of how to compose available material 
always is relatively more important than i.s the amount and the kinds 
of his raw material. This aestheti.c insight may be stated as James's 
recognition that what f:inally enabled him. to produce fictions meeting 
his aim to represent the human comedy was not any modification in the 
quantity and the range of his details but was his increasing 
employment of a certain kind of structure which thoroughly composes 
the specifications used. 
The second kind of significance is extra-aesthetic. Volumes 
XIX-XXIV act as a major unit of the edition making still more evident 
than had the sueoession of the prior three units the point that 
James's increasing emPloyment of a certain kind of compositional plan 
(best summarized as the greatest possible thoroughness in ordering 
any material) yielded fictions which articulate partioularl:y well the 
subject of' a triumphantly expansive or contagious qualiizy' in any 
achievement of ttfree spirit." James consi.dered such representation 
of enormous importance to the contemporary world because contemporary 
condi ti.ons so involve--wi. thout necessi. tating--a u general dishumanisati.on11 
that modern man frequently feels convinced of two tldngs: (a) that 
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the achievement of value is an exhausting battle, "the tradition of 
sensibility" as much a liability as a com£ort in such conditions, 
(b) that, besides exhausting, the achievement of value is only 
privately recognized, and "the tradition of sensibility" bas little. 
or no public effect or power or role. Since modern man lacks the 
encouragement of easily remembering the contagious quality of all 
value, artistic representation which articulates this qua.li ty 
addresses his central concern or anxiety, and addresses it in such a 
way as to inspirit him for his encounter with his main task even 
while not minilnizing the effort required nor the inevitability and 
the universality of the need for effort. 
Further explanation is necessary of the two parts of my 
hypothesis, for the ·summary statements in the above two paragraphs 
necessarily employ terms having several crucial implications. 'l'he 
following explanation of the two parts of my hypothesis also seeks 
to show why it may be said that the previous seven chapters of this 
dissertation already have provided the support for a large portion 
o'f the assertion in this chapter. In general, the previous seven 
chapters have sbcnm that up to Volume XIX the design of the New York 
Edition exfoliates both the point that composition is James•s· 
adequate ttresource11 for fu.lfllling the artistic aim 1o1hich he saw as 
11the lesson of Balzac, n and that thi.s same aesthetic resource has 
"civic use" or moral importance especially for contemporary man. 
The first part of my hypothesis may be rephrased in the 
following way: Volumes XIX-XXIV constitute a major unit :f'unctioning 
to make even. more evident than bad each of the other three urrl. ts, 
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and even more evident than had the succession of these units, that 
(1) a certain. ki.nd of ttoperative consciousness" had remained stab~e 
throughout James's career, that (2) hi.s artistic development or 
11growth" was the intensification of this same consciousness, shown in 
his increasingly thorough application of it, and that (3) this 
intensification produced a certain ldnd of composition, or of fictional 
structure, which alone enabled him to achieve artistic success in the 
sense of meeting his aim to represent in fiction the human comedy. 
Chapters I-VII already have supported a large portion of this first 
part of the present hypothesis, for those chapters demonstrated that, 
when considered alone, each o£ the major units (Vol'Ul!les I-IX, x-ni, 
and XIII-XVIII) unfolds the germinal interpretation just stated. In 
addition, Chapters I-VII have implied why the succession of major 
uni.ts up to Volume nx also may be said to exfoliate this 
interpretation .. 
A summary of the concl.usions reached in the previous seven 
chapters should serve to comment more directly on the "story" design 
in the succession of the three uni.ts al.ready identified• as well as to 
recall the terms in which support of some of the new hypothesis has 
been provided. 
Chapter Three, 11 The Edition A.s the *Story' of James's 'Case,'" 
and Chapt~r Four, "The Operative Habits of Indirection and of Irony 
Introduced by Vol.um.es I-II of the New York Edition,n showed that James 
opens his edition with two novels and two prefaces whose main features 
very clearly indicate his mature understanding that, from early in his 
career, a certain "operative conseiOU$ness 11 derived :from his attention 
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to the interaction between certain 11 conditions" of his production. 
(Chapters One and Three made clear that James thought criticism. 
should identify an artistic ttcase, tt and meant by a literary "case" 
the relation between the enduring tt condi tionstt of a writer's 
perso~ consciousness and the most salient characteristics of his 
oeuvre.) Chapter Four, together with Chapter Three, demonstrated 
that since Roderick Hudson and The .American show how James's 
awareness of the relationships between certain conditions o:r his 
production yielded two fundamental habits of approach to any material, 
the habits of "irony" and of "indirection, tt these operatives--and the 
particular techniques of their application--may be taken as always 
the signs of James 1 s own artistic It case. n Volumes I and II of the 
New York Edition, and the prefaces to these novels, very clear~ 
show their reader that three "conditions" (in turn recognizable as 
never absent from the rest of h:is career) especially had predominated 
i.n the young James's awareness because their relationship affected 
his potential artistic achievement: the condition, first, of wanting 
to produce fiction which, like Bal.zac 1 s, would "represent, 11 and 
moreover would "represent" the scope of contemporary experience; the 
condition of having access only to raw material--specifications--
:fair~ limited in range (in the number of areas of experience from 
which they were drawn) and peripheral in kind (not drawn from the 
central scenes of American or of European experience); and the 
condition of possessing much "imagination," or of having t}le tendency 
to pursua all possible relationships between all specifications he 
did command. Volumes I and II of t~ edition, and the prefaces to 
these vol.'tlllles, al.so show their reader very cl.earl.y that from the 
young James 1 s awareness o£ the dif.ficul.t interplay between these 
three c9nditions there resUlted an increased application--through 
several. techniques--of two main ways of approaching available 
material.. For convenience, and partly by James•s own example, I 
named these two ways the mode of "indirection" and that of "irony." 
The two modes or "operative habits" are two equal. and independent 
expressions of the same basic and stable "operative consciousnesso 11 
As general. habits of approach to available raw material., "indirection" 
and "irony" are neither speci£ic techniques for treating material. 
(though the application of eaeb gives rise to specif'ic techniques), 
nor substitutes .for the process of first gaining a germinal idea 
'Which is to be expressed by their means. In short, 11 indire-etion" and 
1
'ironytt are lf'l9' convenient generalizations concerning the most 
fundamental. qualities of al.l. of James's expressional. devices. (The 
design of the edition urges its reader to perform just such 
generalization, but what names are given the resUlts is 'not so 
important as clear definition of them.) "Indirection," as used in 
thi.s dissertation, is an approach to raw material--in order to make 
it express a germ idea already' in mind--that employs some character's 
view of specifications which are different from the germ idea and 
from the ''final. subject" of: the fiction. As a second :f'undamental 
Jamesian operative ha'bit, "irony" is used in this dissertation to 
denote an approach to raw material. that seeks to imply' a contrast of 
better and worse between presented specifications and some of their 
potentialities. 
Both in Chapter Five, "The Growth o£ a Single 'Operati.ve 
Consciousness, •: Volwnes I-IX of the New York Edi.tion," and in 
Chapter Seven, "The 'Nearer Di.stances and the Clearer Mysteri.es' : 
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Volumes XIII-XVIII of the New York Edition," I showed that two of 
the four major groups o£ fiction in the edi. tion unfold, by thei.r 
internal order, the point that James's career moved towards greater 
artistic competence and towards a production of fictions which 
represented ever more of the scope of experience in his time despite 
the fact that Jamests range of raw material di.d not correspondingly 
widen. Chapter Five demonstrated that the ti.rst major grouping in 
the edition, Volwnes I-IX, by its demarcation as a unit and by its 
internal progression shows a reader that James's 11 growth" in the 
above direction really was his stea<tr intensification of the same 
"operative consciousness." The order o£ Volumes I-IX ixnplies ·that a 
developnent towards an ever larger gap between the range o:t his 
specifications and the scope o:t the theme expressed by thei.r means 
is demonstrable in James's career through 1899, and that this 
growth was the result o:t more complete applications o:t his operative 
habits o:t indirecti.on and irony. The order o:t Volumes I-IX also 
implies that the phenomenon o:t James's increased application o:t the 
same approaches (which are the· sign o:t his stable "operative 
consciousness • n o:t the continui. ty of his endeavor, and o:t hi.s "case" 
or the interaction between his conditions) proceeded in two phases, 
each marked by a certain way o:t composing material. 
Two ways of composing material are identified by the series 
o:£ James's pre:taces to Volumes I-IX and_are discussed by these 
prefaces in terms of (1) achieving a "center of' interest, 11 and 
(2) adding to such centering a "scenic consistency .. tt Not onl.y the 
series of' prefaces to Volumes I-IX but especially the arrangement of' 
the nine novels i.mpli.es the above two phases. Both phases move 
towards the appearance i.n James's fiction of' a kind of' structure 
having the general characteristics of' (a) very great and very 
palpable unity (b) focus on the interior disposition of one character, 
on the ~J.ity of a consciousness (c) representation of other 
interiors or other awarenesses without interrupting focus on the 
quality of a cen'b-al one (d) projection of' the total structure into 
the attention of its viewer by making sequence of' parts of the 
materia]. (or the "preparati.onn of' earlier for succeeding parts) impl.y 
the nature of the structure., The latter characteristic is "dramatic" 
f'orm. In other words, James's arrangement in Volumes ~-IX of' some of' 
[ 
his novels written before 1900 brings out his growth of compositional 
plans all having characteristics Which make them varieties of' one 
species of structure. This species represents consciousness rather 
than the surface of' characters, but represents consciousness in the 
same manner that dramatic form-distinct from the stage medium or · 
from a ttsoenic" treatment of' materi.al.--represents anything .. 
James's series of' preface statements throughout Volumes I-IX 
emphasizes this same growth.. These prefaces supply new critical. 
terms for discussion of' varieties of' compositionaJ. pl.an, of the 
distinguishing properties of' the one species of' structure the pl.ans 
illustrate, and of several suborQina. te techniques which make possible 
the varieties of compositionaJ. pl.an.. If' to describe the species of' 
structure we employ the terms supplied by the prefaces to Vol'WIISs 
I-IX, the .first of' its characteristics is to 11 center" the fiction on 
a point of' real importance or "interest" by sel.ecti.ng and arranging 
absolutel.y all specif'ications used within the fiction so that each 
positively aids in expressing a quality of' the awareness of' one of 
the characters in the fiction. Its second characteristic is to 
preserve such a 11 center of' interest" while nevertheiess not allowing 
the central character to !'unction as an "usurping consciousness11 and 
while making the fiction eJill1l.a.te the 11projection11 or the "intensity" 
of' 11 dramatic f'ormo 11 (The latter is distixlot from using the stage• like 
medium of' pure 11 scene.") Two maneuvers are implied by this second 
characteristic, which is called •• scenic consistency" or, sometimes, 
the ttmuJ..tiplication of' aspects" or "the pl.a.nned rotation of' aspects 
11t'Z 
and of that scenic11 determination of thenlr:!l': Selecting the dramatis 
personae so that the awareness of all the characters may repeat 
possible facets of the quality of the central person•s consciousness 
of' his situation; and mald.ng the sequences of material in the fiction 
11prepare11--sole:cy- by the implications of their succession--for a 
representation at intervals of important choices by the central person, 
a representation using oll4r the medium of purely "scenic treatment" of 
a social occasion. 
Thus, the first unit of the New York Edition is ordered to 
demonstrate, on the whole • that • James moved closer to achievement of 
17 
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his aim to represent the human comedy' because he grew to compose in 
a way that is a more thorough ordering, '£or more internal relationships • 
of any size or kind of material. 
In Chapter Six, .. Foreshortening the Drama of 'Free Spirit t: 
Volumes X-XII of the New York Edition. 11 I showed that the ten fictions 
of varying genre whi.ch James places in Volumes X-XII are related more 
' .. -··. : .. ·. 
closely to each other than they are to any other fictions in the 
edition. Whether the ten are viewed under the rubric o'£ theme or 
under that o£ form, they are so congruent that they should be 
considered the second major grouping of the edition. Chapter Six also 
showed that internally this unit is arranged to reveal a type of 
composition which is new to the edition, although the type rather 
intensifies than cancels the general and distinguishing characteristics 
of th~ species of structure Ullf."olded in the first unit. ' The type .. of 
composition that is made progressivel.y more evident within unit two 
of the edition was summarized in rrr:r Chapter Six by James t s term 
"i'oreshorteningtt and by the term ndra.tna11 in the sense in:wbich he most 
18 
oi'ten used it. I named the new type of composition "f,oreshortened 
drama" because I was abl.e to show that the sequence of ten '£ictions 
within this unit implies derivation of' the new type i'rom the increased 
application o£ indirection and of irony that becomes necessary wben 
18· That is, ttdramatic form, 11 or the art of preparations made by 
orderixlg sequences. R. P. Bla.ckmur's explanation, in his nrntroduction" 
to The Art of the Novel, of What James means by "dramatic scene" agrees, 
I think, with the defi.riition o;f dramatic form I have re-summarized on 
PP• .542;-.543 preceding, and with the definition of a dramatic Action 
which I employ on pp. 547-.548 ,following. See Art of Novel., PP• xvii-
xviii. 
centering the fiction on the quality of one consciousness and 
maintaining nscemc consistencyn are combined w:ith compressing the 
fiction into a smaller word count. "Foreshortening11 is the· maneuver 
of showing ma.ny- things "through" one another; it is providing a 
simuitaneous new of "all the dimensions." Because it exh1bi1;.s the 
following two features, the type of compositi.on exfoliated within 
unit two may be s~d to .:foreshorten while representing consciousness 
by dramatic form: it presents stages of bu.t one person's awareness, 
stages which the audience must cross-relate; and i.t presents the 
material of these stages so as simultaneously to convey relations 
between several other awarenesses of i. tams and events. 
My Chapter Six also demonstrated that, from the thematic 
point of view, the second unit of' the edi ti.on internally is arranged 
to unfold both (1.) the nature of a particular subject characteristic 
of James--the definition of worth in human experience. ( 11f'ree spiritn) 
and of why it f'reely may be gained despite its rare inei.dence • and 
(2) the great need of the modern world to apprehend this subject, 
its pressing importance. 
Since Chapters F.i.ve and Six showed that the order of single 
fictions within the first two uni.ts of the New York Edition implies 
the above points- the order of the ed:i. tion in moving from its fi.rst 
to its second major grouping sti.ll more strongly and clearly enforces 
what had been the point made by the first unit al.one: the point that 
throughout his career, in response to his awareness of the interaction 
between its f'our enduring 11 cond:i.tions11 (an aim that was "the lesson 
of Bal.zac"; much imagination; access to' raw material l.i.mited in range 
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and peripheral. in kind; the needs--£or pa.bJ.ication o£ his work--to 
empJ.or smaller word count even than artistic economy demanded and 
to reach an audience sharing almost none of his premises), James 
developed a species o£ structure for his £ictions, or a way o£ 
composing material, which alone accounts for his increasing success 
in ~illing his aim to represent nth sco~, and yet which is but 
an intenser form of the same "operative consciousness." He grew a 
way o:f composing wbi.cb. can show the .fundamental continuity of his 
endeavor. 
In Chapter Seven, liThe 'Nearer Distances and the Clearer 
Mystenes' : VolUJnes XIII-XVIII of the New York Edition, 11 I supported 
the following assertion: James arranges in these six volumes a 
series of his shorter fictions to imp1y that his career movedr:by~,: 
means' of his constant choices to cul.tivate the sense that his four 
conditions meant he faced real obstaoles, from an acute real.ization 
of not having access to a raw material he wanted (the Amerioan 
"major key," in order to represent "the American real.t•) towards a 
final. recognition that composition per se had been his 11resQU.rce11 
for writing realistic fiction (of the type that provides.the sense 
of reality by representing 11 the nearer distances and the cleare:r, .. , 
mysteries, 11 representing "cases" rather than "types") even though 
the raw material. he had wanted never did become available to him. 
Because the third major grouping of fictions in the edition 
unfolds this point, the succession from the first major ilni.t 
through the third--or the order of the edition from Volume I through 
Volume XVIII--in al.l ways may be said to exfoliate the saute meaning: 
· Units one and two define. one .fundamental. speci.es o£ structure as 
characteristic o£ James 's fiction and as the main sign o£ his "case 11 
£or the reason that it is his response to the interplay o£ £our o£ 
his conditions; uni.t three traces the steps i.n James's career £rom. 
the vantage point of showing (a) ~these four condi.tions appeared, 
and when they evoked in James certain compositional. maneuvers in 
response to the dif'fi.cul.ties constantly posed him, (b) g his 
varieties of composition produced finally his recognition that his 
attention to ordering whatever material he had avai.labl.e in £act had 
been his whoJ.ly adequate 11resourcet.t ... to· ineet his di.fficul.ties. 
Thus the previous seven chapters already have supported a 
portion of the first part of the hypothesis in the present chapter. 
There remains to be proved the assertion that the Vol.11D1es XIX-XXIV 
£onn. a fourth and l.ast major unit whose internal. arrangement and 
whose pl.acement in the edition imply that through a kind. o.t structwe 
which increases (over the species of structure unfol.ded previously 
in the edition) his degree of composition, James produced £ioti.ons 
better .:f'ul.f'il.li.ng what for him was "the l.esson o:f Ba.l.zac. n 
The present chapter will uphol.d this general assertion b.r 
supporting the following points: 
1. The seqllence ·The Wings of the Dove,· The .Ambassadors. and 
The Golden Bowl demonstrates ever more clearly the 
distinguishing features o:f a type of stracture which is new 
to the edition in the sense that no prior fiction had 
exhibited so great an intensification of (a) unifying a 
focus on consciousness, (b) projecting the structure into the 
attention of its viewer (more dramatic :form), and (c) 
compressing an amount and range of material. very much 
l.arger than the amount and range of the specifications 
• 
actually used (more foreshortening) .. 
Even more clearly in Ambassadors than in~. and even 
more clearly in Bowl than in Ambassadors, a reader can 
observ~·that differing subsidiary techniques make possible 
a structure providing that the reader of the fiction see 
more parts of the work "through" other parts and feel 
maximum 11intensity11 of active cooperation, or requiring that 
the reader of the fiction cross-relate for himself the 
19 
greatest possibl.e number of sequences within the work.· 
2. Besides exfoliating a new way of composing, the 
, sequence The Wings of the Dove, The Ambassadors,, and ~ 
Golden Bowl al.so makes ever more evident the point that it 
is this structure (rather thaq the amount or the range of 
the specifications of these novels) which most accounts for 
their gain over previous fictions in capturing the illusion 
of scope .. 
Even more cl.early in Ambassadors than in~. and even 
more clearly in Bowl than in Ambassadors a reader can observe 
how the compositional plan of tpe novel. makes possibl.e a 
representation of more varieties of contemporary experience 
19m a letter of 1913, James writes: 
I have to the l.ast point the instinct and the sense for 
fusions and interrelations • for framing and encircling 
(as I think I have al.reaey called it) every part of 1'11y 
stuff in every other--and that makes a danger when the 
£rame and the circ1e pl.ay over too much upon the image 
(Letters, II, 34?). 
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than James 1 s fiction yet had conveyed wi.tbin the confines 
of one work, despite the fact that in each of these 
novels the spectiications remain drawn from the single 
area of what :m:i.ght be encountered by "uptown" American 
.figures on the stage of Ettrope. Too, Ambassadors even 
:tnOre than Dove, and Bowl even more than Ambassadors 
represents "~human comedy" as James saw it, or 
represents the most universal element be found in human 
experience; for this series of three novels moves towards 
conveying to the reader even larger portions of the realm 
where there impinge on one another several awarenesses of 
how the world looks to other consciousnesses--the realm 
of "interpersonal" equations. 
The second part of the hypothesis which the present chapter 
will support is that Volumes XIX-XXIV form a unit making still more 
clear than had the prior units and sequences of un;i. ts in the edition 
James's interpretation that the aesthetic discovery yielded from his 
continuity of endeavor has an extra-aesthetic importance, 
particularly for the modern world.. This significance is that the 
structure .finally' recognized by the mature James to have been his 
nresource" !or meeting "the lesson of Balzac" also. ensured that his 
fiction could very well articulate the subject of a trilll1lphantly 
expansive and contagious qua.lity in ttfree spirit" or in worthwhile 
life. The present chapter wi.ll support this second part of its 
hypothesis by citing certa"in similarities between the content of 
The Wings o:f the Dove. The Ambassadors, and The Golden Bowl, 
si.milarities which demarcate the three novels from other groups in 
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the edition. This .f'irst method of support requires some explanation. 
My hypothesis does not assert the existence of a common theme 
in these· three novels in the way that Volumes X-XII share the same 
11f'inal subject .. 11 .Ambassadors, Dove, and Bowl exhibit diverse. and 
. 
very broad, areas of thematic interest--areas whose relationships, 
I think, criticism bas not yet plumbed even though the numerous 
connections between the content of the late novels bas received much 
20 
critical ·attention. I shal1 not be concerned to show that the 
three novels share any final tttheme, n nor how their order of. wr:t ting 
may be explained thematical.ly. I shall show some s1.mila.ri ties in 
subject between the three novels, and tba t these shared areas 'of 
thematic interest serve two functions. They differentiate Wings of 
Dove, Ambassadors, and Golden Bowl as a group from all prior units 
(particularly from Volumes X-XII, which bad demarcated one subject 
present to some extent in all of James's fict:ion) • The shared areas 
of' thematic interest also reveal that the last major group in James's 
edition cl.imactical.l.y unfolds the extra-aesthetic importance of the 
kind of composition he developed. In other words, I shall disottSs 
20 
Generally, critics seem agreed .that although tl)$ Al,neriea-
Europe or international relation may not be absolutely crucial' to 
the themes of the late novels, an innocence-experience confrontation 
is pr~ent in each, and that James seems in each to combine al.l. 
that the America-Europe relation meant to him with all of his moral 
interests. (Roughly speaking, he seems to 11 returntr to the elements 
of his eonf'igurat:lon in The Portrait of a La.djy;, but to orchestrate 
these more profoundly.) Of late, too, critics have been much 
concerned to explain in thematic terms the order in which James 
wrote the three novels. His BUbjects in the three have been seen as 
11leading into11 one another. For instance, many reasons have been 
proposed for viewing the theme of Ambassadors as preparatory, in 
many di.f'ferent kinds of ways, for the theme treated in~· 
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the content o:f these novels only in the light o:f show:i.ng that the 
three equally well :form a distinct group when they are considered 
thematically as when they are considered structurally. And I shall 
be concerned to identify what subjects the three novels share on.ly 
:for the purpose o:f showing that, of all the groups in the edition, 
this last one most makes clear James's belief that art must seek 
"civic use," that o:f greatest civic use are those representations 
which inspirit by stressing the expansive nature o:f value, and that 
intensifying composition to the greatest possible degree enabled 
his :fiction to articulate just such themes. 
Whatever the important thematic differences between the 
three late novels, and whatever other thematic similarities exist 
between them, one emphasis they share appears nowhere else in thlt 
edition as a distinguishing :feature of one o:f its groupings. This 
is the emphasis that :free spirit tends not onl.y to remain :free, but 
also to increase itself within one li:fe and to e:f:fect--hmiever 
slightly--some spread into relations between persons. Those 
characters in the fictions of Vol.um.es IX-ni who do create their own 
freedom see the spread o£ 1 ts opposite among those with whom they 
are associated, and see their own situations become less :Power:f'ul 
because :free spirit had involved.the risk o£ letting less~:free 
persons choose :for themselves. For example, the heroines o£ Volume X 
21 
are 11 'success.tu.l' olicy" through having remained free e " But the 
21 
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central persons o£ Ambassadors, Wings o£ Dove, and Golden Bowl allke 
succeed in wi.tnessing some degree of exercise of .free spirit by some 
other persons with whom they are associated, and they see this 
contagion :from their own creation occur because others become 
conscious of the quality of awareness of.the central persons•-Pceur 
because of a spread in depth _of exchanges of consciousness. 
My Chapter Seven demonstrated that one thematic emphasis 
shared ~hroughout the series ef fictions in Volumes XIII-XVIII. 
concerns contemporary conditions of lif'e. In the fictions of Volumes 
XIII-XVTII James again shows, as he had in those of VolUllles X...;.XII, 
that no conditions prevent the creation o£ free spirit, nor may be · 
called the cause of its rare incidence. Too, the fictions o£ 
liii-XVlli artieulate among other things, the subject that contemporary 
conditions require extra expenditure o£ oneself on other per~ons, and 
' 
that they favor restlessness and, in many individuals, a malaise or 
obseure anxiety. The conditions require rather radical splits between 
public roles and private yearnings; but many persons livirig in them 
do not gain a :tall awareness of the extensive splits inside themselves 
22 
because the conditions o£ ttmu.ltiplied contact and multiplied. motion" 
encourage battles against the environment· and struggles aga~st 
obvious external enemies. The condi ti.ons help prevent many persons 
£rom gaining full awareness of their own extensive splits also because 
the conditi.ens s'llbtl;y- argue £or conformity--or £or reference to a 
22 
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publicly supported name instead of looking steadily at a reality, 
and argue the diminution of effort, the habit of expecting comfort. 
Thus these fictions represent contemporary eondi. tions as working 
against a su:££.icient degree of awareness of the di.f'ficulty of all. creation. 
Contrar:r to the expectations fostered by these conditions themselves, 
maintaining "the tradi. tion of sensibili. ty" in the conditions requires 
real:cy- supreme effort. The fictions do not show that contemporary 
conditions prevent the appearance of some prerequisites of free 
spirit--they even favor the appearance of these prerequisites; 
however 11 the fictions show that contemporary co;ndi tions do not favor 
(even hinder) a degree of consciousness necessary for ~ final 
creation of freedom, so that negative and mi.sdirected struggles 
against the crcnrd and the age more often are produced than is an 
artistry of life. Free spirit remains a rare phenomenon in James's, 
view. Sufferers £rom the "mixed" quality of life, retrea'1;8 into · 
cliques whose raison d' etre is mere hostility to the mass 11 and. 11poor, 
sensitive" individuals are much more common. 
Since such is an area of thematic interest shared· throughov,; 
Vol'Wiles XIII-XVIII, James's placement after this unit of three novels 
sharing the thematic area of how and why acy creation of free· spirit 
tends to propagate itself makes climactical:cy- evident that altogether 
his fiction is one of those civic uses o:r the imagination which he 
. 23 
speaks of in the preface to Volume XV as his lifelong concern. · 
2J 
Art o:r Novel, p. 223. "· •• the high and helpf'ul. and11 as 
it were, civic use of the imagination--a faculty for the possible 
fine emp1oyments o:r wlrl.ch in the ;interest of morality my esteem . 
grows every hour I live. 11 
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A second method which later sections of the present chapter 
will employ to support the second part of its hypothesis is to cite 
both the differences and the likenesses between specific varieties 
of structure in The Wings of the Dove, The Ambassadors • . and The 
Golden Bowl. By this means, I shall show that the three novels are 
differentiable from all other fictions in the edition because their 
composition provides readers with direct experience of the 
inexhaustibility of aqy creation in the realm of interpersonal 
relations: The new type of foreshortened drama that is the species 
of composition common between the three novels is marked b,y another 
feature besides communicating a maximum size of material with 
~ intensity. It also forces a reader never to cease referring 
to one another all of the very nUll'lerou.s sequences included wi. th;in 
one another. An alternate way o:f describing this quality is to say 
that the three novels must be perceived as one perceives a Chinese 
puzzle containing box within box--a :fact which many readers have 
noted--but that James does NOT pursue for complexity's sake this 
kind o:f infinite structural complication. His purpose is to meet 
an nexpressional need"--with utmost directness to convey to his 
. reader his interpretation that human life o:f:fers an inexhaustible 
opportunity :for creation. Just as these novels concern--for one 
thing--the expansiveness intrinsic to "free spirit, tt each of them 
structurally exhibits a variety o:f foreshortened drama which 
especially well projects into an audience 1s immediate attention the 
fact that a creation process .is, b.1 definition, never finished. Because the 
structure o:f The Golden Bawl attains this projection even better than 
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the structure of The Ambassadors. and the structure of The Ambassadors 
even better than that of The Wings of the Dove. the internal. order of 
Vol'Wiles XIX-xnv is the climactic "story" of an extra-aesthetic 
significance to James's aesthetic discovery. 
II 
The previous section has outl.ined the two parts of my 
hypothesis about the position in the New York Edition of Wings of 
Dove, Ambassadors, and Golden Bowl; explained the implications of 
this hypothesis; reviewed the conclusions of the prior seven chapters 
of my discussion, in order to show that some of the hypothesis of . 
the present chapter alread;y' has been supported; and discussed what 
methodologies wi11 be emplo.yed for the remainder of the proof and 
what limited number of characteristics of the three major novels in 
Volumes XIX-XXIV therefore need be considered. This section aims to 
expl.ain what will be the . procedure of proof in sections m and IV 
which follow. 
Section In will. compare the plan of composition ·of The 
Wings of the Dove--especially as this structure may be recognized 
from James's commentary in the preface to the novel--with the pl.an 
of composition of The Ambassadors. Section IV will. discuss only' 
two topics about the relation of The Golden Bowl. to the other two 
l.ate novels. 
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James '.s prefaces to The Wings o£ the Dove and The .Ambassadors 
~dentity the distingUishing features of the plan of composition of 
each novel, and indicate how each plan derives from the need to 
articulate, in James•s charactexi.stic ttstory" way, a germinal 
interpretation that was his starting point. In other words, these 
two pre£ aces take especial pains (more, I th:ink, than James's 
ccmmentaries on any other· fictions in the edition) to isolate the 
germ of each novel in the form of a given situation between characters 
and of the significance James attached to the situation. The preface 
to Volumes .nx-:xx and the preface to Volumes xn-XXII are remarkable, 
too, £or the amount of space each devotes to developing explicitly 
some of the relationships between the identified germ and some features 
of the plan of composit~on.. In treating explicitly and at length this 
kind of topic~ these two prefaces are not unlike certain others in the 
ed:ition9 especi.all:y the preface to The Tragic Muse and that to Ih!, 
Prl.ncess Casamassima; but James's commentaries on The Wings of the Dove 
and The Ambassadors are different from other prefaces in the extent to 
which their discussion focuses on what difficulties of composition 
automatically were raised by the nature of the donn,es, on routes 
James took to meet these difficult requirements, and on his degrees of 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction with his resultant structures (as well 
as with subsidiary techniques) in the two novels. 
Because the prefaces to Dove and ..Ambassad()~.s so evidentl:y aim 
to supply James's own understanding of what had been his pJ.3.n of 
com.posi. tion in these novels, and because part .of my hypothesis about 
his placement of Vol~s XIX-XXIV is that he intends to unfold a kind 
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of structure new to the edition8 it will be possible to organize 
support of the first part of ~ hypothesis around a discussion of 
the statements of the two prefaces. In Section III, the likenesses 
and differences between the composition of Dove and that of 
Ambassadors will be presented mainly through consideration of 
James's prefaces to the novels. ~e congruence between the 
prefatorial descriptions of structure and what a reader meets in 
the novels of course will be tested; nevertheless, to focus mainly 
on those points about structure that are stressed qy the prefaces 
will conveniently limit and accent the discussion. Thus Section III 
will bring out likenesses and differences between (a) how statements 
1.n the preface to~ about its germ cohere with other statements 
about its plan of composition and its subsidiary techniques of 
treatment, and (b) how statements in the prei'ace to Ambassadors 
about its germ cohere with statements about its plan of composition 
and its subsidiary techniques. Such a comparison can help to 
support the :first part o£ my hypothesis. 
Section IV will be organized around the following two topics 
about The Golden Bowl: (1) what content it shares with Ambassadors 
and Dove, and the differences of these areas of thematic interest 
from the "tre~ted subject" of fictions 1n prior units o£ the edition 
·or from any theme distinguishing a prior unit, (2) the plan o£ 
composition identified by the statements of its preface, and a 
comparison (discussing the si:milari ties but emphasizing the 
difi'erences) of this plan with those in Ambassadors and~· 
Discussion of thi.s last-named topic can complete the proof o£ the 
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f'i.rst part of nr:1 hypothesis about the position in the edition of 
Vo11lllles XIX-XXIV. At the same time, discussion in Section IV of. 
both the above topics can support the second part of JJJY' hypothesis--
the assertion that the six volumes cl.i.mactica.l.l.y exfoliate an 
extra-aesthetic importance to James's continuity of endeavor. 
III 
The preface to The Wings of the Dove first gives considerable· 
space to identi:tyi.ng one main and stubborn dii'ficulty James saw 
inherent in its donnee, so that although this.motive had been "vividly 
present" to him from early in his career • he had ve'ry long "turned 
24 
it over, standing off from" using it. Then the preface turns to 
discussion of formal characteristics of the completed novel, 
developing mainly two points about the structure of the work: 
(1) the point that although the novel is uni.t'i.ed around the quality 
of consciousness o£ one central person--Mildred Theale--it represents 
at least three dii'ferent consciousnesses, using these as nsuccessive 
centers." James stresses that these "successive centers" dEnnarcate 
"blocks" of material, and that the 11blocks11 !all into two stUl 
larger divisions. (2) the point that he chose to employ as the 
earlier of his "successive centers,n or as the first "blocku, another 
awareness than the central person's; and that bS chose to employ the 
24 
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centra1 person 1 s awareness onl.y for one 11b1ockn placed last in the 
first hal£ of the structure--placed in the middle of the total 
arcbi. tecture. He had reasons for deciding upon a particula.r order 
for hia "successive centers" and for using the centra1 person but 
once at a particular point in his order. 
These two points, and others the preface mak_es about the 
composition of ~. are not .fUily comprehensib1e Unless one 
constantly relates them to the p~or discussion o.f the donnee. 
A1together, the pre.faee cannot well be understood unless one sees 
that its aim is to show how a certain intricate kind of composi tiona1 
p1an direct1y derives from the need to express a specific germ, which 
in turn has been se1ected for its suitability to the genre of fiction 
equa.~ as much as for :its worthiness to be the "essentia1 idea" of 
an important work o.f art in a:ny genre. 
The opening discussion of the "motive" o.f ~in rea1ity 
provides the premises for the two main points the prefa.ce.1ater.makes 
about the construction of the nove1. Bu.t this opening discussion 
often is misunderstood. In it, James is concerned to emphasi~e that 
an enduring dif.ficul.ty about the viability of his donnee for use in 
fiction was onl.y overcome when the donnee was seen in a certain_ way 
so as to yie1d a certain germinal. interpretation. or subject. To 
bring out this .:fact, he .first distinguishes certain kinds of 
25 
di.fficu1ties--11possib1e traps and treaeheries"--whieh he saw in the 
2.5 
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donnie but whi.eh do not account for his continuing to "stand off" 
f'rom it. He shows that the dii':ficul ties he first mentions turned 
out to be "chances. 11 They did not nJ.ong" give James pause, bu.t he 
stresses them :first in the preface because they hel.p to higbl.igbt 
the fact that nevertheless he had hesitated before a much more 
ponderabl.e "trap." And, because ·the minor diffi.cul.ties all a~ 
concerned with the use of a mortally ill. protagonist, they also 
hel.p to define the area :in which the greater and far more enduring 
obstacle l.ay .. 
The donnte concerned the internal. state of o~ person: 
the idea, reduced to its essence, is that of a young person 
conscious of a great capacity for l.i:fe, but ~arl.y. stricken 
and doomed, condemned to die under short respite ! • • ; 
aware moreover of the condemnation and passionately 
desiring to • • • achieve, however briefly and brokenly, 
the sense of having l.ived. 26 
The preface first shows that one possible reason for James•s 
hesitation before this motive did not l.ong operate. This first 
discussed bu.t temporary d:i:f'ficu+ty was that since the donnee 
:Lnvol.ved not only 11pl.ac:Lng :in the strongest light a person infirm 
and ill." but also showing "the wbol.e course of [he~ disintegration 
and the whol.e ordeal. of [her] consciousness •" to present the mortal. 
sickness 11 qui.te honestly" at the center of one's picture might 
endanger 11 good taste." One might have to specify the physical. 
27 
disintegration, and the stages o:f consciousness of it, ad nauseam. 
26 
Art o:f Novel, p. 288. 
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~·· p. 289. 
' James did not consider that such specification might in itself o:f:fer 
interes.t to the reader; he :felt, on the contrary, that it might 
28 
endanger interesta But this problem of having to be 11discreet11 
and "ingenious" while also clear in representing the sickness--of 
conveying it centrally without documenting :it--James calla a "chance." 
(It was, o:f course, exactly a problem his development o:f techniques 
:for indirect representation, could handle.) That :it was not a "trap 
and treachery11 giving him very much pause :is marked by ~s next 
statement: Despite the :fact that the need :for discreteness was a 
chance "to be jwnped at," he yet had, he says, 11 c1osel.y to 
29 
cross-question the ·idea o:f making one's protagonist 'sick. ' 11 His 
description o:f his fUrther cross-examination isolates :for us what 
different chief di:f:f:icul ty he saw :in the donnee. 
Yet many readers o:f the preface, unused to this complicated 
a procedure, seem to have seized upon James's description o:f the 
:first and merely temporary di:f:ficul.ty :for the principal. light in 
which to look upon the completed novel.. Misreading the emphasis o:f 
the preface, they have tended to discuss the novel. in terms of a 
not very :fruittnl contrast of James's procedure to that o:f 
natural.istic writers. Although such opposition is accurate, .it 
tells us little new about naturalistic art and much less about 
28 
See his comments on "Gabriele d 1 Annunzio," Notes on 
Novel.i.sts (New York: Scribners, 1914), pp. 292, 287-289, 282, 
265-266. See also Letters, II, 182. 
29 
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James's than is supposed. A simple contrast to naturalism may in 
:fact work to obscure James's real achievement, :for the many 
commentators who think su-ch contrast lay behind his principal. :fear 
abou.t his donnEf'e often then ·regard the novel as constructed merely 
to gain indirect representation of the course of the sickness. 
Such an account overlooks many significant complexities in the 
composition by nbloeksn wbi.eh James has devised. -Even more 
dangerously, the view defends on grounds which James himself woul.d 
rejeet what eomplexities are seen in the eonstruetion, for these 
are laid to a negative avoidance of something rather than to fuller 
.30 
expression of something in the donnie i tsel:f. 
The preface next says that eJ.osely cross-:-qu.estioning "the 
idea of making one's protagonist 1 si.ck' n was not neeessa.ry because 
of the faet that an invalid hero or heroine would be prevented from 
"doing" ~eh, as opposed to "feeling" much. That the action 
expressing the donne'e would need to be very much of an _internal. 
affair did not bother James; to handJ.e in an action suoh a donnie 
JO 
Sueh a view of the structure of Dove invites, and does 
not answer, the eharge of many other readers and critics that 
James's degree of complieation is an indecorousness partly due to a 
failure to perceive the most appropriate kind of subject_for his 
kind of art, and partly due to an indulgence in complexity for 
complexity's sake. Critics who praise Dove for a construction 1 derived chiefly from the need to make the treatment of its donnee 
meet good taste, overlcok the main lines of this structure; and 
they defend its characteristics in a way that necessarily makes 
James seem a victim of obsessions--for indirection and for 
complexity-rather than an artist in control of selecting bis best 
subjects and deriving his treatment directly from their nature. 
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bad been part of his "growth" siilce Roderick Hudson. (From The 
Portrait of a Lady on, he had su.ccess.t'ul.ly "centered" the interest of 
his fictions inside consciousness, making them express whol:cy- internal 
states even while they employed actions and presented these in the 
manner of dramatic form.,) Yet something about the mortal sick.ness of 
a protagonist did remain a trap. 
At this point in his preface, James cites why such a 
protagonist Dlight have seemed to him positively attractive (rather 
than treacherous), but again he cites this reason so that the reader 
may see what difficulty remained about the sickness. A hero aware o£ 
his condemnation to death would have supreme incentive to be especially 
conscious 11of all relations," James notes.. Such a hero's internal 
state would tend to have been quickened to a "fine intensity" because 
of his desire to respond to life as much as possible to him in the 
"sh@rt respite • ., The mortal sickness of a protagonist cou1d help to 
make verisimilar exactly the kind of internal. state James always had 
Jl 
found most interesting, the widening awareness "of all relations." 
Sickness could help to make plausible the hero's seeking experience 
in this sense, and with a passion of urgency. 
As soon as he mentions this "unsurpa.ssab1e activity ••• of' 
32 
inspired resistance, 11 James remarks that "this 1ast fact was the 
real issue." Be continues that "one recognised that the poet 
31 
Art of Novel.., p. 289. 
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Ibid. 
essentially can't be concerned with the act of dying. 11 Since the 
poet, or the artist generally, m:u.st treat 11the aot of living11 1n 
order to produce significant work, only the protagopistt.s 
embattl.ement for 11as l1Illch11 life as possible in the respite was 
564 
useful. and important in .James 1 s donntle. Yet the f'atal illness of the 
heroine remained a di:rficul.ty that was not whol.l.y resol.ved even when 
the artist saw that he niust treat "the act of l.iving" in the donnie, 
i.e., saw he m:u.st make central. a struggl.e for a ma.xi.munl of "l.ife 11 
JJ 
within the time l.imits announced or against the condemnation to death~ 
The preface thus implies, I think, that the stubborn obstacl.e James 
saw in the illness operated espec:ial.l:y" for the writer. of .fiction, 
instead of for the artist generall.ye 
The preface indicates 1n a very compressed way exactly what 
was the enduring obstacl.e inherent 1n the mortal si.clmess of a 
protagonist battl.i.ng f'or a maxi.mum of 11l.ife .. 11 The preface i.ndi.cates 
the nature of the obstacl.e first by referring to a successful 
accessory character who is mortally ill 1n another of James's novel.s 
(Ralph Touchett 1n The Portrait), and then by descri.bi.ng James 1s. 
final. sol.ution to the di.f'ficul.ty so that bi.s "subject ended by •.• 
J4-
seati.ng i.tsel.f quite :i.n confidence" among macy ambigui.ti.es or doubts. 
The obstacl.e 1n the fatal. sickness was that, because ficti.on 
generically uses an action or a movement propell.ed by some canf.lict 
JJ 
Art of Novel, PP• 289=290e 
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Ibid. , P• 290. 
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o'£ £orces, and because the heart of thi.s donn6'e must be a battle £or 
the ~ o'£ li'£e in a limited period, a fiction expressing this 
donnee might not make very much use of the speci.al. opportunities 
offered by the fictional. medium: not much of a suspenseful action 
can be developed i'£ the conflicting forces behind it are so greatly 
unequal. as must be the case when a protagonist's battle for the 
:maximum of life is seen to be a struggle against time and a fatal. 
disease. .Although the "resistance" of a sick hero to his do~m by 
cultivating his awareness of life could be an ttinspired" struggle 
relevant to important art and eminently treatable by the poet. a 
.further problem for the fiction writer was whether this conflict 
would be between forces enough equal. in strength to propel a movement 
whose issue eould be in some doubt. Another way of stating this 
obstacle James saw to his donnee's viability for an important novel. 
is that even making central a passionate "resistance" of the 
protagonist might not prevent an absolute predominance of pity among 
the reaetions of a reader. The struggle of a fat~ ill hero perhaps 
was far better sui ted to yield a purely lyric expression o:r the 
emotion of sympathy :for the su:rfering of a catastrophe than it was 
su:i.ted to the evocation--through a genre using an action, and o:r:rering 
opportunity for suspense about the resolution o:r a conflict--of 
sympathetic wonder about how most life might be gained 1n the course 
o:r a respite from death. The only possible solution to such a "trap" 
lay in revising the nature of the protagonist's struggle so that this 
became a battle between more equa.lly power:rul terms. 
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But to attain thi.s solution, James did not need to revise 
hi.s do:nn(e radically; he had onJ.y to take as the germinal subject :tor 
hi.s :fiction the battle o£ hi.s sick heroine against some :force 
opposi.ng her own cultivation, i.n her allotted time, o£ consciousness 
11 o£ all relations." He only needed to see that the central con:tlict 
could not be against death or against the time limit itsel£. This 
modi:tication not of the donn'e itsel£ but of the germ in it.one saw 
usable :tor an important novel meant that the subject centrally 
u.n:tolded by the fiction would be the struggle between two :forces 
equally internal to the heroine--one, her urgent desire to attain 
maximum. awareness, and the other some temptation to remit trying :tor 
that degree o£ consciousnesso 
The pre:tace partly summarizes James's solution by the paradox 
that the novel would not be "the record predominantly of a collapse," 
although its heroine would be an ttoff'ered victim ••• dragged by a 
3.5 
greater :force than any she hersel£ could exert. 11 Just as importantly, 
the preface next tells us that the heroine nwould found her struggle 
on particular human interests • • • her longing can take e.ffect only 
by the aid of others • • • they would make up together, for her, • 
her sum of experience, represent to her • • • what she should have 
.36 
known. ti These statements indicate that the precise germ of Dove is 
a con:tliot between (a) the sick protagonist 1 s urgent desire to attain 
3.5 
Art of Novel, P• 290 • 
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maximwr1 life in the sense of becoming f'ull.y conscious of the personal. 
relations in which she is plunged, and (b) her other feeling that, 
for some reasons, she must renounce such awareness. 
The opening portion of James's preface, discussing why the 
'37 
donnee of Wings of Dove did not offer 11 a 'frank' subject" but a 
persistent difficulty about the sickness of a heroine, enables a 
cl.ose reader to see that the real subject which the novel expre~ses 
is its protagonist's internal quandary over bow to live most in her 
"short respite, 11 and speci.f'ically her complication about whether in 
that time to seek consciousness "of all relations." Thus a reader 
of the preface is partly prepared for ultimately understanding in 
what sense and why the novel is constructed from "successive centers" 
each building "blocks" of material into two main divisions. But 
something else besides the precise germ of the novel must be grasped 
i£ the preface 1 s later discussion of the structure of ~ is to 
become fu1l:y intelligible. This additional topic is how the chosen 
germ best may be rendered in terms which all. fiction must use--how 
the internal. conflict and its movement best may be rendered through 
the movement of an external situation between characters. After its 
'37 
Art of Novel., p. 288: "Long had I turned it over, standing 
off from it, yet coming back to it; convinced of what might be done 
wi.tb :it yet seeing the theme as t'ormidabl.e. The :image so figured 
would be, at best, but bal:t' the matter; the rest would be al.l. the 
picture of the struggl.e i.nvolved ••• the gain recorded or the loss 
incurred, the precious experience somehmr compassed. These things ••• 
woul.d require much working out •. • • the ease with most things worth 
working at all; yet there are subjects and subjects, and this one 
seemed particularly to bristle." 
initial portion has presented the di.f:f'icul ty in the donnie, the 
pre:f'ace continues to speak of' how James a:f':f'ixed what would be the 
38 
"scheme o:rn his heroine's 11 situation.tt 
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This topic includes why an American on the stage of' Europe 
seemed sui table :f'or the protagonist, i.f not absolutely necessary, 
and ·why the heroine had to possess a large .fortune, be bere:f't of 
close relatives, and have a distinct personal charm for other persons 
as well as an unassailable power and independence in relation to 
them. But. however necessary, the latter three points are relatively 
only minor features of the heroine's situation~> If' the latter was 
to serve in rendering the course of her purely internal conflict. 
its most important characteristics must be the following: 
(1) She must be involved with other characters who themselves 
are aware of' her desire to obtain a maximum of' experience 
through gaining .fUll awareness of her personal relations, and 
who have important reasons :for wanting to maintain their 
relations with hero 
(2) The other characters with whom she is involved 'must be 
engaged in struggles between themselves o:f the kind that 
require each to withhold :f'rom the other some dimension of" 
his consciousness (probably because, though allied with 
the other in pursuance o.f some aim, each has another aim 
not shared b,y the other and potentially able to be 
38 
Art of Novel, p. 291. 
obstructed by him. In other words • the other characters 
are also engaged in subterranean or partly unacknowledged 
conflicts with one another t which would be resolved in 
the one party's favor or the other's if they revealed to 
each other their full awarenesses.) 
(3) The other characters with who~ the heroine is involved 
must have internal conflicts of their own1 precipitated 
by the combination of their' d&sire to maintain their 
I 
relations to her with their wish to withhold from each 
other fUll knowledge of their consciousnesses.· They each 
undergo ~ internal conflict over concealing from or 
revealing to her the greater knowledge of themselves 
which they know she·· desires. 
( 4) The internal. conflicts o£ the other c.haracters must 
569 
be resoived in favor of attempting to de~ to the protagonist 
~ . ' . ' . 
awareness· of the fUll dimensions of their own consciousnesses, 
bllt attempting to make this denial. in such a way that either 
she will not recognize it or w111 accept it without breaking 
of:! ·her relations with the;m. 
In· s1llll, that situation of the heroine wb:ieh ·best' can render 
the movement of her internal confl:iet which is the real subject o:t 
the novel. involves a spec:ial. kind of situation b$tween other persons 
and involves internal conflicts in them, in order to account :Cor a 
particular kind of betrayal. o:r her by them: the denial o:r her need 
and wish to know them at ·the same tim.e that they try either to 
disguise from her ~l;lis obstructiQn or to persuade her to renounce 
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for their sake her means of gaining "life." The germ of the novel 
logicall:r iillplies a certain "scheme of11 its heroine's situation 'Which 
may be summarized as her involvement with other persons in 
40 
"communi ties of doom. 11 
.39 
One terril. of the central conflict is the heroine's 
desistance from trying to become fully aware of her personal relations; 
and the reason for her attraction to this ·renunciation must be either 
the painful nature of those relations~ or the other persons 1 indication 
that they oppose her knowing their awarenesses, or a combinatio~ of 
these things. In other words, the precipitant of' her internal problem 
must lie outside her and in the nature of' other consciousnesses, 
because this problem only ari.ses over her seeking ma:x::imum life through 
maximum consciousness of others and no obs~ction to this attempt 
could derive initially from the nature of her own awareness. As the 
preface puts the point, 11I saw the main dramatic complication ·much 
more prepared f'or ~vessel of sensibility than b.Y her--the work.of 
other hands" (.Art of' Novel, P• 29.3)o 
The other persons with whom the heroine is i.nvoived must, in 
turn, have reason to act so as to precipitate in her the temptation 
not to try to know their f'ull dimensions. Af'fixing what these reasons 
can be, and so what is the situation of' the other persons, is an 
integral part of affiXing 11 the scheme of' her situation.n Since it is 
posited that the heroine wishest in regard to other persons, only to 
know them in the short time she ha$ (not to use them), that she 
possesses power and independence (tta strong and special implication of 
liberty •" Art of Novel, P• 292), and that the other persons must be 
aware of her urgent desire to encOlllpass experience of and through 
them, the reason :for other persons I acting so as to discourage her 
attempt must be either to spare her their awareness of her doomed 
state or must be something else unconnected with her. But the heroine 
wants awareness of their state even more than she fears seeing 
reflected her sentence; therefore the reas(im must be nothing in her 
and altogether attributable to their relations with still other persons, 
especially--since the canvas is limited--with each other. Moreover, 
since they can only gain from the heroine through showing her themselves, 
the other persons must undergo conflicts over forwarding her desire, 
conflicts in whioh a decision not to is fin~ triumphant. Their 
relation$ with one another ~t be the source of this decision; most 
logically, that.which accounts ror their denying knowledge of' themselves 
to the heroine is their need to hide from eaeh other. 
4o 
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It is because the heroine's situation in Wings of Dove has, 
if it is to express an internal. conf'li.ct of the kind noted, so much 
to be a function of other persons' relations to one another and of 
conflicts of their own about their relation to her that the novel 
centers part of its material inside several consciousnesses in 
addition to hers. 
By the successive use of several different 11centers 11 is 
meant, of course, more than "going behind" several characters in 
alternation, as James had done in such a fiction as "Lady" Barbari.na .. " 
41 
The construction b,y "successive centers" also is quite different from 
alternating between units of material whi.ch--using both scenic 
presentation and "going behind" awarenesses--represent first one 
stage in the consciousness of one case and then one stage in the 
consciousness of a second case, as does The Tragic Muse. For 11centers11 
in the structure of The Wings of the Dove means such centering of 
interest as had been first achieved in The Portrait of a Lady. It 
means making absolutely all the specifications (and the shape of the 
action) wi.thin a unit of material--lihether this unit is a novel, as 
before in James's work, or is but part of a novel-positively forward 
representation of the quality of one consciousness. For such ~ 
centering of interest, one must remember, a combination of "going 
behi.ndlf other awarenesses than that of the central. person, of 11 going 
behind" his own, and of purel.\1 scenic treatment may be used. What 
matters for "centeringtt is that all the kinds of treatment and their 
41 
See pp. 405-406 below in Chapter Seven. 
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order enforce the utmost degree of unity around one point and that 
this point concern the interior of one character--represent him in 
depth. The action of a :fiction having a 11 center o:t interest" is· .. 
the movement of some external sit~ation that always objectifies the 
point about the interior of the central person, and a tnovement 
4-2 
whose shape also expresses this point. 
When such "centering" occurs in a unit o:t material that is 
- .. .. ' -: . ... 
but part of a novel wherein different centers occur :for later units 
and whose coordination of units expresses the quality of a single 
interior (or represents the single subject of a struggle within one 
person central :tor the whole novel) the composition obviously is 
very intricate. But the structural complexity in The Wings of the 
~. the method of uni:tying all the material of separate units 
around different points only in order to make these successive points 
unii'y around still another one, is not a re:t:lnement tried :for its own 
sake. It serves the :f'unction o£ best articulating the special kind 
of germ or subject of this novel. 
It must be stressed that the strategy of "successive centers" 
automatically builds the fiction from units of material which must be 
:fa:irly large ones in the sense that they are inclusive o:f at least 
4-2 
Princess Casamassima, :for instance, exhibits a very 
complete 11 centeTingif because its external situation derives from the 
centra~ person's awareness even more than does the situation of 
lortrai t of a La.djy (despite the :fact that the situation of the 
Portrait always expresses Isabel's interior), so that the novel more 
directly b.1 all parts of its picture represents Hyacinth's 
consciousness. See pp. 1.31-1.3.3 below in Chapter Five. 
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two other layers of smaller divisions o£ material. This fact is so 
because, each 11 center11 being an organization of material that .ful.J.y 
represents one consciousness during the period of time covered b,y 
the material., the movement o£ a situation between characters, i.e., 
an action in miniature, is used to render this one·consciousness or 
ttoenter.n Too, to convey this situation, both "scenic" treatment 
and "going behind" one or more characters usual.ly are used, so that 
the 11block" of material formed by one center includes units within 
uni. ts. Thus employing 11 successive centersn within one fiction 
cannot mean, un1ess the fiction is inordinately long, the use of very 
many such "blocks" or centers. Another point to be stressed is that 
the limited number of such large units of material, f'll.l.ly expressive 
though each is of the nature of one awareness, simultaneously 
become--by their sttccession--ways of treating the single consciousness 
upon which the novel as a whole centers. The "blocks" beco~ modes 
ot revealing this further goal. 
For instance, the preface to ~tells us that its first 
"center11 making Books I and n of the novel into the first "blockn of 
its material, is "the associated consciousness o£ my two prime young 
persons Kate Croy and Merton Densher , for whom I early recognized 
that I should have to consent, under stress, to a practical fusion of 
43 
consciousness." And the preface continues to identi~ the next 
two "blocks" : 
43 
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the author's accepted task at the outset bas been to 
suggest with force the nature of the tie formed between 
the two young persons first introduced-~to give the f'ul1 
impression o:f its pecul.iar worried and ba:f:fled, yet 
c1inging and con:fident, ardour. The picture constituted, 
so far as may be, is that o:f a pair of natures well nigh 
consumed by a sense of their intimate affinity and 
congrui. ty, the reciprocity of their desire, and thus 
passionate1y impatient of barriers and de1ays, yet with 
qualities of inte11igence and character they are 
meanwhile extraordinarily able to draw upon for the 
enrichment of their relation, the extension of their 
prospect •••• So, at all events, the constructional 
11block" of the first two Books compactly forms itself. 
A new block .... begins with the Third--by which I mean 
of course a new mass o:f interest governed from a new 
centre •••• It dwells mainly, we at once see, in the 
depths o:f Milly Th.eale's "casen •••• The more or less 
associated consciousness o:f the two women Milly and Susan 
Stringham deals • • • with the next presented face o:f 
the subject--deals with it to the exclusion of dealing 
with others. • • • Book Fifth is a new block mainly in 
its provision of a new set of ·occasions, which readopt, 
for their order, the previous ·centre, Mil1y 1s now .almost 
f'ull.-blown consciousness. 44 
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The point of unity of a mass of materialJ a "center;' 11 draws 
45 
the 'occasion' into tune and keeps it so •" i~e. , a center ul. ti.mately 
governs the occasions represented and their order. Again, a 11center" 
in Dove i.s almost but i.~ n,ot entirely identical wi.th a ttreflector, tt or 
with any consciousness that ma.y be the medium for giving to the reader 
. ~ 
parts o:f the material organized to reveal one center .. The selection 
44 Art of Novel, PP• 303-305. 
4.5 ~·• P• 306. 
46 James points out that each book of his novel has "its 
subordinate and contributive pattern," and that in Book I Kate Croy 1s 
consciousness is "not here, rigorously, the one reflector" but shares 
this .:f'unction with Densher's. The "intelligible plan" within Book I, 
and within all other books, involves never "breaking-up • • • the 
register" once it is postulated, or preserving a "recording consistency" 
once established, and determining what occasions shall be represented 
when according to what conseiollsness now is being used as register .. 
See Art of Novel, PP• 299= 300.;. 
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of what reflector to emplo.y when ~thin each 1arger "block" of 
matel"ia1 depends of course on the nature of the consciousness (or 
of the associated consciousness) which that block is centered to 
reveal; the selection of reflectors depends on wha~ awareness ~1. 
if used as medium, achieve most "economy- of treatment" because its 
interpretations of events~ bring out--in the best order--
47 
material revealing the temporary center of interest. And the 
pattern of reflectors within the 1arger "blocks" itself includes 
anothel" pattern of alternation between purely scenic treatment and 
"going behind11 the reflector then in use. 
But the "successive centers" or the larger masses of material 
also are all drawn into uni.ty around a point that is the subject of 
the whole·novel--Mi1ly1s internal conflict over the issue I have 
48 
noted. The "centers" are "presented faces 11 of this subject. For 
example, James says that from his first "block11 of material Mil.l.y is 
49 
but "superficiallY ••• absent." Considered alone, this first 
block solely reveals the interior conf'll.ct shared by· Kate Crcry and 
47 
Thus, about the pattern of reflectors used within Book I, 
James observes that Kate Croy1s consciousness is only once remitted 
for Densher to be the register. He implies that this pattern exists 
becalis~ Kate's awareness--11her contributive assimil.ation11 of 
Densher' s experience--usually can more directly reveal the center of 
interest in the first two books, which is the quality of "superior 
passion" and "superior di.plomacytt in Kate's and Densher's relation 
to one another or "associated consciousnesstt (Art of Novel, ·p. 303). 
48 . . . 
Art of Novel, p. 305. 
49 ~ .. , p. 295. (The italics are mine.) 
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Merton Densher; yet because this initiaJ. mass of materiaJ. is 
succeeded by masses governed by new 11interests, 11 the first center- · 
Kate's and Densher 1 s shared quandary--f'unctions to express Mil.:cy-1 s 
interior comp:J.ication. It re~sents the forces which cause Kate 
and Densher to indi~ate to Milly--though in different ways--that 
they vastJ.y prefer her not to know them in the sense she desires. 
The :f'irst block. centered on Kate t s and Densher 1 s interior struggJ.e, 
represents what soon can be seen as one term of Milly's internal 
conflict, or represents the reason Milly has for giving up her 
desire for widening awareness of her relationship with those 
characters among whom she has sought her experience. 
The second block or the second 11 center" of Dove is Milly t s 
so 
and Susan Stringham's "more or less associated consciousnessn of 
Milly's possible condemnation to death, of her main problem of how 
to :Live most. The awareness shared by the two women of the :fact is 
that consciousness of personal relations 111Ust be Milly's way to gain 
utmost life. Thus the second block of material represents the other 
term of Milly's conflict--her desire not to have to renounce seeking 
consciousness of other persons' awarenesses in their relations with 
her. When they are cross-related by the reader because of their 
succession1 the :first two blocks or centers of the novel express for 
him the two sides of Milly's interior compJ.ication. Thus of his 
first· two centers of blocks, James says that they construct "the 
so 
Art of Novel, p$ JOS. See the passage quoted in the text 
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whole bright house of MUly 1 s exposure." 
This perception that the fi.rst two of the nsuccessive centers" 
from whi.ch Dove is constructed may be seen to express a fUrther point 
of uni.ty when one responds to thei.r juxtaposition points to a second 
main feature of the kind of composition in the novel: the feature 
that the masses of materi.al each thoroughly governed by a d.:i.fferent 
center of interest are tightly related to one another, but ~ by 
the order of their succession. In other words, the novel is so 
constructed that its governing uni.ty may be apprehended. only by the 
reader who for himself cross-relates every item as he receives it 
(thus perceivi.ng the distinct "interests" or "centers" as they ari.se) 
and who ~ cross-relates the items of another plane--cross-relates 
the blocks of material. The kind of composition evident in l22!!. 
differs slightly but importantly from that tYJ)e of structure unfolded 
by the order of fictions in Vol'Wiles X-XII of the edition, a type which 
52 
I have called "foreshortened drama." The kind of composition in 
Dove d.:i.ffers because it implies • again through succession, still more 
relations between still more parts of: material; here more relations 
exist between more kinds of coeval. units • increasing the number of 
5l Art of: Novel, p. 304. 
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The kind of: composition which I have called "foreshortened 
drama" meant· the use of: succession to imply crucial cross-relations 
not only between the material of: pure "scenes" and material received 
by another medium but also between uni.ts that are stages of: the 
central person's interior response to and interpretation o:r an 
external. situation, with the result that to apprehend any item o:r the 
materlal a reader Im1Bt have attended to the order of: and have related 
absolutely all previ.ous itemsG See pp.Jl9-323 in Chapter Six. 
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"planes" within the total structure. This new construction requires 
an audience to cross-relate all prior sequ.ences, irl addi. tion to 
53 
cross-relating a1l prior items. 
When a reader of The Wings of the Dove responds to the 
succession of its distinct "centers," he sees that these blocks are 
stages of a single action which is the movement of a ~ituation 
between Mildred Theale and the other characters of the novel--a 
movement, moreover, always expressing her internal conflict and 
struggle. The progression of blocks of the novel articulates first 
the heroine's increasing confrontation of her problem, and then her 
resolution of 1. t. (.AJ. though the other characters prepare her conflict 
for her, they are not f'ully aware of it; both the climax of the 
struggle, though precipitated by Lord Mark, and its resolution are 
caused by Milly alone.) This resolution of her problem comes through 
~·s awareness that the reason other persons have obstructed her 
desire to gain most life lies in the nature of their other relations 
with one another. Grasping that her relations with others have been 
such as to keep her from most lfJ.ife11 in the sense of consciousness 
of all the dimensions of these relations, Mil.J;y also sees that the 
special kind of betrayal in her relations was from the beginning 
inherent in the conjunction of the nature of her own desire with the 
53 
In his notes for The Ivory Tower, his unfinished novel, 
James speaks of "my Dramatic Principle, my law of successive Aspects, 
each treated from its own centre, as, though with qualifications, 
The Awkward Age. • • • " ( The Ivory Tower (New York: Scribners , 1917.} , 
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nature of other persons 1 desire for the maximum o:f 11li:fe" (in their 
own sense) through their relations with one another. She becomes 
:finall:y' conscious-far more so than Lord ~k thinks he :makes her by 
the information he imparts about the Kate-Densher relationship--of 
the inter-personal equations in which she is involved. or o:f the· 
"communities of doom" shared throughout the .f'ull "scheme o:f her 
situation. 11 
But this final awareness o:f Milly• s is equivalent to some 
measure o:f cancellation of her doom not to live most in her short 
period, for it is full consciousness, at last, o:f her personal 
relations. Although Densher's interior, not Milly's, is the center 
:for the final block in the novel, this last block expresses the 
:final stage in the movement o:f ~y's interior comPlication--the 
stage that is her resolution o£ her problem through the insight that 
attempting to gain complete awareness of others' relation to her is 
not contracy to loving them but is her best way of serving them as 
well as hersel:f. After Lord Mark's second visit to her, Mill:y" chooses 
:finally to see Densher again, not in the spiri.t of hope that Densher. 
now may asseverate to her a new kind o:f awareness o:f her (the spirit 
o:f Susan Stringham's hope in her plea to Densher) but in the spirit 
o:f confronting with him what their relation really has been. When 
Densber himsel:f then rises to the o:f:fered opportuni. ty o:f acknowledging 
with M:.Ul.y her f'uJ.1 consciousness, she become success.f'ul in gaining 
utmost tr1i£e 11 as she has defined it. 
The :final block o:f the novel is centered on Densher's 
consciousness that his relation to Kate has been a deadening kind o:f 
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bargain-agreement, even though undertaken for ~ove, not (for a period) 
to cultivate their consciO'Ilsness o:f one another. For two reasons, 
this kind of a center or b~oek may be emp~oyed to express ~'s 
resolution o:f her eon:fl.ict; The nature of Densher 1s awareness is that 
his postponement, upon Kate • s arguments; o:f cultivating his awareness 
of Kate's awareness has been in :fact contrary to ~ave :for Kate, and 
has betrayed Mil.l:y as well; and this awareness ~eads Densher to 
repeat Milly's final choices, that is_, to undertake to ~ove Kate in 
the better way o:f giving her opportunity now to confront with him all 
that their relation has and has not been. 
For the reader who, reacting to succession and juxtaposition, 
responds to all the ~ayers of sequences within sequences offered in 
1&Y.!,, the construction of the nove~ u1t:ima.tel.y :falls into two major 
halves. The :first bal.:f extends through Book V where, James confirms, 
is "the whole actual centre of the work, resting on a mispl.aoed pivot. 11 
(The pivot is 11misplaced11 because Books I-V contain more actual words 
than do Books VI-IX.) The b~ock o:f material that is Book V centers 
on Milly's realizations that if she must take the trouble to "live.," 
as Sir Luke Strett urges her to, she must cultivate to the utmost her 
awareness of the consciousnesses of those persons with whom she is 
already invol.ved, bu.t that those persons do not wish her to do so. 
This block reveal.s 1 that is, Milly's ":full-bl.own consciousness" of 
.54 
her internal. conflict,. al.though not of the f'ull schenle of her situation. 
54-
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Moreover, in Book V Milly deals with her conflict in an 
equivocal wa,y which rather expresses the conflict than resolves it: 
her choices in this book show Milly poised between the two poles of 
(a) noting the maey indications o£ how much the London worl.d (Kate 
Croy especially) del.iberatel.y el.udes reciprocity with her even 
while it wishes her to take: this evasion as accl.amation and, in 
e£f'ect, pleads with her to accept the non-reciprocity as consideration 
£or her • and o£ (b) £eel.ing that l.ove or good wil.1 £or the needs o£ 
others demands she adopt £or hersel.f the unquestioning attitude they 
indi.ea te they woul.d l.ike her to take towards her rel.ati.ons with them. 
The central. choice which Mll.ly makes wi. thin Book V is to respond in 
a certain way to the £irst indubi.tabl.e evidence that Kate does not 
55 
want Mi.lly to l.ive in the onl.y sense in which Mi.l.l.y can live. M:1.l.l.y 
receives sure indication that Kate's need is sg1 to share her 
consciousness with Mill.y, but al.so is to have Mil.l.y give the name of 
intimacy and reciprocity to somethj_ng other. Mi.ll.y's response to this 
evidence is to see in the term tt dove" an ex:pressi.on of her quandary 
and of her equilibrium between its te_rms~ At this stage of her 
. struggle, Mill.y decides to adopt no resol.ution o£ the dil.emma other 
than facing it: she decides to see hersel.f as Kate's and Aunt Maud's. 
and everyone el.se 's , 11 dove. u After Book V, the steps o£ the action 
55 . . 
.A:rter Mrs. Lowder has told M:llly her strong belief that 
Densher has returned £rom America, Kate, sho'Wing in her £ace and 
bearing the suppressed marks o£ this return, says nothing o£ it to 
MiJ.l3r and instead seems to want l1il.l.y to thi.nk that she woul.d wel.come 
a proposal. £rom Lord Mark. Further, in Chapter VI o£ Book V, Kate 
presents hersel.:f to ~ as a paragon o£ honest bl.untness. Next, 
she presents as her. view o£ Mill.y that the l.atter is a "dove.n. 
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move in a direction expressing ~'s more and more intense 
confrontation--by means o'£ being more and more consciously a "dove," 
a "princess, n and 11the American gir111 for others-~of the two terms 
of her probJ.em. And at the cll.max,. she gains the insight which 
resoJ.ves the increasing tension of this poised equilibrium. 
The preface care!Ully distinguishes James•s dissatisfaction 
that the two haJ.ves of his structure are uneqnaJ. in word count, from 
his entire satisfaction with the composition i tseJ.f, w1 th his 
56 
nintel.ligibJ.e plan. 11 We have seen that this plan is a symmetry 
of two major groups of J.arge bJ.ocks of material.• each bJ.ock aJ.so 
containing t.wo or three layers of smaller units, and every smaller 
or larger unit and bJ.ock perceivable onJ.y when the impJ.ioations o£ 
sequence are constantly composed in the reader t s attention so as to 
make :for him di:f:ferent 11planes. 11 'l'he construction is symmetrical. 
not because the word counts of its balanced parts are equal, but 
because all o:r the sequences which impJ.y the total. structure are 
governed by the need of expressing the same thing: the protagonist 1s 
conflict about whether to try to "J.ivett to the utmost in her short 
respite.. That is to sayt the symmetry derives :from the fact that a 
very great unity in the work is articulated through a thoroughgoing 
ordering of the materi.aJ. by parts and internal. reJ.ations between 
these parts. 
This kind o:f structure • a more tllorough empJ.oyment of 
composition than James bad yet accompJ.ished in any fiction in the 
56 
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New York Edition, enabled him to express what he felt was the human 
comec:\Y better than he had in a.ny prior fiction, even though he used 
in The Wings of the Dove onl.y the material of the encounters of an 
"uptown" Ameri.ean on the stage of Europe. For tJ:te composition of 
122!!. enabled him to represent more of the realm of interactions 
between consciousnesses of other consciousnesses. (This is the realm 
57 
of the inter-personal equation.) The composition of~ 
accomplishes thl.s because i. t so completely organizes every inch of 
the canvas into parts which bui1d su.ccessive "centers" on different 
awarenesses of each other, and these 11centers, 11 in turn, into two 
major ha1ves that build a central f0cus on one expanding awareness 
(Mi~1 s) of the tota1 effect on one another of a11 the centers--an 
expanding awareness • that is, of all the personal relations or a11 
the exchanges of consciousness. 
Despite the facts that its larger 11blocks 11 of material do 
not center on revealing more than one consciousness, and that but 
.58 ' 
For James's use of the phrase "the 'personal equation, '" 
which he always placed in quotes and which he used synonymously wi. th 
11 the personal1:DyStery11 (not in quotes) and with "the maximum of 
individual doing 1 " see Art of Novel, p. 184; A Small Boy And Other in 
Henry James: Autobiography, ed. F. w~ Dupee (New York: Criterion, 
1956), P• 203. 
In "The Architecture of Henry James's 1New York Edition, ttt 
New England Quarterly, XXIV (1951), 177, Leon Edel designates the 
congruity of the 11fi.nal group11 or uni.t of fictions in the edition in 
the :following way: "The Ambassadors and The Wings of the Dove both 
dealing with the theme of 'live all you can' and The Golden Bowl, in 
which the 'inter-personal' equation James has studied in all his novels 
is finally resolved, and the characters are able in the end to live 
a11 they can. 11 My objections to this summary are that it does no~ 
adequately distingu:ish the uni.que congruity o£ the group, although it 
does suggest why one member of the group has 'been placed last in the 
edition, and that it does .not deal with the problem of why~ is 
presented before Ambassadors. 
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one reflector (the protagonist's) is used throughout, The Ambassadors 
exhibits a compositional plan like that of The Wings of the Dove in 
all crucial respects. The ~tructure of The Ambassadors evinces the 
same thoroughness of organization of mat~rial into internal relations 
between parts, and the same "projection" of this organization into 
the reader's attention. Again in The Ambassadors a germinal subject 
concerning a purely internal conf'llct of the protagonist so 
thoroughly governs the order of items in the representation that 
these become grouped into several layers of smaller units included 
wi.thin larger divisions andf in turn._ the larger blocks into still 
larger halves. The constructi.ona.1 differences between The Wings of 
the Dove and The Ambassadors are only the minor ones that (1) 
relati.vely !!!.2!:!. internal relations between more di.vi.si.ons of material 
are impJ.i.ed through the successi.on of detai.ls, and that (2) throughout 
the novel only the protagonist's consci.ousness is centered upon, and 
for relati.vely much of i.ts space, the novel employs the mode o:f 
11going behind" this one awareness. Thus the main :features o:f the new 
kind o:f composi.tion to which the reader of the New York Edition is 
introduced by Dove are intensi.fied in Ambassadors; and with especial 
clearness Ambassadors exhibits James's distinctive aesthetic 
accomplishment of gaining 11representational effect" or 11 scenic 
58 
effect"--wbat elsewhere be speaks of as 11 dramatic form11-in treating 
a character's interior. These minor constructional differences 
58 
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between the two novels account for the placement o£ Ambassadors a£ter 
Dove in the edition; £or the l.ntensii'ication in the structure o£ 
Ambassadors of the degree o£ composition (and o£ "projection") in the 
structure o£ ~ enables Ambassadors to represent even more o£ the 
realm o£ exchanges between conseiousnesses than does Dove. Relatively 
better than does ~~ Ambassadors implies that his thoroughness o£ 
composition enabled James to present what £or him was the human 
comectr. 
The minor di££erenees in structure between Ambassadors and 
Dove ultimately stem :f'rom di££erences in their germinal subjects; 
they arise £rom "expressional need." More immediately, however, the 
two structural di££erences which have been noted above derive :from 
two dissi.mi.larities between the novels that are most stressed by the 
pre£ace to Ambassadors: the dissimilarities that Ambassadors 
suceesstally meets the problem o£ monotony consequent upon always 
employing but It one registertt; and that, unlike Mildred Theale 1 s 
interior complication and s:ituation~ Lambert Strether1s is ent:irely' 
59 
made by him. We can best understand the structural likenesses and 
differences accounting £or the placement o£ Ambassadors after ~ 
by relating what the preface to .Ambassadors says about the subject 
and the situat:ion in the novel to what this preface also says about 
59 . 
Still another dissimilarity between the two novels which 
seems emphasized by the pre£ace to Ambassadors of course is that 
Ambassadors o£f'ers a more per£ect execution o£ its compositional plan 
than does Dove (Art o£ Novel, pp. 318-319). But this difference is 
confined to applicat:ion1 and the pre£ace to~ had stressed James's 
deeper satisfaction with h:is plan, however great ~s dissatisfaction 
wi.th. i.ts execution (Art o£ Novel, .pp •. 299~300; 302-305). 
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some of James's maneuvers for gaining 11variety11 and "intensi. ty11 in 
60 
the compositional plan expressing this subject. 
As he had in the preface to Dove, James again in that to 
Ambassadors first identifies an image, summarizing a certain attitude 
g,t a person, which had been his donn«6'~ for the nove1. In both 
prefaces, he next shows how his rumination on this donnee yielded 
him a germinal interpretation; then speaks about how he· affixed what 
situation of a centra1 fictional character best could artiaulate this 
germinal subject. (This procedure of both prefaces makes clear that 
the American ... European relation is not centra1 to the novels in the 
sense of being part of their germs, but rather becomes helpf'ul in 
expressing their subjectse) According to the preface to Ambassadors, 
its donnie was a remark ma~ by an older American, on a significant 
occasion, to a younger compatriot--a remark emboqying the attitude of 
having discovered unexpectedly but "too late" that hitherto one 
hadn tt sought the utmost of experience and had somehow stood off from 
trying for the most intense possible taste of "life." . The main 
components of this attitude bear reiteration. They are: the 
unexpectedness of the new awareness, its having dawned without having 
been sought; it is an awareness of a past ignorance of onesel:t.', 
particularly a past ignorance of what had been one's freedom to create 
experience by the nature of his desires, for the awareness is of a 
previous fai1ure to want enough experience and not simply of external 
60 
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reasons that utmost experience was not gai.ned; .final.J.y, the .feeling 
that a.fter a certain ti.me in his li.fe a man is not .free to gain his 
greatest taste of experience, the feeling that the discovery has 
come 11too late.n 
The attitude basically does not include any definition o.f 
specific routes to utmost "11.fe11 other than the implie·d general 
means o.f not st±nting the exercise o.f natural desire .for experience. 
However, that the attitude was expressed on a particular occasion 
or in a certain setting, according to the donnee, did have special 
significance .for James and eventually did contribute to the 
interpretation--germinal to his novel--which he made o.f the donnte: 
A .friend had repeated to me, with great appreciation, a 
thing or two said to him by a man o:f distinction, much 
his senior, • • • said as chance would have t and so 
easily might, in Paris, and 1il. a charming old garden 
attached to a house o:f art, and on a Sunday afternoon o.f 
summer, many persons of great interest being present a 
The observation there listened to and gathered up had 
contained part of the 11note•t that I. was to recognise on 
the spot as to my pnrpose--had contained in fact the 
greater part; the rest was in the place and the time and 
the scene they sketched: these constituents clustered 
and combined to give me :f'Urther support, to give me vmat 
I may call the note absol.utea ••• What amplified the 
hint to more than the bulk o.f hints in general was the 
gift with it o:f the ol.d Paris garden, .for in that token 
were sealed up values in:finitel.y precious. 61 
The remarks to which he thus gives utterance contain the 
essence o£ "The Ambassadors, 11 his :fingers close, be£ ore 
he has done • round the stem o;f the f"ul.l-blown .flower; • • • 
"Live all you can; it's a mistake not to. It doesn't so 
much matter what you do in particular so l.ong as you have 
your life. If you haven't had that what have you had? 
I'm too old--too old at any rate :for what I see. What 
61 
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one ~oses <me ~oses; make no mistake about that. Still, 
we have the illusion of freedom; therefore don't, ~i.ke 
me today, be wi.thout the memor.v of that illusion. I 
was either, at the right time, too stupid or too 
intelligent to have it, and now I'm a case of reaction 
against the mistake. Do what you ~e so long as you 
don 1t make it. 62 · 
That the attitude was suddenly expressed by an American "man of. 
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distinction" during a social occasion at which were gathered ":macy 
persons of great interest" in a "charming o~du Parisian garden 
attac~ed to a tthouse of art" he~ped. James says, to ":f'u.rther support" 
the factors he already saw in the attitude i tselt. Tbi.s support 
from the setting in the donnle comes partly because Paris is a 
tradi. tional American symbo~ of opposi. tion between duty and desire, 
betokening free reign for one • s desires and desertion of one's duty 
or "morality." In addition, the "house of art" in Paris seems to 
Anglo-Saxon men of distinction the place where artistic endeavor is 
most sociaJ.ly honored and cultivated. The central figure in the 
donnie expresses a new understanding both that he hasntt previously 
desired enough, has somehow mistrusted the exercise of his own WSJ?.ts, 
and that his conditions, his time of lite, are "too latett and no 
longer nright" for gaining the "illusion of freedom" to create 
utmost li.£'e. Therefore, the "note" James felt inherent in the social 
occasion in the Paris garden--the note of the cond:i. ti.ons provided by 
a society convinced of the value of desire and of the supreme value 
of art's freedom to articulate individual. desire--ver.v much confirmed 
the attitude or the "note" already heard in the substance of the 
62 Art of Novel, P.P• 307-308. 
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elder American's remarks. 
The germinal interpretation for his novel which James drew 
from this donn6e of a certain complex attitude is clearly identified 
early in the preface: 
The word "mistake" ooours several times, it wi.ll be seen, 
in the course of his remarks--which gives the measure of 
the sigruu warning he feels attached to his ease. He 
has accordingly missed too muoh, though perhaps after all 
constitutionally quaJ.ified for a better part, and he 
wakes up to it in conditions that press the spring of a 
terrible question. ti'ou1d there yet perhaps be time for 
reparation--reparation that is ••• for the affront .... 
so stupidly put upon his oharaoter and in which he has 
even himself had so clumsy a handT The answer to which 
is that he now at all events ~· • • • 63 
This way of phrasing the germinal subject of Ambassadors makes clear 
that, exactly as the preface to Wings of Dove had indicated about 
that novel, the donnle (which here is the speech expressin!S the 
attitude I have outlined) is slightly distinct from the germ taken 
from it for use in a work of fiction using an action propelled by 
some conf'liet. For when the attitude expressed in the speech is 
looked at as a possible subject for a novel, greater emphasis falls 
upon a conf'liot iriherent in the attitude. This conflict is the 
contradiction between (l) the perception that not to aot by an 
"illusion of freedom" is always a mistake, no matter what one 
speo:ifically does, and (2) the feeling that a span of years, or the 
wrong conditions, make impossible the freedom to create utmost life 
by the nature of one 1 s desires. The contradiction in the speech 
63 
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really is an incomplete assimilation by the speaker o£ his discovery 
or new awareness; the contradiction may alternately be described as 
the :fact that a "terrible question" o:t "Would there be time ••• ?" 
arises in despite of the insight that not time and conditions but 
only a failure to grasp the possible 11illusion of freedom" previously 
had prevented one's not gaining most lif'e.. "The answer" to the 
terrible question is that it is an unnecessary, a bogus question, 
since 11 seeing11 that one should desire the utmost and had had .freedom 
so to gain his greatest experience~ tantamount to having now the 
illusion of freedom and having now one•s greatest "li:!e 11 whatever 
the present conditions. The freedom is much less an "illusion" than 
a constant opportunity to "see" enough--to extend pe:r:ception and 
discrimination. If' the protagoni.st 1 s attitude includes enough of 
the nseeing11 which his speech as yet bu.t partially expresses • his 
other :feeling of "too late" will change, although his ironic 
perception that "what one loses one loses" will remain and deepen. 
Thus it is that Ambassadors has for its germ not just an exhortation 
to a younger man to 11li.ve" while the conditions are right, but, :far 
more importantly, a growth :from an incomplete to a more complete 
understanding that the freedom to create utmost experience :for oneself 
is always operable in "seeing* 11 and the consequent resolution of an . 
unnecessar.y but keenly :felt internal complication. Because it has 
64 
this subject, James calls Ambassadors a 11 drama of discrimination." 
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"A drama of' disorimination11 means something .f'ar more prec::tse 
than that the novel represents the widening of' consciouSness, as do 
so :m.any- of' James's fictions. For instance, in comparison with 
The Princess Casamassima, The Ambassadors does not employ a movement 
propelled b.1 con.f'lict between one irrevocable commitment and a later 
widened awareness. It employs a movement propelled b.1 con£liot 
between the freely possible choices to act either (a) in the feeling 
that "seeing" is not much "reparation" £or what one has lost (because 
"reparation" depends on absent conditions), or (b) in the spirit that 
"discri.minationtt is one t s freedom to live .t'u.l.:cy- now, no matter "What 
has been lost. Stretber t s drama is one over the choice completely to 
exert oneself' in "seeing" ; Hyacinth Robinson 1 s was over the best 
definition to be made of effective action .. · And, compared_with the 
~~~of The Wings of the Dove, .. St:rethe:r t s struggle is more pur!?9'. 
oy~r whether to regard the extension, of "discrimination, 11 of 
consci.cro:sness, as ohe •s sole and completely adequate means for 
ttrep;u-ation11 of' missed life; ::whereas MilJ.~·•s is a con.f'lict about 
whether to discriminate 11 commuriities of- doom." Strether is tempted 
. : 
(as Milly never is) to. regard the e~r.cise_of discrimination, or the 
e:f'f'ort for f'ull consciousne~s, as but a. pale substitute and stopgap 
£or missed experience, on the grounds that his present conditions 
• . . - . 4 
make his freedom to gain utmost l.iif:e even more of an "illusion,." 
Its preface stresses that Ambassadors, unJ.ike Dove, had for 
its donnie a "£rank proposition. 11 This means that much o£ the 
concrete "data" of the situation in the donn'e of' Ambassadors already 
well articulated the germinal interpretation whi.ch James took from 
the donnee; the data provided by the donnie was. sui. table for 
expressing the internal conflict (of the kind I have described) 
accounting for the 11pecu1iar ••• tonen of the protagonist: 
If' the motive of "The Wings of the Dove," as I have noted, 
was to worry me at moments by a sealing-up of its face--
though without prejudice to its again, of a sudden, fairly 
grimaoing with expression--so in this other business I had 
absolute conviction and constant clearness to deal with; 
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it had been a frank proposition, the whole bunch of data., 
installed on ~ premises like a. monotony of fine weather. 65 
In addition to a Parisian setting for the dawn of an attitude 
/ 
embodying the germinal conflict, the donnee offered other very 
suitable data, such as that the hero (a) would be mature in years, 
(b) would be "a man of imagination" whose imagination. is not his 
"prime faculty," and (c) would tend to think of imagination as 
important but as potentially in conflict with other supreme values. 
My poor friend should have accumulated character, certainly; 
or rather would be quite naturally and handsomely possessed 
of it, in the sense that he would have, and would always 
have felt that he had, imagination galore, and that this 
m wou1dn t t have wrecked him. 66 
Both these data and the setting of the Parisian garden admirably 
suit the germinal subject chosen for the novel. Only a protagonist 
who can "discriminaten much but who nevertheless is not convinced 
of the supreme value of such discrimination could evince the mixed 
attitude that exercising one's perceptions and desires gives one 
65 Art of Novel., p. .310. 
66 Ibid. (The italics are mine.) Al.though James's preface 
does not name the fact, his notebooks show that his donnee for 
Ambassadors concerned a remark by that American "man of distinction" 
i.n art, Howells. 
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freedom to miss no experience, but that it may sometimes be "too 
late" really to repair an injury done to one • s character by not 
enough trusting desire, "too 1atett to gain most experience. 
At the same time that be exclaims upon 11tbe c1oseness11 with 
which the data supplied by his donnie happily fitted the germ be 
took from this donnee, James a1so emphasizes that the donn$'e did 
not provide him wi tb the "supp1ement of si tua tion11 which f'ul.1 
expression of the germ. "1ogicallyn wou1d imp1y, or which "ideal.l.y1• 
67 
would attain "expression of its ma.ximum~ 11 The preface stresses 
I that a1tbough the ttactua1 reported speaker" of the donnee supplied 
the novelist wi tb a certain kind of protagonist who wou1d have a 
certain inner conflict upon finding himse1f enjoying so much the 
Parisian garden hour, for other crucia1 data of this protagon:ist•·s 
situation and especially for determining in what direction the 
interna1 drama wou1d move, the novelist had to undertake a "quest of 
68 
the subject as a wbo1e 11 by 11ma.tching" new data to his germ. 
In tracing James's quest for what wou1d have to be Laln.bert 
Strether's .tull. situation, the preface again implies that instead of 
a stru.gg1e to square past commitments with new perceptions and 
a11egiances, the germ to be articu1ated was conflict between a. 
compromise (and contradictory) view of the va1ue of discrimination, 
and a view that "seeing" a1ways creates 111ife. 11 The preface says 
67 
Art of' Nove1, P• Jll. 
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Ibid., pp. 311-312. 
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that Lambert Strether, in order to hold "the philosophy imputed to 
hi:m. in that beautifUl outbreak, 11 would--ide~ or logically--have 
to be .finding himself in a ".false positionn; and this false 
position (suggested by the nationality o~ the speaker in the donnee 
as well as by the setting of his speech) would be to find himsel.:r 
inappropriately "primed with a moral scheme of the most approved 
pattern" (approved in his society) which defined ~orality as a 
theory or a principle--defined morality as independent of and even 
69 
opposed to .perception and to 11imaginat:i.ontt which relates facts. 
Strether arrives at the "so conscious ••• predicament" of having 
recognized that the type of his moral convictions contradicts his 
imaginative capacity, of thereupon having discarded his past habit 
of regarding mere:cy some imagination to be "imagination galore" 
because 1 t does not endanger one • s 11 character~" and yet o£ feeling 
that such rejection o£ the opposition between 11morality11 and 
imagination may not be much o.f a positively satis.fyj.ng gain, may be 
only another sacrifice to a principle. Strether•s "false posit:i.on11 
is his rejection o.f a definition o.f morality which opposes it to the 
exercise of discrimination~ without his being prepared to regard the 
latter effort as more than another du.ty, nor to .find it productive 
·of the joy of life. Logi.cal.l.;r or ideally, in order to attain 
maximum expression o.f the germinal subject, the "supplement" of this 
predicament o.f the hero is, .first, the intensification of the conflict 
69 
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behind his false position, and then the natural elimination of this 
unnecessary contradiction as S~rether does in fact exercise more 
and more imagination7 even though he does so on principle or out of 
duty, and without hope that it can constitute much 11reparation. 11 
The resolution naturally comes about by this means because the 
freedom. to live through "seeing" is real opportunity and not truly· 
an 11illusionn : 
''Would there yet perhaps be time ••• ?tt The answer 
to which is that he now at all events sees~ so that 
the business of Ifi3" tale and the march of Ifi3" action, 
not to say the precious moral of everything, is just 
mw demonstration of this process of vision. 70 
Although its protagonist is a "man of imagination" only 
secondarily to being incurably infected by the Puritan bias of his 
society, and remains so throughout his represented adventure, so 
71 
that his imagination is not "in· supreme command" of his ease, 
Ambassadors represents why even an effort of imagination undertaken 
rather negatively, by principle, and peculiarly without the grace 
of joy will, if' carried :far enough, of itself generate this grace. 
The navel shows that effort to discriminate enough will,and sol.ely 
by itself or regardless of 11 th& philosopby11 held by the 
discriminator, provide the sense of life. It will convert "too 
late11 into :free spirit, du.ty into joy, detachment into the passion 
70 
Art of Novel, p. 308. 
71 
Ibid., P• 310. 
72 
o£ caring and risking. 
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72 Quentin .Anderson, in The American Henry James interprets 
the main issue of Ambassadors in a way that is somewhat si.nrilar to 
what I have proposed as its germinal subject (if not its :final 
"theme"), but Anderson's reading is d:ia.metrically opposed to mine in 
that he sees Strether as having entirely failed to see or to meet 
this issue. Anderson argues that strether never grows beyond the 
ndeterminism" evident in the :following comment to Little Bilham made 
shortly a£ter his exhortation about his mistake: 
"The affair--! mean the a£fair of li.f'e--coul.dn't no doubt 
have been different for me; for it's, at the best, a tin 
mould • • • into which, a helpless jelly, one's 
consciousness is poured--so that one 'takes' the form • . • 
and is more or less compactly held by it; one lives, in 
fine, as one ·can •••• 11 
Arguing from this speech, from other passages, and from citations of 
sim.i.lar imagery between the novel and the works of Henry James, 
Senior t Anderson concludes that James intended to represent in 
Strether's adventure no growth of insight and no real gain: 
and: 
The error Strether makes is precisely the error made by the 
righteous man who conceives the bowl of selfhood to be 
unbreakable ; • • and therefore feels that our experience 
must be put into a bowl given us by nature and society 
rather than a bowl (or style) worked out by the individual 
£or himself (American Henry James, p. 216). 
There is to be no end to Strether 's "middle years," since, 
when given a chance to see what Hyacinth sees at the 
outset and what Isabel sees at the end--the great simplicity 
that we are our own fate; that it is with ourselves we do 
ba tt1e--strether avoids . the issue by trying to substitute 
his sense of Europe 's ideal for New England's ideal (Ibid., 
P• 215). 
Bu.t Strether's comparison of 11 the af£air of l:i.fe" to a "tin moul.d" and 
his reference to consciousness as a 11helpless jel.l.y11 occur simultaneously 
with his exclamations over the "mistake" of not enough wanting life and 
of feeling that one hadn't freedom. S:i.mi.larly, Strether's feeling that 
it is now "too late'' freely to gain life occurs simultaneously with his 
new insight. And these two sets of contradictions occur at the point 
James identifies as "pivotal11 for the whole novel, the essential 
articulation o£ the conflict moving its drama. Therefore, the determinism 
Strether here expresses is James's way of representing his hero 1 s 
incomplete assimilation of his discovery, or is James's representation o£ 
what is the central conflict. James's reason for underlining the 
determinism in Strether 's "philosophy of life n is like his point in making 
Strether refer to ''the illusion of freed.om11 even while Strether also 
recommends acting and perceiving on a dif£erent assumption. The point is 
to bring out the contradietion within Strether' s "beaut:i..f'al outbreak, n 
since this oontrad:i.ction is the source of the struggle w~ch, at this 
stage of the action, is just coming to a head. 
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I do not contend that the novel shows its hero to recognize, 
at the time of his statement in Gloriani 's garden, the unnecessary-
contradiction behind his inner conflict. Ambassadors represents, I 
think, Strether's recognition that nwe are our own fate 11 as coming 
very much later to crown his adventure, and coming simply because 
he does choose to CUltivate "d:iscrimina.tion11 even while he continues, 
in his contradiction., to undervalue the efficacy of imagination for 
creating freedom. His effort to exert supreme imagination on a 
particular situation gives Strether life and resolves his contradiction 
despite the content of his nphi.losophy" and despite the fact that he 
does not choose imagination entirely for its own sake. He ends in 
quite a different pass from righteously defending, in the manner of 
New England, the opposite principle ef sensuousness. He ends in the 
npassion" of creativity, experiencing freely the "life" of the 
precess of consciousness. Far from substituting the ideal of one 
73 
culture for the opposite ideal of another, and so escaping discovery 
of the art of life, strether is a characteristic American-New Englander 
who somewhat righteously undertakes a nreparation11 to his previous 
devaluation of sensuousness, but who is carz:ied beyond this negative 
effort because in James's view perception itself does carry the seeds 
of life as infinitely available art. For James, passion, the opposite 
of the conservation of effort that is righteousness, is the morality 
73 
The European "ideal," the novel implies. remains strangely 
like the New England one in posing the same dichotomy, even though 
the opposite term of the dichotomy is emphasized. 
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of art and of life equally.. strether moves beyond mghteousness 
because "discrimination" or consciousness, embraced for no matter what 
reason, of itself teaches him passion: There is a saving principle 
built into nature which, when combined with his moral earnestness on 
behalf of whatever is his ideal. can rescue the latter day New 
74 
Engl.ander from his own negativism. 
74 
· In support of his contention that Strether even at the end 
o:£ his adventure remains "caught between righteousness and sensuousness" 
(American Henry James, p. 216), Anderson cites Balzac's Louis Lambert. 
But, in summariz'ing some of the strands in Louis Lambert, Anderson 
ignores how much Balzac's novel dramatically proves incomplete its 
narrator's first conclusion--before he directly witnesses ~s's fate--
that a traged;r must have been caused by the suddenness of a "transition 
from pure idealism to the most intense sensualism" : 
The narrator of Louis Lambert questions the' assumption made by 
Louis' rationalist uncle that hi.s nephew is simply insane; but the 
narrator also concludes that an intensity of sensuous response to love 
must have caused Louis 's "cataleptic11 state, because Louis's letters 
express extreme awe at the forthcoming union of spiritual and sexual 
excitation, and because Louis was found trying to castrate himself. 
However, the narrator next confronts another possible point of view on 
Louis's state and its cause when he actually visits Louis and his wife. 
This second possible interpretation is that Louis actually has achieved, 
and solely through his consciousness of sharing a love whose nature is 
to mediate between body and heart, what al1 his previous life Louis had 
sought unsuccessf'ully through extreme effort of the intellect. 
According to this view, Louis has so entered into passionate experience 
of the unity of the universe that he has no need to exercise the 
ordinary human portals, no need to exert ei.tber the mind or the senses 
in further. search for tru.tb. And this leap into absolute joy has 
occurred simply through LOUis's consciousness of receiving love and 
giving it. 
The latter proposed cause of Louis's transformation is what 
makes this second interpretation of his state especi.al.ly difficul.t to 
em'b:raae., but nevertheless is key to the interpretation. Balzac's novel 
seems especi.ally to celebrate a distinction between {a) abstract 
conclusions reached by the intellect--the 11 systems11 of thought which the 
young Lol:lis bad devoted himself' to (without yet undermining his sensuous 
capacities)--and (b) extreme activity of consciousness (whether this 
vitality is mainly mental, mainly sensuous, or heightened in both realms 
as when Louis shares love with MD.e de Villenoix). 
James's name for his protagonist appears to me appropriate 
because both Balzac's hero and James's are philosophers who learn better 
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James's preface does not i'ully outline how he derived the 
complete scheme of Strether' s situation "i.deallyn from the nature of' 
that internal conflict which is the germinal subject of the drama; 
but the preface does imp~ that the precise nature of the relation 
between Chad Newsome and Mme. de Vionnet and the nature of Strether's 
tie to Mrs. Newsome were as much required by the germ as was 
Strether's first arriving in Paris wi.th allegiance to a moral theory-
75 
n framed to break down on a.n:y approach to rtvid facts. n These 
further data of the novel again were found by a process of "matching" 
the germ. In order that Strether's first _complete recogni.tion that 
he is in a thoroughly false position may occur when the 11 spring" i.s 
pressed of the social occasion at Gloriani 's, he of course bas to 
arrive in Europe with a readiness of response to the new in hi.s new 
conditions. He has to be capable of enjoying the different for its 
own sake, has to be a 11man of imaginati.on11 even while he values the 
n character" shown by adherence to principle qui. te independent of 
facts. The figure of Waymarsh is useful for bringing out, by contrast, 
thi.s combination of qualities in the hero; bu.t especiall:y Strether r s 
to approach their goal through becoming more poets in the philosophical 
realm. They both possess enough imagination to be keenly worried by a 
sense of detachment from experience; and both are initially convinced, 
too, that they do not deserve to receive the love of women and will not 
receive it. Both stretch their consciousness to the utmost, and so 
discover a passion transcending and resolving the dichotomy of abstract 
principle and sensuous means. Precisely because his adventure concerns 
the value and the frui.ts of "discrimination" or consciousness, James's 
protagonist is Lewis Lambert Strether .. 
75 
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own view of his relation to Mrs. Newsome, and hence of his errand 
(a view which he expresses to Maria Gostrey), articulates the 
combination. The term "ambassador, 11 strictly taken, denotes 
Strether's view of his relation to Mrs. Newsome. Strether regards 
himself neither as her mere agent nor as her fiance who has 
connni tted himself to trying to share . exactl.y her position about the 
absent son of her househo1de What Strether does see himse1f 
commi:tted to is an undertaking to transmit to Chad--more ef:f'icientl.y 
than Mrs. Newsome coul.d do in person and wi.th better success than 
Mrs. Newsome t s letters have done--the know1edge that the mother 
suffers from the son's continued absence, and to transmit back to 
Mrs. Newsome any relevant information about Chad's reactions to her 
appeal.. 
Strether knows that he has been accredited by Mrs. Newsome 
with this ro1e just because he is a combination o:f the ttman of 
imagination,tt or at 1east o:f the "man o:f the wor1d•" with the man who 
respects her "moral.". distress over the son's probab1e 1oss o:f 
"character." By means o:r Strether 1s conversations with Maria Gostrey, 
the opening chapters o:f the nove1 make qu:i te c1ear why Strether has 
persisted in of:fering himself' :for the dif:ficul t embass~e d.espi te a 
special. complication. Initially, Strether has no passion :for Mrs. 
Newsome, but he does combine a keen human sympathy for l).er possib1e 
76 
1oss o:f al.1 relation with her son and a sincere admiration :for 
76 Strether' s . relations with his own son bad ended in a 
comp1ete :failure from which he contiml.es to su:ffer (See XXI, 84; and 
see "Project for The Ambassadors' II Notebooks t P• J82) e 
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Mrs. Newsome • s embodiment o:f "character," her capacity :for 
sel:t-sacrificial devotion to principle alone. These two :factors 
support Stl"ether in undertaking the errand o:f ambassador, despite 
the compl.ication which has arisen :from the question o:f his possible 
marriage to Mrs. Newsome. As he lands in Eu.ropew Strether realizes 
quite clearly that his having been accepted as suitor (a position 
which binds him sentimentally) wi.thout having received :from Mrs. 
Newsome any comparable commitment 'QDtil his errand i.s successi'ul 
implies a lack o:f moral delicacy in her, as well as a lack o:f any 
passion :for him individua.l.4r. Yet he bas accepted this curiousl;y' 
embarrassj.ng position, together wi.th the embassage, because he has 
been 'QD.able to think o:f himsel:t as deserving to inspire a.n;y passion. 
and because he has the moral delicacy not to judge adversely Mrs. 
Newsome in a situation where maternal emotion is so excited and sore. 
Nevertheless, as o~ Mrs. Newsome t s "ambassador, tt Stretber does not 
!'eel. obligated· to share, or to try to share, a.n;y pre-judgments; and 
from the beginning be indicates to Waymarsb as well as to Maria· that 
whether he reiterates his proposal o:f marriage when he returns is 
just as BlUch an open question as is whether he w:\.11 be accepted. 
This kind o:f rel.ation to Mrs.. Newsome, and to his errand in 
Europe. perfectly objecti:ties the qua.J.ity o:f experience or the degree 
of "li:fett Strether is familiar with before his conflict comes to the 
surface. MainJ.y he is apologetic and compunctious for his not 
77 
feeling abl.e very greatly to care about anything, even though he 
77 
except about his lost rel.ati.on with his son; and this 
rel.ation had been lost partly because Strether then had cared greatly 
onJ.y about his lost relation. w.i.th his dead wif'e (See "Project :for 
The Ambassadors, 11 Notebooks, p. 382: "It has been his idea of' 
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does feel. both intel.lectua.l. and moral. admirations and does have the 
capacity for sensuous response. The positions of' vol.untar.y 
"ambassador" for Mrs. Newsome to Chad, and of' onl.y provision~-
accepted suitor by whom the embarrassment of this fact is easily 
swal.l.owed because he has had no passions involved, are echoed in 
·strether•s first rel.ation to the Ettropean conditions at Chester, then 
at Paris. Like his rel.ation to Mrs. Newsome and to hi~ errand, this 
first rel.a.tion to the new conditions is 11 detachment in his zeal. and 
78 
curiosity in his indifference." 
Strether' s sense of detachment continues throughout his 
performance of his initial errand~ that is, throughout his prompt 
statement to Chad of the mother's need and his transmission back to 
Woolett of the information that Chad is still dilatory al.though he is 
non-committal. on the possibility of return. And Strether t s rather 
apo1Ggetie feel.ing of detachment causes him conscien~iously al.so to 
report ·to Woolett his own awakening of 11 cur:1.osity11--to report copiously 
on the gr•owing appetite of his imagination, :tts measure o:r enjoyment 
of the dS£f'erent European conditions. That Strether's letters to 
Mrs. Newsome abound :tn this kind of detail about himself', wh:tle he 
al.so tra11smits the news that he has agreed to meet Mme. de Vionnet 
and has Toeen favorably impressed by her but impeccably has ie.f'used to 
dine with her, shows him continuing to perform exactly the "ambassador" 
bimsel.f, above all, that he has been fundamentally indifferent and 
detached., fata.ll.y unable real.l.y to care for anything." Also see XXI, 
83-84). 
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errand, which in turn so e~ear~y expresses his passionless relation 
to his own experience, a re~ation curious~y and subtly at odds with 
79 
his being 11a man of imagination." 
The nature of the tie between Chad and Mme. de Vionnet is 
equa.lly necessary for "expression at its maximum" of Strether's 
internal conflict: The young American must be but superficially 
refined and dignified by the passion for him of the older European 
woman; the existence and effect of this passion must be visible to 
Strether but its mode of operation unknown (and irrelevant) to him; 
the woman must insist on showing Strether that her compunction for 
its mode of operation arises less from carefUlness of her dignity 
than from her admiring response to Strether 1 s capacity for imaginative 
tenderness and his own worthiness of passion--a11 because this group 
of data best can articul.ate Strether' s movement from the determinism 
and detachment of "too ~ate" to the risk and creativity of wanting 
utmost life, and best can express that Strether moves in this direction 
simp~y because he chooses more and more "to see11 the whole complex of 
others' awarenesses in their personal relations. 
Strether's situation at the end of the novel in relation to 
Chad ancl Mme. de Vionnet and to Mrs. Newsome, when compared wi. th 
79 
Throughout the novel, the very easiest of Strether's 
decisio11s is how to avoid any charge by his own consei.ence of not 
honoring his commitment to embassage for Mrs. Newsome. Simply because 
he does fulfill the terms he had ackno'W~edged himself to accept, he 
is tacitly discharged as ambassador and the Pocock 11ambassadorstt are 
sent primarily to 11rescue 11 him. 
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Strether's re1ation to the same figures at the time of' his speech in 
Gloriani. 's garden. idea.lly expresses his resolution of' the struggl.e 
I have identified as the germ of' the draina. For Strether's return 
te America is not at all undertaken in the negative spirit of' 
fulf'illing his duty in despite of' his adoption of Europe's ideal; 
he does not feel bound to reiterate any proposal of marriage to 
Mrs. Newsome if he continues to "see" her only in the massively 
unattractive dimensions that have come out from the perspective of 
Europe. Nor is his departure .from Europe undertaken with the feeling 
that he has failed to "live" because he could do so only through 
having witnessed another kind of relation between Chad and Mme. de 
Vionnet than the one he sees coming to an inevitably disappointing 
close. Instead Stretber is able to return to America with the sense 
of an open future for himself because he bas begun to live intensely 
in his perception of the actual Chad-Vionnet relationship--is living 
:f'a.lJ.y through his consciousness of Mme. de Vionnet's quality of 
passion and particularly of her awareness, in turn, of his own 
consciousness of it. Strether now is living in,tensely in his passion 
of perception of hati" lllll.ch she cares about how greatly Stretber can 
care. His effort o.f discrimination, of imagination, has generated 
more effort or an expanding passion and consciousness; it has created 
for him the freedom of risking desire for utmost life. 
In discussing the germinal subject of Ambassadors, one can 
bar~ avoid reference to James's famous letter of 1914- to Henry Adams. 
Adams' case, like that of' Howells, well may have been present to James 
even at the. time of the composition of the novel; :for Adams was 
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another .American "man of imagination" and "man o'£ distinction" 
whose rejection o'£ the New England devaluation of sensuous perception 
was accompanied by a lingering distrust of. the su:t':ficiency of 
"discrimination" to meet his personal needs, and especialiy by a 
philosophy of d.etermin1.sm., James's 1914 letter to Adams :reiterates 
the assumptions that lie behind James's representation in Ambassadors 
o'£ what imagination may be trusted to do :for the latter day New 
Englander, with the help o:t his heritage of moral. exertion. James 
wrote as he might on the spot have replied to Strether 1 s "melancholy 
e1oquence11 o'£ 11 too late11 in Gloriani 's garden: 
I have you:r mel.ancholy outpouring of the 7th, and I know not 
how better to acknowledge it than by the :fu1l. recognition o'£ 
its unmitigated blackness. Of course we are lone survivors--
of course the past tba.t was our lives is at the bottom of an 
abyss--if' the abyss lli!§. a:rry bottom; of course, too, there's 
no use talking unless one partiou.l.arl.y wants to. But • • • 
one ~. strange to say, still. want to--or at least can 
behave as if one did. Behold me therefore so behaving. • • • 
I still. find DW consciousness interesting--under cUltivation 
o£ the interest. • • • I hoped to make you • • • cultivate 
you:rs •••• Why mine yields an interest I don't know that I 
can tell you, but I don't challenge or quarrel with it--I 
encourage it with a ghastly grin. You see I still, in 
presence of life (or o'£ what you deny to be such) have 
reactions--as many as possible •••• It's, I suppose, because 
I am that queer monster, the artist, an obstinate finality, 
an inexhaustible sensi.bili ty. Hence the reactions-- • 
appearances, memories, many things, go on playing upon i.t with 
consequences that I note and "enjoy" (grim word!) noting. It 
all. takes doing, and I .9:2. • • • it is still an act of life. 
But you perform them still. yourself. • • • 80 
It will be seen that the internal. conflict propelling the 
drama o'£ The Ambassadors, and the consequent scheme of the protagonist 1 s 
situation, mainly differs in the follotdng ways f'rom the germ and 
80 
Letters, II, 360-361. 
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s~tuation of The Wings of the Dove: 
(1) Both Strether's conflict and MiJ.4r's are wholl.y internal ones, 
but the essence o:f St:rether 1 s conflict ~s not in any degree "made :for" 
him by the nature o:f the consciousness o:f other persons, nor by the 
communities o:f these awa:renesses. His is a struggle between :feeling 
that the cultivat~on o:f his consciousness can be only a negative 
expiation to a principle violated by his unnecessary past losses, 
and feeling, on the contrary, that the cultivation o:f awa~eness can 
be supremely important in itself as 11 an act o:f life," (:fox< the reason 
that our :freedom in desire and perception is not "illusiontt so much 
as it is the inexhaustibility of effort-passion.) Mildred Tbealets 
struggle is less purely over the value of cultivating consciousness; 
hers is over the question o:f how to do so in a short respite i:f 
personal relations is the main :field o:f one's awareness and yet these 
relations show one mainly that the other persons ask one-as the sign 
of love--not to cultivate consciousness o:f that :field. 
(2) However, the consciousness o:f other persons is as important to the 
:fictional expression o:f Stretherts conflict as it is to the eXpression 
o:f Milly's. For its maximum expression, the central struggle of 
Ambassadors must employ Stretber' s perception that although some things 
about the consciousnesses of the other characters (and about their 
exchanges of consciousness) make his expenditure of imagination 
powerless to help either them or himself • still other qualities of the 
same data mean that his effort more and more to "seett is a crucial. 
factor :for Mme. de Vionnet 1 s continued 11li.fe11 and a gain o:f "l.i:fe" for 
h:l.msel:f. This means that, in cont:radi.stipction to ~' Ambassadors 
princip~ represents the protagonist•s awareness of how the 
interplay between all the exchanges of consciousness Which he can 
possibly touch reciprocally affects his own relation to himself~-
. 81 
affects his compunctiousness about his present and future. ~ 
presents the stages of Milly's awareness of all the personal 
relations in which she is involved; it does not, like Ambassadors, 
always have to present as well the stages of the reciprocal effect of 
such a consciousness for her own attitude towards experience. 
These differences in the ger.ms and situations of the twb 
novels fully account for the significant, though minor, structural 
variations between the two variations which ip turn control their 
·placement in the New York Edition~ Unlike ~. Ambassadors uses 
Strether throughout as the one ••reflector, 11 but like Dove it bu:ilds 
11blocks11 of differently centered material. Each centers on a new 
stage of the reciprocal effect between Strether•s awareness of the 
inter-personal relations and his own relation to himself. Like !!2!!, 
again, the blocks of Ambassadors--each thoroughly centered in the 
above way--build by their sequ.ence a structure falling into two larger 
halves. These halves rest on a pivotal revelation of the protagonist's 
":rull-blown" recognition o:f both sides o:f his conflict, and the second· 
half represents a movement towards resolution through the 
intensification o:f the conflict :following its recognition. But 
Ambassadors, because its blocks o:f material are centered on phases 
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w:1. thin Strether • s own apprehension of his movement towards his 
resolution, employs relatively more internal relations between the 
included parts of these blocks and requires its reader to cross 
relate on relatively more planes. For instance, as crucial 
determi.na.nts of its content, Ambassadors employs sequences between 
(a) Strether's subjective accompaniments to the dialogue of social 
occasions and (b) his expressions to the confidante, Maria Gostrey, 
of the effects on him of these subjective accompaniments. It 
empl.gys, as well, important sequences between (a) his expressions 
to Maria, (b) the ruminations 'he does not express, and (c) others' 
comments on what his acts show him to feel, in addition to such 
sequences common within the blocks of Dove as those between the 
purely scenic treatment of social. gecasion and the mode of ttgoing 
behind" several registers. 
Such comparative multiplication of relations between 
distinct parts used to build the larger blocks of material occurs in 
Ambassadors not as technical. virtuosity for its own sake but in 
order to represent the more extensive portion of the realm of eXchanges 
between consciou.snesses that the novel's germ demands be represented. 
There has to be shown the effect on Strether' s view of himself of 
Strether's consciousness of bow his awareness of the inter-persenal 
relations affects others. The multiPlication in Ambassadors of the 
same general kind of complexity of structure makes a more clear 
demonstration than does Dove that James's new kind of composition 
absolutel.y relies on the reader's attention to how sequence for$& 
:many planes, organizing the specifications into very numerous included 
• 
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divisions. Besides this, the multiplication in Ambassadors of 
internally related parts has another significance accounting for the 
novel's placemapt after~· For, although Ambassadors uses but 
one reflector and never "goes behind" any one but the protagonist, 
monotony of treatment is avoided and• more importantly, 
"representational effect" is gained even for the numerous passages 
containing only Strether's communion with himself. 
By the "representational effect" or "scenic effect" James 
stresses so much in his preface to Ambassadors is meant the effect 
for the reader of witnessing an unfolding of event, rather than of 
being given analysis of accomplished fact and happening. Even the 
necessary large number of passages which "go behind" Strether into 
his reflections upon past event become, in Ambassadors truly present 
events for its reader, because their significance for the whole 
design and mea.n:i.ng of the novel -is completed only in a reader 1 s 
reactions to the many relations within such passages and to the 
many sequences between them and the very numerous other parts (smaller 
and larger) which the composi. tion organizes. Ambassadors shows very 
clearly--more so than Dove--that, whol.:cy' apart from such devices as 
- . 
characters who are disguised ficelles and a use at regular intervals 
of purely scenic treatment, the thoroughness of composition in the 
entire structure of the riction accounts for James's distinctive 
aesthetic achievement of imparting dramatic effect to fictions 
representing subjective, and very complicated, themes. 
He concludes his preface to Ambassadors with two of his 
important aesthetic beliefs. One is that, since "all art is 
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expression, n any ref'inements of method which manage to disguise 
their purely expressional £unction without in the least endangering 
their performance of that £unction or their conve,yance of a meaning, 
82 
are the special beauties and jo.ys of aesthetic performance. This 
is the status, he thought, of his compositional devices :for making 
passages of Ambassadors Which are nabsolute attestations of the 
non-sceni.c :form ••• yet lay the :firmest hand too--so far at least 
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as intention goes--on representational e:f:fect.n Ambassadors 
illustrates a second aesthetic conviction of James's because nthe 
book gathers an intensity that :fairly adds to the dramatic-though 
the latter is supposed to be the sum. of all intensities," and gathers 
this intensity through the coordination or the organization o:f its 
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parts so as to gain ''equal play" of scenic and non-scenic effect. 
Composition increases the intensity of drama. The second conviction· 
with which James closes his preface is that the ttNovel remains 
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Evan among its admirers, there is perhaps more 
disagreement about how the theme of The Golden Bowl (Volumes XXIII-
xnv) should be stated than about the "treated subject" of any 
other of James's novels.. Controversy arises, I believe. from the 
richness of the work rather than eithe:r from unsureness of James r s 
execution or from bi.s choice to represent a final ambigu.ity. 
Underlying the following discussion is an assumption that The Golden 
Bowl is a great work of fiction in its particular kind, whose 
intricaa,y of structure derives from the demands of expressing a 
clear enough but very complex subject. I think this assumption 
partly warranted by the .fact that James 1s previous two novels, The 
Ambassadors and The Wings of the Dove, show no diminution of his 
artistic powers and quite the opposite of a lapse into obfUscation 
of meaning,. However. this last section of my discussion will not 
attempt extensive proof that all .features of the form of The Golden 
Bowl in all ways derive from a central motive. Unlike his previous 
two prefaces, James's last one in the New York Edition does not 
discuss the donn~e and the germ o.f The Golden Bowl. This preface 
does explain the compositional plan of the novel, and so implies its 
germinal subject; bu.t mainly the preface explains what value James 
saw in the speci.es oi' structure to which this plan belongs. 
Moreover, I shall have more to assume than .:f'ul1y to prove 
that The Golden Bowl presents its heroine. Maggie Verver, as one oi' 
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James's 11 .free spirits" and shows--as the dramas of Mildred Theal.e 
and Lambert Strether show--a fruitfUl. resolution of Maggie's 
internal. con:tl.ict instead of, as some critics woul.d have, her 
balefUl. ef'fect on others' l.ives. In my reading of the novel., 
Maggie Verver is "neither saint nor witch," as one critic bas put 
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the matter; and I .agree with Dorothea Krook's summary that in 
general the novel represents 
the struggle of Maggie Verver to restore what has been 
lost. • • • The condi tiona under which Maggie 's emergent 
virtues are to be exercised are condi tiona absolutely 
binding •••• They are created·by Maggie's Olm moral. 
constitution out of the raw material. "given" to her in 
the first instance to understand or interpret, and in the 
end also to change. The :f'undamental. condition for Maggie 
is that paradise lost shall be regained without infl.icting 
the smallest injury upon any of the three beloved persons 
concerned. Nor are they to be spared merely the gross 
mortal. injury of exposure. Each is • also and chiefly, to 
be spared the smallest diminution of' his distinctive 
personal identity. Her father ••• "innocence"; the 
Prince ••• "charm.11 ; Charlotte ••• "greatness." 
• • • Her task, as she sees it, is to restore the right 
relations between them but to leave them as they are. 
She l-70ul.d do only :man's work, not God's •••• For a 
creature as girt about with weakness as Maggj,e, the 
und.ertald.ng is of a magni.tude surpassing the merely 
heroic. • • • She lmows that she is in thrall, yet also 
lmows that she must accomplish her task under the 
conditions of tbrall.dom. • • • Maggie triumphs because 
the Prince dies to the aesthetic and is born to the 
moral •••• He and Maggie are united in a new love sprung 
.from their shared su:f'f'ering, and rooted now in their common 
knowledge of good and evil. Adam Yerver and Charlotte go 
off to the land of hope and glory (not the penal colony as 
some have thought} .,--Adam, with his •1innocencen intact, to 
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Walter F. Wright, "Maggie Verver: Nei tber Saint Nor Witch," 
Nineteenth Century Fiction, XII (1957), 59-71. 
do his good works, Charlotte to eXhibit her unimpaired 
"greatness11 in the service o:f her husband's ideal •••• 
As Milly Tbeale died :for love, so Maggie Verver lives 
in and by love. 87 
bearing, 
I:f one's reading of Golden Bowl bas the above general 
88 
some very significant similarities emerge between the 
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subject matter o:f The Golden Bowl, The Ambassadors, and The Wings 
of the Dove. The similarities I would point to are ones between 
some areas of thematic interest easily discernible in the three 
novels, not identities between the final themes o:f each. Bu.t they 
are similarities which dif:ferentiate the three as a group from any 
previous major unit in the edition, and similarities which show the 
three novels to make an important variation on the theme I have 
stated to be "characteristicn o:f James, archetypal for all his 
fiction, and the common subject helping to demarcate the second 
major grouping within the edition. Too, besides helPing to prove 
that Volumes XIX-XXIV function within the edition as one major unit 
o:f its design, the areas of subject matter shared between~. 
Ambassadors. and~ help to explain why this unit is placed last 
in the edition. For the three novels alike di:f:fer from previous 
fictions of the edition in emphasizing with particular clearness 
that. "free spirit" intrinsically is expansive and contagious~ For 
this reason, they all have r~latively more "civic use" than do any 
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which I think is not yet a completely satisfactory 
statement of the novel's final theme. 
prior novels and any theme common within any prior unit of the 
edition .. 
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The Wings of the Dove • The Ambassadors • and The Golden Bowl 
share the same impor:tant variation on the theme of what is 11:f'ree 
spirit" and why it is so rarely achieved, the theme that was 
identified by Volumes X-XII of the edition. In two main ways, the 
three novels alike make this variation: (l) Instead of representing 
tests which serve to de:fine ":free spirit, 11 the three represent 
struggles which raise a question about the e:f.t'icaoy o:f cultivating 
consciousness even beyond a certain degree requisite :for acting in 
":free spirlt" (2) Instead o:f representing successes merely in 
retaining ":f'ree spirit" (or the prerequisites o:f it) in the :face o:f 
. obstacles, t.he three represent successes that are ever-expanclling 
ones in several ways and senses. 
The theme identified by Volumes X-XII may be sUll'ID1ari~ed as 
James 1 s de:fini tion o:f worthwhile li:fe • a de:fini tion showing why 
worth is infrequently attained in the contemporary world even though 
it is not preventable by arry "conditions. ar The ten :fictions in 
these three volumes represent worthwhile life as entirely a moral 
achievement; it is ":free spirit," not necessarily an unconstrained 
situation or position. It is the choice to keep :foremost in one•s 
value system--whatever one's other values may be or however they may 
be related--the :forwarding o:f other individuals 1 exercise o:f their 
own moral choice. In order that this single value defining ":free 
spirit" become e:f:fective in one's behavior, a prerequisite is 
nJ.ucid.ity," the disposition to relate to one another all. the: items 
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of one's experience. One cannot avoid behavior which obstructs 
other persons' exercise of their own f'reedom and adopt. behav:i.or 
which encourages this end unless one lmows something of other 
consciousnesses--"sees 11 other persons without judging them and 
realizes that the individual case always remains incompletely known; 
a personal :mystery. (Near synonyms for "lucidity" in this sense. are 
"appreciation, n tt:imagination11 and "intelligence.") 
One subject shared between the novels of Volumes XIX-XXIV 
is revealed b.r the fact that their three protagonists alike choose, 
but early in the actions, to forward exercise of choice b,r the other 
individuals with whom they are associated. That these elections of 
tt£ree spirit" are not the main struggles of ·the protagonists, is 
shown by their occurrence so early in the actions. In each case, 
the conflict propelling the .action is not an internal struggle over 
whether to encourage others' freedom, nor is it a struggle against 
. . 
agents who threaten to obstruct others' exercise of choice, as 
happens, £or example, in the fictions of Volume X. The protagonist 
in ~. in .Ambassadors, and in Bowl is represented as rejecting 
some temptation not to try to forward others' freedom, but not as 
fin~ this rejection very difficult nor his maip problem. 
In :f'act, since in these novels all the main characters are 
represented as possessing 11luci.di tytt ot- intelligence, "free spi.ri. t" 
is not re~ obstructible b,y ~ other character. No danger 
eJdsts , as does in The Spoils of Poynton and the other fictions of 
Volume X, that a conflict between two characters may result. in one 
of these agents' preventing the development of' the others • ability 
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genuinely to select his own values. The, danger of moral aggrandizement 
is, in other words, almost nil in The Wings of the Dove, The Ambassadors 
and The Golden Bowl. (Nor does the danger exist, as does in What 
Maisie Knew and the other fictions of Volume XI, that a conflict between 
two characters may obstruct the appearance of a natural capacity to 
become "lucid" and to fear the self's temptations to violate its own 
ideal. Every one of the characters whom these novels at any time use 
as reflectors--Kate Croy, Merton Densher, Susan Stringham, Charlotte 
Stant, Mrs. Assingham and the Prince • as well as the protagonists 
Milly, Strether, and Maggie--have the "lucidi. ty" which is the· 
prerequisite of "free spirit." And a large proportion of the other 
characters, too--for instance, not onl.y Maria Gostrey and Mme. de 
Vionnet of Ambassadors but also Little Bilh,am and Mamie Pocock and Chad 
himself in that novel; Adam Verver and, one guesses, Colonel hBob11 
Assingham in Golden Bowl; even Mrs. Lowder in Wings of Dove--seem rather 
more intelligent and ~ather more capable of "appreciation" of a whole 
than is merely n clevertt Mrs. Gareth of The Spoils of Poynton. · The main 
differences between most of the characters of the thr~e late novels 
lie in the area of whether they elect to make thai~ foremost value 
encoUraging others 1 freedom, not in the area of whether they can 11 see" 
enough of others' consciousness to make this choice effective in 
behavior and can enough "appreciate" a whole to make genuinely their 
own moral choices. This fact prevents from being a focus of the novels 
the problem of possible obstruction of 11free spirit" by anything other 
than a person's own conscious rejection of it for himself. 
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It is true t~at Dove, Ambassadors, and Bowl show characters 
electing not to encourage the protagonists' exercise of choice, 
despite the relative amount of "lucidi. ty11 of everyone concerned. In 
varying degrees, most of the characters other than the protagonists 
commit the sin of omission against the value which defines free 
spirit--defines their own freedom. And it is notable that those of 
the other characters who most match the protagonists in degree of 
"appreciation" are just the ones who omit to try to forward the 
protagonists 1 freedom, who chose not to supply the protagonists with 
information crucial for their easily penetrating what is the full 
scheme of their situations: Merton Densher in~~ Mme. de Vionnet 
in Ambassadors, the Prince and Mrs. Assingham in Bowl. In each 
novel, some of the characters who possess almost as :mu.ch capacity for 
"intelligence" as the protagonists yet who do not exercise this 
capacity to the point o:f true "appreci.ation"--Kate Oroy (Dove), Chad 
Newsome (Ambassadors), and Charlotte Stant (Bowl)-reject free 
spirit to the extent o:f arguing that omission to forward the 
protagonists r choice is morally required. These characters are 
casuists in regard to a value they very well recognize; they argue 
that guiding their behavior by another value than forwarding 
individual choice enables them better to ensure the :f'uJ..fillment of 
what they prefer to believe would be the protagonists' own choice. 
Nevertheless, that such types o:f rejection of free spirit are 
shown in the novels does not mean that tests o:f free spirit are 
centrally represented. The novels of Volumes XIX-XXIV do not 
principally dramatize internal conflicts of the kind common between 
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Fl.eda Vetch, Rose Tramore and Laura Wing (Volume X); Mai..sie, 
Morgan Moreen, and the telegraphist (Volume XI); and discernably 
present in but only internrl. ttently recognized by the governess of 
ttThe Turn of the Screw, n Shirley Sutton o£ "The Liar," and the 
narrators o£ Aspern Papers and "The Li.ar." Cbie~ the :following 
combination o£ :facts shows that the principal :focus o£ ~. of 
Ambassadors, and of Bowl--in contrast, :for example, to Awkward Age,--
i.s not tests (both of the protagonists and o£ other agents in the 
action) which de:fine 11 £ree spirit": (a) The protagonists possess 
relatively more capacity for 11 luoidity11 than any o£ the other 
characters; their exercise o:f this capacity early in the action 
helps to keep them the principal agent o£ the positions early 
established between the characters, even though the other characters, 
rejecting free spirit, have tried to establish a rather di:fferent 
situation, (b) The protagonists elect to :forward others' freedom, 
early devising a situation which does so; nevertheless the 
protagonists face another problem :for the major portion of the action. 
From early in each novel, the other characters' failure to 
forward Milly's 1 Strether 's and Maggie 1 s exercise of' choice .is shown 
89 Because the rejections o:f free spirit which are shown in 
~. Ambassadors, and ~ are rather more easily graspable 1 than 
are the centrally dramatized conflicts o:f the protagonists, ,readers 
sometimes :feel that~ is really the tragedjy" o:f Kate Cray and 
Bowl of Charlotte Stant, Ambassadors the revelation mainl.y o:f Chad 
NeWSome's liaison with Mme .. de Vionnet. Yet if tests defining what 
meaning James gave to "character" were centrally focused by these 
novels, with more reason~ could be called the story principally 
of Merton Densher's belated recognition of worth, Ambassadors of 
Mme. de Vionnet' s, and ·Bowl of Amerigo 1 s.. But M5.lly, Strether, and 




to be no effective determinant either of the position of the 
characters in relation to one another or of the mora1 s~ce of 
Milly, Strether and Maggie. In other words, these three are clrl.ef 
agents of the positions early estab1ished between the characters, 
in contrast to Nanda Brookenham1s role in The Awkward Age or to 
Fleda Vetch's in The Spoils of Poynton. .Al.so, in acting as 
architects of the situations which develop immediately after other 
characters have chosen against free spirit, Milly, Strether and 
Maggie clearly may be seen to have· conf'i.rmed their own free spirit 
and yet to face, through these situations, quite a different 
quandary. 
Despite the initially represented choices o:f' other characters 
against ":f'ree spirit,'' Milly1s, .Strether's, and Maggie's choices 
determine the situation which next occurs and in terms of which some 
struggle is expressed for large middle spans of the actions. Most 
significantly, the protagonists are able to be the principal agents 
of the central expressive situations for two reasons: The three can 
exercise enough lucidity to perceive at an early point part of what 
the other characters have omitted to make clear to them, if not to 
perceive the full scheme of their personal relations nor all of the 
rejection of freedom b.1 the other characters. Secondly, besides 
possessing a degree of.lucidity which can partly nullif.y the possible 
effects of the other characters' rejection of free spirit, Mil.:cy", 
Strether and Maggie exercise enough lucidity to initiate that kind 
of situation in which all the characters readily acquiesce because 
it encourages their own exercise of choice. 
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For example, Mildred Theale is early able to see what 
Kate Croy 1s behavior tries to ensure Mi.lJ.v1.1dla.:.dtot'o,'see; that-;·,:f'-or some 
reason, Kate •is not reciprocally frank with her. By the time of 
Densher•s return from .America, Milly understands, too, that Kate is 
in control o:f his :fate and that Kate is not entirely frank with 
him, either. Milly accepts Kate's explanation that her own attitude 
is one of only putting up with Densher•s importunities, and so Milly 
remains fooled or betrayed by Kate and Densher to this degree. But, 
understanding that Kate feels hard pressed and not in a position to 
be frank with anyone, and that neither Kate nor anyone in London 
really will help an American heiress to know them, Milly chooses to 
create her court at Venice. She will not stay in London to comf'ort 
Densher for Kate 1 s apparent rejection of him, nor to be the ~ocial 
success of the London season, and at the same time she does riot 
withdraw from the precious personal relations through which alone 
she can live as Sir Luke wants her to concentrate on doj.ng. Milly, 
not Kate or Densher, creates the situation in Venice, and especially 
the roles of American girl, dove, and princess for herself'; these 
choices are not what the other characters ~ have wished Milly to 
do when they have omitted to forward her freedom, and yet are making 
a situation in which the other characters are glad to participate. 
i'bat Lambert Strether alone, and no one else in Ambassadors, 
creates the terms of his errand abroad and the situation in which he 
proposes to conduct hi.s embassage is early shown through his 
conversation with Maria in London (after having di.gested the 
significance of the manner in which Mrs. Newsome sent him of£) , then 
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through his conversation wi~ Waymarsh in Paris (after having 
encountered Little Bilham. in Chad's apartment). The first of these 
conversations shows us several important things. It reveals Strether's 
realization that • in wanting to send him in a certain way, Mrs. Newsome 
has taken everything and given nothing; his view that he never.theless 
committed himself only to informing Chad of the mother's state a£ 
:reeling and that he rather easily can accept not winning Mrs. Newsome 
since his act· of transmission well may be unsuccess:t'ul; fina~ his 
preparedness to enjoy for their awn sake his new conditions in Europe, 
quite as much as to transmit the message to Chad. In the second 
conversation with Waymarsh (who objects to the errand both on the 
grounds that Strether is being 11usedn by the Newsomes and that Mrs. 
Newsome apparently doesn't enough perceive Strether's refinement i£ 
she gives him such a coarse job), Strether reiterates that he is · 
enough indifferent to the attraction of the Newsome money to take his 
90 
chance a£ being "squared." He :reels little uneasiness about 
exercising his curiosity on Chad's conditions (he has accepted a 
dejeuner invi. tation from Li. ttle Bilham, ·whom he quite likes) , although 
he knows this is not the Woolett view of his mission. Strether also 
indicates to Waymarsh, in this early conversation, that he d.oesn •t 
judge Mrs. Newsome adversely despite her wish to use him; that he 
will not give up trying to lay Mrs. Newsome's need and view before 
Chad; and that, on the other hand, he is not prepared to violate his 
own sense of moral. delicacy by trying to get at such information about 
90 XXI, 109-lll .. 
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Chad as might ensure Strether's ability himself' to add any coercive 
pressure. In other words, Strether re.fuses to see himself' as 
lawyer-advocate for Mrs." Ne'tOTSome 1 s side, a fact which Waymarsh (the 
successful law.fer) finds ominous because it is clear that this is 
the role Woolett has had in mind for Strether. Thus 1 Mrs. Newsome's 
choice to "use" Strether 1 s proposal. of marriage to her, an attempt 
which even Wayma.rsh sees and denounces, is largely nullified by the 
view which Strether takes of his errand. And Chad Newsome t s choice 
also to try to use Strether's openness to enjoyment of Parisian . 
conditions (in order to exempt Chad himself' from responsibility for 
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any further delay) simil.arly is null.i:Cied by Strether's clear 
grasp for himself' of what is his commitment to Woolett and by his 
consequently clear conscience--his horrible sharp eye for "what 
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makes him right11 --which governs his almost daily reporting to 
Woolett of his own activities and impressions as well as of Chad's 
reactions. In short Strether, not Mrs. Newsome or her son, creates 
the situation in which Strether closely observes the conditions of 
Chad's life without letting this observation commit him to holding 
a brief for either side--to being more than ambassador. 
First represented in Golden Bowl are Charlotte Stant's 
choice to keep Maggie Verver innocent of the extent of Charlotte's 
and Amerigo's need for the material of "greatness" (the extent of 
91 
Chad has known of Strether's arrival and has deliberate~ 
kept himself absent from Paris while ~ttle Bilham takes the 




their need for wealth), and Prince .Amerigo's omission to stress to 
Maggie this motivation (even though he meets Charlotte's need for a 
clear symbol of it: their secret outing on the eve of his marriage) 
plus Mrs. Assingham 1 s acquiescence in the omission. Ilespi te these 
choices, Maggie is early able to grasp that Amerigo is not built to 
.find su.fficient sources of life in the inveterate domesticity which 
nourishes her and her father, nor even in the aesthetic satisfactions 
of the collector on the grand scale. Although her husband and her 
father, by their hiding of their secret disappointments and 
irritations behind an "easy" manner of accepting the modus vivendi, 
do not at all help her to the perception, Maggie soon understands 
tbat'the situation her marriage has precipitated must be altered 
because it offers neither male the fullest opportunity to ~ress 
his distinctive individuality. Mr .. Verver•s greatest need is to give 
personally of himself to someone, and to receive from them; but be 
.feels the propriety of no longer cultivating this reciprocity solely 
with his daughter. Prince Amerigo's need is to make widely .felt the 
ncharm11 in his 11 greatness11 ; his gifts require a large social field 
such as the Ververs have no idea o.f how to create through their money, 
and toward which, moreover, they have an ingrained ambivalence. 
lK..aggie sees, without chagrin, that the Prince needs nthe world'' quite 
as mu.ch as he needs her. Although the other characters in effect 
have conspired not to prevent Maggie's perception that her marriage 
has made more problems than it has solved, Maggie's lucidity is great 
enough to see part of the difficulties she must deal with in order to 
give everyone greater opportunity to seek his ovm fulfillment than by 
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the situation estab1ished by the marriage offers of itse1f. 
It is her exercise of free spirit in respect to Char1otte 
as we11 as to her ~ather and her husband which accounts for 
Maggie's initiating the different situation ending in Adam's marriage 
to Charlotte and the strange tandem of the two CO\lples that is the 
expressive vehicle o£ the major portion of the drama. Maggie 
appreciates that Charlotte as poor, unattached girl has little 
opportunit,y to exercise her distinctive gifts of aesthetic cleverness 
and especially of social taste~ however much Charlotte's behaVior 
tries to hide or to deprecate her appetite primarily for the arena 
of 11 the world." Maggie knows, too, that she herself bas something 
to gain from not forwarding Charlotte's opportunity to fUlfill her 
"greatness" at the Verver 1s side, for Maggie is qui.te aware (as is 
Adam Verver) that Cbar1otte's success in this role will invite 
attention--of Amerigo no less than o£ everyone e1se--to Maggie's own 
failure to create such a role for herself supplementing the ones of 
~e and daughter. But Maggie chooses not to omit to try to give 
Charlotte and Amerigo and Adam better occasion for exercise of their 
distinctive gifts than exists after Maggie's marriage. The 
situation which Maggie initiates is not what either Charlotte or 
Amerigo or Adam ~ would have desired, and this fact is partly 
what causes Maggie's suffering later; but it is a situation they 
readily acquiesce in, and then extend to its logica1 point, because 
Maggie has devised it out of attention to forwarding their greater 
9.3 
opportunit,y to exercise choice. 
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The Wings of the Dove, The Ambassadors, and The Golden Bowl 
dramatize less tests whi.ch define free spirit than the question of 
whether cultivating consciousness to the point of seeking awareness 
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By "extending to its logical. point," I mean that in the 
situation which Maggie initiates, Charlotte's coming to stay with the 
Ververs at Fawns, each person does choose characteristically and that 
the conjunction of these choices--rather than Maggie's manipulation--
causes the second marriage to be undertaken in a spirit which leads 
to a tandem group operating quite differently from what was Maggie's 
prevision or hope: Adam chooses to propose to Charlotte because his 
own free spirit responds to his daughter's; Charlotte chooses to 
accept the offer, which is not of passion and which asks of her no 
passion, only if Amerigo decides that she need not and should not 
tell Adam of her hidden relation to Amerigo; the latter chooses 
again to commit the sin of omission--this time against what is clearly 
Adam's intent to help his daughter. 
I am aware of the interpretation that Charlotte's and 
Amerigo's acceptance of the conditions which a marriage so co~stituted 
automaticall;y will create for Mr. Verver--their acceptance of Mr. 
Verver's self-sacrifice even beyond what he first intends to offer--
may be ~ excused by the fact that he offers to young Charlotte 
a marriage without passion and does so mainly for his daughter's sake. 
I think such an interpretation sentimental because even Charlotte 
and Amerigo do not try to excuse themselves by it. Charlotte has 
enough moral delicacy to realize that Adam impeccably has stressed 
to her his exact state of mind in making the proposal: his 
combination of some hope for some devotion, with deprecation of his 
ability to offer much that can be worthwhile to her even though a 
great position may come w.i.th it. Thus Charlotte hesitates to accept 
what she has already decided she will seek--a great marriage, 
w.i.thout passion--w.i.thout reciprocating just as frankly to Adam her 
own state of mind. She tries to turn over to the Prince her 
responsibility for not positively deceiving Mr. Verver. Even when 
the Prince does not acknowledge the responsibility but nevertheless 
indicates she can deceive, Charlotte make? clear enough to Adam 
that she could accept only part of his offer: the marriage, but not 
the hope of their personal relation· grovdng into something truly' 
nourishing to her and to him. Adam then dangerously accepts for 
himself this greater self-sacrifi.ce. But his acceptance cannot 
justify Amerigo's and Charlotte's concealment of the fact that Mr. 
Verver t s end--Maggie's ease--might be hindered by his greater 
· sacrifice of himseJ,.:f .. 
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of other persons's relation to one another is life-giving or is 
death-dealing. That is to say, the three novels represent conf'J.icts 
over the 'intrinsic value of "lucidity." The new subject 'in 
Volumes XIX-XXIV, which prior fictions of the edition had not so 
centrally presented, is the relation of consciousness per ~ to 
ultimate value, particularly the relation of (a) cultivating 
awareness and "discrimination" for its own sake to (b) that choice 
to forward others 1 individuality which is mora1 achievement. Stated 
in another way, this significantly distinct variation on the subject 
of "free spirit" is the problem of whether cultivating consciousness 
(a prerequisite f'or but not a defining element of free spirit) can 
threaten the vital enjoyment of worth, sometimes making moral 
victories hollow ones, or, on the other hand, can increase what 
might be called the effulgence or the lustre of free spirit. : The 
I 
situations which are early initiated by free spirit and which occup,y 
most of the actions of these novels especially well express internal 
debates by the protagonists about whether they should attempt to 
cultivate awareness to the point of 11 seeing11 the quality of other 
persons• apprehension of one another (the quality of other persons• 
relations to one another), debates about !!2!!; they can do so, and 
debates about what will be the effect on their own appetite for life 
should they make the attempt. 
An alternate and more general way of stating the subject of 
these internal debates by the protagonists is that they are struggles 
to decide whether free spirit and disinterested love of other persons 
involves self-sacrifice of a particular kind: the suppression of' a 
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:fairly natural wish to contemplate (not to possess) as mu.ch as 
possible of a beloved one's individuality, to the point of 
apprehending his expression of himself in his exchanges o:f 
consciOttSness with still other persons. The protagonists also 
struggle to decide whether they ~ risk :fulfilling the above 
natural desire; this quandary occurs because, unlike d:iv:ine love, 
even disinterested human love tends to be somewhat dependent on the 
worthiness of the recipient. 
How and why nthe scheme o:rn Mildred Theale 's and o:f Lambert 
Strether's relationship to other characters is nideally" expressive 
o:f internal conflicts o:f the above kind already has been discussed 
in Section ni o:f this chapter. In~' Maggie Verver struggles 
with the problems :first, of whether her love :for the Prince's and 
:for her :father's individuality demands she suppress her wish to keep 
in view and to extend her view o:f all of .Amerigo's and Adam's 
dimensions-i.e., the quality of her :father's relations with his 
wife, and her husband's with nthe world" in the :form especially o:f 
Charlotte; then w:i.th the problem o:f whether so expanding her 
awareness o:f the exchanges of consciousness between Amerigot Adam, 
and Charlotte may not (even i:f such expansion is seen to be consonant 
with the greatest love) destroy Maggie's own appetite :for life and 
weaken her vitality :for "everything's terrible ••• in the heart of 
94 




higher kind of love is incompatible with sell-sacrifice of one's own 
lucidity and individuality. .But this resolution on1y raises the 
.further question of whether one indeed can or should dare to nbear 
95 
~for love," i.e., .risk even that test which utmost 
luoidi ty makes of the endurance o_f one's particular loves and 
therefore risk gaining the sense of an immense fUtility in life, 
since love is nothing in the abstract and everything in th~ particular. 
Besides their dramatizations of similar internal conflicts 
about the intrinsic value of cultivating lucidity or consciousness 
and about the result of such cultivation for one's joy in the 
exercise of free spirit, the three novels share a second area o£ 
subject matter. Their protagonists alike effect an increase in the 
amount of llfree spirit•• operative throughout the ~ "scheme of" 
their situations, yet effect this increase without having obstructed 
i 
anyone's choice. Unlike the heroin~s of the fictions in Volume X, 
for example, the protagonists of ~' Ambassadors, and Bowl are not 
96 
n 'success:f'ul• on1y through having remained free." And unlike all 
the fictions of Volumes X-XII, which represent the 11free spirittt they 
define as so rare and so little recognized that the positions of its 
creators are adversely affected by their moral gain while the 
opposite moral aggrandizement spreads in their world, ~. Ambassadors 
and Bowl show their free spirits to be almost dazzingly successful. (so 
95xxrv, 115-116. 
96 
Art o£ Novel, P• lJO. 
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great are the odds against them) in the sense that other incD.vidu.als 
with whom they are associated display some recognition and emulation 
o:f the moral. gain, or come to :free themselves to some extent. 
Further, the most interest:i,ng aspect o:f this similarity between the 
three novels is that the above kind o:f success seems in each action 
to come about by the same process, even though the three actions 
d.i:f:fer in the degree to which the protagonist is shown himself 
experiencing the :full vitality o:f the represented triumph. 
In each action, moral gain seems to spread somewhat within 
the protagonist's world; those he most loves begin to embrace their 
.freedom and, in turn, to try to :forward this gain among those they 
love. The cause • in each case, is that the protagonist resolves in 
a certain way his debate about the intrinsic value o:f the cultivation 
o:f his consciousness. These debates intensify towards their climaxes 
sim~ly through the protagonists t groldng awareness o:f the nature o:f 
the con:fliots. At all three climaxes • an external. :force in:forming 
the protagonist o:f something unknown to him about his situation 
precipitates the resolution but is in no way a determinant o:f the 
resolution. Rather, the oon:flicts are resolved by the protagonists' 
recognitions that they are unnecessary ones; that is, the 
cultivation o:f utmost lucidit,r or consciousness o:f other.persons' 
relations to one another, is recognized to be a logical necessity 
o:f taking :fullest joy in moral creation, i:f not a logical necessity 
. 97 
o:f the creation itsel:f. 
97 This process may be described in alternate terms, :for the 
internal conflicts may be phrased as ones about a possible 
contradiction between disinterested love and the cultivation o:f 
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To cH.f'fering degrees, however, the three novels show their 
protagonists themselves exper~eneing the radiance which, they alike 
come to recognize, cultivation of utmost consciousness can impart 
to the vitality already inherent in freedom of spirit. The stru.gg~e 
propelling each action comes to its elimax and is resolved only 
through the protagonist's "seeing" more and more about the nature 
of his doubts about the value of "seeing." But the experience of 
the joy Of II Seeing" ·Which thiS reSOlUtion brings to the protagonist 
is represented differently in each novel. .And this di.f'ference 
highlights still another aspect of the similar process by which all 
three protagonists become triumphantly successful: In all three 
novels the lucidity of another character enables him to "see"--to 
appreciate~-a demonstrat~on which the protagonist deliberately 
makes him both of the protago~st's breadth of consciousness ;and of 
his election of free · spiri. t. .And in all three actions, the character 
who becomes thus conscious of the quality of the protagonist's 
consciousness is himself moved to define ~ove in a new way and to 
emulate freedom of spirit. But the novels cH.ff'er in attempting to 
represent more or less of the reciprocal effect of this expanded 
awareness of the second character on the protagonist's awareness. 
For instance, ~attempts to show only very little of the saving 
lucidity. The three dramas represent that absolutely no 
contradiction logically can exist between the most disinterested 
kind of human love, the expansion of one's consciousness for its 
own sake, and moral creation. Sacrifice of one's cultivation of 
lucidity is shown to be incompatible with the most creative kind 
of love and with the fullest vitality of moral gain. 
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result for qying Milly Theale's consciousness of the fact that 
Densher· n sees11 her awareness of the 11 communi ties of doom. 11 
Ambassadors attempts to represent more of the result for Strether1 s 
consciousness, or for the intensity o:r his experi.ence, of the fact 
that Marie de Vionnet can grasp the value of her otherwise 
self-judging and merely painful passion when it is reflected to 
98 
her i.n nbo'ti you see me. u .Although she sobs at voicing this 
perception• her gasps are for the fact that Strether's consciousness 
.. 
of her does for her what no one can do for himself. In turn, 
Strether 1s consciousness can take joy in the value of his own passion 
because Mme. de Vionnet 's awareness reflects back to his the dignity 
which his awareness effects for her own passion. The exchange of 
consciousness is the realm where the possible radiance of moral 
creation is experienced. 
This set of differences and similari. ties between the three 
novels points to the most important likeness in subject matter between 
them: They all show a spread of 11 :f'ree spirittt to take place because 
the cultivation of utmost consciousness leads to more extensive, 
profounder, exchanges or equations of awareness. 
And this shared subject matter in The W1.ngs of the Dove, 
The Ambassadors, and The Golden Bowl means that as a group the three 
partieu.larly express James's beliefs (1) that, because i.t i.s creation 
in the area of one's awareness of other individuals, worth or free 
spirit inherently tends to be contagious between individuals, and 
98 
XXII, 285-286. 
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(2} that the cultivation of consciousness is intrinsicallY valuable 
for the reason that it creates the deepening of personal relations, 
wherein humans find suf'ficiently sustaining impetu~ for their 
exertion to create worth--find the joy in life. The new species 
of structure appearing first in Dove (Volumes XIX-XX) is 
distinguished by an arrangement of material so thorough that it 
ensures the reader has to relate for himself numerous "planes" of 
included sequences; and by this means of numerous included planes 
James accomplishes more representation of the infinite possible 
equations of consciousness, regardless of whether he uses .one, or 
more than one, awareness as his reflector-medium. James felt that 
in such exchanges between eonsciousnesses lay, i.:f' not the defining 
source of 11life11 or worth, the source of a1l that must sustain. any 
effort-passion for worth, and the reason, toot that worth is 
contagious between lives as well as within individual. exi.stenceso 
Increased representation of the infinitely possible equations of~. 
consciousness thus meant to him that his ·aesthetic discovery had 
moral importance and his_ .fiction great "civic use. 11 
The specific variety of construction evident in The Golden 
Bowl and pointed out by its preface shows that this novel is placed 
last within the f1.nal unit of the New York Edition for two dist1.not 
though closely 1.ntertwined reasons.. Its compositional plan 
climactically reveals the main features of the species of structure 
common between the three novels in Volumes XIX-XXIV; the structure 
of Bowl shows with especial emphasis what is a thorough composition 
of material and what kind of ninterest11 or subject in fiction such 
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eomposition enabled James to bring to .:f'ullest expression. Also, the 
eompositional plan of ~' even more than that of Ambassadors and 
of ~' offers its reader very immediate experienee of the 
inexhaustibili.ty of any creative process in the realm of personal 
relations. 
James's preface summarizes that~ is constructed to attain 
a "partieular propriety of appeal, part:i.cular degree of pressure on 
the spring of interest" or a 11 gathered clustertt of several "kinds of 
99 
interest." That var:i.ety of interest which the 11 scheme" of Bowl 
brings to fUller expression than had any other of James's fictions 
is that 11we ••• really see about as much of a small group of 
100 
agents as ·a coherent li.terary form parmi ts. 11 We see more of the 
possible depths of relations between characters. The minor 
constructional differences of Bowl from Ambassadors and from~ 
explain why this is so, and the preface to Bowl very clearly implies 
these differences. For again in this preface, as he had in the 
prefaces to~ and .Ambassadors, James says that his novel divides 
into two halves; but, whereas he bad spoken of the two halves of Dove 
101 
and Ambassadors as turning on a npivot, 11 and had impli.ed that they 
99 A.rt of Novel, p. 331. Jam~s does not argue that all great 
fiction must follow his suit and try to express this same interest. 
He does feel that his case shows that composition always is more 
important to the fiction writer who generally would represent the 
human comedy than is the nature, alone, of his material. 
100 
Art of Novel, p. 330. 
101 ~·· pp. 306, 307. 
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were related as body to head or preparation to demonstration, 
he speaks o£ the two halves o£ Bowl as ha~g identical function or 
--ro3 . 
function which "matches exactly. 11 The dif:ference is subtle and 
minor, but significant. Its importance i.s best seen through what 
the preface defines to be the fUnction o£ Part I and of Part II of 
Golden Bowl. 
These parts of course equally belong to and carry forward a 
single action, so that necessarily they are related to each other 
in the manner of a body to a head or the preparation of a stage to 
104 
a drama enacted on it. At the same time, their fundtion for the 
single action also is exactly the same, because Part I is centered 
to reveal one agent's (the Prince's) view and evaluation of the 
consciousness of one other agent (the Princess) 1 while Part II is · 
centered on that other agent's (the Princess's) view and evaluation 
of the consciousness o£ the first named agent (the Prince). Thus 
the function identical between the two halves of~ (as not petween 
the halves of Dove and .Ambassadors) is to reveal the exchanges of 
awareness between these two characters; but this function is effected 
only when the two halves are cross-related. James 1 s preface also 
points out that he has used more than one "register" within Part I, 
102 
Art of Novel, pp. 302, 3ll, 313. 
103 ' 
Ibid., P• 329. 
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. See Francis Fergusson1 "The Drama in The Golden Bowl, u 
Ho\Uld and Horn, VII (Apri.l-June, 1934), 407-413. 
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but that this procedure nevertheless has not interrupted his scheme; 
regardless of how the material of· Part I reaches us, it all is 
selected and ordered by the aim of revealing the nature of Prince 
Amerigo's awareness of Maggie's consciousness of him. All the 
material of Part I is "centered" on this point to be. cross-r~lated 
to the center of Part II, the nature of Maggie's awareness of 
105 
Amerigo's consciousness of her. And within each half of~. 
the larger blocks of material are centered to build an included 
plane of sequence: the stages in the . Prince 1 s, and in the Princess's, 
awareness of the other's view of him. 
Thus the relation between Part I and II of Golden Bowl adds 
"identical f'unction11 or another, more inclusive plane of implied 
cross-relation, to the structure in Wings of Dove and .Ambassadors. 
The construction of Golden Bowl ~creases to the nth degree the number 
I 
of included planes possible for a reader to organize, and it does this 
in order to express the nature of reciprocal effects on one another 
of two awarenesses of one another. 
The effect for the reader of this kind of expression is 
twofoldt One result is thlt't olii~· if he is 11active" enough to 
apprehend the intricate organization of tbe work, that is active enough 
to order it for himself by thoroughly responding to all the sequences, 
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Art of Novel, p. 330. "The thing abides rigidly by its law 
of showing Maggie Verver at first through her suitor's and her 
husband t s exhibi tori vision of her t and of then showing the Prince, 
with at least an equal intensity, through his wife's; the advantage 
thus being that these attributions of experience display the sentiment 
subjects themselves at the same time and by the same stroke ••• ·" 
can the reader receive a clearly defined body of material and a 
meaning concerning how the cultivation of consciousness so deepens 
inter-personal relations that "free spirit" becomes contagious. 
The second resul.t is more elusive, but it certainly is operative. 
Although the body of material received b,y the active enough reader 
is terminal in the sense that the meaning it expresses is definite, 
the process in which such a reader must cooperate is not terminal 
and ~ves to the reader a very immediate experience of James's 
subject that a creative process is infinite or inexhaustible. The 
active reader's process of apprehension by cross-relating can never 
be finished, partly because the sequences he mu.st respond to are so 
numerous, but especially because they are always included sequences 
so that planes exist within other planes. To hold in mind the 
single point of unity upon 'Which all such sequences converge 1 or the 
single meaning which such an orgazrl.za t:i..on of planes expresses, a 
reader must keep in motion his process of cross-relating back and 
forth between innumerable parts wh:i..ch construct one another. 
The placement of The Golden Bowl at the close of the last 
unit w.Lthin the New York Edition makes the internal order of this 
last unit exfoliate the same germinal interpretation that the group 
climactically unfolds in relat:i..on to the succession of all the prior 
units: The critical meaning expressed by the thoroughly exfoliating 
or 11story" design of the New York Edition is that James 1s cultivation, 
throughout his career, of his consc:i..ousness of his artistic "ease" 
made him intensify the same ope;rative habits of approach to a:ny 
material--intensify these to the point that he developed a species of 
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fictiona1 construction evincing an abso1ute degree of composition of 
raw materia1-and that this species of fictional structure yielded 
both aesthetic and extra-aesthetic significance for his fiction. In 
aesthetic terms, thorough com.posi tion imparted to James 1 s work the 
106 
qualities of "variety, • • • inca1cul.abi1i ty, • • • who1eness. tr 
Thorough composition a1so enab1ed his fiction fU11y to express his 
view of human existence, or of !h! human comedy, as opportunity' for 
never-ending creation through the inexhaustibi1ity of inter-persona1 
equations of awareness. 
v 
Whether or not one agrees with his conc1usions about the 
ul. timate interest . and. va1ue of James t s fiction (and I do not in the 
1east agree) , Al;lch-e Gide 1 s economica1 description of that art--in an 
. 1~ 
unsent 1etter to Charles Do. Bos--sure1y remains one of the most 
107 
inte1ligent of critic~1 summaries •. 
Gide 1 s conc1usions have received more currency than has his 
antecedent de.scripti.on.. These conclusions are that, however much 
106 
Art of Nove1, p. 329. 
107 Nouvelle Revue Francaise, xxx:d:I(l930), 759-62, trans1ated iD. 
Ya1e Review, CXCII(1930) ,641-43, and reprinted in The Question of Henry 
James: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. F.W. Dupee (New York: Holt,l945), 
251-25). 
Angelo P. Bertocci, in Charles Du Bos and English Literature (New 
York: King's Crown Press, 1949), points out that Gide's letter appeared in 
print after the first edition of Charl.es Du Bos 1 Extraits d 1un Journal, 
1928~ ·which makes an important interpretation-defense of James in response 
to Gi&J-'s attitude;and Bertocci shows that Du. Bos' shifting estimates of the 
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one must be "aware of all the importance of Henry James 11 (the importance 
for English fiction but -not for French since James "surpasses us in our 
108 . . 
own faults" ) , "in himself" James is "not interesting ••• o~ 
inte1ligent" ;d. th "no mystery in him, no secret.·" His fiction is not 
significance of James's work are,- besides revelatory of the French 
critic 1 a essential. preoccupations and importance, relatively more 
sensitive to some of James's assumptions and to characteristics of his 
production than is Gide's accoupt. Nevertheless, I have chosen to 
di.scuss here Gide 's brief letter rather than Dll. Bos 1 more appropriately 
patient analysis, because Gi.de 1s objections to James's final importance 
are much more well known to contemporary criticism in English and make--
if not the fin~ most vali4 argument against James~-one of the most 
coherent and soJ.i.dJ.y- based statements of the tY.¢.ca1 kind of negative 
conclusion .. 
Of Charles Du Bos t different, and more ponderable, kinds of 
objection to James • s signi£icance, .Angelo Bertocei summarizes: 
the critic denies to James only moral power of a certain kind. • 
Du. Bos 1 "morality" is really a "mora1isme mystique"; it is 
always less an adjustment, no matter how "fine, 11 to oneself 
and to one's world than a sensitive awareness of man's relation 
to the transcendental which "breaks through 11 into life especially" 
in morality at its highest and best.. Hence be misses spirituality, 
if not the spirituel, 'in the "historian .of fine consciences" (p. 201). 
[Du. Bos] has contributed to the understanding o:f James a valuable 
critical metaphor--an art "parallel to life"; he has .further 
explained the novelist's geni.us by placing him in the category of 
"inhuma.nn and "labyrinthine spirits"; he bas granted him all but 
the privilege of being used by "lifen and becoming its voice, like 
Tolstoi (pp. 204-205) .. 
Bertocci 1s discussion admirably pinpoints both to what extent Du Bos' 
sorts o:f reservation about James's achievement may be temperamentallY 
(and culturally) based, and to what degree they involve the fundamental 
problem of the critic's evaluation of art and the artist nature. 
Bertocci says, for example, that Du. Bos objects that ''taste;" as he 
tlrl.nks, becomes for James 
the sole arbiter of morality and tends to suppress those revealing 
upru.shes o:f feeling so i.m.portant for Du Bos. • • • Du. Bos' hatred 
of r"ticence in things of the spirit, may have bl.inded him to the 
meaning of the novelist, so 11Frencbtt and more than "French" in his 
shrinking, in society, from direct confession. There may have 
been failure also to realize the special import of the concept of 
society for the son of the Swedenborgian, Henry James Senior (p. 20)). 
108 Gide, 11Henry James, 11 • The Qu.esti.on of Henry James, P• 253. 
great art because 11 the secret of the great novelist is· not in the 
domi.nation of situations, but rather in the multiplicity of his 
intimate connivances11 (the multiplicity of his devices to put his 
most personal private self into his fiction, while yet remaining 
1.09 
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impartial.) • Gide • s antecedent description of some of the main 
qualities of James's fiction deserves to be better known: 
the proportion remains perfect between the propulsive 
force and the drawing out of the narrative •••• The 
interest is never in the outpouring, but i.s sol.ely in 
the conduit. His work is like that of the spider, who 
ceasel.essl.y widens her web by hanging new threads from 
one chosen support to another. Doubtless I shal.l. praise 
him for taking his stand always upon the same data of a 
probl.em. • • • Another thing: these characters never 
live except in rel.ation to each other, i.n the functioning 
of these relations. • • • It is his m6tier that interests 
me • • • the prodigious virtuosi. ty. Bu.t here also there 
would be a great deal to say, and say again: this need 
of delineating everything, this conscience, even, this 
scruple against l.eavi.ng anything in the shadow. • • • His 
figures ••• are lighted from every side •••• And, 
again, •. he dominates his narrative; ••• he does not 
commit himself to it ..... I am most certainl.y gratef"ul. 
to him for being impartial; but Dostoevski., for exampl.e, 
finds a way of being impartial. and committing himsel.f at 
the same time to the most contrary, the most contradictory 
characters who make him enter the heart of life • and us 
after him. • • • Undoubtedly these novels of James are 
marvels of composition; but one might say as well that the 
qualities of his narratives are always, are never anything 
but, the qualities of composition. ll.O 
1.09 
ttHenry James," The Question of Henr.v James: A 
Coll.ection of··cri.tical Essays, ed. F. W. Dtlpee (New York: Bolt, 
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Most impressive in Gide's brevity is how quickly and surely he 
identifies the sources o:f some o:f James's clUef aesthetic effects: 
:for example, ntald.ng his stand always upon the same data o:f a 
problem«; a scruple to "delineate everytmngn in the particular area 
o:f "the fUnctioning oftr the characters' trrelation to each other"; 
and nimpartiali.ty, '' or devices to gain the work's seeming independence 
of an author. 
Nevertheless, Gide's necessary bias in :favor o:f all fiction's 
evoldng a certain kind o:f interest he himself wanted to achieve, 
carries him to an unwarranted conclusion about the result o:f James's 
methods in the area o:f characterization. Gide seems to suggest that 
because James is interested in gaining the illusion o:f independence 
:from an author and in making economical his revelations o:f the 
process o'£ personal equations, his narratives must present nnute 
strokes :for the reader to put together, and must use ~ complete 
awareness by his characters o:f their relations to one another. This 
argument is perfectly just, repeating what James himself had said in 
his prefaces. However, Gide's further conclusion is unwarranted that 
the :figures whose relations are "lighted :from every siden can suggest 
to a reader no unknown dimensions outside these relations--can suggest 
no relation to themselves and no soul.--and moreover remain pare 
intelligences 'W'lbothered by the complications of flesh and emotions: 
The skillful.ly made network spun out by his intelligence 
captivates only the intelligence: the intelligence of 
the reader t the intelligence of the heroes of his books. 
The latter seem never to exist except in the :f.'unctioning 
of their intellects, they are only winged busts; all the· 
weight of the flesh is absent, and all the shaggy_. 
tangled undergrowth, all the wild da.rlmess. • • • 
Another thing: these characters never live except in 
relation to each other, in the functioning of these 
relations: they are desperately mundane; I mean by this 
that there is nothing of the divine in them, and that 
intelligence always explains what makes them act or 
vibrate. I do not feel so much that the author is 
snobbish as profane: yes profane, incurably so. • • • 
This scruple against leaving anything in the shadow, 
this minuteness of' information, all this fatigues me, 
wears me out; his narratives are without color, without 
flavor: I hardly ever feel behind his .f'igures, which 
are lighted from every side, that cone of unexplorable 
shadow where the suffering sou1 lies bidden, but his 
characters have no need of shelter~-they have no souls. 
• • • We can marvel at the delicacy, at the subtlety of 
the gear wheels, but all the characters are like the 
figure of' a clock, and the story if finished when they 
have struck the curfew; o.f' themselves they return to 
the clockcase and to the night of' our forgetting. lll 
These conclusions fail to perceive that James employs exhaustive 
delineation of' his persons • awareness of' one another only in order 
to make his reader aware of the inexhaustibility of the personal 
mystery or the h1llllan 11 case." 
The design of the New York Edition corroborates that one 
of' James's non-aesthetic premises is that "the sou1" or the ultimate 
persanal mystery of' the· individual is so thoroughly an important 
mystery, so truly impenetrable in the sens.e of' never f'u1ly lmown, 
lll 
11Henry James," The Question of' H. James, PP• 251-253· 
But compare James•s own discussion of the problem for the novelist 
of "making his characters too interpretive of' the muddle of fate, or 
in other words too di.vinely, too priggishly clever" in the preface 
to The Princess Casam.assima (Art of' Novel, PP• 63-65). 
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that mainly the .fact o.f its rema.i.ning always "beyond," always 
knowable and yet unknown • will be rendered by realistic art--
rendered through constant suggestion o.f the existence of 11 dimensions" 
112 
and o.f almost in.finite unlmown ones. Another Jamesian premise 
corroborated by the design of the New York Edition o.f course is that 
consciousness or awareness is an organization of the interior of the 
. 113 
individual, not just of his intellectual activity. (This does 
not mean that James does not recognize the.unconscious dimensions of 
the individual; he frequentlY represents unawareness of the self.) 
The two premises together control, with others, James's use o.f his 
superior or wide "reflectors" of personal relations. 
Particularly the first of the above premises seems so little 
apprehended or shared by Gide that he cannot conceive how very 
extensive representation of the realm of inter-personal equations, 
of exchanges and impingements on one another of consciousnesses of 
one another, might be employed to suggest both the inexhaustibility 
of this process and the source of the inexhaustibility: the 
114 
impenetrableness of the individual. mysterye Qide's criticism, 
ll2 
See my discussion of James's meaning of "case," in 
Chapter Seven above, PP• 337-366 • 
113 . For example~ see Art of Novel, p. '71: "these persons 
are, so far as their other passions permit, intense perceivers, 
all, of their respective predicaments .. 11 
114 In addition, Gide appears to be an active reader, whose 
fatigue from the amount of relating (mainly an intellectual process, 
it is true) demanded of him by James's degree of "projection" may 
disprove Jamests contention that readers gain most "intensity" o.f 
reaction from having the utmost delnanded of them in this respect. 
James probably miscalculated the degree to which such exertion and 
vitality of emotional response might interfere with one another. 
• 
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though intelligent, is not "appreciative" enough in James's sense. 
This criticism shows the weaknesses o£ not trying to put together 
an artist's 11 case," o£ neglecting to try to relate the main 
qualities o£ his products to his enduring conditions, including 
his own premises. 
Helpful as they are, Gide 1 s comments can symbolize the 
dangers £or criticism o£ not taking same account o£ that 
interpretation o£ his own case which James provided by means o£ 
the total design o£ his de£ini tive edition .. 
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"THE STORY IN IT": THE DESIGN OF HENRY JAMES 1 S "NEW YO:RK EDITION" 
Abstract 
Henry James regarded as "definitive" the selected edition 
of his Novels And Tales in.:..twenty-four;·vdlumes which he prepared 
for publication by Scribners in 1907-1909, not only because of its 
revisions and its prefaces but equally because he implied, through 
the order of its fictions, an interpretation of his artistic "case." 
The edition (involving, James said, "illuminatory classification, 
collocation, juxtaposition and separation throughout the whole 
series") builds an architecture; but this architecture is not, as 
Mr. Leon Edel has suggested, modelled on Balzac's divisions within 
La Com~die humaine, although James's sequence 4oes have a relation 
to what for him was ttthe lesson o:f Balzac." James orders his series 
much as he composes his fictions: so that each unit makes a certain 
"germ" progressively clearer, or better- enforces the same (often 
intricate) idea. For this exfoliating type of design James often 
used the term "story." It is important to recognize this characteristic 
order in the "New York Edition" not for its complexity but because 
the design enforces James's interpretation of an aesthetic and an 
extra-aesthetic significance of his own "case." External evidence 
is limited and is not conclusive on the purpose of the architecture 
in the edition. This dissertation examines mainly internal evidence: 
James's preface statements and their sequence, and especially both the 
structural and the thematic features of each of the included fictions. 
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By identifying an artistic "case," which he thought any 
critic's main task, James always means relating salient character-
istics of the artist's production to the artist's prominent and 
enduring "conditions" of work. The volume divisions of the "New 
York Edition" are itsfundamental units, and groups of volumes 
comprise four major units: Volumes I-IX, X-XII, XIII-XVIII, 
XIX-XXIV. The arrangement of fictions within single volumes and of 
volumes within each of the major units unfolds the same meaning 
that the succession of major units also exfoliates. The order 
pervasively demonstrates what is James's "case" and that it evinces 
a "continuity" equally with a "growth." That is, James grew in the 
sense of intensifying his awareness of the same endeavor, or in the 
sense of "cultivating" his stable "operative consciousness" of 
difficulties always arising from the interplay of four of his 
enduring conditions. These conditions were: (1) his aim to write 
fiction such as would genuinely "represent" and represent.the human 
comedy in his time, (2} his command of details from but a limited 
number of areas of experience and from areas he considered peripheral 
(especially to the society--America--where lay his deepest roots), 
(3) his tendency to pursue all the relations between the details he 
did command, his sense that relations "end nowhere," (4) his necessity, 
for publication of his fiction, to compress it into briefer space than 
the ideal of artistic economy indicated, and to address an audience 
resistant to his understanding of worthwhile "life" or of "free spirit." 
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The design of the edition stresses (a) that James's "case" 
was a successful one of having converted obstacle into aid through 
cultivating his awareness that difficulty was his "operative 
condition," (b) that this "case" shows composition of raw material 
to be any fiction writer's primary "resource" for representing 
"the real" and the human comedy, (c) that James's pursuit of 
thoroughness of composition enabled him to articulate a particular 
theme of great "civic use"--the theme that "free spirit" is 
inherently contagious and expansive through exchanges of 
consciousness in inter-personal relations. 
Perceiving that the design of the edition unfolds James's 
view· of his "case11 and of its importance solves many problems: for 
instance, why he has not placed all of his novels and nouvelles so 
as to trace his exact course of technical development; has not 
brought together all the fictions which use the supernatural; 
nowhere has juxtaposed sub-groups of his international stories; 
has ignored chronology so greatly and has not grouped by genre in 
Volumes X-XVIII; has combined a group of fictions including "Daisy 
Miller" with another group including "The Real Thing" in Volume XVIII; 
has pointed in the prefaces to classifications he might have employed; 
and has retained the publication order of The Wings of the Dove and 
The Ambassadors. 
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